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PREFACE 

This manual is one of a set of five published by Autonetics to 
provide maintenance information on the RECOMP II computer system. 

System Service Manual: Publication No. SOB - T-6 
Computer Service Manual: Publication No. SOB - T-7 
Input-Output Service Manual: Publication No. 50B-T-B 
Test Equipment Service Manual: Publication No. 50B-T-9 
System Reference Schematics: Publication No. 50B-T -11 

The block diagram of figure 1 illustrates each system component and 
shows its applicable service manual. In brief, the scope of each 
RECOMP II service manual is as follows: 

System Service Manual: This manual describes the general concept 
of RECOMP II maintenance and provides instructions for checkout of the 
computer system using the system tester in both static and dynamic te~t 
modes. The goal of th~se system test procedures is to isolate malfunctions 
to a specific operational area or system component. 

Computer Service Manual: This manual describes the operational 
components located in the computer assembly, including memory unit, 
power circuits, and signal circuits. It also provides maintenance instruc
tions and adjustments for computer components, and gives a detailed set 
of test procedures for computer circuit boards using the component tester. 

Input-Output Service Manual: This manual desc ribes the operational 
characteristics of RECOMP II input-output equipment (control console, 
typewriter, tape reader, and tape punch). It also provides maintenance 
and test instructions for these input-output devices and the associated 
desk as s embly. 

Test Equipment Service Manual: This manual describes the func
tional characteristics of the system tester and component tester. It also 
provides maintenance and test information for these two RECOMP II test 
equipments. 

System Reference Schematics: This publication provides a set of 
schematics, assembly drawings, wiring charts, and signal charts for 
each system component; i. e., computer, desk,. control console, tape 
reader, typewriter, and tape punch. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Computing system maintenance comprises two general types: 
system maintenance and component maintenance. System maintenance 

. is primarily concerned with checking out the operational status of each 
functional system component interms of system operation. Component 
maintenance principally consists of preventive maintenance, and re
placement of malfunctioning electronic and electromechanical parts of 
the system. The procedures of system maintenance are thus primarily 
trouble-isolation procedures. That is,· whenever faulty operation occurs, 
the trouble is traced to a particular system component by using the 
system checkout procedures. If, for example, the trouble should be in 
the main computer circuitry, the trouble is traced to a particular func
tional circuit or group of circuits within the computer. Once the trouble 
has been identified with a particular functional area of the computer 
system, the technician refers to the applicable component service 
manual f.or (1) more specific maintenance procedures to isolate trouble 
to particular electrical or mechanical components and (2) instructions 
to repair or replace the defective components. In this system service 
manual, system maintenance is divided into three phases: Preliminary 
Checkout, Operational Checkout, and Logic Checkout. 

PRELIMINARY CHECKOUT 

Preliminary checkout procedures provide instructions for checking 
electrical and operational conditions that must be satisfied before the 
more complex operational steps can be performed. For example, all 
d -c power supply voltage levels and load characteristics are checked in 
preliminary checkout. The ability of the control console to enter in
formation and to read out information from the computer is also checked. 
All preliminary checkout procedures are limited to those that can be 
performed relatively quickly and without referring to logic interpretation., 

OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT 

Operational checkout procedlir.es pl:"0vide the means for checking 
out the ability of the computer to perform various commands and func
tions. Short routines are entered fro'm the. control console (or'the tape 
reader or typewriter) and the computer then is set to perform these 
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routines. Results are monitored on the visual readout of the control 
console and/or an oscilloscope. If the routine fails, the computer has 
incorrectly executed a command or malfunctioned in another manner. 
The maintenance engineer can then, through use of the logic descriptions, 
determine the circuits involved in the malfunction. 

LOGIC CHECKOUT 

Logic checkout involves determination of the characteristics of 
each function in terms of the logic equations which represent .the detailed 
operational design of the computer. From this, the maintenance engineer 
can then readily determine the circuits and components involved. In 
most cases, logic checkout procedures isolate trouble to particular cir
cuit boards, which can then be checked out in detail on the component 
tester and replaced. 
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MAINTENANCE AIDS 

The RECOMP II system (s ee figure 1) has numerous facilities 
which aid in checking out the system, troubleshooting, and performing 
preventive maintenance. Most important of these is the System Tester, 
a separate self-contained unit which provides facilities for testing and 
monitoring the computing system in both dynamic and static modes of 
operation. This unit is especially useful in conducting preventive 
maintenance tests under marginal conditions. Other system checkout 
aids --all integral parts of the system--are the control console, tape 
reader, tape punch, and electric typewriter. All of these units are used 
both with and without the system tester, as checkout and troubleshooting 
may require. 

The control console contains virtually all of the operating switches 
and indicators used in directing the activities of the computing system. 
Consequently, it is employed extensively in almost all checkout and 
troubleshooting procedures. The control console keyboard is used to 
set up memory locations and to enter commands and data. into the com
puter. Readout switches and the visual readout panel are utilized in 
checking the contents of registers and memory locations. Error indi
cators, memory location indicators, and several operating switches aid 
,in determining the exact location of a malfunction. The control console 
also contains several other checkout and troubleshooting facilities. 
These items, located on the rear of the console, consist of (1) power 
supply voltmeter and range switch which facilitates checking the secondary 
d-c voltages and (2) memory and register test jacks which permit direct 
connection of an oscilloscope to check memory and register contents. 
Procedures in which the control console is used in checkout, trouble
shooting, and preventive maintenance of the RECOMP II system are 
presented later. All persons associated with maintenance of the RECOMP 
II system should be thoroughly familiar with the functions of all console 
controls and indicators before performing any work on the system. A 
description of the controls and indicators and their funct:i.ons is given in 
the RECOMP II Operating Manual. 

Principal use of the tape reader, tape punch, and typewriter in 
checkout, troubleshooting, and preventive maintenance is in the insertion 
and recording of data. Use of these units in this work is presented 
later. Operating procedures for these units and their controls are given 
in the Operating Manual. 
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Uses of the system tester are given later in this section. System 
tester controls are described in the Test Equipment Service Manual. 
Persons utilizing the system tester should completely understand its 
various modes of operation before using it. 

CONTROL CONSOLE 

Most of the controls for directing computer activities during 
checkout, trouble -shooting, and preventive maintenance are located on 
the control console (see figure 2). 

Control of Internal Operations 

Principal use of the control console is in the control of computer 
internal operations. In addition to the controls for starting, stopping, 
and applying power to the computer, the console contains the switches 
and indicators used in directing the system in the various modes of 
operation. The Start switches can be used in several different ways dur
ing checkout and maintenance work. The regular Start switch is utilized 
(1) to start the computer to execute instructions, as when running a test 
routine, and (2) in conjunction with the single command operation switch 
to cause the computerto execute one instruction at a time and stop auto
matically. The single-command operating mode is especially helpful 
when isolating a malfunction. If the computer is not executing a test 
program correctly, .the instruction causing the difficulty can be determined 
by·displaying the contents of registers and memory locations on the visual 
readout following execution of each command. 

Start I, Start 2, and. Start 3 switches start the computer on execu
tion of a sequence of instructions beginning at memory location. 0001, 
0002, and 0003, respectively. They are used mainly with some test 
routines having the initial command in one of these memory locations. 
All Start switches initiate the Compute state which is indicated by the 
Compute neon indicator in the center of the console. 

Four possible methods of stopping the co:mputer provide additional 
flexibility in controlling internal operations during checkout and mainte
nance. These are the regular stop button, the Transfer Stop switch, the 
Pre-set Stop switch, and the Error Reset button. 

The Transfer Stop and Pre-set Stop switches are of particular 
value in locatirlg malfunctions. When placed. in the Up position, the 
Transfer Stop switch halts computer operation after interpretation of any 
transfer instruction even though the condition necess'll'Y for transfer of 
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control was not met. The location of the command containing the transfer 
instruction is placed in the right half of the X-register from where it can 
be displayed on the console visual radout. This enables checking if the 
location of a transfer instruction in a test program is incorrect because of 
improper sequence or a memory read-write malfunction. The Pre-Set 
Stop switch, when placed in the 1st or 2nd position, stops the computer 
after execution of the command in the left or right half-word position, 
respectively, of the full-word location as set on the Channel and Sector 
Selectors. This permits running a test routine until it reaches the loca
tion in which the malfunction is known or believed to exist. Contents of 
the memory location of the last instruction executed may then be displayed 
on the visual readout. The location counter will display the location of the 
next instruction to be executed. 

Other switches and indicators used in controlling internal operations 
include the Sense switches, Error indicators and Error Reset button, and 
the Fill Source button. The three Sense switches operate in conjunction 
with the Conditional Transfer instructions TSB, TSG, and TSD to enable 
manual direction of the computer along various routes of a stored program. 

Error Reset permits resumption of operation following a stop caused 
by an output, overflow, or verify error. However, the Error indicators, 
are of greater aid than the Error Reset button in checkout and maintenance. 
The Verify Error neon indicates a discrepancy between the contents of a 
tape and the information originally stored in memory from that tape. 
Usually a Verify error indicates faulty recording of the information in 
memory. It may also, however, serve as a means of checking the ac
curacy of the tape reading process if known tape content is read in and 
then displayed from memory on the console visual readout. The Verify 
mode of operation (see Operating manual) is helpful in locating. a memory 
write malfunction because the location counter will indicate the next 
memory address that is to be verified; i. e .. , the malfunction is at the 
address which is one sector less than shown by the location counter. An 
output error is indicated when a difference occurs between the code sent 
from the computer and that typed. By comparing the information· at the 
memory location indicated by the location counter with that shown on the 
output register on the punch, the character being typed correctly can be 
determined. The Overflow Error indicator lights whenever a number 
exceeds the capacity of the A-register (see Operating manual). An overflow 
condition usually indicates an error in the program but may also signify 
improper command execution. All three error lights are extinguished 
by depressing the Error Reset button. 
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Environm.ental conditions affecting proper computer operation are 
indicated by three warning neon indicator lights. These conditions are 
open circuit panels, indicated by the Interlock neon; excessively high 
internal temperatures, indicated by the High Temperature neonjand a 
line voltage drop or increase, indicated by the Line Transient neon. 
The computer may be operated with one or both hinged door circuit. 
panels open; however, internal operating temperatures may become 
sufficiently high ,to cause the computer to halt. A high. temperature in
dication will precede a halt. Excessively high temperature inside the 
computer may turn off the computer almost immediately or after a long 
delay, depending on the rate of temperature rise. The abnormally high 
temperature may have originated in the power supply or memory. A 
line voltage drop below lOB volts or above 130 volts will cause the Line 
Transient neon to light. Usually a line voltage change sufficient to light 
the indicator will be of concern only to the operator. This is because 
and execessive voltage change during computing may alter information 
in the registers or rapid access loops. Information in main memory 
is unaffected by line voltage variations other than high transients. 

Main use of the Fill Source button in checkout and maintenance is 
to set up the computer to receive instructions and data from the console 
keyboard. The Fill Source indicator lights when the Fill Source button 
is depressed. It turns off automatically when the Fill switch on the tape 
reader or typewriter is depressed, when an input command is executed, 
or when the computer enters the Compute state. 

Isolation of Malfunctions 

The location counter indicator in the lower left corner of the con
sole panel is used extensively in maintenance work. The location counter 
indicator consists of 13 neon indicators and displays: (1) the address of 
the location in which the data is being stored or selected for comparison 
in the fill or verify mode (2) ~he address of the location of the next ins
struction to be executed when operating in the compute state. Instances 
in which the location counter indicator can aid in isolating a malfunction 
include: (1) location of the instruction on which a command execution 
malfunction occurred, (2) location of the instruction to which a program 
will transfer, (3) visual verification of the location in which the informa
tion is being placed -or verified, and (4) visual observation of memory ac
cess and program execution sequences during single-step operation. 
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Input of Commands and Data 

The control panel keyboard is the principal medium for entering 
commands and data during checkout and preventive maintenance. It is 
also used for setting the location counter. All types of information ex-
cept alphanumeric can be entered from the console keyboard. Mainte
nance work in which the keyboard is utilized include: (I) modification of 
test routines to alter the course of operations, (2) entry of test data into 
memory, (3) insertion of commands to check correct execution, (4) entry 
of data into memory to ascertain proper functioning of output equipment, 
(5) entry of data in memory to verify accuracy of write and read processes 
in the channel in which a malfunction occurred, and (6) entry of information 
into channels when making memory and register gain and other adjust
ments. The switches identified by L, C, and N --and their indicators -
are considered part of the keyboard. Their main use is to set the com
puter to receive numerical entries in location, command, or number 
format, respectively. Procedures for entering information in these 
formats are given later in this section. 

Readout of Memory and Register Contents 

The visual readout (see figure 3) is of considerable assistance in 
maintenance by enabling: (1) visual inspection of the information in main 
memory channels, rapid access loops, and registers, (2) verification 
of data befo re entry, (3) isolation of a malfunction in the write, read, 
and command execution processes, (4) display of results of a command 
execution or other operation, (5) a check of information entered or trans
mitted from the computer against that in memory, (6) a check on accuracy 
of the computations performed, and (7) determination of proper execution of 
transfer commands. Frequently, the visual readout is more helpful in 
isolating malfunctions when it is us ed with the single command operating 
mode. Commands and data entered from the keyboard are displayed on 
the visual readout automatically upon depression of a button. Display of 
information in the computer is achieved by execution of the Display 
command or manually. The latter is readily performed with a row of 
rota ry memo ry and registe r location switches and three readout buttons. 
Contents of all main memory and rapid access loop locations and all 
registe rs except the B - register can be displayed in binary coded decimal, 
octal,and command formats. Procedures for obtaining readout manually are 
presented on pages 24 through 28 under Computer Control in the Operating 
manual, Pub. 5l2-E-3. 
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Monitoring of Internal Operations 

Facilities for monitoring internal computer operations on the rear 
of the console (see figure 4) consist of test receptacles and a power sup
ply voltmeter range switch and percentage indicator. The test receptacles 
enable examination of the contents of registers. loops, and main memory 
locations with the use of an oscilloscope. This aids in determining if the 
contents of the memory or registers change. if the writing and reading 
processes are functioning prop.erly. and if the signals are of proper am
plitude. Contents of registers and loops can be displayed in continuous 
shape; contents of main memory locations can either be viewed as the 
contents pass through the circuitry or in continuous shape by placing the 
contents of a main memory location into a register or loop. A synch
ronization receptacle provides a synchronization signal for the oscillo .... 
scope. 

All secondary d-c voltage levels of the computer and control c;on
sole can be conveniently checked with the power supply voltmeter range · 
switch and percentage indicator. The levels are tested by turning the 
range switch to each position and observing percentage reading on the 
indicator. 
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PAPER TAPE READER 

Use of the tape reader (see figure 5) in checkout and maintenance 
consists of entering test routines into the computer and verifying the 
recording of information into memory. The latter function is performed 
by comparing the contents of memory against that on the tape with which 
it had been entered. Verification thus serves as a rapid check of correct 
recording in memory. Operation of the tape reader in both the Fill and 
Verify modes is described later. 

ELECTR IC TYPEWRITER 

The electric typewriter (see figure 6) is especially 'useful in ob
taining a printout of the contents of memory for comparison with infor
mation entered or for examination to detect program errors and machine 
malfunctions. The typewriter is also used frequently during checkout 
and trouble -shooting to ente r information into the computer and, in 
conjunction with the pa-per tape punch, to prepare test tapes. Because 
information can be entered into the computer in the same format as from 
the tape reader and console keyboard, the typewriter can be utilized to 
enter commands and data when either of the other units is inoperative. 
When the tape reader is inoperative, the typewriter also is the only 
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Figure 5. Tape Reader 
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means of entering or receiving alphanumeric information to or from the 
computer. Several typewriter control codes can also be used to direct 
computer op~rations. These control codes. procedures for entering 
information into the computer with the typewriter. and use of the type
writer in preparation of test tapes are presented later in this section. 
Typewrite r output ope ration is controlled by program instructions TYC. 
TYW. PTC. and PTW. Use of these instructions is outlined in the 
Operating manual. 

PAPER TAPE PUNCH 

Main uses of the paper tape punch (see figure 7) in checkout and 
maintenance are the preparation of test tapes and the output of informa
tion when the typewriter and visual readout are malfunctioning. The 
punch is also used occasionally with the tape reader in test routines 
to check correct ope ration of the tape reader. tape punch. and type
writer. T 'he output register. located on the punch control panel. aids 
in determining if the typewriter is recording correctly. If the Output 
Error indicator on the console is on. the output register will indicate 

BCM02 

the character mistyped. Comparison between the character displayed on 
the output registe r and that typed will help to isolate the malfunction. A 
checkto ascertain if the register displays correctly can be made by 
comparing the display on the output register with the contents of the 
memory location being trahsferred to the punch. Loading of paper tape 
into the punch is described on the inside of the cover of the untt; use of 
the punch controls and punch instructions is explained later in this 
section. Computer controlled punch operation is governed by program 
instructions PNC. PNW. PTC. and PTW. Their use is described in the 
Operating manual. 
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Main purpose of the System Tester (see figure 8) is to simplify 
trouble -shooting. Specific us es include (l) monito ring the computer 
flip-flops, including the read and write amplifier flip-flops; (2) con
trolling the computer flip-flops to determine if each is functioning 
properly and to static-check the logic; (3) checking operation of gates 
to determine if operating properly marginally, or if inoperative; (4) 
controlling a number of 'flip-flops under dynamic conditions to aid in 
isolating a malfunction; and (5) applying marginal conditions to the 
computer to locate incipient malfunctions. Procedures for operating 
the system tester in these uses are given in the System Checkout 
Procedures section of this manual. 

Uses of System Tester Control 

System tester controls consist of two power switches, the flip-flop 
set-reset switches and indicators, a static-dynamic mode switch, a 

marginal check switch, and a one- shot clock switch. Except for the 
power switches, all are used to establish various conditions within the 
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RC6-100 

Figure 8. System Tester 
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tester that will cause the computer to react to desired external control 
rather than normal internal operation. Connecting the system tester 
does not, however, affect the normal dynamic characteristics of the 
computer nor alter the normal sequence of operations except when a 
change is initiated externally through the system tester buttons. Func
tions of these controls and the computer servicing operations in which 
they are used are given in the following paragraphs. 

Application of Power 

The power controls apply power to the tester. The Power switch 
applies 60 -cycle power to the power supply and internal circuits of the 
tester and the Neon Power switch applies d-c power to the tester panel 
neons. A neon indicator above each of these switches indicates proper 
application of powe r within the tester. 

Setting and Resetting of Flip-Flops 

Set-Reset controls consist of a I-Set All- 0 -Set All switch, a 
Preset I-Preset 0 switch, and individual microswitches for each flip-
flop. These controls permit resetting the flip-flops (terms), including 
those in the read and write amplifiers, to 0 or I states. The I-Set 
All-O-Set All switch enables setting all flip-flops simultaneously to one 
state or the other; the Preset I-Preset 0 in conjunction with the individual 
microswitches enables setting the individual flip-flops to one state or the 
other. The Set-Reset controls are used in determining proper switching 
of the flip-flops and in locating malfunctioning flip-flops. Instances in 
which these controls are used for isolation of malfunction are (1) improper 
execution of commands, (2) weak read and write signals, (3) incorrect 
writing on and reading from memory, (4) incorrect memory location 
selection, and (S) broken wiring or wiring errors. 

Checkout in Static or Dynamic Modes 

The Static -Dynamic mode switch enables checking the logic through 
testing gates in the static mode and through observing indications of 
tester lights in the dynamic mode. In some procedures the Static
Dynamic switch is used in conjunction with the One-Shot Clock switch, 
in others with the Marginal Check switch. 

With the Static -Dynamic switch in the Static position, any logic 
gate or gates set up can be triggered with the One...shot Clock switch. 
The Static position turns off the computer clock and leaves it in the true 
state. When the One-Shot Clock switch is depressed, the tester forces 
the clock line to a false level by grounding it. This initiates a positive 
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step function suitable for triggering the flip-flops to statically check the 
logic gates one at a time. It is helpful in isolating almost every mal
function of an electronic nature because gates are used in all logic and 
many other operations, such as console keyboard entry and visual 
readout. 

During the dynamic testing mode, normal computer operation 
is monitored by the system tester. When computation ceases, the 
states of all flip-flops are displayed. The malfunctions can then be 
isolated by the utilization of the computer logic with the neces sary 
understanding of 'computer operation. The system tester does not 
effect the operation of the computer during normal operation. 

Operation Under Marginal Conditions 

Use of the Static-Dynamic switch in conjunction with the Marginal 
Check switch is of greater as sistance in checkout and preventive main
tenance than trouble-shooting. The Marginal Check switch can be set 
to change various voltage levels within the computer. These changed 
levels can be applied in either the static or dynamic mode according to 
the setting of the Static-Dynamic switch. The -6 and -18 voltages are 
lowered in either the static or dynamic mode; the +6 and -12 voltages 
are raised in the static mode and raised and lowered in the dynamic 
mode. When the marginal condition is imposed in the dynamic mode, 
the clock is also advanced and retarded on successive clock pulses. 
Two jitter flip-flops generate a square wave of one-forth the clock rate 
fO'r modulating the +6 and -12 voltages. The frequency and the ris e and 
fall times of these waves do not cause transient effects within the com
puter. 

Imposing marginal conditions is especially useful in locating 
incipient malfunctions. Application of a marginal condition in the static 
mode permits testing of a specific component in the dynamic mode to 
continuous operation of the computer on a given program. Components 
and circuits which function satisfactorily under no rr:nal operating con
ditions will fail when marginal conditions are imposed; thus the static 
mode enables locating and replacing failing components before a mal
function occurs. Under marginal conditions in the dynamic mode, if 
the computer handles a program or routine correctly, it usually is 
operating satisfactorily. The marginal check is helpful in trouble
shooting through aiding in isolating a malfunction that is occurring 
intermittently. 
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Flip -flop indicato rs on the System T ester enable identification of a 
malfunctioning flip-flop. When a computer flip-flop is in the true state 
the appropriate neon is illuminated; when in the false state it is ex
tinguished. There is one neon for each flip-flop, including each read 
and write amplifier flip-flop. Proper operation of the neons themselves 
can be easily confirmed by placing the I-Set ALI..O-Set All switch in the 
1 -Set All position and noting if all neons are lighted. 

The control unit network board mounts the marginal test condition 
potentiometers. This board is shown in Fig 9. 

The adjustments available to the computer operator for establish
ing marginal test conditions are listed in Table 1. The marginal test 
conditions available in a computer are shown in Table 2. The voltage 
levels for marginal test conditions may be adjusted by the use of poten
tiometers located on the control unit network board. The designations 
of marginal tests voltage conditions and adjustment potentiometers are 
listed in Table 3. 
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Table 1. Adjustments Used To Establish Marginal Test Conditions 

-18 v 
-6 v 

-12 v 
+6 v 

-lZ 
+6 

Static margin = RlZ 
Static margin = R14 
Static margin = RS 
Static margin = R13 

Dynamic margin = RIO 
Dynamic mar gin = R40 

RlZ, R14, RS, R3, RIO, R40 located on marginal 
test board of System Tester. 

Clock Jitter width = R4 on clock board No. 1 in 
computer. 

Table 2. Marginal Test Conditions 

Switch Setting Action 

Mode Marginal Clock 
Test Voltage Change Jitter 

Sl Sz -6 +6 -lZ -18 

Static OFF None None None None None 
Static No. 1 None None None Lowered None 

by 100/0 
Static No. Z Lowered None None Lowered None 

by 100/0 by 100/0 
Static No. 3 Lowered None Raised Lowered None 

by 100/0 by 10% by 100/0 
Static No. 4 Lowered Raised Raised Lowered None 

by ,100/0 by 10% by 100/0 by 100/0 
Static No. S Lowered Raised Raised Lowered None 

by 100/0 by 100/0 by 100/0 by 100/0 
Dynamic OFF None None None None None 
Dynamic No. 1 None None None Lowered None 

b6 100/0 
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Table 2. (Continued) 

Switch Setting Action 

Mode 

Sl 

Dynamic 

Dynamic 

Dynamic 

Dynamic 

Marginal Clock 
Test Voltage Change Jitter 

S2 -6 +6 -12 -18 

No. 2 Lowered None None Lowered None 
by 10% by 10% 

No. 3 Lowered None Jitter Lowered None 
by 10% ± 10% by 10% 

No. 4 Lowered Jitter Jitter Lowered None 
by 10% ±10% ±10% by 10% 

No. 5 Lowered Jitter Jitter Lowered Jitter ± O. 5 
by 10% ±10% ±10% by 10% usec 

.-

Table 3. Designations of Potentiometers Used for 
Establishing Mar ginal T est Conditions 

Adjustment Voltage Remarks 

R33 Line Trans High Limit 
R34 +50 Adjusted before adjustment of R47 
R35 -12 
R36 ±6 Adjust for mean value 
R37 +0.75 
R38 -3 
R39 -18 
R40 -100 Adjustment dependent on voltage level 
R42 Line Trans Low Limit 
R47 +75 Adjusted after adjustment of R 34 
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Figure 9. Control Unit Network Board 
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SYSTEM OPERATION AND CONTROL 

Checkout, trouble -shooting, and preventive maintenance is much 
more easily and quickly accomplished when operation and control of the 
system is thoroughly understood. Procedures for operating the com
puter and its associated input-output units are given on the following 
pages, but principally as a brief, convenient reference. Detailed op
erating procedures are presented in the Operating manual. Procedures 
given here are presented in the order in which they will usually be usea.; 
exceptions are covered in the tests in which the variation in operating 
procedure is required. 

Computer Operating Procedure 

To apply power to computer: 

Depres s Power On button on control console (Power On indicator 
should light immediately; Ready indicator should light approximately 
45 seconds after power turn-on). 

To set Location counter from console keyboard: 

1. If Fill Source indicator is extinguishe.d, depress Fill Source 
button. 

2. If Compute, Output Error, Overflow Error, and Verify Error 
indicators are lit, depress Error Reset button. 

3. Depress Location button (Location indicator should light). 
4. Depress in proper sequence the keyboard buttons corresponding 

to the location in which it is desired to enter information, consisting of 
four octal digits for the channels and sectors desired and one binary 
digit to indicate the first 0 r second half of the sector (a zero for first 
and a one for second half, usually a zero). (Corresponding numerals 

\ should be displayed on the visual readout; if a wrong character has 
been keyed depress Clear button and repeat this step from its beginning. ) 
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5. Depress Enter button (location will be entered into com.puter, 
visual readout will be cleared, and location counter indicator should 
display location set up - ... location counter indicator is read by adding 
num.bers beside lighted neons). 

To enter com.m.ands from. console keyboard: 

1. Set location counter. 
2. Depress Com.m.arid button (Comm.and indicator will light). 
3. Depres s in· proper sequence the keyboard buttons for the pair 

of com.m.ands desired, consisting for each comm.and of a sign, two octal 
digits for the operation code, four octal digits representing the address 
or other inform.ation, one binary digit (zero or one) for half-word sector 
indication or other inform.ation (the various m.eanings of sign, address, 
and half-word indicators are explained in the Operating manual); corres
ponding characters are displayed on the visual readout as the buttons 
for the com.m.and are depressed, if a wrong character has been keyed 
depress Clear button and repeat this step from. its beginning. 

4. Depress Enter button (pair of comm.ands will be entered into 
location desired, visual readout will be cleared, and location counter 
will be advanced to next location). 

5. To enter additional commands in consecutive locations repeat 
steps 3 al1ld 4, in non-consecutive locations steps 1 through 4. 

To enter mixed numbers from console keyboard. 

1. Set location counter. 
2. Depress Number button (Number indicator will light). 
3. To enter whole-number portion, depress plus or minus sign 

followed by up to 11 (numeral) keys representing decimal digits (cor
responding numerals are displayed on visual readout as numeral key 
is depressed, if wrong character has been keyed depress Clear button 
and repeat this step from its beginning). 

4. Depress-decimal point key (whole number should be entered 
into location desired and location counter should be advanced to next 
location; if it is desired to clear visual readout before entering fractional 
portion depres s Clear key after decimal point key). 

5. To enter fractional portion, depress up to 11 numeral keys 
representing decimal digits --if Clear or Enter key had been depress ed 
following entry of whole number, also depress sign and decimal point 
keys before numeral keys (corresponding character are displayed on 
visual readout as keys are depressed, if wrong character has been 
keyed, depress Clear button and repeat this step from its beginning .. 
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6. Depress Enter key (fractional number will be entered into 
location following whole number, visual readout will be cleared, and 
location counter will be advanced to next location). 

7. To enter additional mixed numbers in consecutive locations 
repeat steps 3 through 6; in nonconsecutive locations,steps 1 through 6. 

To enter whole numbers only: 

1. Set location counter. 
2. Depr~ss Number button (Number indicator will light). 
3. Depress plus or minus sign followed by up to 11 numeral keys 

representing decimal digits (corresponding numerals are displayed on 
visual readout as numeral key is depressed, if wrong character has 
been keyed depress Clear button and repeat this step from its beginning). 

4. Depress decimal point key (whole number will be entered 
into location desired and location counter should be advanced to next 
location). 

5. Depress Enter key (visual readout will be cleared). 
6. To enter additional whole numbers only in consecutive loca

tions repeat steps 3 through 6; in non-consecutive locations, steps 1 
through 6. 

To enter fractional numbers only: 

1. Set location counter as described previously. 
2. Depress Number button (Number indicator will light). 
3. Depress plus or minus sign key, followed by decimal point 

key and up to 11 numeral keys representing decimal digits (corresponding 
numerals are displayed on visual readout as numeral key is depressed, 
if wrong character has been keyed depress Clear button and repeat this 
step from its beginning). 

4. Depress Enter key (fractional number will be entered into 
location desired, visual readout will be cleared, and location counter 
will be advanced to next location). 

5. To enter additional fractional numbers in consecutive locations 
repeat steps 3 and 4; in non-cons ecutive locations, steps 1 through 4. 

To start computer (unless specified otherwise in test): 

1. Check Ready indicator (should be lighted; if extinguished,turn 
on power). 

2. Check Compute, Output Error, Overflow Error, and Verify 
Error indicators (should be extinguished; if lighted depress Error 
Reset button). 
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3. Check Fill Source indicator (should be lighted, if extinguished, 
depress Fill Source button). 

4. Place Operation switch in Continuous position. 
5. Place Preset Stop switch in Off position. 
6. Place Sense Switches B, C, and D down. 
7. Place Transfer Stop switch down. 
8. Set Location Counter (using steps 3 through 5 of procedure) 

to location at which program or routine starts. 
9. Depress Start button (Compute indicator s.hould light) . 

. ' 

To stop computer, unless halted by error or programed stop, 
depress Stop button (Compute indicator should extinguish). 

To display contents of registers and rapid access loops on visual 
readout: 

1. Check Ready indicator (should be lighted, if extinguished, turn 
on power). 

2. Check Compute indicator (should be extinguished; if lighted, 
depress Stop button). 

3. Check Error (Output, Overflow, and Verify) indicators (should 
be extinguished; if lighted,depress Error Reset button). 

4. To read out registers, rotate location selector knob until de
sired register is indicated by arrow below knob and depress readout 
button corresponding to display format desired; to read out rapid access 
loops, rotate location selector knob until L or V loop is indicated, set 
right Sector selector knob to any number 0 through 7 according to last 
octal digit of loop address to be displayed, depress readout button cor
responding to display format desired. (For characteristics of display 
formats, see Operating manual). 

5. To display additional registers or loop locations repeat step 4. 

To display contents of main memory locations on visual readout: 

1. Repeat steps 1 through':3 of register and loop display pro
cedures". 

2. Rotate location selector knob until M is indicated by 
arrow below knob, set both Channel and Sector selector knobs to channel 
and sector locations, respectively, to be displayed, then depress readout 
button corresponding to display fO,rmat desired. (For characteristics 
of display formats, see Operating manual. ) 

3. To display additional main memory locations, set Channel and 
Sector selector knobs to location to be displayed and depress readout 
button of display format desired. 
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Typewriter Operating Procedure 

Typewriter operating procedures are the same for preparation of 
paper tape with control codes as for direct input and computer control 
except as indicated. 

To apply power to typewriter (computer power need be turned on 
only if typewriter is to be used for input and output), turn switch on 
circuit breaker at front of desk and switch typewriter on (if type
writer is to be used for tape preparatio:o"power switch on paper tape 
punch must also be turned on). 

To prepare typewriter for operation: 

1. Check for proper setting of tab stops, line space lever, paper 
guides, margin stops, paper release lever, and tab override switch 
(see Input-Output Service Manual or Userls Service Guide for identifi
cation and description of controls). Carriage setting limits are scale 
5 on left and scale 95 on right. 

2. Place Computer-Manual Punch switch on paper tape punch in 
Computer position (if typewriter is to be used for tape preparation, 
place Computer-Manual Punch switch in Manual Punch position). 

To set location counter from typewriter: 

1. If Compute indicator is lighted, depress Stop Button on control 

console. 
2. If Output Error, Overflow Error, and Verify Error indicators 

are lighted, depress Error Reset button on control console. 
3. Depress Fill key on typewriter. 
4. Depress Letters Shift key. 
5. Depress L key (location indicator on control console should 

light). 
6. Depress Figures Shlft key. 
7. Depress in proper sequence the numeral keys corresponding to 

the location in which it is desired to enter information, consisting offour 
octal digits for the cbannels and s ect-ors desired and one bina.ry digit 
to indicate the first or second half of the sector (a zero for first arid 
a one for second half, usually a zero). (Numerals are not displayed on 
the control console visual readout but can be checked on typewritten 
copy before entry; if a wrong character has been typed, depress X key 
on typewriter and repeat this step from its beginning). 
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8. Depress Carriage Return (location will be entered into 
computer and location counter will indicate location set up -- location 
counter indicator is read by adding numbers beside lighted neons). 

light). 

To enter commands from typewriter: 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Prepare typewriter for operation. 
Set location counter. 
Make certain Fill key on typewriter is depressed. 
Depress Letters Shift key. 
,Depress C key (Command indicator on control console should 

6. Depress Figures Shift key. 
7. Depress in proper sequence the typewriter keys necessary for 

the pair of co:m.mands desired, consisting for each command of a sign, 
two octal digits for the operation code, four octal digits representing 
the address or other information, one binary digit (zero or one) for half
word sector indication or other information (the various meanings of sign, 
address, and half-word indicators are explained in the Operating manual); 
characters are not displayed on the console visual readout but can be 
checked on the typewritten copy before entry, if a wrong character has 
been typed depress X key on typewriter and repeat this step from its 
beginning. 

8. Depress Carriage Return (pair of commands will be entered 
into location desired and location counter will be advanced to next 
location). 

9. To enter Additional commands in consecutive locations repeat 
steps 7 and 8; in non-consecutive locations, steps 2 through 8. 

To enter mixed numbers from typewriter: 

1. Prepare typewriter for operation. 
2. Set location counter. 
-3. Make certain Fill key on typewriter is depressed. 

4. 
5. 

light). 

Depress Letters Shift key. 
Depress N key {Number indicator on control console will 

6. Depress Figures Shift key. 
7. To enter whole-number portion, depress plus or minus sign 

followed by up to 11 numeral keys representing decimal digits (numerals 
are not displayed on control console visual readout but may be checked 
on typewritten copy before entry, if a wrong character has been typed 
depress X key on typewriter and repeat this step from its beginning). 
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8. Depress decimal point key on typewriter (whole number should 
be entered into location desired and location counter should be advanced 
to next location). 

9. To enter fractional-number portion, depress up to 11 numeral 
keys representing decimal digits (numerals are not displayed on control 
console visual readout but can be checked on typewritten copy before 
entry, if a wrong character has been typed depress X key on typewriter 
and repeat this step from its beginning). 

10. Depress Carriage Return (fractional number should be entered 
into location following whole number and location counter should be 
advanced to next location). 

11. To enter additional mixed numbers in consecutive locations 
repeat steps 7 through 10, in non-consecutive locations steps 2 through 10. 

To enter whole numbers only: 

1. Prepare typewriter for ope ration. 
2. Set location counter. 
3. Make certain Fill key on typewriter is depressed. 

4. 
5. 

light). 

Depress Letters Shift key. 
Depress N key (number indicator on control console should 

6. Depress Figures Shift key. 
7. Depress plus or minus sign followed by up to 11 numeral keys 

representing decimal digits (numerals are not displayed on control console 
visual readout but may be checked on typewritten copy before entry; if a 
wrong character has been typed depress X key and repeat this step from . 
its beginning). 

8. Depress decimal point key on typewriter (whole number should 
be entered into location desired and location counter advanced to next 
location) . 

9. Depress Carriage Return. 
10. To enter additional whole numbers only in consecutive locations 

repeat steps 7 through 9; in non-consecutive locations~steps .2 through 9. 

To enter fractional numbers only: 

1. Prepare tyepwriter for operation. 
2. Set location counter. 
3. Make certain Fill key on typewriter is depressed. 

4. Depress Letter Shift key. 
5. Depress N key (number indicator on control console should 

light) . 
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6. Depress Figure Shift key. 
7. Depres s plus 0 r minus sign key followed by decimal point key 

and up to 11 numeral keys r~presenting decimal digits (numerals are not 
displayed on control console visual readout but may be checked on type
written copy before entry; if a wrong character has been typed, depress 
X key and repeat this step from its beginning). 

8. Depress Carriage Return (fractional number should be entered 
into location desired and location counter advanced to next location). 

9. To enter additional fractional numbers only in consecutive 
locations, repeat steps 7 and 8; in non-consecutive locations, steps 2 
through 8. 

To enter alphanumeric information: 

1. Prepare typewriter for ope ration. 
2. Set location counter. 

3. Make certain Fill key on typewriter is depressed. 
4. Depress F key. 
5. Depres s eight alphanumeric character keys (characters are 

not displayed on control console visual readout but may be checked on 
typewritten copy before entry. 

6. Depress Carriage Return (unless format change is desired in 
which case depress C as the ninth character~ then Carriage Return). 

7. To enter additional alphanume ric ~ords in consecutive locations 
repeat steps 5 and 6; in non-consecutive locations steps 2 through 6. 

To start Com.pute mode from typewriter: 

1. Check Ready indicato r on control console (should be lighted; if 
extinguished, turn on power). 

2. Check Compute indicator (should be extinguished; -if lighted, 
depress Stop button on cQntrol console). 

3. Check Error (Output, Overflow, and Verify) indicators (should 
be extinguished; if lighted,depress Error Reset button on control console). 

4. Place Operation, Preset Stop, Transfer Stop switches, and 
Sens e Switches B, C, and D in desire d positions. 

5. Set location counter. 
6. Depress S key on typewriter (make certain Fill key on type

writer is depressed before depressing S key; Compute indicator on 
control console should light). 
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To halt compute mode. from typewriter (unless halted by error 
condition or programed stop) can not be done without causing an output 
error. 
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NOTE 

S code alone at end of information ~n tape wil1 
initiate computer operation; from location set 
in location counter H code alone following in
formation on tape halts tape reader. 
In all modes of tape preparation, information on 
the tape must consist of a minimum of seven 
characters between Carriage Return and/or 
Decimal Point codes which enter the information 
in memory, and between Carriage Return and/ 
or Decimal J?ointcodes and any of the control 
codes, such as Halt or Start. This procedure 
ensures proper recording of the information in 
memory. A blank may be substituted for any 
of the seven cha racter s . 

When entering a mixed: number or a number 
consisting of only a fraction, a minimum of 
five tape sprocket holes must be punched be
tween the Carriage Return code and the next 
number. The additional sprocket holes ensure 
sufficient time to convert the fractions to their 
internal representation. A special key on the 
typewriter punches these sprocket holes, one 
sprocket hole is punc·hed each time the blank 
key is clepres sed. 

A leader at leas.t two folds in length should be 
prepared at the beginning of a tape by depress
ing the Tape Advance button on the punch con
trol panel. 
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Paper Tape Reader Operating Procedure 

To operate in Fill mode: 

1. Turn canister locking handle counterclockwise to unlocked 
position (down). 

2. Pull canister off pins. 
3. Place folded tape in canister on spring clips so that beginning 

of tape extends downward from carrying spring clips. 
4. Thread tape around pins on bottom of inside of caniste r, up 

right side (when facing open canister with its top up), around pins on top 
of inside of canister, and down through guide jaws in center of canister 
(draw tape taut and sufficiently far through guides to enable refolding 
procedure of read tape to begin properly; ends of tape may be spliced 
to form continuous loop if desired; if a loop is formed, the tape can be 
advanced to the starting point from any place on the tape by depressing 
the Tape Advance button on the tape reader panel). 

5. Replace canister on tape reader over pins. 
6. Turn canister locking handle clockwise to locked position (up). 
7. Depress keyboard fill source button, if necessary, to light the 

keyboard fill source light. 
8. Depress Fill button on tape reader panel (tape will feed through 

reader until (1) end of tape passes through read head, (2) the reader 
detects an S or H code, or (3) the Stop button on the tape reader panel 
is depressed). 

To operate in Verify mode: 

1. Place tape in canister as outlined in steps 1 through 6 under 
Fill mode procedure. 

2. Depres s keyboard fill source button, if neces sary, to light the 
keyboard fill source light. 

3. Depress Verify button on tape reader panel (tape will feed 
through reader until (1) end of tape passes through read head, (2) a 
Verify error is detected, or (3) the Stop button on the tape reader panel 
is depressed). 

To splice tape, when repairing or forming loops: 

1. When repairing tape, repunch deleted information on new tape, 
preceding and following repunched section with at least two inches of 
"code delete" code (splice can b,e in middle of word withbut disturbing 
program; this step unnecessary when forming loop if leaders are long 
enough) • 
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2. Cut one section of tape between 2" and 6-1/2" from last fold 
(tape should be cut squarely through a sprocket hole rather than on 
diagonal) • 

3. Place uncut section under cut section, maintaining. 8-1/2" ± 
1/32" between folds, and mark uncut section with pencil (using cut 
section as template). 

44 Cut uncut section on a sprocket hole such that overlap will 
contain two complete sprocket holes when splice is completed. 

5. Clean tape ends with acetone to remove excess oil and dirt. 
6. Apply household cement or plastic cement on both surfaces to 

be joined and press firmly together (sproc.ket holes must coincide and 
edges of tape must be parallel; thickness of splice must not be greater 
than 0.010" at any pOint). 

7. Remove exces s cement from sprocket and information hole s 
with pointed instrument. 

8. Allow splice to dry at least 10 minutes before using tape. 

Paper Tape Punch Operating Procedure 

Punch operating procedures are the same for preparation of tape 
manually from the typewriter as for direct output from the comput er, 
except that for tape preparation the Computer-Manual Punch switch is 
placed in Manual Punch position and for output it is placed in Computer 
position. 

To apply power to punch, computer power need not be turned on 
unless punch will be used for output, turn switch on circuit breaker at 
front of desk and switch for the punch on. 

To prepare punch for operation: 

1. Load punch with paper tape as directed on rear of tape punch 
front and rear canister doors. 

2. Place Computer-Manual Punch switch in proper position ac
cording to function to be performed. 

3. Place Punch-External switch in Punch position. 
4. Depress Tape Advance button to punch leader of sprocket holes 

only (leader should be sufficiently long to enable at least one .fold in tape 
to lie properly in lower left corner of front canister. During operation 
tape feeds and stops automatically under both computer and typewriter 
control) . 
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5. After punching of tape is completed, depress Tape Advance 
button to punch leade r of sufficient length to enable at least one fold of 
tape to lie properly in lower left corner of front canister. 

door. 

32 

6. Tear off tape and remove from canister as directed on canister 

NOTE 

It is wise to punch an H (halt code) at the end 
of the tape, so the photoreader machine will 
halt when the tape is read into the machine. 
This is done by switching the computer
manual switch to the manual position and de
pressing the H key on the typewriter. The 
computer-manual switch should be returned 
to the computer position. 
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LOGIC DESCRIPTION 

GENERAL 

The technical world is witnessing a revolution in the field of mathe
matical computation that is rapidly and radically affecting all of man's 
science, technology, and mechanics. The great advance in technology is 
akin to the industrial revolution of the IBth and 19th centuries. This 
technical revolution was initiated by the recent introduction of mechanical 
computers. Because of the electrical nature of present-day electronic 
computers, these machines can process in a few milliseconds involved 
mathematical problems so lengthy and complicated as to be heretofore 
entirely beyond the scope of human operators. A wide and ever-increasing 
variety of mathematical problems is now subject to quick and ac;curate 
resolution, the results of which are directly applicable to the physical 
sciences. With the advent of the electronic computer, man has achieved 
an advantage over his environment that will increasingly enable him to 
understand and control his environment. 

Basic Operation 

The RECOMP II in its basic operation performs in the simplest 
mathematical processes. A reasonably complicated numerical calcula
tion is broken down into its basic elements and the resulting primary 
computations are performed by computer internal logic. These com
putations could be accomplished as well by any literate person; the one 
element that enables RECOMP II to out-calculate any human operator is 
its speed. In one eight-hour period a modern digital computer is capable 
of performing a block of calculations that could not be solved by the 
effort of all living mathematicians and their descendants all similarly 
trained in many thousand.s of years. 

Computer Analysis 

At first glance a computer is a very complex device. To simplify 
an analysis, figuratively divide the concept into two parts: one consists 
of its components, mechanical and electronic; the other treats of its 
functions. The first is made up mostly of commonly known electronic 
~elements such as resistors, condensers, diodes, and transistors, all 
fabricated on plug-in printed circuit boards; specialized elements 
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include nixie neon tubes for readout display, a rotating magnetic oxide
coated memory disk, read and write heads that function in conjunction 
with the memory disk, and input-output equipment such as the electric 
typewriter, the tape punch, the tape-reader, and the control console. 
Other manuals treat the specific physical components of the computer. 
The explanation that follows will be principally concerned with the func
tional concept of the computer, namely, the function of its electronic and 
mechanical elements in an integrated system capable of handling mathe
matical problems and computing required results. 

Classes of Operations 

Any operation that can be reduced to simple logic or arithmetic can 
be handled by the RECOMP II. There does not seem to be any theoretical 
limit to the types of problems that it can handle. Although it is some
times difficult to reduce a given problem to its primary elements for in
sertion into the computer, problems have been found to fall into distinct 
classes to which solution methods have been previously worked out 
(frequently by the use of the computer itself) and recorded in specific 
computer programs. The work of analyzing a complex problem may be 
frequently reduced to identifying it within its class, after which an 
Qperation is performed by the application of an available program or com
bination of programs. The latter is the work of the programer who 
usually operates the computer, prepares the programs, and resolves the 
problems. 

Because a digital computer is an information processing device, 
processing is the only operation it can perform. It cannot create any 
information. It may transform the input information into a more useful 
form or it may decide the mode of process operation, basing its decision 
upon the result of intermediate calculations; but the information that 
permits the machine to make such a decision is the work of the pro
gramer and must be programed into the machine at the outset of the 
computation. 

The input to be processed may be the statement of a mathematical 
problem, rules governing the mathematical operations to be performed 
(commands), and the data to be operated upon. The digital computer is 
able to handle as wide a variety of problems as the programer is able to 
prepare for computer processing, but in every case the computer simply 
processes the input data according to a programed format specified by 
the operator and in a manner compatible with its internal logic circuitry. 
The computer makes use of more than on.e source of information during 
the processing; the input data, the list of operating instructions, and 
any intermediate commands for changing processing procedure based 
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upon results of calculations. Mathematical processes are partly built 
into the wiring of the computer as inalterable mathematical rules and 
partly entered as instructions for a particular problem. Information 
processing is performed by rearranging information from one relation
ship at ~he input to another at the output, not only in mathematical con
figuration but also in the dimension of time. In presenting a problem to 
the computer, a program or list of instructions is entered and subse
quently the data on which the operations are to be performed. The 
computer must be able to remember the instructions until it receives 
the data, and because most of the operations cannot be performed 
simultaneously a continued use of memory or information storage is 
required. 

Information Switching and Information Storage 

Two functions are basic to the compute~;· infO'rmation switching 
and information storage. Switching is the mathematical arrangement 
of information within the computer; information storage is the timed 
sequence handling of the information. Switching and storage in the 
computer are closely related and, in many functions, interrelated and 
interdependent. Most of the computer switching devices (flip-flops, 
gates) contain elements of memory or of information storage, and most 
of the storage devices (lpops, memory disks, delay flip-flops) require 
switching mechanisms for access. Most switching and storage devices 
are binary in physical nature; ON or OFF. They exhibit two stable 
states. Consequently the computer is based on the binary system of 
numbers one and zero. 

Digits 

A digital computer uses digits or numbers. The basic computational 
process of RECOMP II operates through the use of binary digits, one and 
zero. These two digits arranged in an ordered configuration stand for all 
numbers, signs, factors, and commands necessary to the solution of any 
given problem. In computer terminology, digits refer to numbers, 
whether binary, octal, decimal, or of other mathematical description. 
In binary notation, a single binary digit is known as a bit. A group of 
digits (specified number) is known as a word. A group of several .digits 
or bits, whether representing numerals or alphabetical letters, is also 
known as a character. A word may consist of several characters. 

Subassemblies 

In examining the basic mechanisms involved in a computer the 
machine and the computational process were viewed wholly. To analyze 
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the computer in detail, it is desirable to group the switching and storage 
elements into subass.emblies which perform specialized functions in terms 
of the flow of info rmation through the machine. First, the programer 
(operator) must get information into and out of the computer. This re
quires input and output devices which operate through input and output 
channels and incorporate both storage and switching functions. Input 
devices consist of typewriter, tape reader, keyboard; output devices 
consist of typewriter, tape punch, Nixie readout. Second, the operation 
to be performed on the input data is either logical o'r arithmetic and 
requires a logical and arithmetical unit (which is referred to in RECOMP 
II as a register). Third, instructions and intermediate data are stored 
in a storage device or memory. In RECOMP II, the storage device is a 
rotating magnetic oxide-coated diskupon the surface of which is mag
netically insc ribed the required digital information to be electronically 
recalled as required. Fourth, a control unit is required in computer 
operation. Control largely involves switching, but elements of timing are 
also necessary. The control portion of RECOMP II contains counters to 
keep track of the computational steps being performed, registers to direct 
the information along the proper logical paths, and a timing device known 
as the clock to synchronize the enti(Ce operation of the computer. 

Programing 

Programing is the fifth element of the computer concept. Pro
graming is the direction of the control unit by the operator. Fixed 
programing is the part of the program built into the circuitry of the 
computer and available in modes to the programer. Once started along 
a certain control path, the computer will proceed through a fixed series 
of operations to a final result, processing the information fed into the 
machine in a rigid and predetermined manner. By selecting various 
fixed modes of control, the programer is able to cause some of the 
.program steps to sample intermediate data, to transfer control to selected 
control points, to skip steps in programing if certain calculations occur, 
to stop the program, and to store in memory or in recirculation loops. 
The machine simply operates as directed and us.es the result of its com
putations to perform certain other operations prescribed in advance. 
The term "programing" refers to those phases of the planning of apro
blem that consist of reco rding the steps required, the intermediate 
sampling of data desired, and the way in which the solution steps are to 
be altered as a result of this sampling. 

Stored Program 

The stored program consists ~f a coded notation of instructions in 
acceptable form for entry into the computer and which is entered with 
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the data alternately and in a programed sequence in such a manner as 
to operate upon the data to resolve the problem and produce an output 
in desired form. 

Instructions 

An instruction consists of two parts; an operation part which in
structs the computer what to do, and an address part which designates 
the specific portion of memory in which to store information or from 
which to read information. The instruction contains the addres s code 
of the word upon which an operation is to be performed rather than the 
word itself. This simplifies the substitution of data, permitting the 
stored data to be changed without in any way changing the instructions 
;:tnd vice versa. Computers constructed on this principle are known as 
single-address machines. RECOMP II is a single address machine. 
RECOMP II does not require a program counter since it takes instruc
tions in the order in which they are listed unless a transfer of control 
is specified as an instruction. 

There are a number of kinds of operation that RECQMP II can 
perform (the list of operations is available in a separate operating 
manual). They are coded for convenience in entering them into the 
computer and are referred to as commands. They may be classified 
into several logical categories: (a) instructions relating to input and 
output devices, (b) instructions enabling the operato r to store information 
in memo ry or to recall it as desired, (c) mathematical instructions such 
as to add, subtract, multiply, and divide, (d) control transfer operations 
and halt commands. The stored program method of operation used in 
RECOMP II provides an ability to operate on the instructions 
as though they were ordinary data. This means that the entire course of 
a computation can be altered including the operations themselves, the 
choice of data upon which the operations are to be performed, and the 
location in memory at which the results are to be stored. These changes 
can all be done on the basis of the results obtained in the course of the 
calculations to resolve the problem. 

The programer need not write out every operation that he wishes 
the machine to perform. He may work out procedures for portions of 
the problem and then arrange a master program employing these 
'subprograms'; the machine modifies and adapts these subprograms as 
required during various stages of problem solution. 
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Summary 

Programing in its advanced form is certainly an art. Much of 
the apparent complexity of the computer resides in the program rather 
than the machine itself. A large number of basic and specialized pro
grams have been worked out for RECOMP and new programs are con
stantly being devised for application in the ever -inc reasing variety of 
fields. 

Programing has been briefly explained in this introduction because 
of a need to know some of its basic concepts in an approach to the under
standing of the logic elements of the computer. Conversely, an intimate 
knowledge of the logic elements of the computer will broaden the pro
gramer's ability to use the computer as a useful tool to its fullest 
capacity. 

LOGIC EQUATION ANALYSIS 

This section contains an analysis of the logic of RECOMP II in all 
modes of operation. It includes an analysis of computer timing, control, 
and information handling including input/output functions, and an exam
ination of the system tester as it is utilized to determine the functional 
condition of the logical elements within the computer. Simplified data
flow diagrams are provided to facilitate a ready understanding of the 
logic functions; engineering drawings and schematics are available in 
Manual 508-T-ll for detailed reference to the circuitry and for point-
to -point signal tracing. 

The logical design of RECOMP II was achieved entirely by applica
tion of Boolean algebra; in this section all functional computer processes 
will be explained on the basis of this technique. For those who are 
familiar with this notation, a recognition of the notational style is all that 
is required to understand the equations that follow; for those who are not 
accustomed to Boolean representation of logic circuitry, and for clarifi
cation of the style of notation used in this manual, the following general 
conditions are expres sed: 

Flip-Flops 

F lip -flops are bistable electronic switches whose two stable states 
are designated TRUE and FALSE: 

TRUE 

FALSE 
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A flip-flop is considered set to a true state and reset to a false 
state: 

R~:: ~t-------FT_AR_L-~-:-------t}: 
Each flip-flop is symbolized 1;>y a letter of the alphabet, for exam

ple, the sum flip-flop, S. Flip-flops are more specifically identified by 
a modifying subscript as in the case of one term of the input/output 
register, F 5. The true and' false states of a flip-flop are described 
respectively by the upper-case letter (with modifying subscript) as in 
the example F 5 and its prime notation, F5' (F -five.-prime). 

TRUE 

FALSE 

When the flip-flop is set to the true or false state, it is identified 
by a functio:p. symbol specified by lower-case letters preceded by a "one" 
or "zero" written as f,ollows: 

When relating the flip-flop state to the binary number for which it 
stands (one or zero), it may be useful to make an analogy to a child's 
teeter-totter: when the flip-flop is set to the true state and the F 5 "end" 
is up, then F 5 = 1; at the same time the F 5' "end" is down and F ~ = o. 
Conversely, when the flip-flop is reset to the false state and the F 5' 
"end" is up, then F 5' = 1; at the same time the F5 "end" is down ana. 
F 5 = O. By application of sim.ple logic, for a given flip-flop state 
(true or false), when one term of the flip-flop equals one, the other 
must equal zero; change the state of the flip-flop and the terms exchange 
values -- the first term becomes equal to zero and the second term 
becomes equal to one. 

l~.,l 5 __ 5 --o . 0 
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The designation lfS translates in linguistic form to "one-set-F
five"; OfS translates to "zero-set-F-five". Specified input conditions _, 
are required to effect a one-set or zero-set operation, and these con
ditions are, repres ented by equations as in the examples that follow: 

f 
1 5 = KS 14 Tpp 

OfS =Zl'N6 

translates to: one-set F-five by K-five and 
I-four and T -p-p 

translates to: zero-set F -five by Z -one-prime 
and N-six. 

There may be a single specified input condition to effect the setting 
or resetting of a given flip -flop, but the re are usually multiple conditions 
deriving from various computer functions. These multiple conditions 
are expressed by either the logic "and" sign (.) or the logic "or'! sign 
(+), or both in combination, and may be found for any particular func
tion in the listing of logic equations included -in this manual. The logic 
"and!! sign (. ) is not written between the terms of a conditional equation 
but is understood: 

Amplifying the previous example: 

lfS = KSI4Tpp + ZlN6 +F4 'F3 'F l C t + (etc) 

OfS = Zl' N6 + N 12 + p d3 T 40 + (etc) (from Appendix II, Logic 
Equations) 

This is read as one -set F -five by K-five and I-four and T - OR 
pp 

Z-one and N-six OR F-four-prime and F-three-prime and F-one and 
C-t OR (etc). 

The step beyond linguistically forming the equational conditions 
of the compute r logic is to inte rpret the symbols of the functions: F 5 
is one of five input -output register flip-flops; KS is one of the input 
channel switches; 14 is a flip -flop that signifies one of the five opera' ... 
tional states of the computer; T is the tape -punch-pulse flip-flop. 

pp f 
In a final interpretation of the equation 1 5 = KSI4Tpp' the number five 

flip-flop (F S) of the input-output register is one-set by the TRUE state 
of the nun,ber five input channel switch (KS) when the computer is in 14 

state of operation and the tape-punch-pulse flip-flop is also in the TRUE 
state. 
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An interpretation and brief analysis of the conditional terms in the 
above examples as well as for all RECOMP flip-flops, registers, counters, 
etc, may be found in Appendix III, Circuit Board Charts. 

Timing 

The computer f",'nctions in a serial progression and the functions 
are initiated by a ser"ies of timing pulses. All flip-flop state changes 
are "triggered" by these pulses called "CLOCK" pulses. The timing 
pulses occur at regular intervals (t l , t z' t3 ••.•.•..•.• to t4l ) and are 
known as "bit" times written as the equational term "C". An equational 
condition coincident with a clock pulse (C) changes a flip-flop to the 
state indicated for the following bit time (t + 1). All equations have as 
a final term, whether written or not, the clock term (C): IfS = KSI4 TppC. 

This fo rm of computer timing is known as synchronous timing. 

Gates 

The decis.ion elements in the computer are comprised of diode 
"gates." Two types of diode gates operate to interpret data and transmit 
control signals: these are described as "AND" and "OR" gates. An AND 
gate requires all of its inputs to be true in order for its output to be true. 
An "OR" gate requires at least one of its inputs to be true in order for 
its output to be true. Diode AND gates contain anywhere from two to 
nine input terms (including the enabling clock pulse). As many as twenty 
OR gates are.used to trigger anyone flip-flop. An AND gate is indicated 
by the symbol =D- . An OR gate is described by thesymbol =E>- con
taining an interior plus sign. 

Boolean Algebra 

For ease in understanding simplifications of Boolean equations, 
several useful relationships are presented. Truth tables, following, 
serve to verify (a) through (k). The fundamental laws (1) through (p) are 
stated here without proof. 

(a) AO= 0 
(b) A + 0 =A 
(c) Al ~ A 
(d) A + 1 = 1 
(e) AA =A 
(f) AA' = 0 
(g) A + A' = 1 
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(h) A + AB = A 
(i) A+A'B=A+B 
(j) (AB) I = A I + B I 
(k) (A + B)' = AIBI 
(1) AB = BA 
(m) A + B = B + A 

I DeMo rgan IS Theo rem 

J Commutative Law 

(n) A (BC) = AB(C) = ABC }. . 
(0) A + (B + C) = (A + B) + C = A + B + C AssoclatJ. .. ve Law 

(p) A (B + C) = AB + AC Distributive Law 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
A AI AO A + 0 Al A + 1 AA AAI A +AI 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 

(h) (i) (j) (k) 
A a AI BlAB A +AB AlB A + B A + AlB (AB) I A I + B I (A + 13) I AIBI 

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 

1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

When two Boolean functions, A and B, are so related that A is true 
whenever B is true, though not necessarily conversely, then we say that 
A is included in B, written A cB. If also B c:A, then obviously A = B . 
. From the preceding truth table, we see that AC cAB. 

Example of Logical Equations: To illustrate the method of deducing 
a set of logical equations, let us design a simple 3-stage binary counter 
that increases by "one" whenever a clock pulse is received up to a count 
of 7. resets itself to zero and repeats the process, ad infinitum- Table 
4 shows the truth table for such a counter, where flip-flops X 3, X 2 
and Xl contain the bits in descending order of significance. 
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Table 4. Truth Table for 3-Stage Pulse Counter 

Time t Time (t + 1). 

X3 Xl Xl X3 Xl Xl 

0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 1 0 
1 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 0 0 

It is observed from table 4 that if 'Xl = 0 at time t, then Xl = 1 at time 
t + 1. In other words Xl is set to the true state whenever it is in the 
false state, Xl" and a clock pulse, C, is received, or 

IIXI ~ Xl'C 

Similarly, Xl is set to the false state whenever it is in the true state, 
Xl' and a clock pulse is received, or 

Further, Xl is changed to the true state when it is false and Xl is true 
and a clock puIs e is received, or 

IjxZ = XZ'XjC I 
while Xl is changed to false when both itself and Xl are true and a clock 
puIs e is received, or 

I oXZ = XZXjC I 
Finally, X3 changes to the opposite 

true and a clock pulse is received. 
for this counter are therefore: 

SO,8-T-6 

state whenever both Xl and Xl are 

The complete set of logical equations 
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lX l = x 'c 
1 

0:"1 =X C . 1 

lXZ =. X z 'Xl C 

x o z = XZX l C 

lX3 = X 3 'XZX I C 

x o 3 = X 3X ZX I C 

It may be noted that any stage in a binary counter changes state whenever 
all less significant stages are true, or 

X lXn = X 'X X 
n n n - 1 n 

x o n = X X X _., ... X.,XIC 
nn-l n" " 

This means simpiy that adding a 1 changes the 0 in binary 0111111 to 1 or 
the leading lin 111111 to O. 

Summary 

This, then, is the step-by-step analysis the engineer or technician 
will follow in reading RECOMP II logic equations. He may devise his 
own personal mental shortcuts and abbreviations in analyzing the equational 
notations, and as his familiarity with the whole system increases, the 
symbols will come to repres ent the elements of the computer circuitry, 
operating conditions, and logic resolution. When a competent RECOMP II 
maintenance engineer or technician is referred to the term II' he im
mediately understands the reference to be one of the operational states of 
the computer, the first step in a master sequence control which involves, 
among other things, a selection of the required command pair from mem
ory and the gating of the command pair into the Z-register. There are a 
large number of flip-flops (approximately 180), gates (more than 10,000), 
and numerous other elements and functions designated by letters and 
subsc ripts connected with the computer logic. Because of the complexity 
of their interrelationships and-interdependence, a thorough and intimate 
knowledge of the majority of the symbols and even of a large number of 
the more common multiple-symbol configurations used as conditional 
terms in the logic e.quations is desirable in order that they may be readily 
identified on sight. Working daily with the equations will lead to an 
understanding mo re easily than may be at first anticipated. It has been 
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found by an ever -inc reasing number of engineers and technicians that 
the logic notational form is by far the least complex and the most 
articulate method of logic circuit description. A compendium of logic 
equations representing all logic functions within the computer will be 
found in Appendices I and II of this manual. Further knowledge of 
Boolean algebra and. boolean relationships may be found in Montgomery 
Phister's LOGICAL DESIGN OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS published by 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc, New York and London. 

COMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS 

RECOMP II is a general-purpose digital computer that performs all 
internal operations in the binary number system. The memory is a 
rotating magnetic disk, and input equipment consists of a photoelectric 
paper tape reader, an electric typewriter, and a control unit keyboard. 
Output information Play be punched on paper tape, typed, or displayed 
on the control panel visual readout. All computer circuits are transis
torized and diodes are used for logic gating. 

Memory 

The magnetic disk memory unit provides basic timing channels, 
arithmetic registers, rapid access loops, and information storage 
channels. 

Information Storage 

Sixty -three channels, each containing 64 words of information and 
one channel containing 48 words comprise the 4080-word addressable 
main storage. This portion of the memory permits nonvolatile informa
tion storage. The magnetic oxide-coated disk surface retains stored 
information until erasure is desired, even during power interruptions or 
power-off condition. Words in memory are addressed by four octal 
digits from 0000 to 7757. The first two digits identify the memory 
channel; the last two denote the sector or word within the channel. The 
average access time to stored information is one-half a disk revolution 
o r approximately 9.0 millis econds. 

Rapid Access Loops. In order to provide rapid access to stored 
information, two high-speed recirculation loops, L and V, of eight 
words each are available in programing. Loop addresses are indicated 
from octal 7760 to 7767 and from 7770 to 7777, respectively. The least 
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significant digit specifies which of the eight words in a loop is addressed. 
Access to loop information averages 0.95 millisecond. Information con
tained in the loops is volatile, subject to erasure during power interruption 
or power -off condition. 

Arithmetic Register. Five recirculating loops or registers, each 
containing one word, are located on the memory disk. The A-register 
or accumulator stores the result of any arithmetic operation. The R
register stores the remainder in division, the least significant half of 
a double -length product or divide,nd, or the exponent of a floating -point 
number. The Z -register contains the command pair being ,obeyed at a 
given time. The B-register holds the number whose address is found 
in the command. The R -register holds the exponent of a floating -point 
number. The Band Z-registers are not directly accessible to the 
programer. 

Timing Channels. Two permanently-recorded tracks on the disk 
provide basic timing controls for the computer operation. The clock 
channel contains a sine wave with a nominal frequency of 151 kc, at the 
nominal motor speed of 3450 rpm. After wave shaping this results in 
2624 equally-spaced pulses which control the triggering of logic gates on 
the inputs to the flip-flops. Clock pulses are denoted by the letter C in 
the logic equations. The origin channel has a single pulse th,at serves as 
a reference for the nonvolatile storage by resetting counters used in 
memory addressing. 

Word Format 
A word consists of 41 bits (binary digits) which may represent. 

either numerical quantities to be operated upon or computer commands 
that specify the operations to be performed. The right-most bit is used 
for memory synchronization and is not available in programing. The 
word formats for numerical quantities and commands are shown in 
figure 10. 

Numbers. 1£ a word contains a numerical quantity, the left-most 
bit stores the sign (1 if p~us, 0 if minus) followed by the absolute value 
of the number as shown in figure 10. Normally, the computer assumes 
the binary point to be between the sign and the most significant bit (i. e. , 
numbers are considered less than "one" in absolute value). 

Commands. Single -address commands are stored two to a word. 
Each command has a sign bit, an operation code of two octal digits 
(6 bits), and an address containing four octal andbne binary digit 
(13 bits) as shown in figure 10. The sign associated with a 
command has no effect on its execution except when sense switches are 
used. The operation code determines the arithmetic or logic operation 
to be performed. The address portion is the memory location of an 
operand for arithmetic commands, the number of binary shifts for a 
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\.11 
o 
00 
I 

~ 
I 
0" 

NUMERICAL QUANTI:ry 

Assumed position of binary point 

41 40 1 
~ ~ 
~. ~ 

in t-------------,--------Absolute value of numerical quantity-----------------_--t.>-~ 

COMMAND PAIR 

s:: 
~ 

in Operation Code 
(2 octal digits) 

.. 

35 

(39 bits) 

34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 .11 10 
'tl 

Channel Address Sector Address 
~ s:: Operation Code hannel Address H 
~ 

(2 octal dlgits) (2 octal digits) "S 
.... 

(2, octal digits) (2 octal digits) til 

El 
First Command .. 8 o .. Second Command 

U 

- Figure 10. Word Format for Numerical Quantities and Commands 
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(2 octal 'S 
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digits) S 
.. S-

0 
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shift command, the octal code for punching and printing, or it has riO 

significance at all. For arithmetic commands, the four octal address 
digits refer to the memory c.hannel and sector of the operand. Depending 
on whether it is a 0 or 1, the additional bit specifies. the first or second 
command in a word. This command indicator bit is significant only in 
the address of transfer-of-control and partial substitution commands. 

Command List 

The commands available in RECOMP are shown in table 5 with 
their octal ope-ration codes, execution times, and explanatory notes. 

Table 5. RECOMP II C0mmands 

Word Nume rical 
Times· Code 

Fixed -Point Arithmetic 

1 +.·T 
2+T 
1 + T 
2+T 

40 + T 
40 + T 

42 + T 

41 + T 

42 + T 

41 + T 

1 + T 

* 
2+n 

2+n 

42 + T 

00 
01 
02 
03 
13 
11 

21 

20 

23 

22 

60 
42 

40 

41 

25 

Operation 
Symbol. 

CLA w 
ADDw 
CLS w 
SUB w 
MPRw 
MPYw 

DSRw 

DSLw 

DVR w 

DIV w 

STOw 
STAw 

ARS n 

ALS n 

SQRw 

Operation 

Clear and add. 
Add. (w) + (A) --A 

(wl--A 

Clear and subtract. - {w)--A 
Subtract. (A) - {w)---A 
Multiply and round. (w) X {A)--A 
Multiply (unrounded). (w) X (A)---

A, R 
Divide single length and round. 

(A) I(w) -- A 
Divide single length (unrounded). 

(A)/(w)--A, R (rem) 
Divide (double length) and round. 

(1)., R) I(w)--A 
Divide (double length unrounded). 

(A, R)/(w)---A, R (rem) 
Store. (A)--w 
Store address. (A)a.~w 

a 
Accumulator right shift. Shift (A) n 

right, sign untouched. 
Accumulato r left shift. Shift (A) n 

places to the left, sign untouched. 
Square root. ( (w) --A. 

*Main Memory: 32 + T; Rapid Access Storage: 4 or 8 + T "t 
wrl e 
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Word 
Times 

Numerical 
Code 

Floa ting .. p 0 int Arithmetic 

1 + T' 

5+D+T 

1 + T 

5+D+T 

46 + D + T 

47 + D + T 

1 + T 
43 + S + T 

2 + n 

Input - Output 

1 + 2N* 

30 

04 

34 

06 

07 

05 

35 
44 

45 

71 

73 

36 

74 

72 

76 

14 
12 
16 

Operation 
Symbol 

FCAw 

FAD w 

FCS w 

FSB w 

FMPw 

FDVw 

FST w 
FSQw 

RDYw 

RDZ w 

DIS w 

PNC n 

TYC n 

PTC n 

PNW w 

TYW w 
PTW w 

Operation 

Floating clear and add (w, w + l)~ 
A,R. 

Floating add. (w, w + 1) + (A, R)~ 
A, R. 

Floating clear and subtract. 
- (w, w + I)-A, R. 

Floating subtract. (A, R) - (w, w + 1)_ 
A, R. 

Floating multiply. (w, w + 1) X (A, R)
A, R. 

Floating divide. (A, R)/(w, w +l)~ 
A, R. 

Floating store. (A, R) ~ (w, w + l)~ 
Floating square root. J (w, w + 1)

A,R. 
Floating normalize. (A, R) 

no rmalized. 

Read from Y reader. Location 
counte r-s et to w. 

Read from Z reader. Location 
counte 1'-S et to w. 

Display. Display (w) on display 
register. 

Punch character. Punch character 
corresponding to n. 

Type character. Type character 
corresponding to n. 

Punch and type character. Punch 
and type character corresponding 
to n. 

Punch word. Punch (w). 
Type word. Type (w). 
Punch and type word. Punch and 

type (w). 

'I 

*N = Number of positions on the display register (excluding initial sign) 
activated by instructions. 
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Word 
Times 

Numerical 
. Code 

Block Transfers 

7 + T 64 

7 + T . 65 

7+T 66 

7 + T 67 

Control 

3 50 

52 

3 51 

3 53 

3 57 

3 54 

3 55 

3 56 

3 77 

Miscellaneous 

l:+T 33 

2 43 

1 + T 15 

Operation 
Symbol 

CTLw 

CFLw 

CTV w 

CFVw 

TZEw 

TPLw 

TMI w 

TOV w 

TRA w 

TSB w 

TSC w 

TSD w 

HTRw 

EXT w 

XAR 

SAX 

Operation 

Copy to L loop. (w) to (w + 7) __ 
7760 to 7767. 

Copy from L loop. (7760) to (7767)--.. . 
w to w + 7. 

Copy to V loop. (w) to (w + 7)--
7770 to 7777. 

Copy from V loop. (7770) to (7777)-
w to w - 7. 

Transfer on zero. If (A) = ± 0, 
transfer to w. 

Transfer on plus. If (A)s = +, 
transfer to w. 

Transfer on minus. If (A) =-, 
s 

transfer to w. 
Transfer on overflow. If overflow 

occurs, transfer to w. 
Transfer (unconditional). Transfer 

to w. 
T ransfe r on switch B. If on, 

transfer. 
T rans.fer on switch C. If on, 

transfer. 
Transfer on switch D. If on, 

transfer. 
Halt and transfer. Stop computer 

and reset location counter to w. 

Extract. Erase all bits in A except 
those in which corresponding bits 
in ware "ones ". 

Exchange A and R. Interchange (A) 
and (R). 

Store and exchange A and X. 
(A),.....w, interchange (A) and (X). 
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Sytnbol 

w = memory location whose address is w 
(w) = contents of VI 

A = A-register 
(A) = contents of the A-register 

R = R-registe r 
(R) = contents of the R-register 

X = X:-register 
(X) = conte-nts of the X-register 
w = address portion of memory location w 

a 
(A) = addres s portion of the contents of the A -register 

a 
(A) = sign portion of the contents of the A-register 

s 
T = access time 
D = difference in exponent parts of two floating -point numbers 
n = number of shifts required by' instruction 

Timing Information 

Main memory: 33.5 word times, 

Rapid Access Storage 

Read: 3.5 word times 
Write: 5.5 word times 

I word time: 0.27 millisecond 

Basic Computer Operation 

average access time 

average access time 
average access time 

The functional operation of the computer may be regarded as shown 
in figure 11. The solid lines represent information flow and the dashed 
lines indicate functional control. Commands selected from memory con
trol information flow and arithmetic processes. 

Location Counte r 

The location counter is a 13-stage binary counter, designated G l2, 

. G ll , ..•• G O which stores the memory address of the command. During 

execution of a command; the location counter is increased by "one" to the 
address of the following command. This normal sequencing of the location 
counter is broken only where a transfer -of -control command is to be 
obeyed. The location counter is set initially when filling the computer. 
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Input Unit 

Control Console 
Typewriter 
Photoreader. 

-

L~ _____________ • 

Control ~ 

Command Register 
Location Register 

I 
-~ 

Ari thmetic Unit 

"A" Register 
"all Register 
liB II Register 
"X ll Register 

Memory ~ 

----------, 

-

I 
I 
I 
+ 

Output ~ 

Control Console 
Typewriter 

Paper Tape Punch 

Figure 11. Functional Block Diagram of RECOMP II 

Master Sequence Control 

Normal computer operation re.quires that three different functions 
take place successively (see figure 12). First, the word containing the 
desired command is located and transferred from the memory to the 
Z - register. This is called command selection, and is identified with 
the true state of the timing flip -flop II. Since II involves the selection 

ofa full word from memory, this function is not repeated for the second· 
cqmmand in a pair. 

During the second function, command interpretation, the word referred 
to by the address of the command is located and transferred from memory 
to the B -register. 12 is the flip-flop associated with command interpreta
tion. Third, the command is executed whereby the required arithmetic or 
logical operation is ·performed. Flip-flop 13 represents command execu
tion. During execution of each command the location counter (G) is 
augmented to its succeeding value unless a transfer -of-control command 
is encountered. The master sequence control cycle is then repeated for 
the new command pair and so on until a stop command or error turns 
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Figure 12. RECOMP Master Sequence Control Cycle 

RECOMP to the noncompute state 14. The master control sequence is 
initiated and the COMPUT E indicato r is lighted by the control panel 
START button or the lIS" character from the typewriter or the tape 
reader. 

Noncompute Modes 

Computer operation as described is suspended whenever flip-flop 
14 becomes true. During the 14 state, however, any of the following 
input-output functions may be performed. 

Fill Computer 

Filling commands and numbers into memory and setting the com
mand counter is accomplished through operation of anyone of the input 
devices; keyboard, tape reader, or typewriter. 

Verify Input 

Verification of internally stored information may be achieved by 
comparison with the orginal input tapes. This function is performed 
automatically by pressing the VERIFY button on the tape reader and 
reading the tape. 
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Readout 

Visual readout of information stored in any memory position or 
arithmetic register is possible in command, octal, or decimal format. 
The three possible binary groupings which allow these formats are 
initiated by the three readout buttons marked DECIMAL, OCTAL, and 
COMMAND. 

Timing Source 

The memory clock channel furnishes clock pulses necessary for 
all flip-flop triggering. Binary digit and sector counters and special 
timing flip-flops maintain the proper memory-referencing index. 

Origin Flip -Flop 

The single pulse on the origin channel is sensed by a read head and 
amplified by the origin pulse amplifier, X . X sets the origin flip-flop, 

or or 
X , which provides counter and timing flip -flop synchronization. After 

o 
being set to the true state by the origin pulse, X resets itself to the 

o 
false state during the bit time immediately following: 

X 
o 

x 
1 0 = X C 

or 

Young Digit Counte r 

The Young digit counter provides the basic bit time and interval 
infofmation for the computer. The terms P 2' P 3' P 4' P 5 operate as a 

shift counte-r; the terms PI and P 6 operate as conditional elements of 

and in conjunction with the counter. Its specific design goal is minimal 
logic, including the logic for associated timing flip-flops. 

The memory reading and writing processes are serial operations, 
proceeding from least to most significant bit. The Young digit counter 
identifies each of the 41 bits within a given word and furnishes appropriate 
signals for control and arithmetic operations. The Young digit counter 
consisting of flip-flops PI through P 6' counts clock pulses modulo 41. 

1;'he counting cycle is set to ze ro (bit time 1) by X 0 r on completion 
an entire counting cycle. Logical equations for the Young digit counter are 
shown on the next page. 
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PI I P l=P'P'X'CtP'PP.'P'X'C 
510 65430 

OPl = P 'P C + X C 
510 

OP2 = P 'C + X C 
1 0 

OP4 = P 'C + X C 
3 0 

I P 5 = P X 'c . 4 0 

OP5 = P 'C +X·C 
4 0 

1 P6 = P 'P P 'P 'P 'C 
6 S 4 3 2 

OP6=T41a C 

COUNTER LOGIC 
It is observed in the logic for PI (figure 13) that P S 'P 1 C one -sets 

Plat the proper points except for T 22. The X flip-flop signifies the 
o 

memo.ry reset point or origin. X 'allows the counter to count except 
o 

when being reset. P 6 'P sP 4 'P 3 'Xo 'c provides one -set of Plat T 21 C. 

P S 'P 1 C zero-sets Plat the proper times and Xo C zero-sets PI 

for primary synchronization. 

The logic for P 2 shows that it copies PI except at the origin. 
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Figure 13. RECOMP II Digit Counter 
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The logic for P 3 indicates a normal left shift. However, a question 

may arise about the validity of omitting the X C term in the zero -set logic. 
o 

This will be considered subsequently. The logic for P 4 and P S indicates 

normal left shifting. 

Observe in the logic for P 6 that at the end of each word time P 6 is 

zero -set by T 41 C. When the counter is first turned on, P 6 may either be 

a "one " or a "zero". After a maximum of one word time, P 6 will be 

forced back to the proper sequence by T 41 C. 

At this point, P 3 and P 6 logic will be considered in greater detail. 

Note that the logic for both of these flip-flops does not contain the X C 
o 

. term for resetting the counter. Therefore, the random settings of these 
flip-flops, when the computer is first turned on, must be analyzed. The 
cases possible at T 1 (after the first origin pulse, Xo C) are: 

CASE I 
CASE II 
CASE III 
CASE IV 

P 5 

a 
a 
a 
a 

PI 

a 
a 
a 
a 

Case I - This is the proper array T 1 so no further discus sion of 
this case is required. 

Case II - The following truth table is constructed using the counter 
10 gic equations: 

P 6 P s P 4 P 3 P 2 PI 

Tl a a a 1 a a 

T2 a a 1 a a 1 

T3 a 1 a a 1 a 

T4 a a a 1 a 1 

At the count of 4 the counter is back in step. 
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Case III 

P 6 P 5 P 4 P 3 P 2 PI 

Tl ..!.. 0 0 0 0 0 

T2 1 0 0 0 0 1 

T3 1 0 0 0 1 0 

T4 1 0 0 1 0 1 

T5 1.. 0 1 0 1 0 

The first time the incorrect value of P 6 affects the picture is at 
T 21 C. Here PI does not become one -set as is normal 

P 6 P 5 P 4 P 3 P 2 PI 

T 21 1 1 0 0 0 0 

T 22 1 0 0 0 0 0 

T 23 1 0 0 0 0 1 Legitimate array 
for T22 

From this point on, the counter proceeds normally except that it is 
one count behind the actual hit time (as referenced to X o ). At actual T 40' 

the array is: 

1 1 1 1 o o 

This array appears to the logic as T 39. The T 40 flip-flop then is 

turned on (1 T 40 = P6 P 5 P 3 P 2 'PI' C). 

The array at actual T 41 is: 

1 1 1 o o o 

and at actual T 1 (Xo causes zero-set of PI' P 2' P 4' P 5) 
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1 1 o o o o 

Since the T 41 C reset term becomes true one clock later than usual 
T 

(1 41 = T 40 C), P 6 is setat·actual Tl C. 

o o o o o o 

The counter is still one count behind and will remain so until the 
origin (Xo ) again comes true (?ne disk revolution later). At actual T 41 

of the .64th word, the array is 1 1 1 0 0 o. The origin now zero-sets 
PI' P Z' P 4 and P 5 ; giving 1 000 0 0 at actual T 1· The T41 flip-flop 

now is true and at·actual T Z' P 6 is zero-set giving 0 0000 1, The 

counter is now in step. It therefo re requires over one disk revolution 
to synchronize the counter for Case III. 

Case IV 

P 6 P 5 P 4 P 3 P z PI 

Tl 1 0 0 1 0 0 

T Z 1 0 1 0 0 1 

T3 1 1 0 0 ' 1 0 

T4 1 0 0 1 0 0 

T5 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Notice that in Case IV the above lIillegitimate ll arrays form a 
closed recycling configuration of three terms (l 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 •..•. etc.). This loop can be broken only 
by Xo C at a time when 1 0 0 1 0 0 is not present. Table 6 illustrates 
the proces s of synchronization: 
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So 

51 

52 

5 63 

50 

Table 6. 

P 6 P s 

Tl 1 0 

T4'1 1 0 

Tl 1 1 

T41 1 0 

Tl 1 0 

T41 1 1 

Tl 1 0 

T41 1 0 

Tl 1 0 

41 bits per word 
3 bits per cycle 

Synchronization Process 

P 4 P 3 P 2 ~\ 

0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 1 oJ, ... t 

0 0 1 0 S. = sector number 
1 

0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 *~.c 

1 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 ... t- .... ~ ...... 
"(0"'1 ... ,.... 

= 
13-2/3 cycles per 41 bits. Therefore, the 
second array of the three is found at T 41' 

*~:: 64 words per revolution 
3 words per cycle = 

21 -1 /3 cycle s pe r revolution. 
Therefore, the array 1 0 0 1 0 0 

occurs at T 1 ~63· 

~:O:OI': PI' P 2' P 4' and P 5 are zero-set at T 41 C of 5 63 by Xo· 

At T 1 5 (after the second X ) Case IV reduces to Case III. Since 
Case III requfres over one disk re~olution to provide synchronization, the 
total synchronization time for Case IV is over two disk revolutions. 

Special Digit Times 

Particular counts of the digit counter are required for numerous con
trol and arithmetic functions in the computer logic. It is economical to 
c reate special timing flip-flops in such cases rather than to form lengthy 
"AND" gates using the P flip-flops. In particular, signals are required 
at digit times 40, 41, 1 and 2, therefore three flip-flops are provided. 
Flip -flop T 40 is set to 1 by the count of 39 and is therefore true during 
time 40 at which time it resets itself to 0 at T 41. 
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T 4 0 I t 40 = P 6 P 5 P 3 P 2 I P I I C 

Ot40 = T 40C 

T41 is turned on by T 40 , TI by T 41 , and T2 by T I . Eachflip-£lop 

resets itself to zero one bit-time after being turned on. 

I t41 

Ot41 

ltl 

Otl 

It2 

Ot2 

= T 40C 

= T 4l C 

= T 4l C 

= TIC 

= T C 
1 

= T C 
2 

t 
041a=T41aC 

,', I'\~? 
c- i) 11 ,I' I~, 

Timing flip-flop N9 is true for a single bit time of each ~r'cf 

N 1 n9 = G T C + G I pip pip I piC 
9 01 065432 

If the right-hand command is being effected, GO is true, N9 is set 

at T 1 and becomes true during bit time 2. If the left-hand command is 

being effected, GO is false, N9 is set at bit time 21 and true during bit 

time 22. N9 is used to turn on several time interval flip-flops such as 

N l' N 4 and N 6 . 
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Sector Co·unter 

The sector counter consisting of flip-flops S 1 through S6 indicates 
the sector address of the next word to pass under a given read head. 
Since the infOrmation channels on the memory contain 64 word-sectors, 
the sector counter increases by 1 during each word time from 0 to 63. 
Thus the sector couhter changes by 1 during the same time that the digit 
counter sweeps through its entire 41-bit count. Initial zero reference 
is accomplished by gate XoC on the zero input to each S flip-flop. 

Associated with the sector counter is a sector address time flip-flop, 
N l' which is true only while the sector address (bits 3 through 8, or 23 

through 28) of the current command is being read (see figure 10). Accord
ingly, N 1 is turned on by N9 and turned off 6 bit times later. 

During sector address times (bits 3 through 8 and 23 through 28), 
both P2 and P3 are true only at bit time 8 and at bit time 28. Additional 
P., diodes in these terms are therefore redundant. 

Figure 14 illustrates the process by which the sector counter is 
augmented. 

First, the increment lIone ll to be added to the S-counter sets the 
carry flip-flop Ks at T 1 of each word time. Next, cyclic right-shifting 

of the S-counter occurs during the six bit times of N l' During the end

around shift, if Ks is false, the state of Sl is copied in S6; if Ks is true, 

Sl is reversedinS6. Ks is one-set when a zero appears inS I and re

mains in the false state for the duration of the word time. For example, 
figurel5 shows how the sector counter and related flip-flops behave when 
the sector count is advanced from 19 to 20. GO is assumed true. If GO 

is false, N9 is true at bit time 22 instead of T 2' and N 1 is true from 23 

to 28 instead of 3 through 8. Although Ks is again set at T l' whatever 

changes formerly occurred in the sector counter and K during times 
s 

23 through 29. 
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Bit Time Tl N9 Nl K S6 S5 S4 S3 S2 SI s --
I 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 = 238 = 19 10 

2 0 1 0 1 0 1. 0 0 1 1 

3 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 

4 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

5 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

6 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

7 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

8 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

41 o o o o o 1 o 1 o o 

Figure 15. Example of Sector Counting 

Such a counter is sometimes called a one -input adder because it 
performs ordinary serial addition with only one operand, the other being 
assumed zero and the carry stage initially set to one. 

COMMAND SELECTION 11 

The first step, 11' in the master sequence of normal computation 

involves selection of a command pair from memory and then gating it 
into the Z -register. Command selection is identified by flip -flop I, being 
one-set. The location counter, flip-flops G l through G 12 , specifies the 

memory location of the desired command pair. G 7 through G 12 determine 

the memory channel and G 1 through G 6 determine the sector to be read in 

that channel. 
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Recirculation of Location Counter 

The 12-bit G-counter experiences right-shifting during II from bit 

times 3 through 14, or 23 through 34 (depending on whether the right-or 
left-hand command is being executed). N4 furnishes the necessary timing. 

n 
o 4 = P S. P 4 P 3,C 

The terms in On4 are true at bit times 14 and 34 respectively and at 
no other time during the intervals 3 through 14 and 23 through 34 (see 
figure 13). Recirculation logic fo r the G -counte r is shown in figure 16. 

The expression KgIF 0 lUI in the final G 12 logic is always true during 

command selection, II' in the compute mode, 14 I. Reasons for this ex

pression will be presented in later sections of this manual. 

Channel Selection 

The channel address originally contained in G 7 through G 12 can be 

read from G 1 during bit times 9 through 14 or 29 through 34 as the G

counter shifts. A "channel address time" flip-flop NSdefines the time 

interval. 

Examination of figure 13 will show that the terms in parentheses 
are true at bit times 6 and 26 respectively while the terms in OnS can turn 

NS off only at 14 and 34 respectively. The expression outside the paren

theses in InS is true during II except for the last word time. 

The channel register, flip-flops C 1 through C 6' receives the channel 

address bits as follows: C 6 copies G l during NS while the C-register is 

shifted right. 
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G 
1 19l = G ZN4 C G6 196 = G7 N4 C 

Ogl = G Z'N4 C Og6=G 7 'N4 C 

G Z 19Z=G3 N 4 C G 7 1 97=G SN4 C 

ogz = G 3 'N4 C Og7 = G S 'N4 C 

g = G IN C 
o S 9 4 

Figure 16. Recirculation Logic for the G Counter 
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C 
1 

c = C NSC 
1 1 2 

OC 3 = C 4 1NSC 

Information from eight of the 6'4 memory read amplifie rs is gated 
into the memory read power amplifiers M ,M b' M ,M d' M, M f' ra r rc r re r 
M ,M h' as determined by the three least significant channel bits in 

rg r 
C l through C 3. (Clock pulses are not required here because M b' ra, ,c, 

Mrd, e, f, g, h, are amplifiers, not flip-flops. As a result, there is no 
time delay in this transfer of information. ) 

M m = (C IC IC I)M + (C IC IC)M + (C IC C I)M + 
ra 1 ra 3 2 1 ro 3 2 1 rl 3 2 1 r 2 

m = (C IC IC I)M 1+ (C IC IC)M I + (C ICC I)M 1+ o ra 3 2 1 ro 3 2 1 rl 3 2 1 r2 
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m = o rc 
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M 
re 

rrl = o re 

(C 'C IC f )Mr I + (C IC 'C )Mr I + (C IC C ')Mr 1+ 
3 2 1 40 3 2 1 4 1 3 2 1 42 
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M 
rg 

Careful study of the memory read power amplifier logic reveals that 
when the least significant octal channel address digit is n, we may write 

508-T-6 

M 
ra 

m = M 
1 ra rn 

m = M I o ra rn 

m = M 
1 rb r(n + 8) 

m = M I o rb r(n + 8) 

M 
rc 

m = M 
1 rc r(n+16) 

m - M I o rc - r (n + 16) 

m = M 
1 rd r(n + 24) 

m = M I o rd r (n + 24) 
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M 
re 

m = M 
1 re r(n + 3Z) 

m = M ' o re r(n + 3Z) 

m = M 1 rf r(n + 40) 

m = M i 
o rf r(n + 40) 

M 
rg 

m = M 
1 rg r(n + 48) 

m = M ' o rg r(n + 48) 

1 mrh = Mr(n + S6) 

where 0< n S-7. 

Information from only one of the eight read power amplifiers is 
copied into the memory flip-£lopMr according to the states of C 6 , C S' 

and C 4 . 

m = C IC IC 1M I + C IC IC M I + C IC C 1M '+ 
o r 6 S 4 ra 6 S 4 rb 6 S 4 rc 

C 6C SC 4 1M rg'+ C 6C SC 4Mrhl 

Thus, for a given binary configuration in C l through C 6 , Mr will 

accept the information read from only one memory channel. For example if 
. C C C C C C 

the channel address of a commandls 4S., 16 oS 04 13 OZ 11 in binary, 

then C 3 CZI C l becomes true and MrS' M r13, M rZl ' MrZ9' M r37 , M r4S ' 

M S 3' and M 61 are copied into M ,M b' M ,M d , M ,M f' M , r r ra r rc r re r rg 
and Mrh respectively. Since C 6 CSI C 4 'is also true, Mrf (= M r4 s.) 

is copied into M as required. 
r 
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Sector Se1ection 

In order to locate the sector identified in G 1 through G 6' it is 

neces sary to wait for the secto r counter Sl through S 6 to reach agreement 

with G 1 through G 6' respectively. Obviously, such agreement must occur 

within a disk revolution since this is the duration of a complete sector 
count (0 through 63). Since the S counter is right-shifted through S 1 during 

N 1 (bit times 3 through B or 23 through 2B) while the G-counter is similarly 

shifted through 01 during N4 (bit times 3 through 14 or 23 through 34), it 

is clear that S 1 and G 1 will contain co rresponding bits during the 6 -bit 

interval N 1.(See figure 17.) 

S is the memory read selection flip-flop; it is set to zero at every 
o 

T41 pulse. During N 1, flip-flops G 1 and Sl are sampled for disagreement, 

recognizable by their having opposite states. Any such disagreement 
between G. and S. (i = 1, 2, .... ,6) is used to turn S on 

1 1 0 

S 
o 

Thus, if S has not -been 
o 

turned on by the end of the word time, T 41' agreement must have been 

attained and the desired sector has been located. 

Command Gating 

The memory read gating flip-flop, D , is turned on if S is true 
o 0 

at T 41. Do resets itself to zero at the next T 41. 
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DO ldo = So'~1'IlI4'T4lC 

Odo = Do T 41 C 

where LPl' refers to a nonvolitile channel. Do is true for one complete 

word time (bit times 1 through 41) during which time it gates a command 
pair from memory into the Z-regi'ster. 

= M D IIC 
r 0 

= M 'D IIC 
r 0 

where flip-flop Z41 is the transmitting end of the 4l-bit command register. 

Since a word is read from memory serially, starting with the least sig
nificant bit, it is copied into Z41 in the same sequence. Thus, Z41 will 

contain the most significant (sign) bit immediately upon completion of the 
gating operation, i. e., during Do 'T 1. In order to conserve equipment 

in the mechanization of the 41-bit Z-register, only the Zl' Z2 and Z41 

positions are stored in flip-flops. The 38 intervening Z -bits are stored 
i? a recirculating loop on the memory disk. Right...shifting of the 
Z-register is accomplished by the physical rotation of the disk past sta
tionary reading and writing heads. (See figure 18.) Information from 
Z41 is transferred with no clocked delay to the Z-channe1 write amplifier. 

Z 
w 

z = 
1 w 

The output of Z activates the Z -channel write head which magnetizes in 
w 

time sequence the portion of the disk passing under it. A read head lo
cated 38-1/2 bits in the direction of rotation from the write head is 
energized in time sequence by the same locally rpagnetized areas pas sing 

, under it, 38-1/2 bit times later. A Z-channel read amplifier, Z , im
r 

proves the read head signal and is clocked into flip-flop Z2' 
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Information from Z2 is shifted into Zl 

Zl 1 zl = Z2 C 

OZI = Z2 'C 

When a command pair has been. written in the Z-register, the funct'iQn of 
command selection is completed. Consequently both II and the gating 

flip-flop D are turned off s:i.multaneously. . 0 . 

loil = IlDoT4l CI 
Until II is reestablished, the selected command pair in the Z

register is available for sampling and interpreting. This is easily ac
complished by continuously rewriting back on the disk the information 
that has just been read from it. 

= Z 'I 'C 
1 1 

This one -word recirculation loop allows all the bits in the Z -register to 
be observed sequentially (in flip-flop Zl' for example) during each one
word time cycle. In discussing the Z -register small letters zi represent 
the information bits in the Z -channel with subscripts corresponding to 
the bit positions in a word. Illustrated is the quiescent conditi~n existing 
between consecutive- clock pulses T 41 C and TIC (i. e., flip-flop T 1 is in 
the true state). Coincidentally with the clock pulse that set T 1 (i. e. 
T4lC), the Z-channel read head sensed the magnetic pattern of z2 on the 
disk. At the same time that z2 was read, it was amplified by Zr arid 
clocked into flip-flop Z2. Simultaneously, the previously sensed zl 
bit was clocked from Z2 into the Z 1 fiip-flop, while the z4l bit was 
clocked from Zl or Mr into Z4l to be written via Zw onto the disk. 

Since the memory read flip-flop M receives its pulse train from 
r 

whatever channel is indicated by the C-register, it is imperative that 
flip-flops C l through C 6 remain static during memory gating. Flip-flop 
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NS must be true in order for shifting to occur in the C-register. There

fore NS is inhibited from coming true during memory read gating, Do' 

as follows. 

Command Gating from Loops L and V 

Both 8-word recirculation loops may contain numerical data and/or 
commands. If a command to be executed is stored on a loop, the G
counter will contain its loop address. As always, during II the channel 

address bits are shifted into the C-register and the sector address bits 
are sampled for coincidence with the S-counter. However, the interpre
tation of the loop address differs from that of the information channel 
address as desc ribed below. 

Loop Selection_ 

Loop addresses are octal 7760 through 7767 for the L loop, and 
octal 7770 through 7777 for the V loop. In binary notation this would be 
1 1 1 III 1 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 for the L loop, and 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 - - 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 1 1 1 for the V loop. 
Distinction between loop and main memory is made by L l' the loop-
memory selection flip-flop_ p 

Notice that Lpl is one-set at T 1 time of 13 '. This would make Lpi 

one-set during T 1 time of the first word time of II. Also observe the eight 

most significant bits of loop address are all ones (the loop address being 
present in the G-register). This indicates that the occurrence of a zero 
in G 1 during NS time (recall that the G-register circulates during this 

time T 7 through T 14 or T 27 through T 34) would indicate that a loop was 

not desired, and the logic would zero-set Lpl . Since there is no logic to 

one-set Lpl' again, 'Lpl' would indicate main memory.· On the other hand, 

if Lpl were not zero-set a loop address would be indicated, i. e., Lpl 

would remain one-set. 
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1£ a loop is selected, it then remains to determine which loop. 

L p2' the L - V s election flip -flop, 

is designed to determine this; Lp2 zero-set indicates the L loop and 

Lp2 one-set indicates the V loop. In the binary notation for the loop 

address that the 4th least significant bit is zero for the L loop and a one 
for the V loop. This bit is called the loop indicator bit. At T 6 or T 26 

time this bit appears in G l of the G-register, and is indicated in the logic 

by the appearance of NIP 5. If G l is one-set at T 6 or T 26 time, Lp2 is 

one -set during the remainder of N 1. If G 1 is zero- set at T 6 or T 26 time, 

Lp2 is zero-set during the remainder of N l . P 2 ' is included in the one

set logic for Lp2 to keep Lp2 one-set or zero-set during the remainder 

of N 1. 

Loop Design 

A detailed description of the high-speed loops is desirable at this 
point. Since the two loops are identical, the description applies to either 
L or V. For convenie:n,ce, however, reference will be made to the L loop. 

Loop Recirculation 

As seen in figure 19, information on the loop is preserved by recir
culation around a path that includes a 325-1/2 -bit portion of a memory 
channel, as sociated read and write heads and amplifiers, L 8 and L , and 

r w 
three flip-flops, L 2 , Ll and L 4l . 

The complete recirculation path stores 328 bits which is exactly 
equal to eight 41 -bit words. This closed path is interrupted (between Ll 

and L 41) only when new info rmation is to be written on the loop; it will be 

fully described in a later section. When a word is to be read from the 
loop, as during II' it is necessary only to wait until it circulates around 

to a position that is acces sible for gating out. With this method a waiting 
period of from one to eight word times may be required for access to a 
random word on the loop. 
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1 = L 2C 
I I 

1 = LrSC 1 2 

I = L IC o 2 r8 

Lw llw=L41 

Olw = L41' 

Similar logic applies to the V loop. 

80 

V 
w 

v = 1 w 

II2a = Lr4 

J = L I o 2a r4 

L 2a is the L-loop 4 -word read 

flip-flop. 

L2 is the L-loop 8-word read flip-flop 

1 v 2a = V r4 

OV2a = V r4 1 

V 2a is the V -loop 4-word read 

flip-flop 

V 2 is the V -loop 8-word read 

flip-flop 
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Supplementary Reading Station 

Reduction of access time is achieved by placement of an additional 
read head within the loop approximately midway between the other heads. 
With two reading stations four words apart in an 8-word loop, the maxi
mum time before a random word passes under a read head is clearly 
four word times. Use of supplementary read heads and associated 
amplifiers Lr4 and V r4 thus improves reading access time by a factor 

of two. Dete rmining from which head and the exact time to read inforrna
tion from the loop is cove red in the next section. 

Loop Sector Selection 

Since each loop contains eight word sectors, a 3-stage binary 
counter is needed for sector addressing. Happily, the three least sig
nificant stages of the S-counter, S3' S2 and 51' serve this purpose well. 

This loop sector counter counts eight word times from binary 000 to Ill, 
resets to 000, and repeats indefinitely. The three most significant sector 
bits are ignored in loop addresses, e. g., sectors 010011 and 111011 both 
refer to loop sector 3. If the loop sector count is binary 001 when a given 
word is being written on the loop, it will be 101 when the same word is 
passing under the 4-word read head, and it will have recycled back to 001 
when the word is passing under the 8-word read head. Since the loop 
sector counter must agree with the corresponding address bits of a given 
word when it is written on the loop, the same agreement must therefore 
exist when the wo rd is read from the 8 -word read head. It follows that 
when the desired word is read from the 4-word read head, the loop sector 
counter must differ by 4 from the corresponding address bits. Conven
iently, decimal 4 is binary 100 which, added or subtracted from a binary 
address, has no effect on the two least significant bits and reverseEi the 
next (see table 7). 

Table 7. Sector Counting in 8-Word Loops 

Loop Sector Addressof Word Under: 

Write Head 4-Word Read Head 8-W ord Read Head 

000 100 000 

001 101 001 

010 110 010 

all III all 
100 000 100 

101 001 101 

110 010 110 
III all III 
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It may be recalled that flip-flop So is turned on during II N 1 when

ever the sector and address bits shifted into Sl and G 1 disagree. Thus, if 

S is still false after three bits have been sampled (at bit time 6 or 26), 
o 

then flip -flop S8 is not set, which indicates that the desired word must be 
gated from the 8-word read head. 

Figure 13 reveals that NIP 2' can occur at eithe r bit time 6 0 r 26 

depending on the state of Go' 58 is reset to zero at T 4r Also, if 50 is 

false after only two bits have been sampled (at bit time 5 or 25), flip-flop 
57 is not set. 

Figure 13 shows NIP 4P 1-' is true only at bit time 5 or 25. 57 is zero-set 

at every T 41' At the end of a word time, if 57 is false and S8 is true, 

then the 5 - and G -counters agr-ee in the two least significant positions 
and disagree in the next, indicating that the desired word must be gated 
from the 4-word read head. Information from either head is copied 
into a common flip-flop, K (figure 19 ). 

o 

K 
o 

where L p2 ' identifies the L -loop. The use of L2 instead of L r8 is neces

sitated by circuit restrictions that prevent power amplifiers from driving 
more than one gate; also L 2a is used instead of Lr4 for the same reason. 

If Lp2 = 1, the V -loop read heads affect Ko in the same manner. 
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k = V 'L 8 '8 C + V 'L 8 'C o 0 Za pZ 7 S Z pZ S 

Command Gating from Loop 

For a loop address, Lpl is true, and 8 7 ' indicates that the desired 

word will appear under one of the read head during the next word time. 
Consequently, the loop gating flip-flop D IO is turned onat T41 and re-

mains on fo r a full 'Wo rd time .• 

During DIOI l , the command pair read from the loop into Ko is gated into 

the Z -register aF! required. 

One additional precaution is n.eces sary. During gating it is 
imperative that K continue to copy from the same head. This requires 

o 
that flip-flops Lpz87 and 8 S not change state while D IO is true. Lp2 is 

held fixed by L-V indicator bit in the G-register which does not change 
during 11• 

When reading from the S-word head, 8 S must remain off and is 

therefore inhibited from coming on by DIO' in 1 sS. When reading from 

the 4-word head, 8 7 must remain off and is therefore inhibited from 

coming on by DIO' in 1 s7' while 8 S must remain on and is therefore in

hibited from going off by 8 7 in OSS.Finally, DIO' is inserted in Id lO to 

prevent D IO itself from being pulsed on both sides at the conclusion of 

the gating operation DIOT 41. Command selec.tion II is terminated when 

gating into the Z - re gis te r is completed. 
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COMMAND INTERPRETATION AND OPERAND SELECTlON.I,! 

Command s election, II' is concluded and command inte rpretation, 

12, is initiated when a command pair has been gated. into the Z-register 

from either an information channel by DO or a high-speed loop by D lO ' 

The computer's primary function during 12 ,~s to select from memory the 

operand necessary for the execution of arithme~ic commands. However, 
for certain nonarithmetic commands not requiring an operand, this func
tion is supe rfluous. The command's operation code determines what is 
accomplished during 12 and later during 13, 

Operation Code Register 

The operation code bits in a command pair (figurelO) occupy 
positions 35 through 40 for the first command and positions 15 through 
20 for the second command. During 12 the selected command pair re-

circulates in the Z -register so that the least significant bit zl is in 

flip-flop Zl during bit time 1; the next bit z2 is in Zl during bit time 2, 

and in general the nth bit is in Zl during bit time n .. Recirculation is 

accomplis hed by 

The operation code bits are available in flip-flop Zl during bit times 15 

through 20 or 35 through 40; or one bit time earlier in Z2 they are 

available during bit times 14 through 19 or 34 through 39. The latter 
timing is provided by the operation code time flip-flop N Z' 
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where N 5 is true during the same interval (bit times 9 through 14 or 29 

through 34) in 12 as in II 

Irns=Iz(ooo)e 1 3 '(0 .. ) 

Examination of figure13 shows that the three terms in In2 can be

come true only at bit times 13 or 33, making N 2 true starting with bit 

times 14 0 r 34 respectively. P 2 Ip 1 I in 0 n 2 resets N 2 to zero at bit times 

19 or 39. The choice of interval depends on which command is being 
interpreted. For the left-hand command, Go I = 1 and N 2 is true during 

34 through 39; for the right-hand command, Go = 1 and N2 is true during 

14 through 19. During N2 the operation code bits are shifted from Z2 

into the c;>peration code register, flip-flops Dl through D6 

It should be noted that N2 always becomes true during the first word 

time of 12 and gates the operation code into the D-l"egister in sufficient 

time for sampling at the first 12 T 40 time. 
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Types 12 

Sampling of the operation code bits stored in the D-register de
termines the logical sequence to be followed during 12' For this purpose 

the computer commands may be categorized into three major types as 
fo11ows, 

No Memory Reference Required (Type 1) 

Commands in this category do not require selection of an operand 
from memory, For all type -1 operations, the state change flip-flop NIl 

is set at T 40 and reset at T 41' 

NIl being true during T 41 then terminates 12 at the end of the first 

word time 

I OiZ = IZN 11 C I 
The 12 diode in this gate prevents the 12 flip-flop from being pulsed on 

both sides when it is set at the end of II since NIl could be true at that 

time. 

Referring to the Operation Code Matrix, figure:ZO, it wi11 be ob
served that type .1 includes a11 transfer of control commands (first octal 
digit = 5), input-output and stop commands (first octal digit = 7), shift 
and normalize commands (octal codes 40, 41, 45), R-A interchange com
mand (octal code 43) and transfer-to-memory command (octal code 60), 
and transfer to memory command with X, A interchange (octal code 15). 
A11 commands whose first octal code digit is 5 or 7 are covered by the 
combination D 6D 4 . Operation codes 40, 41 and 60 are included in D6D3' 

D 2 ', operation code 43 and 45 D6D5'DI and operation code 15 in D5'D4D3 

Dl T 40 . Substituting these gates in the logical equation for NIl yields 
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Memory Referencing 

The address portions of all commands except type 1 refer to 
memory or loop locations. As during 11, the C -regist~r receives the 
channel address bits which select the desired channel for gating, while 
the S-counter is compared for coincidence with the sector addre.ss bits 
to ascertain the proper gating time. The procedure during 12 differ s 
from that during 11 in that the address bits are initially stored in the 
recirculating Z -register instead of the G -counter. The channel address 
occupies bit positions 9 through 14 or 29 through 34 and is therefore 
avai1ab1~ in flip-flop Z 1 during the corresponding bit times. As before 
NS provides the necessary timing while information is shifted into the 
C -register after being copied in C 6" 
NS provides the necessary timing while information is shifted into the 

C-register after being copied in C 6 . 

. c. = C 1NSC 
1 1 i + 

i = 1, 2, 3, 4, S. 

The sector address is available in Zl duri.ng bit times 3 through 8 

or 23 through 28 for comparison with the corresponding 5-counter bits. 
As in 11, 50 remains false only when agreement exists during N 1. 

s = o 0 

For loop addresses, flip-flops 57' 58 and D 10 are affected by the same 

logic as during 11 . 
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Number Selection Without Gating (Type 2) 

For commands in this category, 12 . is terminated when the ad .. 

dressee has been located but not yet gated out of the memory. This 
occurs when the sector address of the command agrees with the sector 
count. As previously mentioned, this condition is indicated by the false 
state of the applicable sector selection £lip .. £lop (e. g. So) at T 41. Gating 

associated with type 2 commands is performed during 13. 

Figure 20 shows that type-2 commands include the B-word transfers 
to or from the L and V loops (octal codes 64 through 67) and the 2-word 
transfer-to-memory (octal code 35). Of the five, only the GTL and GTV 
commands (codes 64 and 66) require reading from memory. D6D5Dl'is 

one of several combinations that covers these codes. Inclusion of type-l 
codes in the combination causes no difficulty since such codes terminate 
12 after the first word time. NIl is set at T 40 when the desired sector is 

ready for gating from memory .. 

Il n 11 = So'D6D 5D l'T40 G 

As with type-l commands, N 11 immediately terminates 12 at T 41. 

The remaining type-2 commands (octal codes 35, 65, 67) require 
writing on the memory. S11 is the sector selection flip-flop used for 

memory writing and corresponds to S for memory reading. 
o 

The nonvolatile memo ry channels utilize separate read and write 
heads spaced IBO cQ or 32 sectors apart. Therefore the sector ad
dresses of words passing under the read and write heads differ by 32 
(= binary 100000). It follows that the binary addresses agree in all but 
the most significant bit. Since the S-counter is synchronized to indicate 
the addresses of words under the read-head-, words under the write head 
may be identified by the sector counter with its most significant bit 
reversed. Sll' initially zero, is turned on if the desired sector address 

in G or Z and the S -counter disagree in any of the first five bits or agree 
in the sixth. 
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Thus if S is still fals e after five bits have been sampled (at bit time 8 
o 

or 28) and becomes true after the sixth bit has been sampled (at bit time 
9 or 29), then S11 is not set, indicating that the desired sector is the next 

to appear und er the write head. If any of the above conditions is not met, 
S11 is set, indicating that the desired sector is not about to appear under 

the write head at this time. Sll is reset to zero every T 41. 

Returning to the type-2 commands that require memory writing, 
clearly Sll' and an appropriate D-register combination are sufficient to 

te rminate 12. Becaus e this g;roup of commands includes codes 35, 65, 

and 67, figure 20 reveals D6Dl and D4D3Dl as the configurations. Thus 

11n 11 = 5 11 ' D4D 3D I T 40G + S11'D6D 1T 40G I 

One additional possiblity must be considered. The 2-word transfer
to-memory command, FST (octal code 35), could contain a loop address. 
Since S8 is the sector selection flip-flop associated with loop writing and 

D4D3Dl covers octal code 35, we may write 

1 1n 11 = SS'LplD4D 3D l T 40G 

vYc:lre Lpl indicates a loop address. 

Number S.E::!.ection with Gating (Type 3) 

This category includes all commands not covered by types 1 and 2. 
Here the operand is located and gated out of memory during 12• As during 

II' the applicable sector selection flip -flop (So or S7) indicates by its 

false state at T 41 the correct time to turn on the memory or loop gating 

flip-flop (D 0 or D IO )· 
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Instead of being gated into the Z-register as during II' the addressee 
is gated into the B-register during 12. This is a one-word recirculating 
register consisting of four flip-flops (B l' B 2, B 40 , B41) and a portion 
of the disk storing the remaining 38 bits between the B read and write 
heads. Thus the B-register differs from the Z-register only in storing 
one more bit in a flip-flop and therefore one les s bit on the disk. In
formation from a memory channel or loop is gated into B41 as follows: 

B 40 copies B 41· 

B 40 1 b 40 = B 41 12 C c:. B 41 M 3' M 0' C 

where M ' in the final logic is always true in 12. B 40 is connected 
directly?o the B-channel write amplifier, Bw. 

Obw = B 40 , 

At the reading end of the B-channel, the read power amplifier Br feeds 
into B 2 which in turn shifts into B 1. 

b = B ' C o 2 r 
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where E 20 'E30 I is true except when filling the computer. 

Having gated the desired number into the B-register, DO or D IO is 

reset. 

At the same time 12 is te rminated by NIl . 

COMMAND EXECUTION, 13 

During command execution, 13, the arithmetic and logical operations 

specified by the commands are actually carried out. 13 is initiated at the 

s arne time 12 is terminated. 

where J 0' the overflow flip-flop, is normally false. 

Functional Groups 

The computer's commands separate -roughly into eight functional 
groups that are identified by flip-flops M. (i = 0, 1, •.. , 7) where i is the 

1 

most significant octal digit of the operation code (see figure 20). Three 
additional flip-flops, M S_ lO ' specify floating point operations. The D-

register, having been filled with the operation code bits during 12, is 

used to set the appropriate M flip-flop simultaneously with the start of 13, 
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13 Timing 

Most of the commands require a fixed number of word times for 
their execution during 13. It is necessary therefore to keep count of 

these word times in order to terminate the operations at the proper 
time. A computation cycle counter consists of flip-flops Q 1 through Q 6 
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and' an associated carry flip-flop, Kq, to form a one-input adder which 
counts word times in the same manner as the sector counter, The Q
counter counts only during 13, 

Counter Operation During MSIMO IM4 'M10 ' + MSIMO 'M9' Commands 

Inspection of the logic equations for Q 1 through Q 5 indicates that the 

usual one-input adder shift logic is present except for MS -type commands. 

MS commands are FAD, FSB, and FSQ. These commands use some of 

the Q flip-flops for va rious tests required by the floating-point mechani
zation. The addition of MS to gates for the logic of Q 1 through Q 5 will 

be discussed later with the floating commands. 
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Inspection of the logic for Q6 reveals that this flip -flop has the 

usual one-input adder recirculation logic }similar to the logic for S6 of 

the sector counter; plus the additional terms P m C + 13 'C in the zero-set 

logic. The P C term is involved in the tape punch output mode, there-
m 

fore wewillneglectits presence for compute operation. I3'C determines 

that Q6 through Q I will be in their zero-set states by the start of 13. The 

13 terms in the one-set logic determine how long the counter will count. 

This, in turn, depends on the word times required by the command in 13. 

The logic for the carry flip-flop K indicates that the carry will 
q 

one-set at T 1 (similar to Ks;) for MO 'M4 'MIO' + MO 'M9 '. 

are to exclude operation of the counter during the portions 
point instructions that require the Q flip-flops for testing. 
logic for K is the usual one -input adder logic. 

q 

These gates 

of the floating
The zero-set 

U 41 , U Z' and U I Flip-Flops (Neglecting FDV, FMP, FAD, FSB.,. 

FSQ) 

At the beginning of 13 the U41 , and U Z' flip flops are in their zero

s et state by the logic: 

logic: 

96 

I OU41 = U41T41aC I 
I OUZ = U ZT 41C I 

The U I flip -flop is in its one -set state by the beginning of 13 by the 

Table B gives the counting sequence. 
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TIME 

T 113 

Word 1 

TI I3 
Word 2 

~I3 
ord 3 

, T 113 

Word 41 

T 113 

Word 42 

T 1 13' 

T 213' 

Table 8. Counting Sequence 

LOGIC INVOLVED 

OU41 = U41T41aC 

OU 2 =U2T 41C 

lUI = 13' C + 

l U 2 = At' 13 U 1 T 41 IS ' N 1 2 ' C 

OU 1 =I3T41aUIIS'C 

OU 2 - U 2T 41C lUI - MOU2T41aC 

1 U 41 = M 2D 1 ' Q6Q4Q 1 ' T 41a C + 
For DSL and DIV 

1U41 = M2DIQ6Q4QIT4IaC 

For DSR, DVR, SQR 

OU41 = U41T41aC 

lUI 

JU I 

K 
q 

= I3'C 

= 13' C + 

+ 

U41 U2 U1 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

0 0 0, 1 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 1 

Inasmuch as frequent reference must be made to the first and 
second word times in 13, special timing flip-flops, designated Uland 

U 2 , help to simplify the logic associated with such times. U 1 is true 

during 13' and the first word time in 13, while U2 is true only during the 

second wo~d time in 13. U 41 is true during the last word time which may 

be 41 or 42 in 13 for certain type-3 commands. 
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OU4l = U 41 T 4la C 

Accumulator (A) and Remainder (R) Registers 

The A- and R-registers are available for use by the programer 
and, together with the B-register, hold operands and intermediate and 
final results of all arithmetic operations performed by RECOMP. Like 
the B- and Z-registers, they are one-word recirculating loops which 
store part of their information in flip-flops and the rest on the disk. 
The A-register has six flip-flops, AI' A 2, A 3, A 39 , A40 and A 4l , plus 

a 35 -bit portion of the disk, while the R-register has four flip-flops, 
R l , R 2 , R 40 and R 4l , plus a 37-bit portion of the disk. Results produced 

by execution of a given command must be preserved until needed as 
operands for the next computation. This is accomplished if the A- and 
R-registers exhibit normal recirculation during 13. 

In the A-register, Al copies A2 except at T 41 when Al is set to 

zero. During T 41' A2 contains the synchronizing bit which must be zero 

for certain operations. 
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where the E terms can .be true only when filling the computer, A2 in 
turn copies A 3, 

- A II IE IE IC 
Oa2 - 3 3 20 40 

A3 receives its information from the A-channel read power amplifier, Ar' 

a = A IC o 3 r 

On the other side of the A -channel, the write amplifier, A , is 
w 

directly connected to A 39. 

which copies A40 

which in turn copies A41 

A 
w 

Finally A41 copies AI' closing the loop, 
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Po is true only during filling. 

During recirculation in the R-register, Rl copies R2 which re

ceives information from the R-channel read power amplifier, R . 
r 

TheR-channel write amplifier, Rw' receives its signal from R 40 

which copies R 41 . 

R 
w 

R41 copying Rl completes the recirculation. 

or 41 = R 1 113 Ip 0 Ie 
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Clear-Add (CLA) and Clear-Subtract (CLS) Commands 

The command CLA causes the word in memory location m to be 
transferred to the A-register. The command CLS differs only in that 
the sign of the word in tn is reversed in the transfer to the A-register. 
The combination MODl' is true for both commands, with D 2" or D2 

added to specify the CLA or CLS commands respectively. 

Since these commands belong to 12 type-3, the word in memory 

location m is stored in the B-register during 12 . It suffices therefore 

during 13 to shift the B -register contents into the A-register, taking 

required action on the algebraic sign. This procedure is illustrated 
for the ~LA-CLS commands by figure 21. The B -register is shifted 
right and the sign bit in B 41 is duplicated in B 40 for CLA command and 

reversed in B 40 for CLS command. 

For CLA 

For CLS 

The rest of the B-register follows the normal right shift. 

B 
w 
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b = B C 
1 2 r 

b - B 1M C = B M IN IE IE IC o 1 - 2 0 2 10 7 20 30 

Everything from the B-register including the sign is copied from 
B1 into A41 and on through the A-register. 
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U1 
o 
00 
I 

1-3 
I 
C1' 

......... 

r 

c C' 

R4a 

R4z 
, 

(D ID 'D ') 3 :2 1 

l~41 

!-:'4i I 

~41. 

lt41 I 

.t:"~.:.O A39 ~ f- A_ _OJ 
35 Bits on 
A~Cl121nGl 

ALlO 
! !\ I r- f- II I 

·-·-::'0 "-'3 ..J./ 

li~o 
?r-,. 
..)! Bits on R~Ch~~:::l 

~o 
, 

Figure 21. Operation of CLA-CLS Commands 

B I 
:2 

. 
c;'2 

P.2 
I 

E:t I t--

Al 

Al ! 



A 
w 

a = A IC o 3 . r 

B 40 receives the sign bit stored in B 41 while the entire A-register con·

tents are shifted-right one more bit. For a CLA command, B41 is 

duplicated in B 40. 

whereas for a CLS command, B 41 is reversed in B 40 

The R -register recirculates the information. Because Rl is used 
as a gate, the recirculation takes place from R Z to R 4Z• 
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R 
w 

r = R IC o 2 r 

The R- register contents at the e;nd of U 1 will be identical with that of the 

R-register one word earlier. Also, to force a zero sync bit in R l , 

lor 1 = MoT 40C I 
The functions of the CLA and CLS commands are completed in a 

single word time, therefore the state change flip-flop N12is set at T 40 for 

one bit time and terminates 13 and Moat T 41 

508-T-6 

N12 ln12 = MODlIT40C 

On12 = T 4laC 
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It will be. observed that N 12 is used to terminate 13 in the same manner 

that N 11 was used to terminate 12• 

Add (ADD) and Subtract (SUB} Commands 

The command ADD causes the word in memory location m to be 
algebraically added to the word in the A-register. The command SUB 
causes the word in m to be algebraically subtracted from the word in the 
A-register. The R-register is unaffected by either command. MODI 

identifies this pair of commands, with D2 being false for ADD and true 

for SUB (see figure 20). Being type-3 commands, the word in m is gated 
into the B-register during 12. It is therefore necessary, during 13, for 

the B -register contents to be added to 0 r subtracted from the A-register 
contents and the result stored back in A. 

The question of whether to perform absolute addition or subtraction 
depends not only upon the nature of the command but upon the algebraic 
signs of the operands as well. ACll.ition of absolute values is required 
for ADD commands if the operands have the same sign and for SUB co~
mands if the operands have opposite signs. Subtraction of absolute values 
is indicated for SUB commands if the operands have the same sign and for 
ADD commands if the operands have opposite signs. Flip-flop E indi-

o 
cates whether absolute addition or subtraction is required: E indicates 

o 
addition; E I indicates subtraction. The signs of the ope rands are in 

o 

flip-flops A41 and B 41 at T 1. 

1()6 

E 
o 

Add 

Oeo =A41B41IMOD2IUlTlC +A4l'B41MOD2IUlTlC + 

A41B41MOD 2C + A41IB41'MOD 2C . 

Sub 
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Serial Binary Adder 

It is well at this point to consider the characteristics of serial 
binary addition and subtraction of absolute values. 

Serial addition means simply adding one digit position at a time 
starting from the least significant end and working toward the most 
significant end, each time recording the sum digit and temporarily 
storing the carry digit fo r use at the next digit time. It may be noted 
that this is the usual pencil-and-paper method of addition. 

Assume the addend and augend are initially stored in the A- and 
B -registers, and during addition these registers are shifted-right so 
that flip-flops Al and B 1 contain corresponding bits at any given time. 

The bits in AI' B l' and the car ry -from the previous bit time in flip -flop 

K , determine the sum bit, S, and new carry bit. Figure 22 lists 
a 

the eight possibilities that may occur. 

Inputs, Time t Outputs, Time (t + 1) 

Al Bl K S K 
a·. a 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 

Figure 22. Truth Table for Binary Adder 

Inspection of figure 22 yields the following logic for the sum flip -flop, S, 

S 

Note in figure 22 that the carry flip-flop, K , changes from 0 to 1 only 
a 

when Al and Bl are both true, and from 1 to 0 only when Al and Bl are 

both false, or 
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k = A IB IC o all 

For other combinations oiA l and B 1 , Ka remains in the same state. 

K must always be zero when the addition is started. 
a 

If the number in the B -register is to be subtracted from the num
ber in the A- register, the truth table in figure 23 applies. Note that the 
"difference" column is identical in all cases with the S column in the 
adder, which means that the S logic can also be used to generate the 
difference when performing subtraction. K, which now contains the 

a 
"borrow" bit, changes from 0 to 1 only when AlIBI is true and from 1 

to 0 only when AlB 1 I is true. Thus the Ka logic may be expanded to 

cover both absolute addition and subtraction. 

Inputs, time t Outputs, time (t + 1) 

Al B1 K Difference K 
a a 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 

Figure 23. Truth Table for Subtractor 

K 
a 1ka = EOA1B l G + EO 'Al'B1C 

t---------------I (Carry borrow logic) 

Suppose we desire a more versatile logic system capable of addition 
and subtraction involving either the A- and B-registers or the A- and R
registers. This is exactly the requirement in RECOMPwhere the 
operands, normally in A and B, occur in A and R when converting deci
mal to binary during fill. Instead of duplicating equipment with two 
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adders, the one described above may be modified to perform both jobs 
by utilizing R 1 and BIas control flip -flops to gate the B - and R- registers 

respectively into the adder. It is necessary merely to replace Bl by the 

"AND" combination BIRI in the logic for Sand Ka above. BII then 

becomes (BIR l ) 1= BII + RII (by DeMorganls Theorem). The final logic 

then becomes 

(adder
subtractor 
logic) 

S 

s = A IB IK IC + A IR IK IC + A IB R K C + o 11 a 11 a lIla 

k = E A 'B 1M IT IC + E A IR 1M I C + 
Oa 01141 0114 

E 'A B 1M IC + E 'A R 1M IC + T C 
o 1 1 4 0 1 1 4 41 

where T 41 C in the 0 ka logic and'T 411 in the 1 ka terms ensure an initial 

zero carry. Also, M4 1 is obviously true for add -subtract commands, 

and T I in the Ok term is needed for divide commands and causes 
1 a , 

no difficulty here since only the sync (zero) bits are sampled .at T 1. If 

we set Rl = 1 in this logic it reduces to the simple A + B adder previously 

considered. Similarly Bl = 1 yields the logic for an A + R adder. It may 

be noted further that if Rl = 0, the sum logic becomes 

s = A B IK IC + A K IC + A IB IK C + A IK C 
1 11 a la 11 a 1 a 

s = A IB IK IC + A IK IC + A B IK C + A K C o 11 a 1 a 11 a la 
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w:b,iqh may be further reduced to 

s = A K IC + A IK C 
I I a I a 

s = A IK IC + A K C o I a I a 

If Ka = 0 also, S will copy AI. Thus, depending on whether RI = I or 0, 

S will generate the sum A + B or copy A, a fact that will prove extremely 
useful in multiplication. 

First Computation Cycle, U 1 

Having mastered the fundamental serial adder-subtractor, we are 
now in a position to consider the detailed 13 logic a.ssociated with the ADD 

and SUB commands. At the start of 13, the A- andB-registers contain 

the operands in theil" normal positions, EO = 1 indicating absolute addition, 

and K = O. 
a 

Figure 24 illustrates the events that transpire during U 1 for ADD com

mands. The diagram can also apply to SUB commands by interchanging 
the B 41 output lines. The first clock pulse, U 1 T 1 C, sets Rl = 1 for gating 

into the adder, sets A4l = 0 for clearing the A-register to zero, and sets 

Ee = 0 if absolute subtraction is required. 

Operands in both the A- and B-registers are shifted-right during U 1. 
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Figure 24. Operation of ADD Command During U1 



A 
w 

a = A IC o 3 r 

B 
w I bw = B 40 

b = B IC o 2 r 

RI being true during bit times. 2, 3, ..• ,40, the significant operand 

bits a 2, a 3 , •..•. a 40 , and b 2, b 3, .•. , b 40 , appear successively in flip

flops Al and B I respectively for gating into the serial adder-subtractor. 

The sum or difference is g~nerated serially in flip-flop S and then re
written back in B 40. 

The sum digits are now shifted throu_gh the B-register by the logic for 

B w' B2 and B I above. Note that the sum is written in B 40 rather than 
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B 41 , because the 8 flip-flop in the adder introduces a delay of one bit 

time, This delay must be compensated for by shortening the B-register 
by one flip-flop, B 41 • (8 may be considered as replacing B41 in the 41-

bit B -register), 

The zero written in flip-flop A41 at T 1 is propagated down through 

the A-register by the regular shift logic above, and the A-register is 
cleared since Rl is being used for gating, The contents of the R-register 

are preserved by recirculation from R Z to R 4Z instead of the normal Rl 

to R 41 , 

50B-T-6 
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r = R 'C o 2 r 

The most significant non-sign bits, a40 and b 40J are gated into the 
adder- subtractor at T 40 C, and R 1 is turned off at this time. 

lor 1 = MO T 40 C I 
At T4l' Rl = 0 reduces the sum logic to 

(A K I + A 'K) T 4l C 
1 a 1 a 

at which time Al contains the sign of A, and Ka the carry or borrow bit 
resulting from the addition or subtraction of a40 and b 40 . 

Summarizing the situation at the end of the first computation cycle, 
Ul' the A-register has been cleared to zero, the B-register contains 
IAI ± IBI and the R-register is unchanged. Interpretation of the new 
B-register contents in terms of S, Ka and EO occurs in the second 
computation cycle, U 2' 

Second Computation Cycle, U 2 

Depending upon the relative signs and magnitudes 
operands, four distinct cases will be considered during 
summarized in figure 25 and described in detail below. 
trates the general flow of information during U 2' 

of the original 
U 2' These are 
Figure 26 illus-

Case I: A and B have the same sign (i. e., I AI + I B I is performed 
during U 1) and I AI + IBI < 1. 

Since RECOMP considers the binary point between the sign and 
most significant bit, I AI + IBI < 1 me·ans that there is no carry bit left 
over from the addition of a40 and b40 so that Ka = 0 at U 1 T4l at which 
time S copies the sign of A from flip-flop AI' Obviously in Case I, both 
A and the sum A + B have the same sign which, if positive (binary 1), 
sets flip-flop A4l at the next bit time. 
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11 a 41 = SMO J o 'u 2 TIC I 
where J 0 = 0 for Case 1. If the sign is negative (binary 0), no logic is 
needed since A41 was zeroed in U l . 

During U 2 the zero contents of the A-register and the sum IA I + 
I B\ in the B-register are added, since EO re:mains true, and the re
sulting su:m, again IAI + I BI, is written back in the A- register. 

A 40 1 a 40 = SMO U 2 C 

Oa40 = S'M U C o 2 

Writing occurs in A40 instead of A41 to co:mpensate for the one-bit delay 
in the adder. Logic for shifting the A- and B-registers and recirculating 
the R-register is the sa:me during U2 as Ul' Rl is also set for gating B 
into the adder as in U l' 

Case II: A and B have the sa:me sign (i. e., IA I + IBI is perfor:med 
during U 1) and IAI + I BI ~ 1. 

In this case, IAI + IB\ ~ 1 :means that a "one" carry bit is left in 
Ka at U 1 T 41 fro:m the addition of the :most significant bits a,40 and b 40 . 
The overflow flip-flop, JO' is set and activates the neon overflow light 
on the co:mputer l s control panel whenever such an addition overflow 
occurs. 

J o Ilia = EaKaMaUI T4l D l C I 
The overflow carry bit is the integer part of IAI + IB I and has the 
nu:merical v~lue ± 1, while the qUantitr re:maining in the B-register at 
the end of U 1 is the fractional part IA + IBl -1. With EO re:maining 
on during U 2' this B- register content is added to the A- register ' s 
zero contents and the sum is written back in A. 

Since Ka = I and RI = 0 at U I T 41 , the sign of A is reversed in 
flip-flop S. But the sign of the result should agree with the sign of A in 
this case. Therefore, at the next bit ti:me, U 2T I' another sign reversal 
occurs in the transfer fro:m S to A41' 

Ila41 = S'MOJ OU 2T IC I 
where J 0 identifies Case II. Again, no logic is needed for the :minus 
sign since A41 was already zero. 
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Case III: A and B have of po site signs (i. e., IAI - IBI is per
formed during U 1) and IAI ~ IB . 

During U 1 the smaller absolute value was subtracted from the 
larger leaving no overborrow in Ka at U 1T 41 . Hence, there is no sign 
reversal in S nor does J 0 get turned on, and the Case I term 

11 a 41 = SMO J 0 I U 2 T 1 C I 
copies the sign of A as required for Case III. 

During U 1 the correct result, I AI - I B I, was produced in the B
register while the A-register was cleared to zero. Thus the adder must 
be set for addition in U 2' 

Ileo = Ka 'Mo T 41aC I 
From the above it is clear that Case III requires identically the same 
logic as Case I during U 2' 

Case IV: A and li hc;ve opposite signs (i. e., 1 AI - IBI is per
formed during U 1) and IA I < IB I· 

During U 1 the larger absolute value was subtracted from the 
smalle r leaving an overborrow in Ka at U 1 T 41' Thus the contents of 
the B-register are actually the result of subtracting IB I from 1 + I A I. 
or A - B + 1 as indicated in figure 25. The A-register is cleared to zero 
during U 1 as usual. If we repeat absolute subtraction during U 2' where 
again the larger absolute value is in the B-register (A - B + 1 = 0), an 
overborrow recurs. As seen during Ul' this is equivalent to subtracting 
the B-register contents from the A-register contents augmented by l. 
Thus the U2 result, written back in the A-register, becomes (1 + 0) -
(A - B + 1) = B - A as desired. With Ka = 1 at U 1 T 41' Eo remains 
false during U2' thereby assuring subtraction. 

For Case IV, clearly the sign of the original B-register contents 
should prevail. At U1 T 41 the sign of A was reversed in S because of 
Ka = 1. Also, J 0 is not set since EO = 0 for Case IV. Therefore at 
U 2T l the reversed sign of A is copied into A4l by 

11a41 = SMOJO 'U2T lC I 

Since A and B originally had opposite signs, this reversed sign of A is 
the correct sign of B exactly as required. 
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CASE I: Example of ADD Command with Absolute Addition Required 

(ADD) t13 (ADD) t. 1101 
+ 2 t. 0010 
+15 t. 1111 

A 
E K S 

6 5 432 1 0 a ----

T1 1 0 X t11010 

T2 1 0 0 o t 1 1 0 1 

T3 1 0 1 o 0 t 1 1 0 

T4 1 0 1 o 0 0 + 1 1 

T5 1 0 1 o 0 0 0 + 1 

T6 1 0 1 o 0 0 0 0 + 

T1 1 0 + o 0 000 0 

T2 1 0 0 ++0000 

T3 1 0 1 +0+000 

T4 1 0 1 +10+00 

T5 1 0 1 + 1 1 0 + 0 

T6 1 0 1 + 1 1 1 0 + 

T1 1 0 X + 1 1 1 1 0 

Important Logic: 

1 
r 

1 1 = MOT 1 C 

r 
o 1 = MOT40C 

1 a 41 = SM oj 0 I U 2 TIC 

Oa 41 = M U T C 
, 0 1 1 

b 
1 41 = SMOD 1C 

Ob 41 = S'M D C 
o 1 

SOB-T-6 

B R 

654321 1 

tOO 100 X 

+XOO 10 1 

tOXOO 1 1 

+10XOO 1 

+ 1 1 0 XO 1 

+ 1 1 10 X 0 

+ 1 1 1 1 0 0 

+ + 1 1 1 1 1 

+ 0 + 1 1 1 

+ 1 0 + 1 1 1 

+ 1 1 0 + 1 1 

+ 1 1 0 + 0 

+ 1 1 110 0 

1 a 40 = SM 0 U 2 C 

Oa'40 = S'M U C 
o 2 

Notes: 
R6 through R2 
irrelevant 

X- -Irrelevant 
bit 

..2..:- -Means flip-
flop zero-set 
by logic term 

B41 Remains 
static in 13 

Other terms in 
A & Bare 
standard re-
circulating logic. 
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CASE III: Exa:mp1e of ADD Co:m:mand with Absolute Subtraction Required 

(ADD) +13 
- z 

+IT 

(ADD) +. 1101 
-.0010 
+. 10 11 

E K S 
o a 

lOX 

o 0 0 

o 0 1 

o 1 1 

o o o 

o o 1 

1 o 1 

1 o o 

1 o 1 

1 o 1 

1 o o 

1 o 1 

1 o X 

I:mportant Logic: 

A B R 

6543Z1 6543Z1 1 

+11010 -00100 X 

0+1101 -XOOI0 1 

00+110 -OXOOI 1 

o 0 0 + 1 1 - lOX 0.0 1 

0000+1 -110XO 1 

00000+ -0110X 0 

000000 -101100 

++0000 -+10111 

+0+000 -0+101 1 

+10+00 -10+101 

+110+0 -110+11 

+0110+ -0110+ 0 

+10110 -101100 

Notes: 
R6 -RZ irrelevant 

X--Irrelevant bit 

..2..: -Means flip-flop 
zero-set by logic 
ter:m 

B4l re:mains static 
in 13 

Other ter:ms in A & 
B are standard re-. 
circulating logic 

e 
1 0 = N 5 C + K a I MO T 41 a C 

Oe 0 = A4IB 41 'MOD Z IU 1 TIC 

1\ = MO T lC 
a 

1 40 = SMOUZC 

Or 1 = MO T 40 C Oa 40 = SIMa UZC 

IS = (A K.' +A 'K) T 41 C 
1 a 1 a 

as = (A IK I + A K ) T 41 C 
1 a 1 a 
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CASE IV: Example of SUB Command with Absolute Subtraction Required 

(Subtract) + 2 
+3 
-1 

(Subtract) +.0010 

E K S 
o a 

1 o x 

o o o 

o 1 1 

o 1 1 

o 1 1 

o 1 1 

o o o 

o o o 

o 1 1 

o 1 o 

o 1 o 

o 1 o 

o o X 

Important Logic: 

1 a 41 = SMO J 0 ' U 2 TIC 

Oa =M O U 1T 1C 

S08-T-b 

A 

+.0011 
-.0001 

B R 

654321654321 1 

+00100 +00110 X 

0+0 0 1 0 + XO 0 1 1 1 

00+001 +OXOO 1 1 

o 0 0 + 0 0 + lOX 0 0 1 Notes: 

0000+0 +110XO 1 

00000+ +1110X 0 

0'0 0 0 0 0 + 1 1 1 1 0 0 

-00000 +01111 1 

-00000 +001111 

-10000 +100111 

-01000 +010011 

-00100 +00100 0 

-00010 +00100 0 

R6-R2 irrelevant 

X--irre1evant bits 

0- -means flip-flop 
zero-set by logic 
term 

B41 remains static 
in 13 

Other terms in A & 
B are standard re
circulating logic 

Ob40 = S'M D C 
.01 

1a40 = SM U C o 2 

1 s = (A K ' + A 'K) T 41 C' 
1 a 1 a 

OS = (A 'K' + A K ) T41 C 
1 a 1 a 
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The ADD and SUB commands having been completed at the end of 
U 2' N 12 is set which terminates 13· 

Il n 12 = MoMa'U 2T 40C 1 
IOi3 = N l2C 1 

Multiply Unrounded (MPY) and Multiply Round (MPR) Commands 

The command MPY causes the word in memory location m to be 
multiplied by the word in the A-register to obtain a double-length (78-
bit) product whose most- and least:" significant halves are stored in the 
A-register and R:"register, respectively. MPR performs the same 
operation and rounds-off the product to the portion in the A-register, 
i. e., 39 binary places. Flip-flop M 1 identifies the multiply commands 
(figure 20) with D2' and D2 indicating the MPY and MPR commands re
spectively. 

Several things may be noted from the preceding example. A 1 or 
o multiplier bit" times the multiplicand)yields the multiplicand itself or 
a string of 0' s respectively. This means that a partial product is formed 
by either adding or not adding the shifted multiplicand to the previous 
partial product. In RECOMP this addition is performed by the same 
adder that is used for the ADD and SUB commands. The option of add
ing or not adding the mUltiplicand, stored in the B-register, to the 
partial product, stored in the A-register, is provided by flip-flop Rl 
which gates Bl into the adder. Rl must therefore contain the applicable 
multiplier bit. This is accomplished by initially placing the multiplier 
in the R-register and subsequently shifting it one bit to the right before 
performing each addition. 

Note also that the length of the partial product starts at one word 
and increases by one or two bits for each multiplier bit until it becomes 
two words long as the final product. This appears to indicate that another 
arithmetic register is required. Fortunately, once a multiplier bit has 
performed its function, it is no longer needed and may therefore be 
sloughed off to make rOOm for an additional partial product bit. Thus, 
the next least significant partial product bit is right-shifted out of A and 
into R each time a multiplier bit is discarded from R until the final 
double-length product occupies the entire A- and R-registers asindi
cated in figure 27. 

Furthermore, shifting the A-register one bit to the right is 
equivalent to shifting the B-register one bit to the left when adding A 
and B. The first method has the advantage of being a natural outcome 
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· of theproces s mentioned in the preceding paragraph and at the same 
time simplifies the B...;register logic to that of normal recirculation. 

Serial Binary Multiplier 

Multiplication of binary numbers follows the same pattern as 
multiplication of decimal numbers as demonstrated in the examples of 
figure 27. Starting at the least significant end, digits of the multiplicand 
are successively multiplied by the least significant digit of the multiplier 
and the result recorded. The p'rocess is repeated using each digit of the 
multiplier in turn, with the result at each step being shifted-left corre- . 
sponding to the position of the multiplier digit. When all multiplier 
digits have been exhausted, the results are added together to obtain the 
final product. 

Ignoring signs for the moment, consider the operation in terms 
of the computer. The addition process that yields the final product 
would appear to require an adder having 39 inputs, not to mention tem
porary storage for 39 words. This problem is overcome by performing 
the addition as the multiplication proceeds, obtaining a new partial prod
uct after each multiplier bit is used up. In figure 27 for example 
the.least significant multiplier bit (1) times the multiplicand (=1010) 
yields the first partial product (= 10 10). The second least significant 
multiplier bit (0) times the multiplicand (=1010) yields the quantity 0000 
which is shifted one bit left and added to the first partial product to ob
tain the second partial product (=01010). In general the nth least signifi
cant multiplier bit times the multiplicand is shifted and added to the 
(n_l)th partial product to obtain the nth partial product. When finally n 
becomes equal to the number of bits in the multiplier, the nth partial 
product is the final product and the multiplication process is completed. 
In the example shown, the multiplier (=1101) has four bits; hence the 
fourth partial product is the final product. 

First Computation Cycle, U 1 

Multiplication being 12 type-3 commands, the multiplicand was 
read from memory and stored in the B-register during 12, which is 
exactly where it is required for the operation. Before starting the 
multiplication process, the multiplier must be transferred from the A
to the R-register, and the A-register must be cleared to zero before 
accumulating any partial products. These preliminary operations are 
performed during the first computation cyCle, U l' as illustrated in· 
figure 2B. TheA-.registeris cleared by setting A4l to zero at Tl and 
shifting right. Simultaneously the A-register contents are transferred 
serially to the R-register by having R4l copy A2 while the R-register is 
likewise· shifted right. 
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Figure 27. Multiplication Exa:mple 
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a 
1 40 = A41M 1U 1C 

a o 40 = A41 IM1 T411C 

1 a 39 = A 40 U 1 C J 

o a 39 = A 40 lUI C j 
a 

1 2 = A3M 1C cA3I3M21C 

Oa 2 =A 1M Cc:::A II M IC 
3 1 3 3 2 

1r 41 = A M D IC 
2 1 3 

Or41 =A 1M D IC 
2 1 3 

1 r 40 = R 41 M 1 C c::: R 41 E 30 I U 411 C 

Or40 = R41 1M 1C C::R411E301U411C 

r 
1 1 = R2M1 U lC 

Orl = R 21M 1U l C 

Note that Al was by-passed in the preceding process. Consequently, at 
the end of U 1 the entire multiplier will be displaced one bit to the right 
in R with respect to its original orientation in A, i. e., the least signifi
cant bit a2 will be in R 1, a3 in R 2: •.. , the sign bit a41 in R40 , and 
zero in R41' Obviously the original contents of R are destroyed during 

U1' 

The multiplicand in the B-register is preserved by recirculation. 

lb4l = B M Cc::B T 1M 1M 1M II C 
1 1 1 x 0 8 10 3 

Ob41 = B 1M Cc:::B IT 1M 1M 1M 'I C 
1 1 1 x 0 8 10·3 

I b 40 = B41MlCC::B41MO IM31C 

Ob40 = B IMCc:::B 1M 1M IC 
41 1 41 0 3 
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Bl lb l = B M C c::: B M 'N 'E 'c 
2 1 2 10 7 30 

The multiplication example of figure 27 is detailed in figure 29 to 
show exactly what takes place in the computer. For convenience, this 
6-bit example has been chosen for illustrative purposes in lieu of a 
standard 4l-bit RECOMP number. As a result, T6 in the example cor
responds to T4l in RECOMP, e,tc. During U l , note that zero is set into 
the leading A-register bit, A6' at Tl (thereby making A6= 0 during T2) 
and is shifted down through A. In the mean-time the multiplier bits are 
shifted from A2 to R6 and down through R while the original R contents, 
indicated by X's, are dumped off the right end of R. The multiplicand 
is recirculated by B6 copying Bland shifting. 

Several other functions are performed during U 1. The algebraic 
sign of the product is determined and appropriately stored. The signs of 
the multiplier and multiplicand, initially in A41 and B4l respectively, 
are sampled in AAI and Blat T 41. If the signs are the same, a plus 
sign is indicated and R43 is turned on. 

If the signs are opposite, a minus sign is indicated. No logic is 
necessary for R43 since it is already off due to 

lor 4 3 = T 40 C I 
At Tl in the second word time (U2) A4l is turned on (for a plus sign) by 
R43 true. 

Il a 4l = R 43M l U 2T lC 

For a minus sign, A4l Vi(as turned off at T 1 in U 1 for clearing the A
register and just remains of£. 

IOa4l = M l D 3' T l C/ 

At first observation, it would appear that A4l is hit on both sides at 
U2Tl time. However, this is prevented by turning D3 on at T4l of Ul. 

jld3=MlT4lC I 
Thus, D3 is on for the remainder of multiplication. 
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T2 · a , 0-101·0 MPR 
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TS 0 x1100l 01 0 0 -'1 state 

T6 0 Oxl10l 10100- 0 Information is 

+ 0 " 1 :j.\ - normally 
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less arrows 

1') 0 11+0xO 00-101 indicated other-

14 0 +x1001 x11+00 100 ... 10 wise. 

T, 0 1 +xO Ox11+0 0100-1 

1'6 0 10x110 1 01'0 0 -
U I \ 1 

Tl 0 +10xll. - 1.0 1 0.0 

T2 0 1~xi 0-1010 

T) 0 0 +xOO01 x 1 + 1 0 1 00-101 . 
T4 1 0 +xOOOO o x 1 + 1 1 100-10 

T, 0 1 + x 0 1 0 x 1 + 1 0100 ... 1 

1'6 OlOxl1 10100-
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1 0OlQx1 10100-
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Figure 29 .. RECO MP Multiplication Proces s (MPY) 
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Rounding the final product to 39 bits is accomplished by adding 
binary r, 1 f1 in the next bit position to the right, which happens to be the 
most significant bit of the first partial product. The example of figure 
Z7 illustrates this fact wherein the most significant bit of the first 
partial product appears in the same vertical column as the most signifi
cant bit of the less significant half of the final double-length product. 
Clearly, the first partial product will be properly augmented for round
off if the multiplication proces s starts (at U ZT I) with a "1" in A40 . 
Thus 

where D Z identifies the MPR command. For the MPY command, A40 
remains zero as copied from A4l' the previous bit time. 

Subsequent Computation Cycles, Ul' 

Having completed the necessary preparations in Ul' we are now 
ready for the multiplication process which is shown in figure 30. Each 
Of the 39 non-sign multiplier bits calls for a serial addition of the 
multiplicand into the previous partial product. Since each such addition 
requires one word time, the entire multiplication, including Ul' re
quires 40 word times. 

Because signs are handled separately in Ul' one word time per 
addition suffices since addition of absolute values (Case I) is forced by 

lieD = N5C 

At the start of U Z the least significant (non-sync) multiplier bit is 
in Rl and it must remain in Rl during the entire word time in order to 
gate B 1 into the adder. The rest of R is preserved by recirculation 
from R z to R4l except at T 40 and T4l' 

lr4l = RZMlB4Z'Ul'T40'T4la'C 
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At T40' R4l receives the next least significant partial product 
bit from the A-register. 

1.r4l = A3M l B 42'T40 C 

Or4l = A3'MlB42'T40 C 

The reader may convince himself that A3 does contain the proper bit 
by referring to the example of figure 29. During any Ul'Tl' the least 
significant A-register bit of the previous partial product ~.s in A2. Pro",: 
ceeding in time sequence, the same bit is shifted into Al at Tl C, and 
is gated along with B 1 into S at T 2C, copied into A4 at T 3 C, shifted into 
A3 at T 4 C, and finally copied into R6 at T 5 C. A4 in the example cor
responds toA39 in RECOMP, sq that the subject bit is copied into A 39· 
at T3C, shifted into A38 at T4C, A37 at TSC, •.. , A4 at T38 C , A3 at 
T 39C, and copied into R4l at T 40 C as indicated in the logic. 

At T4l' R4l picks up the sign of the product. 

The next least significant multiplier bit, originating in R2 during 
Ul'Tl' is copied into R4l and shifted down throu~h R to ret'7rn to flip-. 
flop R2 during T 4l . At T4l it is shifted into Rl m preparation for gatmg 
the multiplicand into the adder during the next word time. 

R 1 1 r 1 = R 2M 1 T 41 a C I 
Orl = R2'MlT4laC 

Each new multiplier bit in Rl is used to gate the entir.e multipli
cand in B into the adder. Consequ~:mtly the B-register exhibits normal 
recirculation during each word time in U I' by means of the same logic 
as during U 1 • 

Logic for the sum and carry flip-flops is identically that used for 
addition ci absolute values, where EO = 1. Flip-flop S generates a new 
partial product during each Ul' word time, which is the sum of the pre
vious partial product and either the multiplicand or zero. This sum is 
rewritten back in A and at the same time shifted one bit to the right as 
requlred. The shifting is accomplished by having A 39 , rather than A 40 , 
copy S, thereby shortening the A-register by one bit. 
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A39 l a 39 = SM U IT IC 1 1 1 

Oa39 =S'M U IT IC 
1 1 1 

At T l' S contains irrelevant inform.ation. However, the m.ost signifi
cant bit of the new partial product is in A40 at T 1 and is therefore pre
fixed to the partial product by m.eans of 

This left-m.ost partial product bit was generated at T 40 of the previous 
word tim.e as the carry bit resulting from. the addition of the m.ost 
significant bits in Aand Band was copied into A40 at T41"by m.eans of 

la40 = K M U IC 
all 

o a 40 = KIM U I C 
all 

Here T41 need not be specified since A40 is not used at UIIT411. Each 
new partial product thus form.ed is shifted down through the A-register 
including flip-flop Al and reentered into the adder. Thus A3 reads the 
disk and in turn is copied into A Z and AI. 

1 i:l. Z = A M C r=.A I M I C 
3 1 3 3 Z 

OaZ=A 1M Cc::A II M IC 
3 1 3 3 Z 

li:l. 1 = AZM1C =AZI3MZIMlOIT41lC 

a o 1 = AZIM 1 C C=AZII3MZIMlOl C + Ml T 41 C 

At the end of 39 word tim.es in U 11 (corresponding to the 39 m.ulti
plier bits), the 39th partial product is the final product thus com.pleting 
the m.ultiplication process. For MPY com.m.ands the double-length 
product is in the A- and R-registers and for MPR com.m.ands the rounded 
product is in the A-register. Both registers contain the sign of the 
product. Including U l' a total of 40 word tim.es elapse during 13 so that 
the O-counter finally contains a count of 40 whi"ch is used to turn on NIZ 
which term.inates 13. 
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11 n lZ = M 1 M 9 I Q 6 Q 4 T 40 C I 
10 1 3 - N1Ze I 
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Division (DSL, DIV, DSR, DVR) Commands 

Four separate division commands may be executed in RECOMP. 
DSL causes division of a dividend A in the A-register by a divisor B in 
memory location m to produce a quotient Q in the A-register and a re
mainder R in the R...;register. Thus, 

A 2,,:,39 R 
B = Q+ B where IRI < IBI and A and R have the same 

sign. Those conditions uniquely determine Q. Retaining the sign of the 
dividend A in the remainder R facilitates programing of multiple pre
cision division. If the binary point is assumed at the left of the most 
significant bi.t, then IAI and I BI are both < 1, and if also I AI < I B I, 
then IQ I < 1. 

If a double-length (7B-bit) dividend is available whose more and 
less significant halves are in the A- and R-registers respectively, then 
the command DIV causes division as described above. 

The commands DSR and DVR perform the same operations as DSL 
and DIV respectively and also include final rounding of the quotient to 39 
binary places. 

One may think of the binary points as being at the right of a 7B-bit 
dividend and a 39-bit divisol'. Then the equation above becomes 

and, the binary point is now considered at the right of the quotient. 

Figure 20 shows flip-floJ.- M2 true for all divide commands. Fur
ther, D2 and D 2' specify division with double and single-length dividends 
respectively, while D 1 and Dl' distinguish between the rounded and un
rounded divide commands respectively. 

Serial Binary Divider 

DivisIon in binary, as in decimal, may be performed by successive 
subtraction of the divisor, properly positioned, from the full and reduced 
dividends. 
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In the decimal example of figure 31, the two-digit divisor, 11, 
is first subtracted from the two most significant dividend bits, 14, in 
order to obtain the most significant (tens) digit of the quotient. Clearly, 
this quotient digit, 1, is the number of such subtractions possible be
fore an overborrow occurs, as shown in the example. When an over
borrow occurs', the reduced dividend, 037, is restored by adding the 
divisor, 11, back in again. Next, the divisor is shifted one digit right 
and the same process is repeated to obtain the next most significant 
(units) digit, 3. This being the least significant digit, the entire quotient, 
13, has now been found and the final reduced dividend, 004, is the re
mainder. It should be noted that nine subtractions are the maximum 
required to obtain a given quotient digit. 

The same operation is performed in binary as illustrated in figure 
28. Quotient bits obtained in descending order of significance are 0 
or 1 according to whether subtraction of the divisor did or did not cause 
an overborrow. If an overborrow occurs, restoration of the reduced 
dividend is again achieved by adding back the divisor. Note that only a 
single subtraction is required to determine a given quotient bit in binary 
as against nine in decimal. It appears that this method requires as 
many subtractions as there are quotient bits and as many additions as 
there are zero quotient bits. 

An improvement of the previous method yields the so-called Von 
Neumann division that is used in RECOMP and illustrated in figure 28. 
In the previous method an overborrow requires addition to restore the 
reduced dividend, followed by subtraction of the right-shifted divisor. 
Clearly, this two-step operation is equivalent to a single addition of the 

shifted divisor, (i. e., +D - ~ D = + ~ D). In the Von Neumann process, 

this technique is used to obtain each quotient bit as a result of a single 
addition or subtraction. Depending upon the operation performed and 
the existence of an overborrow or overcarry, four distinct cases must 
be considered. They are summarized in the table below. Ver.ifi
cation of the tabulated results is left as an exercise for the reader. 

If Then 

Current and Quotient and next 
operation is caused bit is ope ration is 

Subtraction No overborrow 1 Subtraction 
Subtraction Overborrow 0 Addition 
Addition No overcarry 0 Addition 
Addition Overcarry 1 Subtraction 

Rules for Von Neumann Division 
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These rules may be applied to the example in figure 31 .. 

In order to perform this division in RECOMP, several things must 
be considered. A possible double .. length dividend must be provided at 
the start. The A- and R-registers fulfill this requirement. Also, the 
computer must be capable of performing both addition and subtraction 
of the divisor in B upon the full or reduced dividend in A. The adder
subtractor logic previously described is used, with flip-flop EO true fo~ 
addition and false for subtracti,on. Note from the example of figure 31 
that the divisor is shifted· right for each operation. In the computer it 
is more convenient to maintain the original orientation of the divisor by 
recirculating B, and left":shift the reduced dividend in A and R instead. 
As each new quotient· bit is determined, it is written in the R-register. 
Simultaneously, another dividend bit (if doubl~ length) is transferred 
from R to A while the loading A-register bit, no longer needed, is 
dropped. 

Division during U1 

At the start of 13 the divisor is stored in the B-register after hav
ing been transferred from the memory during 12. The- dividend stands 
in the A-register or the A- and R-registers depending upon whether a 
single or double-length dividend is specified (figure 32). 

During U 1 the divisor in B is subtracted from the dividend in A 
using the normal su1.?tract logic. Hence, EO is reset for subtraction 

loeo = MZUIC! 

and Rl is set to gate B into the subtl:actor 

11r l =MZUIC! 

The difference, A-B, is written back in A and shifted one bit left be
cause of the delay in S. , 

la4l = SM2Tx'U4l'Tl'C 

lOa41 = S'M 2 Tx'U 4l'C 

where U4l identifies only the final word time of division and, therefore, 

IU1e U41 '! 
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At T l , A4l is set to zero for the proper sync bit. 

lOa 41 = M ZE ZO ' U 41' TIC I 
If the divi sor is less than or equal to the dividend, no overborrow occurs 
at T 40 and the overflow flip-flop J 0 is turned on at T 41 to indicate im
proper division and pus sibly stop computation. 

l i O = MZKa'Tx'U 1 T 41 G I 
Left-shifting of the R- register is accomplished using flip-flops R43 and 
R42 but not R l · 

lr43 = R 2 T x I T 40 I T 41 a l C 

Or43 = R21T4la'C + T 40 C 

1 r 42 = R 43M 2C 

Or 42 = R 431M 2C 

lr41 = R 42M 2U 4l'C 

Or4l = R421M2U41'C 

At U 1 T 41' R43 receives the sign of the quotient, plus if Al = B l' If 
minus (AI = Bl'), no logic is needed since R43 has already been zero
set at T 40 time. 

The sign of the dividend is in A41 at TI and; therefore, in A40 at T 2, 
It is copied at this time into B42 and held there, 

Ib42 = A40M2M91UIT2C 
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No logic is needed for a minus sign since B42 is set to zero previously. 
The B-register exhibits normal recirculation throughout the entire 
division process. 

Division in U l ' and U4l 

The same logic operations are performed each word time between 
the first, U l , and th~ last, U4l , and then are essentially the mechaniza
tion of the Von Neumann process. The special logic for Ul' and U4l ' 
follow and are tabulated along with logic for U l' 

Division Logic 

U l' Unrounded and Rounded, Double Length, (D 2) 

N 11'13 'T 41 C , 

l r 43 = RZTx'T 40 IT 41a'C + AIBI13U 1 Tx'M4'T 41a C 

+ AIIBl'I3UlM4'T 41a C 

Or43 = R2'T 41a Ie + T 40 C 

a = 
1 41 

SM T 'u 'T 
Z x 41 1 

IC 

a = o 41 
S'M T 'u 'C 

2 x 41 
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la2 = R42M2D2U41'T41C If single length is desired, delete. A2 
remains zero for D2 _' ______ ...,..-~ 

U 1 ' U 41', Unrounded and Rounded, Double Length, (D 2) 

+ E 'K 'u "M 'T C o a 1 4 41a 

If single length is desired, delete. A2 
remains ze ro for D 2 ' 

Note: 41st word time rounded same as U l' U 41' 
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1a 41 = R41 U41 TIC } 

Oa41 = R411U41T1C 

1 a 40 = SD 1 U 41 C I 

IS = A 'R 'K C 
1 1 a 

Sign 

Note: Check carefully Sand Ka logic for entire word time. 
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Unrounded. (Dl1) 

Square Root 

The basis for finding arithmetic square root is illustrated in the 
following example: 
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Example 1: Find ,fX 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

2 
Estimate R i and obtain a remainder Al = X-R 1 . 

Estimate an increment hI such that hI (2R l + hI) ~Al' 

A2 = AI-hI (2R l + hI) 

= X -

= X -

In general, after i steps A. 1 = A.-h. (2R. + h.). 
1+ 1 1 1 1 

Decimal Example 

Find J. 063504 

.063504 /.252 

04 
.45 0235 

0225 
.502 1004 

1004 

Rl = .2 

hI = .05 

R2 ::. .25 

h2 = .002 

R =.252 3 . 

Al = .023504 

A2 = .001004 

A3 = .000000 

The same procedure still holds in binary arithmetic with c,:ertain 
simplifications: (a) considering only proper fractions, hi = 2 -1-1; 
(b) establishing this as a fixed routine, 1 will always be tried as a 
"next" bit in Ri' If it does not work, it is neces sary to rest~re. the pre
vious remainder and put a 0 as the next digit of Ri befor-e continuing. 
This provides a "restoring" square root procedure. The general step 
is provided by: 

A. 1 = A. - h. (2R. + h.) 
1+ 1 1 1 1 

= A. _ 2- i - l (2R. + 2i - l ) 
1 1 

-1 -i- 2 = A. - 2 (R. + 2 ) 
1 1 
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If Ai+ 1 is negative, Ri+ 1 = R i , add back the subtracted quantity to 
restore Ai and then proceed to step i+ 1. 

-i-1 - 2i-4 
= A -2 R.-2 

i 1 

-i-1 -i-l - 2i-4 - 2i-4 
= A. -2 (2 R.) + 2 R. -4 (2 ) + 3 (2 ) 

1 1 1 

- i - 2i - 4 2 -i - 1 R. + 3 (2 - 2i - 4) = A. -2 R. -4 (2 ) + 
1 1 1 

The quantity in brackets is the partial remainder before restoring; a 
nonrestoring procedure is given by the last term. 

( 

If 
> -i -i-2 

A. - 0, A. 1 = A. -2 (R. + 2 ), and 
1 1+ 1 1 

if 
-i -i-Z 

A .. < 0, A. 1 -= A. + 2 (R. + (3) 2 ) 
1 1+ 1 1 

Binary Example (negat.ives expressed by true binary compliments) 

Find J. 01100 1 

.011001 
01 
0010 

101 
110101 

1011 
000000 

I . 10 1 

AI> 0, R1 = .1 

A2 < 0, R2 = • 10 

A3~0, R 3 =·101 

Example 2: Find _ 01 = J. 01010001 

VZS6 
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Sign of .01 01 00 01 partial root 
remainder 01 

(+) 00 01 00 01 · 1 
01 01 

(-) 11 00 00 01 .10 
00 10 11 

(-) 11 10 11 01 • 100 
00 01 00 11 

9 (+) 00 00 00 00 · 1001 = 16 = answer 

Let Ri = Partial root at end of ith step 
Let Ai = Remainder at end of ith step 

Rules of Operation: 

If Ai is +, 
If Ai is -, 
If Ai is +, 
If Ai is -, 

1 has just been inserted as right-most digit of Ri. 
o has just been inserted. a~ r,ight -most dig.it of fi-i. 
next step is to subtra~t 2 -1 ({(Ri) + 11,[2 - (1 + 2)), 
next step is to add 2 -1 {[(Ri) + 3] [2 -.h + 2)11 

Mechanization of Square Root 

The following description of the mechanization can be easily fol
lowed if the operation is traced through the example on the, following 
page. The primed heading.s indicate extensions of normal registers. 
The primed entries in the R -register indicate the partial root. 

Three registers are used, A, B, and R. Each is extended by two 
flip-flops over its normal length. 

During the first word time, the operand, initially in A, is shifted 
into B. R is cleared. In the table on the following page, arrows indicate 
recirculation paths, and underlines indicate the insertion of bits from 
logic, not recirculation. 

At the last bit time of each word and the first bit time of the next 
word (bit times 5 and I of the example), two bits are shifted from B 
into the right-hand bit position of A (from B6 to AI). These two bits 
are in each case the two "nextll bits not yet operated upon. At the end 
of each wE>rd time, . the right-hand bit of R (R 7) is set to 1 and the new 
bit of the partial root is inserted in the left-:-hand bit position (R6). At 
the next bit time, the right-hand bit of R is set to 0 if Ai is positive 
(i.- e., if Al is 0) and to I if Ai is negative (i. e., Al is 1). During every 
word time after the fir st, B recirculates. Its 2 additional bits cause a 
left-shift of two bits each word time. 
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The contents of the right-hand bit of the R-register is subtracted 
from (or added to) the right-hand bit of A, according.to the sign of Ai 
and the rules of the preceding section. The difference (or sum) is 
entered into the left-hand bit of the A-register. 

R has a complicated recirculation pattern. The bit in the next
to-right-hand bit position shifts into the left-hand bit position (R 1 to 
R6), then shifts one to the right (RS), and then goes two places: the 
next position to the right (R4) and also the right-hand bit position (R7). 
In this way the partial root is built up in R. 

The square root process consists of three parts: a shift from A 
into B (one word time), operation (for an n-bit word this takes n word 
times), and a shift of the root from R into A (one word time). 

During this last word time the root is shifted into A in such a 
manner that it is in the" correct" position for further use elsewhere 
(in the example R6 shifts into AS). 

~xample 3: Find ~ I 1 
( ../ • 0001 = • 0100). = 

16 4 

Operand Partial Root 

0 00 .00 01 
00 01 

sign 1 11 11 01 .0 
~ 0 00 11 
sign 0 00 00 00 .01 

'------"" 01 01 
sign 1 10 11 00 . 010 

~ 0 10 11 
sign 1 01 11 .0100 
~ 

Definitions of Floating-Point Operations 

Given a pair of floating-point numbers having the form xl = ml' 2e 1 
and x2 = m 2 • 2e 2' form their sum, difference, product, and quotient as 
follows. 

e -e e > xl ± x 2 = (m l ± m Z' 2 2 1) 2 1, assuming e 1 - e 2 
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Floating-Point Addition and Subtraction 

Before ml and. m2 can be added or subtracted, they must be scaled 
to the same exponent. This is a,ccomplished by denormalizing the num
ber having the smaller exponent until the two exponents are equal (i. e. , 
shifting mi right and augmenting ei by the number of such shifts). In the 
example above, ez was assumed ~ el and, therefore, x2 was denormal
ized to 

Procedure 

The following must be accomplished in the order mentioned. 

1. The four arguments mI. el' m2. e2 must be properly stored 
in arithmetic registers. 

2. Exponents e I and e 2 must be compared to determine which is 
smaller (assume e2 5:.. e l here). 

3. If x2 has the smaller exponent, it -must be denormalized by 
right-shifting m2 and augmenting e2 according to the following: 

a. If _e2" 0, perform the addition- le21 + I and assign a 
plus sign to the .result. 
b. If eZ< 0, perform the subtraction le21 - 1 and assign 
a minus sign to the result. 

4. Comparison of e I and e2 occurs at each step during dehormali
zation until e I = e 2 at which time denormalization is coricluded. 

5. Addition or subtraction of ml and mZ is performed according 
to the operation code of the floating .. point command. 

6. Normalization of resulting sum: or difference occurs to insure 
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Additional details that must be considered are: 

1. If m 1 or m 2 is initially zero or becomes zero as a result of 
denormalization, the denormalization process must be concluded and 
addition or subtraction begun. 

2. If the result of the addition or subtraction (paragraph 5, pre.,. 
ceding page) is zero, the final normalization process must be omitted. 

3. To avoid possible overflow from addition, both xl and x2 are 
subjected to an initial one-bit denormalization so that 

Operation Identification 

The floating-point add (FAD) and floating-point subtract (FSB) com
mands have operations codes of 04 and 06, respectively. Both com
mands are identified with a new flip-flop M8 which is one-set simultane
ously with 13 , Floating-point multiply (FMP) and floating-point divide 
(FDV) commands have operation codes of 07 and OS, respectively, and 
are identified with another flip-flop designated Mg' 

Operand Working Storage 

Before any floating-point command 'is to be executed, the first 
operand Xl must appear with its mantissa ml in the A register and its 
exponent el in the R register. The second operand, x2, exists initially 
in two consecutive memory locations, the first location being given by 
the address of the floating-point command. Thus, during 12' the first 
word of x2' which is m2' is gated from memory into the B ... register. 
The second word, e 2' is gated during the next word time 13 U 1 into the 
X-register. ~~ 

Sequence Control 

Events occurring during the execution of the FAD andFSB commands 
are controlled by several flip-flops as indicated in figure 33. 

)~A new one-word recirculating register 
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Figure 33. Floating Point Add-Subtract Sequence 
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Logic for .F AD _and FSB Commands 

A detailed description of the changes in RECOMP logic neces
sitated by the FAD and FSB commands follows. Octal operation codes 04, 
06, 44, and 46 set flip-flop Ma at the end of 1Z. 

lIma = Ds'D4'D3Dl'1zNllJo'CI 

M4 is also set by the FAD and FSB commands codes by 

Il m 4 = DS'D4'D3I ZN ll J O'C 

w.hile M 0 must be inhibited by D3' in 

11=0 = D6'DS'D4'D3'IZN llJ O'C I 
With M4D3 now true, terms required for the FNM command (code 

4S) must be inhibited by Ma'M9'. 

Also, since M 4 DZ is for FSB as well as STA c.ommands M6 and D Z' 

must be inhibited to prevent STO code from being activated at end of U 1 • 
D3' (or Ma') may be used. 

11m 6 = M 4 D 3'D ZD l ' T 41a C 

I Od Z = M4D3'T41aC 

To prevent STA logic from affecting FSB command, D3' (or Ma') 
must be inserted in the following 

11 n7 = A 4 Z' M 4 D 3' P 6' p S P 3' P 1 ' C] 
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During the first word time of MS' the A, B, and R-registers must 
recirculate ml' mZ' and el' respectively. 

For A-register recirculation, add 

For B-register recirculation, add gates 

where Q4' is certainly true during the first word time. 

For R-register recirculation during the first word time: 

= R 'K 'M D T IC + E 1M D T C 
1 a 4 3 41a 0 4 3 41a 

where EO contains the sign of the R contents. 

During the first word time the X-register receives the exponent 
ez from memory or high-speed loop 

X41 lX41 = MrLpllM4U1C + KOLplM4U1C 

OX41 = Mrl Lpl'M4 U 1 QZ' C + KO' LplM4 U 1 Q Z' C 
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X
40 

lX40 = X41M lO'C 

Ox40 = x 41M lO 'c 

x = X ' o w 40 

x = X ' o Zr 

During the second word time of M S' both operands are denormalized by 
one bit in order to avoid overflow from addition of mantis sas'. Denor
malization of xl is accomplished by shifting the A contents one bit to 
generate ml/Z, and augment the R contents by one to generate el+l: 

I xl = mr Ze l =ml/Z. 2e'l+1 I 
Right-shifting of the A-register as exists for the ARS command (code 40) 
may be extended to the FAD and FSB commands merely if D Z' is omitted 
from: 

and preserve the sign by replacing DZ' with U l' in: 

la41 = AIM4Ul'T41aC 
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and remove D2' from: 

No difficulty arises with the STA command since code 42 exists during 
Ulonly. 

Augmentation of the R ... register requires sampling to determine 
whether el ~ or < O. If el ~ 0, lell must be increased by one and if 
el < 0, lell must be decreased by one. 

00 samples e 1 for zero as it shifts through the R-register. 00 
is set at T 1 and reset if a "one" bit is sensed in R 4 1' 

q = D3 T I C 1 0 

.If 00 is still true at T41' all bits in R except possibly the sign and most 
signJficant bit are zero. It is unreasonable to assume the most signifi
cant bit "one" since this would mean: 

which is larger than the number of grains of sand that would fill the 
universe. 

The states of .R41 and 00 at the end of a word time depend upon 
the exponent eland are, therefore, used to set EO for augmenting or 
reducing this exponent. 

EO determines whether the R-register acts as a one-input adder or sub
tractor. If the exponent is positive, R41 = 1 at T 1 and if the exponent 
is zero 0 0 = 1 at T40' In either case, EO is set and one input addition 
occurs because of 
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(i. e., the carry is turned off by the first zero bit in Rl). ,If the expo
nent is negative, R4l' turns off EO at Tl which causes subtraction by 
means of: 

I Oka = EO'RlM4D l'Tl'C I 

The use of T 40 in the second gate in leO above is necessary to obtain a 
plus sign (since R4l copies the sign from EO at T 41) when the exponent 
is zero. If this were not done, EO would get zero-set at the next T 1 by 
R4l' which would result in subtraction instead of adCj.ition and the ex
ponent would os ciliate between -0 and + 1 instead of going from -1 to 
+0 to + 1 to +Z, etc. 

Gates in Oka used for normalization are inhibited at this time by 
Dl in: 

I Oka = EORIM4D I T I'G + EO'RI'M4D I T I'G I 
Recirculation of R during execution of ARS, ALS, and STA commands is 
assured. by D3' in: 

In order to denormalize the floating~point operand in the Band 
X registers a number of flip-flops corresponding to QO' EO' and Ka 
are needed. Since the Q counter is not needed for FAD and FSB, and the 
C-register is used only for gating. eZ during the first word. time, twelve 
flip-flops are available for time sharing. In order to avoid conflict with 
their previous functions, MS' is placed in each existing gate in Ql through 
QS (Q6 is not used). No difficulty occurs from the C flip-flops since 
their normal shift logic requires NS which is inhibited during 13. Hence, 
add MS' to: 
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for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, S. 

Let Q4 be true during the time that denormalization of the operand 
in B and X must occur, just as M4 is true as long as the operand in A 
and R requires denormalization. During the second word time, U2' 
both M4 and Q4 must be true along with MS' 

Ilq4 = MSMO'IS'U l T 41 C 

During MSQ4 the mantissa in B is shifted right. 

Let Ql sample the exponent in X for zero (corresponds to QO for R). It 
is zeroed at Tl and turned on if a one is sensed in X41' 

Let Q2 indicate whether the absolute value of the exponent in X is to be 
increased or decreased (corresponds to EO for R). If the exponent is 
positive or zero, one-ix:put ~ddition must occur in X; if it is negative 
and not zero, subtraction must occur. 

Since Q2 is initially zero -set at the beginning of 13 and there is not a 
requirement to re -zero -set Q2 if it becomes one -set, no additional 
logic is needed for zero -setting Q2' 
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A possible difficulty arises when the exponent read from memory 
is -0 sinc«7 in this case X4l' would normally copy Mr' or KO' during 
Ul T4l while QZ would be set by Ql' for exponent augmentation. During 
the succeeding word time then, QZ would be zeroed by X4l' at Tl caus
ing exponent diminution to occur. This problem is solved by using Q Z 
to inhibit X4l' from copying the sign from memory or loop at Ul T4l 
since QZ true at this time indicates a zero exponent. 

Thus: 

OX4l = M 'L 'M. U Q 'C + K 'L M U Q 'C 
r pI 4 1 Z 0 pI 4 1 Z 

Let C4 be the carry flip-flop for the X-register one-input adder
subtractor. Since the C flip-flops are used for memory gating during 
U l , time-shared gates must be inhibited during this time with Ul'. 
The carry is set at T 1 and turned off by Xl' when adding or X 1 when 
subtracting: 

The X-register receives the result of the one-input addition 0]; subtrac
tion during Q 4 

In order to determine which floating -point number requires denormali
zation after UZ, flip-flop Q5 samples the exponents in R and X to deter. 
mine which is smaller and therefore needs additional denormalization. 
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Since QS ~ust-be explained at T 4l , R Z and Xz must contain all bits from 
least significant to sign duril].g T 1 through T 40 which is clearly the case. 
Note that if R> X, QS = 1 at T 41 and the floating-point number in B and X 
requires further denormalization, whereas if R X, QS = 0 at T 41 and the 
floating -point number in A and R requires further denormalization. 

Thus if QS = 0 we turn off Q4 so that B and X merely recirculate, 
and leave M4 on: 

I Oq4 = MSQS'UZT41C I 
lb41 = B1MSQ4 IMO'C 

x - X IQ 'U 'M IC o 41 - 1 4 1 10 

whe,reas if QS = 1 we turn off M4 so that A and R recirculate, and leave 
Q4 011:: 

I Om4 :::: MSMO'QSUZT41C I 
l a 41 = A M I M I M I M I M 'M Ip 'C 

1 0 1 2 3 4 10 0 

a = A 'M 1M 'M 'M 'M 'M Ip IC o 41 1 0 1 2 3 4 10 0 

1 r41 = R M 1M I M 1M I M 1M I I C 
10123493 
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After Ul' the exponents in R and X are compared for equality 
every word time. When agreement occurs, denormalization of both 
FP l'lumbers is terminated. Flip-flop C 1 samples for agreement by 
qeing zeroed at T41 and turned on when a pair of corresponding bits 
disagree. 

Note that C 1 samples R41 and X 41 at T1 for sign agreement, does not 
sample the sync bits at T 2' and samples the numerical bits during 
T 3 - T 40. As before, if we assume the most significant bits to be zero, 
C 1 can not be triggered on the true side at T 41. Onoe anomaly still exists, 
namely, when both exponents are zero, for in this case the exponent that 
is being increased from· -1 to +0 contains a minus in the sign position 
until zero sensing is completed. This is overcome by turning C 1 off 
again at T 40 if both exponents are zero. Thus: 

Note that the two leading exponent bits are not being sampled in this 
situation. 

When Cl' exists at T41' exponents are equal and denormalization 
, is terminated as follows. 

Denormalization is also terminated when either mantissa is initially 
zero or becomes zero during denormalization. Flip-flops C2 and C 3 
sample the A and B registers respectively for zero. 
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T411 is not needed since zero sync bits were written into A41 and B41 
at T I • 

Now if Cz = 0 at T40' A :must be zero, whereas if C 3 = 0 at T40' 
B :must be zero. In either case Cl is turned off which ter:minates de
no r:mali zation. 

Note that the signs appear in A Z and BZ at T 40 and therefore cannot set 
Cz or C 3 in ti:me to prevent C 1 fro:m being turned off. 

Between U Z and the end of denor:malization, one of the floating
point nu:mbers is being denor:malized while the other :must be preserved 
by recirculation. The nu:mber in A and R :must recirculate during M41 

and the nu:mber in B and X during 041. 

a = A 1M 1M 1M 1M 1M 1M Ip Ie o 41 1 0 1 Z 3 4 10 0 

Or41 = R 1M 1M 1M 1M 1M 1M II C 
101 Z 3493 
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Upon termination of denormalization, addition or subtraction of mantissi 
is initiated. M O' U1 , and EO are turned on. 

MM IV IC II IT C 
SOl I 5 4Ia 

To prevent U I from being pulsed on the prime side we have 

At this time the FAD (04) and FSB (06) codes must be made to look like 
ADD (01) and SUB (03). But D6, D 5 , D 4 , and D3 do not appear in any 
logic involving M O' and D 2 is already set correctly for addition or sub
traction. Hence it suffices only to set D 1: 

MO remains on for two word times during which the computer performs 
ordinary addition or subtraction as required. At the end of U 2 the sum 
of the mantissi is in A, so that addition or subtraction is terminated and 
final normalization begins. MO is reset 

and NI2 inhibited by MSI 

\ln 12 = MOMSIU 2T 40 C \ 

The FNM code (45) is set up. 
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lm4 = MSMOU 2T 4l C 

Od 2 = MaC I 

U 1 is set on and MS is terminated. 

From here on the computer sees an ordinary FNM command, and 13 is 
ter:n;linated when normalization of the result in A is accomplished. 

If the resulting mantis sa in A is zero, HO is set and terminates the 
operation. Thus 

Note that the FNM command no longer transfers control when the argu
ment is zero but is ignored instead. Als 0 note that the exponents in R 
and X will usually be equal upon termination of denormalization. Hence 
we may choose R in which case it is preserved by recirculation during 

MO· 

I lr42 = R2MOC I 
I Or 42 = R2'MOC I 

while R 1 is used to gate B 1 into the adder. 
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The exception to the above (i. e., when R and X are unequal at 
the end of denormalization) occurs if A or B becomes zero. In this 

, " 

case, denormalization is immediately terminated and' addition or sub-
traction is begun. However, the exponent that prevails in tpe final re
sult must be that associated with the non-ze:t-o mantissa. Thus if B = 0, 
the exponent in R must remain in R, while if A = 0, the exponent in X 
must be transferred into R. In the latter case" eZ' will exist at T40 
when A = 0 and this turns on Q 3 which is used for gating X into R. 

03 being false during MO U Z' the right-hand gates preserve the exponent 
in R. 

Another point is that the G-counter must be inhibited from counting 
every time 13U 1 comes true during the floating-point commands, since' 
this occurs three times. This is solved by allowing N4 to corne true only 
during the last 13 U I' when MB is no longer on. 

Iln4 = 13M B 'M9 'U 1 T 2C 

Floating-Point Multiplication and Division 

Multiplication of twq floating-point ·:r.lumbers, Xl and x2' involves 
addition of their exponents e 1 + e 2 and multiplication of their mantissi 
mI. m Z• Division of two floating-point numbers involves subtraction of 
exponents el - eZ and division of mantissi ml/mZ. 

Procedure 

The following must be accomplished in the order described. 

1. The four arguments ml' el' m Z' e2 must be properly stored 
in arithmetic registers. 
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2. Exponents eland e2 must be added or subtracted as deter
mined by the operation codes. 

3. Mantissi m1 and m 2 must be multiplied or divided as deter
mined by the operation code. 

4. Normalization of resulting floating-point product or quotient. 
An additional detail to be considered is that overflow may result from 
division if the dividend is larger than the divisor. If it is assumed that 
both numbers are in normalized form initially, then a one-bit denor
malization of the dividend will ensure that no division overflow occurs. 

Operation. Identification 

Floating-point multiply (FMP) has operation code 07 and £1oating
point divide (FDV) has operation code OS. Both are identified with flip
flop M9. For both operations the addition or subtraction of exponents 
occurs during the time M 10 is true. 

Operand Working Storage 

These are identical with the registers used for the FAD and FSB 
commands, namely m1 in A, e1 in R, m2 in B, and e2 in X. 

Sequence Control 

Control of the FMP and FDV operations is as shown in figure 34 on 
the following page. 

Logic for FMP and FDV Commands 

Operation codes 05 and 07 set M9 by means of: 

m = D ID 'D 'D DIN J IC 
19654312110 

M4 is also set by: 

D 1 is immediately turned off by: 

Od 1 = M9M 4 C I 
so that the XAR command (code 43) is preserved by! 
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\J1 
o 
00 
I 

~ 
I 
0' 

12 

m2 __ B 

M4 

U1 

-'" 
~ 

eZ_X 
~ 

13 

M9 M9' 

MlO M1 or MZ M4 

U41 
U2 Ul U2 Ul or 

B 4Z 

DENORMALIZE 
Xl BY ONE BIT ~ 

e1±eZ -X 
~ 

X ml+mZ __ A NORMALIZE 

X--R 

RC8-128 

Figure 34. Floating Point Multiply-Divide Sequence 



Or41 = AIIM4D 3 1D 2D I C 

In I2 = M4D 3 1D 2D 1 T 40C I 

During U 1 the A. B, and R registers recirculate while X receives 
the exponent e 2 from memory: 

During U 2 the floating-point number in A and R is denormalized 
as during FAD and FSB commands. M4D 3D 11 exists to generate ARS 
logic for A, and one-input p.dd ~ogic for R. M4 is reset at U ZT 41 • 

r Om4 =M9 U 2T 4l C 

B and X continue recirculation :during U 2' B by the same terms as 
during Uhand X by means of 
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Inasmuch as three arithmetic registers (A, B, and R) are re
quired to perform the multiplication or division, it is necessary to 
first add or subtract exponents and store the resulting exponent in X. 
M 10 identifies this operation involving the exponents. Both Uland EO 
must be turned on at this time. 

During the two. word times of M 10' R and X must be added or subtracted. 
In order to utilize the existing add-subtract logic these numbers must 
'pass through Al and Bl with Rl set fo'r gating Bl into the adder. This is 
accomplished by having Al copy R 2, Bl copy X 2 and Rl set to one. 
Howev.er, since the mantis si awaiting multiplication or division are in 
A and B, these must be preserved by recirculation from A2 to A42 and 
from B 2 to B 42' The sum or difference is written into X. 
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The following must be inhibited by MlO'. 

Recirculation of A and B contents results from: 

The logic for the addition or subtraction parallels the regular 
add-subtract logic. EO' initially on, samples signs in X4 l and R4l in 
conjunction with operation codes: 

Just as the A register is cleared to zero during the first word time of 
MO' so R is cleared to zero during MlO. 
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with M 10 I inhibiting: 

Note that it is not neces sary to restrict the clearing to U 1 since the re
sult here is written into X both during Ul and U 2. 

If addition is to be performed during U 2 

Ileo = Ka'MIO T41a~ 

corresponds to a similar gate during MO. The sign is inser.ted into 
X41 by: 

M 10 is reset at the end of U 2: 

I OmlO = MIOU2T41aC I 
From here on, X must preserve the resulting exponent by recirculation. 

Depending on whether FMP (Code 07) or FDV (Code 05) is indicated, MPR 
(code 13) or DSR (code 21) is set up. 
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Db having been previously turned off by M9M4' is turned back on. 

ld l = M10C I 
By the end of M 10 ' four word times have elapsed in 13 (two during 

M4 and two during M 10) so that the Q c:ounter now contains a count of 
four (Q 3 = 1). It is necessary to reset the Q counter to zero before 
starting the multiplication or division process. Thus: 

U 1 is again set by: 

For multiplication, EO is again set by: 

I leO = M9M2'U2T4laC I 

Both multiplication and division are performed in the same manner as 
for the corresponding fixed-point operations including round-off. How
ever, during the last word time, the exponent in X is transferred into 
R. B42 identifies this last word time for both multiplication and division. 

The gate in Ob42 not only turns B42 off after one word time but also 
guarantees B 42' prior to M9 (M 1 + M 2). During fixed-point division, 
B42 is used to store the sign of the remainder. However, the remainder 
is not used in FDV and therefore, M9' is used to inhibit B 42: 
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During B42, R copies the exponent from X: 

Inhibiting diodes B42' and M9 ' must be included in the following gates: 

- R M B I U I T'T I C + A M B 'T C 
1 r 41 - 2 1 42 1 40 . 4la 3 1 42 40 

+ A 'MB 'T C + B 'U M 'T 'C 
41 1 42 4la 42 41 9 x 

Upon completion of the multiplication or division process, the 
floating-point result stands in the A and R registers and it is necessary 
only to normalize them. Accordingly, Ml, M 2, and M9 are terminated: 

I Oml = MlB42T4laC 

10m 2 = U 41 T4la C 
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N 12 is inhibited by M91 in: 

11 n 12 = M 1 M 9 I Q 6 Q 4 T 40 C + M 9 I U 41 T 40 C 

in order that normalize logic may be activated. M4 and U 1 are estab
lished by: 

11m 4 = M9B 42Q6 T 41 C I 

11 u 1 " M9B 42Q6 T 41a C I 
It will be recalled that D3 and D 1 are true at this time. 1£ division was 
performed, D21 existed (code 05) and if multiplication was performed, 
D 2 is turned off by: 

I Od2 = M1 U 2C I 
In either case the computer sees the normalize command code and pro
ceeds to normalize the result standing in the A and R registers. As with 
the FAD and FSB commands the FNM command logic terminates the FMP 
and FDV operations. 
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Both numbers and commands may be filled into any location of 
the main memory. Numbers are filled as mixed decimal or fractional 
deciznaJ. quantities. Commands are filled in the us.ual binary-octal 
"command format." 

Keyboard Procedure for Entering Commands 

Procedllre. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

Step 7 

Step B 

172 

Energize the machine as per normal operation 

The "Ready" light indicates ON condition. 

The "Fill Source" light indicates ready condition of 
console keyboard; ifoff,press "Fill Source" button. 

The "Compute, " "Output Error, " "Overflow Error, " 
"Verify Error, " lights not illuminated; if on, press 
the "Error Reset" button. 

Press the "Location" button. Light indicates tht: com
puter is ready to accept information to set the 
location counter. 

Strike in the proper sequence the keyboard buttons 
corresponding to the desired location to be filled 
(2 octal digits per channel; 2 octal digits per sector, 
1 bit for word half). Corresponding nixie tubes in 
the control panel readout indicate characters ,selected 
on keyboard. If keyboard selection in error ~ 'press 
the "Clear!' button and start from number 6 above. 

After the proper information has been entered into 
the nixie readout, press the "Enter" button. This 
enters the information into the computer and clears 
the readout. The" Location Counter" displays the 
location entered. The location counter is read as 
illustrated. 

After checking the location counter, press the 
"Command" button (the command light indicates the 
computer will a'ccept information in command format). 
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Procedure. 

Step 9 

Step 10 

Step 11 

Strike in proper sequence the keyboard characters 
required for the command desired (a sign, two 
octal command digits, four octal digits, one binary 
digit-1st half word indicator; a sign, two octal com
mand digits, four octal digits, one binary digit- 2nd 
half word Indicator). 

The nixie readout will display-this information (check 
against desired entry). 

After a readout has been checked, press the "Enter" 
button. This enters the command pair into the se
lected location and clears the readout. The "Enter" 
button also advances the location counter in such a 
way that if the next consecutive memory location re
quires a command no further location entering is 
needed. Merely start with step B and proceed. If 
any other than the next location is desired, commence 
again from step 5. 

Command FiJI Example 

Problem: To enter the command pair +0077020 +4000010 in Loca
tion 1020 

Steps 1 - 7 Set locc.tion counter to 1020.0 

Step B 

Step 9 

"C" key 

"+,, key 
0077020 on keyboard 
"+,, key 
4000010 on keyboard 

Step 10 The panel display at this point would be: 

l~o~1 0 I 0 I 7 I 7 ,. 0 I 2 I 0 11 I 4 I 0' 0 I 0 I 0 11 I 0 I 
Step 11 

50B-T-6 

If the display indicates an error, DEPRESS "Clear" key. 
If display is correct, DEPRESS ".E;nter" key. 
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a. Display clears 
b. Command pair is put into memory at loca
tion 1020 
c. The location counter is augmented by "1.0" 

upon depressing "enterrt 

Keyboard Procedure for Entering Mixed Numbers 

Procedure 

Steps 
1 - 7 

Step 8 

Step 9 

Step 10 

The same steps (1 - 7) as given in "entering com
mands" are used here. 

Depress "N" button (the number light indicates 
number mode enabled) 

Filling whole number portion 

a. Strike sign key "+,, or "-" 
b. Strike up to 11 whole number digits, most 
significant digit first. 
c. Check nixie display ("Clear" if incorrect). 
d. Strike"." (decimal) key. 

Filling fractional portion 

a. Strike up to 11 digits of the fractional por
tion of the mixed number. 
b. Check nixie display ("Clear" if incorrect). 
c. Strike "Enter!! key. 

Example of Mixed Decimal Fill 

Problem: To fill +12.75 into memory beginning at location 6010: 

Steps 
1 - 7 

Step 8 

Step "9 

Set location counter to 6010.0 

"N" key 

a. "+,, key 
b. "1" 112!! on keyboard 
c. At this point the display would be: 

I II IIIIII11 I 
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Step 10 

d. Strike ". " key 

1. + 12 is filled into location 6010 of memory as: 
S 
y 

S N 
1000000000000000000000000000000000001100 C 

2. Location counter is automatically augmented 
by "1.0" 

a. Depress "7" then "5" on keyboard. At this 
point the display is: 

I I I I I I I I I 
b. Strike 'IEnter" key 

1. Display is cleared 

I 

2. +.75 is filled into location 6011 of memory as: 

S 
S 
y 

11100000000000000000000000000000000000000 N 
C 

3. Location counter is automatically augmented by 
"1. 0" 

Detailed analysis of Steps 1, 2, 3, 4 of II 

Step 1 Energize the machine as per normal operation 

With circuit breakers CBl and CB2 closed and the POWER ON 
switch on the control unit depressed, a- c power is applied to the POWER 
ON, indicator, blower, and running -time meter in the contro 1 unit, and 
to the full-wave bridge rectifier. The bridge supplies d-c power which 
energizes relay Kl and K2. Crosing of Kl and K2 contacts causes a-c 
power to be applied to (1) the computer blower s, (2) the power transformer, 
(3) the memory motor, and (4) to delay relay K3. Relay K3 has a 30-
second energizing time. The power supplies and all circuits deriving 
power from them are energized, with the exception of the main memory 
write switches. No current can flow to these switches because of K6 
contacts 13 and 12 in open position. In addition, the computer cannot 
be operated because of an initial synchronization delay signal Td gener
ated as a result of K6 contacts 10 and 9 in open position. 
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Thirty seconds after power application to relay K3, it is fully 
energized. Closing of K3 contacts allows the :me:mory solenoid and 
relay K5 to be energized. Solenoid action positions the :me:mory disk, 
thereby per:mitting clock signals to be generated for zeroing of co:m
puter circuits. Solenoid and relay K5 current is distributed through 
a :me:mory ther:mostat and a power supply ther:mostat, both of which 
are set to open at 120 degrees F. The :me:mory ther:mostat is :mounted 
to the :me:mory housing and the power supply ther:mostat is :mounted on 
the etched-circuit board of the -18 -volt' power supply. 

Closing of K5 contacts 5 and 6 provides a holding circuit for the 
:me:mory solenoid when the nor:mally closed K5 contacts 1 and 3 open. 

Closing of K5 contacts 12 and 13 per:mits power to be supplied to 
K4. This relay has an energizing ti:me of 10 seconds. Zeroing of 
co:mputer circuitry continues for 10 seconds, at the end of which ti:me 
relay K4 is energized. Closing of K4 contacts energizes relay K6 and 
causes the POWER READY indicator to glow. This signifies that the 
co:mputer is ready for operation, because (1) closing of relay K6 contacts 
13 and 12 have applied power to the :main :memory write selection cir
cuits and (2) closing of K6 contacts 10 and 9 have re:moved the initial 
synchronization delay signal. 

When power is re:moved fro:m the co:mputer, the :me:mory solenoid 
is deactivated, thereby :moving the :me:mory disk away fro:m the head-plate. 
To prevent transients fro:m being written on the disk at this ti:me, power 
is :maintained to the co:mputer secondary power supplies for approxi:mately 
0.5 second by the r-c networks across relays Kl and K2. 

Step 2 

Step 3 
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Ready Light On 

The Fill Source Light On: if Off, Press the Fill 
Source button 

Control panel fill can only be acco:mplished if the fill 
source button, on the panel, has been pressed. The 
signal flow is shown on the following page. 
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'*1 Off 

lZV 

Panel 
"Fill Source" 
Button 

Step 4 

Step 5 
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• 

Tape Reader "ON" Flip Flop 

Ito = 

oto = Kf +\SF 4'F 3F Z'F l'C); 
Y 

"Halt" ConP. 

± Td+(R +R )+14 ' \ sm sg 
y 

Tape Readers 

-o~ 

TO 
, 

.--. 

-

N 
D 

eon 
river 

" Fill 
__ ~ Light" 

The Compute, Output Error, Overflow Error, and 
Verify Error lights off; if on, press the Error Reset 
button. The Error Reset button zero-sets, among 
others, J 0 and J 13 

I ojo = T d I 
, Oj13 = Td] 

Press "Location" button. Light indicates "Locations" 
mode enabled. 

a. Generating LB 
The "Location" button generates L as follows: 

b 

--
.. '2100---'" 
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b. F 0 ann related actions. 

The generation of Lb in turn, turns on FO (Fill lo
cation counter flip-flop), and zero-sets 00 (Fill Orders 
flip-flop) and NO (fill decimal number flip-flop). 

I c' , I, I 

lIfo = L b C r' M3 '14 TIC I 
I 0 0 0 = Lb + 

I OnO " Lb + 

FO' in its one-set state, is involved in the following 
action: 

1. The Input Counter reset flip-flop, C r , is 
one-set .. 

C was initially zero- set by: 
r 

c = F '0 'N 'A 'I 'C I Or 000 n 3 _ 

2. Since the Nixie display is involved in the 
location counter fill procedure, the H'counter 
is required. The H-counter is set to 1 (thUS 
skipping the sign position) by: 

& \~,:) i;.: i l 

Ihl = H 'H"H 'T 'R 'FC I' 
3 2 1 0 c4 . 

H 4 , H 3 , H 2 , HI' Rc4' were previously zero-set by: 

h = U C 'A 'cl Oil r 0 . 
i = 1-4 

(Where lUI = I3 'C; OaO = 14' + T d ) 

Or c4 " Rcl' T401(Where Or cl " T d) 
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Step 6 

50B-T-6 

3. The input Sequence Counter (E3' EZ' El) is 
set to "4", (l 0 0). This Counter is involved 
in separating the octal characters from the 
half-word indicator. Initially the "E" counter' 
is "001" by: 

o 

C C+ 
r 

It is set to "100" by: 

Strike the keyboard buttons corresponding to the de
sired location to be filled (Z octal digits per channel, 
Z octal digits per sector and 1 bit for half-word in
dicator). Corresponding NIXIE tubes in the control 
panel readout indicate characters selected on key
board. If keyboard selection in error, press the 
"clear" button and start from the beginning of Step 6. 

a. TPP, Pm, Pd3 (see timing diagram) 
Striking a keyboard button causes TPP to one-set: 

Then Pm is one-set, one word later, by: 

IPm = (TPP) J13' An' .. PS' P 4 ' P 3 ' P z' Pl .. C 

TZ 

When the keyboard button is released, TPP is 
zero-set: OTPP = (TPPk )' ( )' ( )' •.•. 
This, in turn, one-sets P d3 at T 40 : 

P d3' in its one-set state, terminates Pm 
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OPm = P d3 C 

And finallYPd3 is zero-set, after it has been 
on for I word time, by: 

I OPd3 = P d3 T 40cI 
b. Filling the Input Register (F5, 4, 3, Z, 1)· 

1. Keyboard-to-binary code 
Depressing a keyboard button generates a 
5 -bit code as follows: 

Coding Channels 
Keyboard Character K5 K4 K3 K Z Kl 

~ 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 1 
Z 1 0 0 1 0 
3 1 0 0 1 1 
4 1 0 1 0 0 
5 1 0 1 0 1 
6 1 0 1 1 0 
7 I 0 1 1 1 
8 I 1 0 0 0 
9 1 1 0 0 1 

+ 1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 0 
1 1 1 0 0 

ENTER 1 1 I 1 0 
CLEAR 1 1 1 0 1 

Z. Setting F 5,F 4' F 3' F Z' F I 

During TPP, the Fls receive the signals from 
the Input lines K 5, K 4 , K 3, K Z and K 1. 

lfi = Ki (TPP5) 14 C I i = 1-5 

FI s are initially in their zero-set state. 

R 3 is one-set by P at this time. 
c m 
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c. Filling "A" Register (See figure 35) 

1. Legitimate Code Flip-Flop (PO) a,nd Fill 
Orders Flip-Flop (0 1) 

If the code received from the K lines is a 
legitimate order address character (that is, 
if the characters are 0 through 7), Po one
sets for one word-time by: 

01 is also set to one for the octal characters: 

This, by DeMorgan's Theorem is: 

N 'P 0' F ' (E ' E ')' o 0 1 4 3 2 

The term (E3' E2')' only allows 01 to be one
set at c.haracter count of 4, 5, 6 and 7. There
fore, only the channel and sector address bits 
are considered octal (remember "E" counter 
started at 100) and excludes the 1/2 word in
dicator. 

0 1 is one-set (for each octal character) for 
one word-time only: 

DOl = 01 T 41a C I 
2. Shifting octal characters into "A" Register 

a. Shift Diagram 

For each of the first 4 characters of "A" Loca
tion (Order) counter fill, the shift flow diagram is: 
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A 
41 

•• 

Time 

Tl 
T Z 

Tl 
T Z 

Tl 
T Z 

Tl 
T Z 

Tl 
T Z 

18Z 

Nt 
0 

I o A I 
1 n 

" 
Al IF 1 FzIF31 F 4 Fsi 

Po TI' 

01 is one-set during TZ - T4l (for octal char
acters). In one-word time (Tl) therefore. the 
shift configuration will have left- shifted 4 bit 
positions. The bits originally in F3. F Z' and Fl 
will then be in A 4 , A 3 • and A Z respectively. At 
TZ the bits will have moved to A 3 , AZ. and Al 
since A's normal right movement is not inhibited 
at T l . 

The left-shifting time (TZ - T 41) shifts a new 
octal group from F3' FZ and Fl to A4' A3' AZ 
respectively while the first character moves to 
A7. A 6 • AS' Again by T Z the entire configuration 
moves right one-bit. 

The configuration for the first four characters 
(octal) are summarized in the following table. 
The last two steps will be explained in paragraph e. 

Cell Position 

A14 A13 A lZ All A lO A9 A8 A7 A6 AS A4 A3 A Z Al 

3 2 1 
3 Z 1 

6 S 4 3 2 1 
6 S 4 3 2 1 

9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 

9 8 7 6 S 4 3 Z 1 

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 

13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 
* 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 

)''<See Paragraph e. 
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The filled information is labeled as follows: 

1 2 3, 4 5 6, 7 S 9, 10 11 12, 13 
\ I , , 

V y 
CHANNEL SECTOR 1/2 

b. The logic involved is: 

/3 
= Al 0 1 An' C + 

Of3 = A '0 A 'C" 1 1 n 

1f2 = F 3 0 1 C + 

Of2 = F 3 '0I C + 

If1 = F 2 0 1 C + 

Ofl = F' 0 1 C + 
2 

l a 41 
= F I N O'PO T I 'C+ 

Oa41 = F l ' NO' Po T l ' C + 

The rest of "A" copies right, inclusive of T l' 

c. Timing 

1. H-Counter 

The H-counter, as usual, counts each one
setting of NS' NS is controlled by: 
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Z. E Counter 

The E-counter counts the number of times Po 
is one -set: 

1 e 1 = El' Po T 4laC+ 

Oe l = El Po T 4laC+ 

le Z = EZ'E I POT 4lC + 

Oe Z = EZElPOT4lC+ 

le 3 = E 3'E Z El Po T 4lC+ 

Oe 3 = E3 E Z El Po T 4lC+ 

d. Clearing F's 

The F's are cleared after each character by Zch 
(the input Zeroing-keyboard stop flip-flop) employ
ing the following logic: 

I f = Z I 'C'i = 1-5 
. 0 i ch 3 ' 

Zch is set to one at the same time as the E-counter 
increases: 

lZch = NO' Po T 4l C+ 

e. Shifting Half-Word Indicator into A-Register 

The E ... counter, after the 4 octal characters are 
filled into A, will be at a count of "000" (since it 
started as 100). This causes 0 1 not to be one-set 
at this time (1 0 1 == NO' Po F4' 01' (E3' EZ')')' 
Therefore the next character (5th) in the F- re
gister is considered binary. 
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1. Shift Diagram 

Since 0 1' = 1, for the 5th character, the shift
ing mechanism gives a 2-bit left shift. The. 
1/2 word indicator will appear in position 
A Z at TI and in position Al at T Z'* 

2. The logic involved follows: 

If 1 = Al NO' 0 1' Po T' C 1 

Of 1 = A' N ' 0 ' Po T l' C 
1 o 1 

1a 41 = FI NO' Po TI' C 

Oa41 = F I 'NO'PO T 1' C 

The rest of A copies right} inclusive of T 1. 

f. Effec t of "Clear" button 

If at any time during the A-register fill sequence 
(before "enter" is depressed) the Nixie readout 
shows that an error has been made, then the 
"clear" button may be us ed to clear the readout 
and allow filling A again. 

The "clear" button generates the coded character 
11101 (F5, 4, 3, Z~ 1). C r is turned off by this code: 

c = o r 
A' 

n F 4 F 3 P d3 T Z C I 

>!cSee Cell Position Table 
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Step 7 

186 

C r ' resets the H-counter~C to "0001" and the E
counter to "100." Rc4 is also one-set for one 
word-time: 

r 
1 c4 

Rc4 clears the readout. 

The F-register is cleared by the usual gate: 

10fi = Zch 13Cl 
After the proper information has been entered into 
the NIXIE readout, press the "enter" button. This 
enters the information into the computer and clears 
the readout. The location counter displays the next 
location into, which information will be entered 
(augments one). 

a. General 

The "enter" button causes the following: 

1. Turn C r off at T2. 
2. Reset H-counter and E-counter. 
3. Turn Rc4 on to clear readout. 
4. Turn lIon for one word-time. 
S. Transfer A to G. 
6. Light location counter control panel neons. 

b. Turn C r off 

The "enter" code is 11110 (FS, 4,3,2, I'). 

C r is turned off by the same gate as in Step 6-d: 

IoCr = An'F4F3Pd3TPI 

):CSee Step S 
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c. Reset H-counter and E-counter 

crt resets H to "0001" and E to "100. ">:< 

d. Turn Rc4 on 

Rc4 is turned one-set (to clear the Nixie display) 
by: 

e. Turn 11 on 

C r is now turned on by: 

\1 c r = F O. T zj 
.1 1 then is one-set for one-word time by: 

1i1 = FSF4F3FZCrPd3NO'An'C** 

. T41 ' (Pd3 is on by T 41 ) 

f. Transfer A to G 

N4 is one-set during T 2 through T 14 during 11 14 

1 n 4 = FS F 0 11 T 1 C' 

During N4 the bits passing through A1 are copied 
by G12 and shifted into the G-counter:>:o:~>:~ 

>:~See Step 5 
,:o:<C r defines, among others, FO = 1 

,:o:o:~See cell position table for initial (TZ) positions 
of bits in A. 
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In Computer 

GO 

188 

IOgiZ 
= AI FO N4 CI 1 

Igi = G(i + 1) N4 

} (i = 11 -1) 

Ogi = GI(i+I)N4 

The location counter is now filled with the key
board request (with the half-word indicator in 
GO and the most significant channel bit in GIZ). 

The control panel neonS are driven as follows: 

\ In , 
Control Panel 

I 

·1 
I 

I I Driver NE-I 
I , , 
, , 

Driver 
I 

Io-----NE- 2 

• 
I 

, , , 

·1 
Driver 1------ NE- 13 
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Filling C o:m:mands Step s B, 9, 10, 11 

Step B 

50B-T-6 

After checking the location counter, press the "Co:m
:mand" button {the co:m:mand light indicates co:m:mand 
:mode}. 

a. Cb Action 

The co:m:mand button generates the signal "C " 
b 

as follows: 

, 
---IOo-------l.~ C" 

-I2v _____ .. 4 

C b itself turns 00 (fill orders flip-flop) on 
(provided C r is off) and FO and NO off: 

OCr = F'O'N'A'I'C\ o 0 0 n 3 

10 0 = Cb C r 
, 

M3' 14 C 

I OfO = Cb 

lono = Cbl 

b. Resetting the Hand E-Counters 

C r ' sets the H-counter to "0" and the E-counter 
to "I. " 

Ohi = U 1 C'A' C
1 

i = 1 -4 
r 0 

e = C , 
CI 1 1 r 

Oe 2 = C , 
12 

t C 
r 

Oe 3 = C , 
12 

t 
T 1' C I r 
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c. Driving the "Command" Neon 

The following indicates the control panel neon 
indicator system: 

------~~ IDRIVER~ ____ --I~. NE-32 
00 _ _ "C" 

Command Fill 

Step 9 Strike the keyboard characters required for the com
mand desired (sign, two octal command digits, four 
octal address digits, one binary digit-first half-word 
indicator-a sign, two octal command digits, four 
octal address digits, and one binary digit-2nd half
word indicator. 

a. Legitimate Code Flip-Flop (PO) 

Legitimate command characters are 0 through 7, 
"+,, and "_". Po will one-set for one-word time 
for each of these characters only. 

0-7 2,3, +, -

The (NOE2)' inhibit, of the zero-set logic, does 
not affect 00 operation. 

b. Putting Characters into F-Register 

The process from keyboard to F-register for 
commands is the same as that discussed for 
filling the location counter. 

c. Shifting the Sign from F into A 

The shift mechanism for the sign is shown on 
the following page: 
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N ' 0 'P T' o 1 0 1 

0 1 cannot become one-set (for the sign) because 
of the (E3'E Z')' inhibit term:* 

Since T I' Po is 1 during TZ - T 41' the sign 
bit**, originally in F1 will be found in AZ at 
T 1 after the one word time of shifting, 

d, Shifting the First Octal character into "A" 

0 1 is one-set (for T Z throughT41) for each of 
the octal characters 

= (E ' E ')' F ' 0 ' N ' P C 10 1 3 Z 4 1 0 0 

The shiiting mechanism for the octal characters 
follows: 

A ' 0 
n 1 

*The E-counter is initially "001" 
**Note from the table under Step 6, that 

F 1 = 1 for "t", F 1 = 0 for "_". 
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Step 10 

Step 11 

After the shifting time, TZ - T 41' the bits 
originally in F3, F Z' and Fl will be in A4, A 3, 
and AZ. The sign would, at this time, be in 
AS cell position. 

e. Shifting Remaining Characters from F to A 

As shown in c and d, the E-counter configura
tion determines the octal and binary shifts 
(via 01). The term (E3'EZ')' inhibits 01 at the 
configurations 001, and 000. These occur at 
the character counts of 1, 8, 9, and 16. There
fore, the signs and half-word indicators are 
processed by a binary shift mechanism and the 
remaining characters are involved in. an octal 
shift. 

This infor:mation will be displayed in the NIXIE read
out and should be checked against the desired entry. 

The "Clear" button may be depressed if the readout 
is in error. 

After the readout has been checked, depress the 
"Enter" button. This enters the co:mmand pair into 
the selected location and clears the readout. The 
"Enter" button also advances the location counter. 

a. General 

The "Enter button causes the com:mand pair in 
the A-register to be transfered into the memory 
location specified by the location counter. The 
memory search will be done during a forced II 
state. 

b. Entering II 14 State 

Depression of the "Enter" button generates the 

code 11110 (FS, 4, 3, Z,l ')'. The II flip-flop is 
turned one-set by: 
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The II state persists until the memory loca
tion is found and the command pair is written 
into it: 

c. Setting Channel Regi ste r 

The channel address characters are loaded into 
the channel register (via C6) from Gl of the 
location counter as shown below: 

f ,.. __ N 4------,1 

Channel Bits 

at'Tl 

SOB-T-6 

N4 is one-set for T3 through T14 orT23 through 
T34 depending on the state of GO. 

The channel register logic is: 

c = G l II NS Ct I 1 6 

OC 6 = G l ' II NS c+1 
The rest of the channel register copies right 
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1c i = C i + 1 N5 C+ 

where i = 1-5 , 
Oe i = C i + 1 N5 C+ 

d. Memory Write Gating Flip.,.F1op (D11) 

D 11 is turned one - set for the word-time of 
writing by: 

The 511' T 40 term indicates that the next sector 
is the proper sector for writing. 511 (memory 
write sector selector) remains zero-set for 
agreement of the least significant 5-sector 
address bits and disagreement in the 6th which 
allows for the lBO-degree read-write head 
spacing. 511 thus remains zero-set if the proper 
sector for writing is about to come under the 
write head. 

The logic for 511 monitors 50 (memory read 
sector selection flip-flop) in making the write 
sector selection. The one-set logic for 511 is: 

T - T 
3 B 

or 

T 23 - T 2B 

The first gate (50 Nl) checks for any disagreement 
in the first five (least significant) bits which are 
available (inputs) to 50 during T3 -T7 (or T23 -T27) 
and are seen as outputs during T 4 - TB (or T24 

-T2B)' 
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The second gate (SO' P6 P5 P4) checks for the 
required disagreement in the sixth bit. This 
information is available from So by T9 (or T29) 
and is monitored at T 30' 

The logic for So itself is: 

e. Writing on Memory 

The information in the A-register (see Step 9) 
is placed in the X- register before placement 
in memory. This frees the A-register (while 
sector search is being done) for processing 
another input character. ):~ 

At the transfer time, 15 is turned one-set. 

During 15 II' the Xo-register copies the A ... re
gister: 

The main memory write flip-flops (Mwl and 
MwZ) copy Xz during II D 1l · 

>:~This is useful for photoreader input. 
The photoreader can process 400 characters a 
second (Z. 5 milliseconds per character). A 
disk revolution takes 17.4 milliseconds. 
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1m w1 = X 2 II T 41 'C+Oll ' C 

Omw1 = X 2' II DU C+ 0 11 T 41 C - - - - write s 0 

Synch 

1m w2 = X 2' II C+ T C 
41 

Omw2 = X 2 II D11 T41 ' C ---- writes 1 

£. Advancing the Location Counter 

The "Enter" code also advances the location 
counter. Actually the entrance into writing 
process (011 II) accomplishes the up-count. 

The location counter, you will recall, is a one
input counter. The carry flip-flop for this 
counter (Kg) is set to "1" by: 

. The "1" plac ed in Kg will, before the next word 
time, increase the count held by G-ocounter to 
"m t 1. 0" where "mi' is the location where in
formation was just entered. 

Filling Decimal Numbers. The filling of mixed decimal numbers in
volves the R, B, and A-registers and also the input-output register F. 
For example, let us enter the mixed decimal number t12. 75 starting 
at location "m" in memory. 

1. The location counter is set to "m. " 
2. Pressing N sets the computer control logic for number fill. 
3. Pressing "t" determines that a binary one will be entered, 

eventually, into the sign position of A. 

196 

4. Pressing the decimal integer "1" will: 

a. Put binary 1 (0001) into the F's 
b. Multiply the contents of R (0000) by ten (1010) and place 
the product (0000) in R. 
c. Add the F's (0001) to R (via A) forming the sum "0001" 
(one) in R 
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d. Multiply B (initially "1") by ten thus forming 1010 in B. 
This step is not required for whole-number fill. 
e. Copy R into A while preserving R. 

5. Pressing the decimal integer "2" will: 

-a. Put "2" (0010) into the Frs 
b. Multiply the contents of R (0001) by ten (l010) and place 
the product (01010) in R. 
c. Add the Frs (OOlO)(tw.o) to R (01010), (via A) forming 
the sum (01100) in R. 
d. Multiply B (1010) by ten (1010)2 - 1100100. This is not 
actually required for the whole-number fill. 
e. The value in R is transferred to A leaving the binary 
equivalent of :+12 in A. 

6. Pressing the "." button will: 

a. Enter the contents of A (+12) into memory at location 
"mil (specified in 1.) as +0 •••... 011005. * 
b. Reset B to "1." The B-register contents were not really 
required for the whole-number fill. 
c. Augment location counter by "1. " 
d. Clear R. 

, 7. Pressing the fractional decimal numbers "75" will, in like 
manner to steps 4 and 5, put the binary equivalent of the integer 75 into 
the A~register and will put the binary equivalent of 10010 in the B-re
gister. 

8. Pressing the ente.r button will cause the A value to be divided 
by the B value or: 

75 JO ---..... --1001011 
10010 • 1100100 

.11 
1100100 11001011. 00 

110010 0 
0011001 00 

11001 00 

That is, O. 11 would be found in the A-register after the conver
sion and_ also in the memory location m + 1.0. 0.11, of course, is the 

*5 is synch bit 
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binary fraction that is equivalent to a decimal O. 75. After steps 1 
through 8 have been accomplished, the mixed number +lZ. 75 would 
appear in memory as: 

As sumed Binary Point 

Location m +0000 .•.• 01100 5 
t 

Locationm+ 1 +1100 •..•.••. 05 
t 

Number Button N. Pressing the N. button generates a -lZ signal 
Nb . Nb , itself, turns the fill decimal number flip-flop (NO) one-set: 

11n o = Nb C r ' M3' 14 ci 
Also, F 0 and 00 are turned zero-set: 

o =N C o 0 b 

In addition, the H-counter and E-counter are reset to "0000" and 
"001, " respectively. 
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Sign Digit. Depressing the sign key will: 

1. Generate TPPk which one-sets TPP (see Step 6) 
Z. TPP sets Pm and P d3 (see Step 6) 
3. Pd3 sets Po for 1 word-time 

Legitimate characters, for number fill, are 0 - 9, +, -. and "." 

IPO = NO F5 F4'Pd3T41aC+NOFSF3IPd3C+NOFSF1'FZ'Pd3C . .. 
NO FS P d3 [F 4' + F' 

3 
+ F ' F ') Z 1 

- -
0-7 0-3 '/J, 4 

8,9 8, • 
+,-

OPO = Po E Z' T41a C 
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4. Store sign in A 42 

5. Clear R-register 

I Or 41 
= 

lor 40 
= 

I Or 1 
= 

covers 
lit II 

covers 
"_" 

First 
character 

First 
character 

NO Po E3' E 2 ' C I 
R 41 ' E30 

, 
U41 

, 
CI 

R 'N P E ' 
2 0 0 3 CI 

6. Set Al to zero (synch) 

I Oa l " NO Po T 41 E Z' C I 
S S 

7. Set B-register to I O .... 0001 Y 

50B-T-6 

G N 
N C 

H 

covers 
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s. H and E.-counters change to "0001" and "010" respectively 

IOh4 = U 1 C r ' AO' C1 

= U C 'A 'CI 
1 r a . 

= U C 'A 'CJ 1 r a . 

where NS is set by: InS = (TPP)' Rc3 T 40 C 

1e 2 = E2' E1 Po T419 

Oe 1 = E 1 POT 41a C I 
9. F-Register is cleared by Zch 

1zch = Po E2' T41 C 

i = 1-5 

First Decimal Character. Depressing the first decimal character 
(0 - 9) starts the following actions: 

1. TPPk sets TPP 
2. TPP sets Pm and P d3 
3. P d3 sets Po for 3 word-times 

4. E-counter advanced to "00 1" by POT 41 
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5. E ZO turned on for 1 word-time 

, 
y I 

same gates as Po 

6. Multiply R by Ten during E ZO 

50B-T-6 

a. General Approach 

Assume that the binary number X is added to a left 
shifted (by two bit times) version of itself. We then 
have: 

X + 4X = 5X 

If the resulting sum (5X) is further left-shifted one bit, 
we obtain: 

5X + delay = lOX 

It is this approach that will be used to generate R times 
"ten. " 

b. Details 

The contents of R are delayed two bit-times (before en
tering the sum flip-flop, S) by AZ and AI. This informa
tion is added to the undelayed R contents and the sum is 
written back into the R-register. The last one -bit delay 
is provided by S. 

The following diagram and logic summarizes this action: 
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I b l = E ZO C 

ObI = E30 14 T 4la C* 

laZ = RI E ZO 14 C 

OaZ = Rl' E ZO 14 C 

la l = AZNOPOEI'TI'C 

Oa l = A Z' 13' E30' C 

Ir41 = S E ZO 14 C I r I = R Z NO Po E Z C 

Or41 = S' E ZO 14 C Orl = R Z' NO Po E3'C 

Ib4Z = B Z NO Po E Z T41 'C 

Ob4Z = B Z' NO Po E Z C 

7. Adding F to R during E30 

E30 is one-set for I word-time following E ZO 

le30 = E ZO NO T 4laCi 

Oe 30 = 14 E30 T 4la Ci 

*E30 logic is discussed in operation 7. 
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During E 30• the F-register (input digit) is added via the A
register to the R-register as follows: 

F4 F3 F Z F1 
E30 .. 

Al 
.. ... 

S 

r+ 
4~ 

R41 R 40 R1 

t E30 
I'll. 

E Z 

+ I 
B 4Z B4l B Z B1 

Bl = 1 for E 0 
3 

The logic involved is: 

I s = A B R K C+A R' K 'C+A 'B R K 'C+A ' R 'K C 
l.l 1 all all 1 all a 
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Also the F. register is bei!lg cleared during E30: 

IOf4 = E30 C ) 

8. Multiplying B by "ten" during E 40 

+ 
R42 

B41 

~~ 

Asim.i1ar process, to that described in 6, is used during E40 
to m.ultiply the contents of B by "ten. " 

1 E 40 
RI R2 ~ 

-
W-. 

.. 5 
r---

BI A2 ~ Al ... ... 

E 40 

The logic is: 

a =A I I I E 'e + N PE' T C o I 2 3 30 0,0 2 \41 
lSynch} 

Ob 41 = 5' E 40 T 4la' C 
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9. Copying R into A during E 40 

A4Z Sign 
Synch 

I 
T~ ~ T4l • T4l 

R 4Z R4I R 40 R Z Rl 
41 

A4l A A Z Al .. 
3 

.. 
f I 

The logic involved is: 

laZ = A3 E 40 T 41 C 

OaZ = A3' E 40 T4f 

Oa l = NO Po T4l EZC 
... 

(Synch) 

lr4Z = R Z E 40 C 
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10. Other operations of E 40 

It is unknown (at this time), to the computer, whether or not 
the number in the A.register is to be filled as a fraction or a 
a whole number. In order to be ready for a possible frac
tional entry, a "+,, sign .is forced into the B 41 flip-:f1op as 
follows: 

AtE2' T 41 , PoisterminatedandA, B, andRrecirculate 

The E-counter is reset to "010" at the end of E 40: 

The computer is now ready for the 
another decimal digit. 

" " . , "Enter" process, or 

Displays Available 

The following may be selected for visual display on the control 
panel NIXIE register: 
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Contents of: 

A-Register 

R~Register 

X-Register 

C-Register 

Main Memo.ry Location (M) 

L - Loop Location (L) 

V - Loop Location (V) 

Register Selecter Switch 

BCD, 

BCD, 

BCD, 

BCD, 

BCD, 

BCD, 

BCD, 

Format: 

Command, or Octal 

Command, or Octal 

Command, or Octal 

Command, or Octal 

Command, or Octal 

Command, or Octal 

Command, or Octal 

The Register Selector switch, located on the control panel, is an 
B-position switch with markings as follows: 

This switch alone determines the source of the display for the 
A, R, X, or C positions. The two M positions and the L or V positions 
require, in addition, the address of the location to be displayed. The 
address information is set into the control panel via the two B-position 
channel selection rotary switches and/or the two B-position sector se
lection rotary switches. 
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Displays Available 

The display command can specify two readout formats; "command" 
and BCD. If the half-word indicator of the command is a "0", a com
mand format is specified. If the half-word indicator is a "I", a decimal 
(BCD) format is specified. 

The remainder of the II DIS" commands address gives the memory 
location of the information to be displayed. 

Format Details 

Command. The command format is as follows: 

oPI!Rl\floN C.H~NEL SIfC.'1'OPl OP£RA'1"OIil C.HAWNaJ,. Se.:.TOR 
c. 0 Ol!. c..ooe: 

Decimal. The decimal format is as follows: 

IlleMOI!\( 
&.O~""'ON "",," 
SPI!C'I=,&O ev 
THE OISPLA.Y 
CO~"'''NO "O'S()9t)" 

20B 

l1li ..... 0"'1" • 
LOC ....... 'OIC "' ... 
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Channel and Sector Selector Switches 

The figure following is of the channel and sector selector switches: 

... ---Channel I I-------~r------~I 

For the M positions of the register selector switch, all four chan
nel and sector selector switches must be set to determine the required 
main memory location for display. For the L or V positions of the 
register selector switch, only the. least significant sector selector switc.h 
need to be set. 

Readout Format Buttons 

The three readout format buttons, Decimal, Command, and Octal, 
determine the manual display format. 

Format Details 

Command. The Command format is as follows: 
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Decimal (BCD). The decimal format is as follows: 

210 

The BCD scheme is as follows: 

Binary 

0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 
1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 
1111 

Displayed 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

Not Used 
Not Used 

" " . 
"Blank" 

Not Used 
"Terminate" 
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Octal. The octal format is as follows: 

Depressing anyone of the three readout buttons causes Rb to 
become true, This, in turn, causes the Rcl (readout timing) flip-flop 
to become one-set if it is 14' 

The operation code register is forced to the manual readout array 

D6' DS D4 D3' D2 Dl' by Rcl and 14' 

, Od6 = Rcl C 

'.IdS 
- Ie· 

4 
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Filling the B-Register with Manual Display Information 

From Main Memory or High-Speed Loops 

1. The computer monitors the· control panel channel selector 
switches for use in displaying main memory or high-speed loop locations. 
the control panel channel selection information is placed in the channel 
register. 

The channel register is first cleared of old information by: 

where i = 1-6 

The two 8-position channel selector switches each use three con
tacts (J7, 8, 9 or JlO, 11, 12) per position for this purpose. There
fore any arbitrary channel setting will generate six signals. For 
example if the switches are set to channel "258" then the "J" signal 
would be: 

o 1 o 1 0 1 

where: 1 is -12.5 volts and 0 is 0 volt 

The state of the J signals determine the new setting of the channel 
register as follows: 
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where i = 1-6 

2. Monitoring the control panel sector selector switches. In 
order to display a particular location of the m.ain m.em.ory, or the Land 
V loops, a sector search m.ust be m.ade using, in part, the two sector 
selector switches. 

Before the search can be m.ade the system. m.ust go to the 12 14 
state: 

The sector selector switches m.onitor the prim.e (or unprim.e) 
side of the sector counter flip-flops (56' .... S1> dependent on the sector 
count placed into the two switches. For exam.ple, if the sector selector 
switches (contacts J6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) specify sector "328" the sector 
counter array m.onitored is S6', S5, S4, S3', S2, S 1', When the sector 
counter reaches the count of 011010 (this array is in the sector counter 
by Tl of sector 31 8 ) each J6, 5, 4, 3, 2: 1 contact m.onitors -12.5 volts 
from. the S outputs. These agreem.ent signals are used to zero-set So 
at T2. If So is in its zero-set state by 12 T4l' sector agreem.ent has taken 
place and the next sector to pas s the m.ain m.em.ory read heads is the one 
requested by the control panel sector selector switches. 

The E3 signal provides the J 6' J 5 and J 4 signals: 

For m.ain m.em.ory reading, DO is one-set by: 
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For high-speed loop reading, D lO is one-set by: 

3, Gating information into B,register. The B-register copies 
the main memory read flip-flop (Mr) if DO is one-set or the loop read 
flip-flop (KO) if DlO is one,...set: 

b 40 copies b 41 etc, I 
After one word-time, DO and D lO are zero-set by: 

I ado = DOT 41 C I 
10d lO = D lO T4l C 

., . and the state change flip-flop, NIl' is one-set for one bit 
time by: 

The 1Z state is then terminated by: 

I OiZ = 1z NIle 

From One-Word Registers 

1. The register selection switch. The one-word registers A, 
R, C, or X may also be displayed by the proper placement of the re
gister selector. No memory search is required for this display. 

Z. Gating information into the B..-register. For the one -word 
registers, B copies the register specified by register selection switch 
sign,als Ad, Rd , Zd' or X d , 
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The 12 state is terminated by: 

= Md' Rc 1 T 40 C (Md is main memory or loop signal 
from register selector) 

Summary of 12 14 State 

During the 12 14 state the requested display information is gated 
into the B~register. After the gating is finished, the 12 flip-flop is zero
set and the 13 flip-flop one-set. We thus transfer to the 13 14 state. The 
following timing diagram summarizes the sequencing of the 12 14 state. 
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Transferring the "B" Register to the "F" Register 

General 

Now that the requested readout information is in the "B" register, 
the 13 14 state is started by: 

/1 i3 = 12 14 Nll C [ 

During 13 14 the information contained in "B'I will be shifted 
character-wise into the output register (Fl, 2, 3, 4) in the requested 
octal, B. C. D., or command format. The format request is made via 
the control panel "readout" buttons. 

Format Control 

The format request, from the momentary "readout" format buttons, 
(or the If DIS" command) is stored in flip-flops F cl and F c2' The follow
ing table shows the possible arrays before 13 14: 

Fc2 Fcl Format Requested 

1 1 Octal (Of = 1) 

Manual 
Readout 0 0 B. C. D. (Df = 1) 

1 0 Command (Cf = 1) 

{ 
0 0 Programed Readout 

Programed inB.C.D. (1/2 word 

Readout indicator was "1") 
1 0 Programed Readout 

in Command (1/2 word 
indicator was "011) 

The logic for the manual readout follows: 

f 
1 cl = 0 C 

f 
f 

= C f C+ 14 R c2 U l o cl C 

lfc2 = Of14C+ C f 14C+A42 Tx Dl C 
f 

D' o c 2 = D f14 C + A 42 Tx 1 G 
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Octal Format 

· NOTE 

A42 logic is involved in prograIned readout and 
B. C. D. Inanual readout. 

"B" and "F" Configuration 

In order to shift octal forInat characters into the "F" register, 
the following shift InechanisIn is used: 

• B, 

T 

When Tx = 0, the "B" register recirculates. When Tx = 1, two 
lengthened loops are possible under the control of S. After 41 

x 
clocks, the previous contents of "B" will be shifted I-bit left if Tx Sx = 1 
or will be shifted 3-bits left if T x S~ = 1. The "F" and "B" logic follow: 

f 

1 
1 4 == not in vol ve d 

f 
04= 

I f 3 = BI A4l S~ Tx Ml NIl C 

f I I I 

o 3 = Bl A42 Tx M2C+ M3 NS C 

f I I 
12=F3 E 30 Tx N12 C 

f I 

o 2 = F 3 TxC+ M 3 NS C 
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f 
S' T ' , 

1 1 = F2 x N 12Gt- B 1 S x T x N 12 C x 
f ., , 

a 1 = F 2 Sx T F+ B 1 Sx T xC+- M 3 N S C 

1b41 = F1 
I , , , 

Rc2 TxC+ B1 Tx Ma MS MlO 13 C 

ab 41 = F' 
1 R~2 TxC+ B 1 T~ MO MS MIa 13 C 

The re st of liB II copie s left to right. 

NOTE 

A 42 is one- set for B. C. D. format only: 

1a 42 = F~2 D4 14 C 

a I 
a 42 = Ha 12 T 1 C 

1. General. The requirements for Tx and Sx (for octal readout) are 
summarized in the following table: 

H 
Counter 

a 

1 

5aB-T-6 

Word Time 

of I 3 14 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Array Required 

(A42 = 1) 

T = a 

T = a x 

S~ Tx = 1 

T = a x 

Purpose 

Recirculate liB II 

To shift sign bit into F 1 

Recirculate liB II while sign is 
copied into sign NEON 

Shift first octal c·haracter into 

F3' F 2,F1 

Recirculate liB II while first octal 
character is copied into most 
significant NIXIE 
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H 
Counter 

2 

13 

14 

Word Time 

of 13 14 

6 

7 

28 

29 

30 

Array Required 

(A42 = 1) Purpose 

S 'T = 1 x x . Shift second octal character into 

F3'F 2,F l 

Etc. 

S'T = 1 
x x 

T = 0 
x 

S 'T = 1 
x x 

Etc. 

Etc. 

Shift last octal character into 

F31 F2' Fl 

Recirculate liB" while 13th octal 
bit is copied into 13th (left to 
right) NIXIE. 14 and 15 are 
blank. 

Shift garbage into F 3 , F2' Fl 

2. "H" Counter (readout control flip-flop' s H 4 , 3' 2' 1) 

The number of characters shifted through the output register is 
stored in the "H" counter. For octal format, 14 characters are 
displayed. 

. The counter det~rmines the character co~nt by sUI?min.g the N8 
flip-flop outputs. N 8 1S dependent on the Rc3 fhp-flop wh1ch, III turn, 
monitors Tx. These operations follow. 

The "H" counter is an 8, 4, 2, I binary counter. 
listed below: 

Ihl 
, I 

= HI Rc4 N8 C 

Ohl I I = HI NSC+U 1 C r AO C 

h , 
I 2 = H2 HI NS C 

Oh2 I I 

= H2 HI NSC+ UI Cr AOC 

220 
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Ih 3 = I 
H3 H 2HI N SC 

Oh3 = 
, , 

H3 H 2 HI N S C + Ul CrA 0 C 

Ih4 = I 
H4 H 3 H 2 HI N S C 

Oh4 = H4 H3 H2 HI NSC+ N 12C-i- U 1 C;A'OC 

InS = I 
(TPP) Rc3 T40 C 

OnS = NS C 

The following table shows the counting process: 

H4 H3 H2 HI 
Cleared by 

0 0 0 (0 U 1 C r 'AO'(T l of U 1) 

0 0 0 1 First NS (T4l of U3) 

0 0 1 0 Se c ond N S (T 41 of U 5) 

0 0 1 1 Third NS (T 41 of U7) 

I 
x x x x Rc3 Terminates Counting 

The timing chart on the following page shows the interrelation of 

the Tx ' R c 3' N S' Sx' N 12 and 13 flip-flops: 
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Figure 35. Filling the first Octal Character into "A 11 

(The other characters are handled similarly) 
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Command Format 

"B" and "F" Configuration 

The same loops used in the octal readout are used for command 
readout with, however, differences in logic of Sx and N 12 that provide 
the variance in format. (See "B" and "F" configuration) 

1. General. The following table lists the requirements for Sx and T x 
to provide command format: 

"H" 
Counter 

o 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

224 

Word-Time 

of 13 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

B 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Array Required 
(A 42 , = 1) Purpose 

T x = 0 Recirculate "B " 

T x = 0 Copy sign into sign neon 

A 42' Sx' T x = 1 Shift first octal group into F's 

T =0 x Copy first octal group into 
NIXIE 

A42' Sx Tx' = 1 Shift second octal group into Fls 

Tx = 0 Copy second octal group into 
NIXIE 

A'S I T = 1 Shift third octal group into FI s 42 x x 

Copy third octal group into 
NIXIE 

A 42' Sx' T x = 1 Shift fourth octal group into FI s 

Copy fourth octal group into 
NIXIE 

A42' Sx' T x = 1 Shift fifth octal group into Fls 
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"H" Word-Time 
Counter of 13 

13 

6 14 

15 

7 16 

17 

8 18 

19 

15 31 

32 

16 33 

Array Required 

(A421 = 1) 

T = 0 x 

A 4 2' Sx' 

Tx = 0 

Sx Tx = 1 

T 0 
x 

Tx = 1 

Purpose 

Copy fifth octal group into 
NIXIE 

Shift sixth octal group into F's 

Copy sixth octal group into 
NIXIE 

Shift 1/2 word indicator into 
F's 

Copy 1/2 word indicator into 
NIXIE 

Shift sign of second command 
into F' s 

Copy sign into NIXIE 

Shift 1/2 word indicator into F's 

Copy 1/2 word indicator into 

NIXIE 

Shift garbage into F's 

"H" Counter and Timing Diagram. The "H" counter operates identically 
to its operation during "octal" readout. See Octal Format- 2. "H" counter. 

The following timing chart shows the interrelation of the. T , R 3' x c 
N8' Rc2' Sx' and N 12 flip-flops. Note that only the logic for Sx and N 12 
is changed from that used in the octal format case. 

s 
1 x = H3 H2 Hl'NS Fc2 F cl 'C+I2C 

OSx = H2' HI' NS C 

I n l2 = Tx R c2' H4' T 40 D 1' C 

Onl2=T41aC 
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Binary-Coded-Decimal (BCD) Format 

"B" and IIF" Configuration 

The loops used for B. C. D. forrnat are as follows: 

841 • 

t 

~4& 1( x AS'T 

I 
Sx 1)( 

• • • 8 1 

T/ I 
T" 

NOTE 

A42 is one-set only for B. C. D., 

1 a42 = F c2 1 D 4 14 C 

.. F'J Fa. 

1 
f3 F.f 

1. General. The table on the following page lists the requirements for 
Sx and Tx to provide B. C. D. readout. 
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"H" 
Counter 

o 

1 

S 

9 

Word-TiITle 

of 13 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

IS 

19 

20 

Array Required 

(A42 = 1) 
---

T = 0 x 

S'T x x 

T = 0 
x 

1 

1 

1 

2. "H" Counter and TiITling DiagraITl 

Purpose 

Recirculate "B" 

Shift sign into F 1 

Copy sign into NEON 

Shift 4 bits (B. C. D. character) 
into F1s 

Copy character into NIXIE 

Shift last B.C. D. to "F" and 
one - set "B" register 

Copy into NIXIE 

Shift terITlinate code into FI s 

a. General. The "H" counter operates in an identical ITlanner to 
that of "octal" or "coITlITland" readout. See Octal ForITlat- 2. "H" counter. 

The following TiITling Chart shows the interrelation of T x' R c3 ' 

NS' N 12 , R cl , Rc2 and 13 flip-flops. 

b. Details of ITlanual B. C. D. readout terITlination. In order to 
terITlinate the display after 9 characters (counting sign), the ter.rninate 
code (llll) is internally forced to appear as the last (tenth) character 
shifted into the "F" register. This is accoITlplished as follows: 

B42 is one-set; 1 b 42 :::IRcl 14C1 

and is not allowed to zero-set during 14; Ob 42 = 14' Rl' R c2 ' 

B41 is allowed (for B. C. D. only) to copy B42 after the eighth 
character 
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After one word-time of B' s shifting, the "1" copied into B 41 has one-
set the entire B- register. The hinth character was shifted into F 4' 
F3, FZ' F 1 during this word-time. The ninth character is read out 
during the next word-time (9th Rc3 pedestal). During the last word-time 
of 13 , the terminate code (lllX) is shifted into the "F" register. The 
code is monitored by N IZ two clocks before, i. e., T 40 , the shift is 
completed. At this time, the leading three coding bits are in F 4' B Z' 
and Bl. Thus, NIZ is one-set by: 

in turn, 13 is terminated by N IZ as follows: 

13 may aiso be terminated earlier by an actual (not forced by logic) 
terminate character (see table on previous page). 

It must be emphasized that the internal binary array in locations 
"m" and "m + 1" had to be previously processed by a programed routine 
in order to provide a useful readout. One does not readout the true dec
imal equivalent of a register {s){or location'(s}}contents without first con
verting the contents via a routine. This is also true for manual readout. 

By the use of the "Decimal Point" code, the "Blank" code and the 
"Terminate" code, several numbers may be displayed at the same time 
by means of judicious programing. 

SETTING THE CODE OPERATION REGISTER TO 06 05 0 4 0 3 02 0 1' 

The operation code register is set during I Z by the "DIS" command 
in exactly the same manner as in any command. See 9.1 of the "Descrip
tion of the Logical Design of the RECOMP II. " 

FILLING THE BAND R REGISTERS 

Filling the uB" Register with Information Specified by Urn" of UDIS (m)" 

The display command, "DIS", is an Iz, Type-3 and is handled, 
during 12, in essentially the normal manner. See 9. Z. Z. Z of "Descrip
tion of the Logical Design of the RECOMP II." The Timing Diagram on 
page 230 give s the special readout timing. 
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Filling the \\R" Register with the \\m + I" Information for 8CD Readout 

One characteristic difference between manual and programed 
readout is the use of two memory locations for programed B. C. D. read
out. During 13 the second word is placed in the "R" register by: 

r =M L 'D'D 1 I'D'U C 
1 41 r pI 6 4 3 4 1 1 

=M'L 'D'D 1 I'D'U C 
r pI 6 4 3 4 1 1 

The remainder of "R" shifts so that at 13 U T the "R" register 
2 1 

has the contents of location "m + 1". 

Transferring the \\8" Register to the \\F" Register 

General 

Now that the requested readout information is in the "B" (and 
"R" for B. C. D.) register, the 13 state is started by: 

11 i3 = J 0' 12 NIl C I 
During 13' the information contained in "B" (and "R" for B. C. D. ) 

will be shifted character -wise into the outpuJ; register (F4 3 2 1) in the , , , 
format requested by the command's 1/2-word indicator bit; 1 for B. C. D. , 
o for command. 

Format Control 

The format request is stored in the F c 1 and F c 2 flip flops as 
follows: 

Fc2 F 
c1 

Format 

0 0 B.C.D. 

1 0 Command 
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The logic involved follows: 

I Ofc 1 = A42 Tx D 11Gt 141 Rc2 U lei 

1fc2 = A42 
T D I 

x 1 
e 

ofc2 = A42 T D' 
x 1 

1a 42 = Z 12 141 N9 e 1 

Oa 42 = HOI 12 TIe 

The Z 1 flip-flop at T 2 (or T 2) of I contains the half-word indi
cator of the second com.m.and (or first). 1£ the indicator is a "1", A42 
is set to one and, in turn, F 1 and Flare zero-set. If the indicator 
, A 'If" c c 1S zero, .42 1S e t 1n 1tS zero-set sta e .. 

Command Format 

During 13 , the logic and operation for program.ed com.m.and readout 
is the. sam.e as for m.anua1 readout. 

BCD Format 

B, F and R configuration 

During 13 , sixteen characters (including sign) are read out. Nine 
originate in location "m." and seven in location "m. + 1". 

The loops used for progra:med B. C. D. form.at are as follows: 

H R A SIT 
4 c 2 Word 18 42 x x 

t 
Contents of "m. + 1" 
from. M1' or KO 
during U 1 

T' 
X 

H'TC+R IT 
4 x c2 x 
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The exact logic required, to mechanize the above diagram, follows: 

I b 4l = Bl T' Mol M I ~ I 13C+ F 1 H41 TxC+ F 1 Rc2 
I T C x B a x 

+B42 A42 Rc2 H4 Tx C 

o b 41 = B I I Tx I Mo'Ms' M lO" 13C+ Fl' H4' TxC+ Fl' R c 2' Tx C 

+ B42'A42 Rc2 H4 Tx C 

1 f4 = Bl A42 M 2 ' NI2 ' S , T C x x 

Of4 = Bl' A42 T C x 
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1. General. The following table lists the requirements for Sx and T x 
to provide B. C.D. programed readout. 

"H" 
Counter 

o 

1 

B 

9 

16 

Word-Time 
of 13 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

IB 

19 

20 

33 

34 

Array Required 
(A 42 = 1) 

T = 0 x 

S T = 1 x x 

T =0 x 

T = 0 x 

Purpose 

Recirculate "B" 

Shift sign into F 1 

Copy sign into NEON 

Shift 4 bits into F's 

Copy character into NIXIE 

Shift last B. C. D. character 
(of "m") into F's while "BII 
accepts "R' s II "m + 1" infor
mation via B 42 

Copy last character (of "m") 
into NIXIE 

Shift first B.C. D. character 
(of "m + 1") into F's. 
(sign was lost in B42) 

Copy last B. C. D. character 
into NIXIE 

Shift garbage into F's 

The timing chart on the follOwing page shows the interrelation 
of Rcl' Rc2' Rc3' Sx' Tx ' NB' N12 during 13 for programed B. C. D. 
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PUNCH AND TYPEWRITER OUTPUT 

Punch Character (PNC), Type Character (TYC). Punch and Type 
Character (PTC) Commands 

General 

The one-eharacter output commands all are similar in operation, 
therefore, they will be discussed as a unit. 

"PNC" (D6 D5 D4 D3 D21 DII). A single character is punched in a 5- bit 
teletype code corresponding to the least significant five address bits (not 
counting 1/2 word indicator). 

"TYC" (D6 D5 D4 D3 1 D2 DII). The "Type Character" command substi
tutes typing for punching. The actual typed character depends on whether 
"LTRS." shift or "FIGS." shift has been previously called for. 

"PTC" (D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 Dll). The "Punch and Type Character" com
mand causes both punching and typing to occur. 

UPNC" Operation 

Setting M7' After II, the command pair is in the Z .. register and during 
12 the operation code is placed in the operation code register (D6 D5 D4 
D3 D2 DI>. 

M7 is then set by: 

Il m 7 = JOID6D5D4I2NIIC 

M7 is zero-set while the actual punching is being done. 

10m? = TPP P X 10' C -, 

Z and F Configuration. The flow of the code bits from Z to F during 
word 1 of 13. is shown on the following page: 
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"Fit 

The logic involved follows: 

lfS = Zl N6 C 

OfS = Zl 
, 

N6 G 

1 fi = Fi"+ N6 C 1 

Ofi = F' N6 C 
1 + 1 

Where i = 1-4 

N6 determines bit-times T3 - T7 (or T 23 - T27) which are the 
required code bit positions of the "PNC" command. 

n = P P C o 6 2 1 

"Punch" and "Tape Punch Pulse" Flip-Flops. The punch flip-flop one
sets by: 

Qs T 41 determines a delay of 16 word-times in 13 . 

The term (TPP)' inhibits X9 while the Tape-Punch-Pulse flip
flop is one-set. TPP is one-set (for punching) by the closure of a con
tact (TPPp ) during the actual mechanical punching motion. 

11 TPP = (TPP p) X lO ' C I 
X lO ' is necessary for the "PTC" command. 
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TPP is zero-set at the termination of the punch motion by the 
TPP contact opening. 

p 

TPP = (TPP )' (TPP )' (TPP )' (TPP )' (TPP )' [S 'S 'S 's ,] o rm k t P rp u 1 u2 u3 c 

The other terms were already in their prime states. The defini
tions of these terms follow: 

TPP Tape punch pulse for mechanical reader 
rm 

TPP k Tape punch pulse for keyboard 

TPPt Tape punch pulse for typewriter 

TPP Tape punch pulse for punch 
p 

TPP Tape punch pulse for photo-reader 
rp 

S ul "Set up" button # 1 

S u2 "Set up" button #2 

S u3 "Set up" button #3 

S "Start Compute" button 
c 

Delay Flip-Flops Pm and P d3 Delay flip-flops will be as follows: 

1. Pm: The Pm flip-flop resets the Q-counter by forcing a zero 
into Q 6 at T 2C, 

= P C 
m 

p = (TPP) J 'A' P , P , P , P , PI 
1 m 13 n 5 4 3 2 

J 13' indicates no ECHO check error 

TPP indicates punch is in motion 
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2. Pd3: The P d3 flip-flop indicates termination of the command 
and clears the output register (F's). 

OfS = 

Of4 = 

Of 3 = 

Of2 = 

I Of 1 
= 

P d3 T 40 C 

DS PO ' P d3 T 40 C 

D P I 

S 0 P d3 T 40 C 

DS PO' P d3 T 40 C 

DS PO ' P d3 T 40 C 

I:l. 
Where TO.' = Tape 
Reader Not on 

Where PO' P d3 limits 
coverage to non-fill 
useofPd 3 

3. ECHO Checking: The output error flip-flop (J13) will one-set 
and cause its light to flash if the requested punching does not take place. 
ECHO Checking contacts are on each punch. The contact signals (E 's) 
are compared with the original code in F by J 13' P 

l j 13 = Fl Ep 1 I TpC+Fl 'ET C+F E I T C+F I E 2 T C+F3 E 3 ' T C 
pI P 2 p2 P 2 P P P P 

HTve" Operation 

Setting M? The same one-set logic is used as for "PNC". See "PNC" 
operation. 

The zero- set logic is: 

Om? = Tbs J 13 ' C I ~here "Tt " is the type ECHO timing 
~ __________________ ~.pulse 
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Z and F Configuration. See "PNC" operation. 

"Type" and "Tape Punch Pulse" Flip-Flops. XIO indicates a typing 
operation. Its logic follows: 

As for X9, the QS term allows a delay (in 13) of 16 word-times; 
the TPPt signal is true during the actual typing motion. The logic for 
the TPP signal is: 

1 TPP = TPP X ' I ' C 
t 9 4 

o TPP = same as for punching. See "PNC" operation. 

Delay flip-flops Pm and P d3' See "PNC" operation. 

Echo Checking. The error checking logic for typing is: 

j = FE' T C+ F 'K T C+F E 'T C+F 'K T C+F E 'T C 
1 13 1 tIt 11k t 2 t2 t 2 2k t 3 t3 t 

The Et's are the typing ECHO checking normally closed contacts. 
The typing ECHO checking normally open contacts (Kk's) receive their 
nomenclature from their use during keyboard or typewriter fill state. 
Tt is the type ECHO timing pulse. The zero-set logic for J13 is: 

IOj13 = TdC+ SU19 

"PTCIl Operation 

Setting M 7 . The one-set logic for M7 is identical to that of "TYC" or 
"PNC." See "PNC" operation. 

The zero-set logic for M7 is: 

I 0=7 = T bs J 13 ' C ± TP";, ~ O'C I 
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Z and F Configuration. See "PNC" operation,. 

"Punch, " "Type, " and "Tape Punch Pulse" Flip-Flops. For the 
"PTC" command TPP is controlled by the slower of the two output de
vices. The sequence, if the punch is faster than the typewriter, is: 

1. X9 and X IO are one-set 

2. 

3. 

II X9 = M7D3XIO'Q5(TPP)'T4IC I 
Ilx lO = M7 D2 DI' Q5 (TPP)' T41 C I 
TPP goes true 

p 

X9 zero-sets 

4. TPP t goe s true 

5. X IO zero-sets 

10X l0 = (TPPt ) C I 
6. TPP flip-flop one- sets 

I TPP = (TPP) X ' I ' C I 
I t 9 4 . 

7. TPP goes false 
p 

S. TPPt goes false 

9. TPP zero- sets 

OTPP = (TPP )' (TPP )' ..... . 
P t 

Delay Flip-Flops, Pm ~ P d3' See "PNC" operation. 

Echo Checking. Errors in either typing or punching will cause 
the output error light to flash and the corpputer to stop, 
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PUNCH WORD (PNW), TYPE WORD (TYW), AND PUNCH AND TYPE WORD 
(PTW) COMMANDS 

General 

In order to provide compatibility between the 8, 4, 2, 1 binary 
internal code and the teletype code used to drive the punch and type
writer, the output register must have binary-to-teletype conversion 
logic. 

In other respects, the PNW, TYW, and PTW commands are si
milar to the Display Command ("DIS"). An "ECHO" check is made on 
each character. 

Punch Word, "PNW" (D6' D5' D4 D3 D2' Dl'). The punch word com
mand, "PNW {m)", punches the requested information in the format 
specified by the half-word indicator, 1 for BCD, 0 for Command. 

1. Command Format. Sixteen 5-bit characters are punched to 
represent the usual command format (sign, 6-octal, I-binary, 
I-binary, 6- octal, I-binary). 

2. Decimal (BCD) Format. The partial contents of memory posi
tions, "m" and "m + 1" are punched out in BCD if the command half
word indicator is "1. " 

Up to sixteen 5-bit characters may be punched; 1 binary, and 15 
BCD" The information from "m" and "m + 1 is apportioned in the same 
manner as for the "DIS" command (a leading "+" sign will not be punched; 
a leading "-" sign will be punched). 

Type Word "TYW" (D ' D 'D D 'D D ') , 654321 

The same formats as above are available for typewriting . 

The same formats as above are available for punching and typing 

II State. As for any command, the command pair is gated into the Z 
register during II. 
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I Z State. The "PNW" command is an I ZI Type 3. Therefore, the 
address "m" of the command is located during IZ and the contents of 
"m" are gated into the B-register. The operation code bits are also 
placed into the operation code register (D6_ d during IZ' 

13 State. During 13 Ul (for BCD) the contents of "m + 1" are gated into 
R. Also during 13, the information to be punched out is shifted, char
acter by character into the F-register (very much the same as for the 
"DIS" command). However, a binary-to-teletype code conversion must 
be accomplished on each character (after it is in the F-register) before 
the punch may be allowed to monitor F. This added step was not re
quired for the Display command. 

1. 13 and NIZ Flip-Flops. 13 is turned one-set by the usual 
logic: 

After the command is completed, 13 is zero-set by: 

... where N 12's logic is: 

Command Format BCD Format 

Z. M7 Flip-Flop. In order to punch, type, or punch and type a 
word, the basic character operation is repeated a number of times de
pendent on the format. 

M7 is cycled for each character as follows: 

Im7 = J O 
, 

D6 
, 

D5' D4 D l' 1Z NllC+ D5' Tx T 41a N IZ 
, 

C 
L ..., J , 

Y 
J 

Initial Subsequent 
One -Setting One - Setting s 
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After the punching, typing, or punching and typing actually begins, 
the M7 flip-flop zero-sets. 

"TYW" or "PNW" or 
"PTW" "PTW" 

3. A-Register. During 13 of the PNW Command, the A-register 
recirculate s. 

1 a4l = AM' M ' M ' M ' M ' M ' P , C 1 0 1 2 3 4 10 0 

4. Shifting B into F. Command Format is as follows: 

T' 
x 

T 
x 

R recirculates by: 

B 4l 's logic is: 

T 
x 

A ' T S ' 42 x x 
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Z48 

The F-Register logic is: 

1 f 1 = F 2 S x' T x N 12' C+ B 1 S x T x N lZ' C 

Ofl = F 2 ' Sx" TxC+ HI' Sx TxC+ DS' Pd3 T 4l C 

lf2 = F3 E 30' Tx N 12' C 

1 f4 = Not involved in shifting 

Of4 = Not involved in shifting 

A 42 's logic is: 

la42 = Won't one-set for "command" format 

RcZ'S logic is: 

1 R c 2 = M7 D 6' u 1 C 
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1M 1M 1M 1M II 
2 3 4 9 3 

J 
R41 R1 

Cont ents of 11m + 111 

from Mr or KO durmg 
U 1 

Word 18 

~ 
4 C2~ 42 

L- Word 18 

HR 

A , , 
A R H T 

It 42 c2 4 x 

I-- B41 Bl 

j t I S T 
x X 

TI 
x 

H IT + R IT 
4 x c2 x 

The logic involved is: 
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F1 F2 F4 
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If4 = Bl A42 M 2 ' N 12 ' S. ' T C 
x x 

Of4 = B 1 ' A42 Tx C 

Ifl = Bl Sx T x N 12' C+ F 2 Sx 'T x N12 
, 

C 

Ofl = B 1 ' S T C+ F2 
, S I T C 

x x x x 

5. Timing Logic. The following ar e timing logic operations: 

a. H-Counter: The H-Counter is initially cleared. by: 

I h. = U C ' A ' + I o 1 1 r 0 
i = 1-4 

The H-Counter here will keep track of the number of times 

Tx becomes one-set (via N S)' 
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b. S : S is one-set by: 
x x 

Command Format 

Sx will be one-set during the times that binary characters 
are being shifted into the F-register. 

S is Zero- set by: 
x 

c. T: T is one-set by: 
x x 

.. ... 
Initially Subsequent Characters 

... and zero-set after 1 word-time by: 

6. Sign Conversion. The following are sign conversion operations: 

Command Format. In command format the sign (either 
"+" or "_") is a legitimate output character. Before conver
sion, the F-register will contain one of the following: 

Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 

1 0 0 0 0 for "+" 
0 0 0 0 0 for "- II 

The conversion should derive one of the following: 

Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 

1 0 0 0 1 for "+" 
1 1 0 0 0 for "_" 
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For the "t" conversion, only the FS flip-flop must contain 
added logic. The following logic of FS covers the sign posi
tion. 

NS here is a conversioh timing flip
flop: 

For the II - II conversion, the bits in F2 and Fl require mod
ification. 

lf2 = F3' Fl' Fl' DS' NSCt F4' F 2 ' Fl' DS' NS C 

Ilfl = D 5 'Sx H l'NS C) 

For BCD Format. In BCD, the sign is legitimate only if 

it is "_". "+" signs are not punched out. This allows the 
programer the ability to program a BCD output longer than 
15 character s without the usually meaningless inclusion of 
sign characters at the start of each word of output. 

The "+" sign is used to generate a "FIGS" shift code and, there
fore, negates the need of a separate "FIGS" shift before the 
"+PNW" command. 

Before conversion, the "F" register contains one of the 
following: 

for "+" 

o o o o o for "_" 
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The conversion should derive one of the following: 

1 1 o 1 1 

1 1 o o o 

The logic required for the "+" to "FIGS" conversion is: 

-
BCD Sign Same as NS 

Position 
is + 

11 f2 = A42 Sx Fl NSa C 

11fl =DS'Sx H l'NS C 

Same gate as for "command" 

for "+" 

for "-" 

The "-" conversion is identical to that for "command" format: 

IfZ = F3' F Z' F 1 ' DS' NS + F4' F Z' F 1 ' DS' NS C 

I f =D'S H'N C 
.11 S xIS 
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"FNW" , "TYW", and "FTW" Output Conversion 

Binary-to- Teletype 

Character Binary Teletype 
(In "FIGS" Shift) (Before Conversion) (After Conver sion) 

FS F4 F3 F2 Fl FS F4 F3 F2 Fl -_._.- ..... 

(/J X 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
1 X 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
2 X 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 
3 X 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
4 X 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
S X 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
6 X 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
7 X 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
B X 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
9 X 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

" " X 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
Carriage X 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 

Return I ~< 1 1 0 1 1 (BCD) 

"+" X 0 0 0 1 :::C~<: 1 0 0 0 1 (Command) 

"-" X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
"Spa ce" X 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

No Output X 1 1 1 1 Causes Termination of 13 

X Will always be "0" initially and will not be affected by the shifting 
operations of "F" 

-,- Cause s "FIGS" shift -,' 
.. 1 ..... 1 ... Causes "+" shift "", ..... , .. 
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7. More Code Conversion. Code conversion examples follow: 

The Problem 

Of course the sign is not the only character that requires conver
sion for the "PNW", "TYW," and lIPTW"commands. 

Each character on the figure on the preceding page needs conver
sion .. To derive the required logic, recourse to Veitch diagram techni
ques will be made. 

Fl Logic 

First a four-variable Veitch diagram is constructed locating each 
character by its binary code: 

Fl 
+ 

3 Carriage Space 2 
lReturn 

7 6 

5 II II 4 

1 @ 
9 B 

, 

Secondly, another four-variable Veitch is constructed using the 
following rules of procedure: 

1. Place a 11 for each character (as defined on the last Veitch 
diagram) that requires F 1 to be one-set when going from binary to tele
type coding. 

2. Place a "I" for each character that may be one-set in 
going from binary to teletype coding. 

3. Place a 0 1 for each character that requires Fl to be zero-
set. 

4. Place a "0" for e.ach character that Fl may be zero- set. 
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1 0' 0 l' 

1 l' 

0' 0 0 

1 0' 0 0 
, 

The total conversion logic is shown below with the logic covering 
the primed l' sand 0' s underlined. 

for sign conversion 

The zero-s et logic is: 

+ 

Clearing 

F2 Logic 

The same process, as in lIbl1 , is used for F2 logic: 

F1 
, ... , 

0' 0' 0' 1 

1 0' 

0 0 l' 

l' 0 l' l' 

F+4 
---------------,--=--,--
~CNS (and NSa ) here is a conversion timing flip-flop for outputs 
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(H' S)' excludes sign positions 
1 x 

+ F' F' F' N D' C+ F' F' F' N D' C 
32185 42185· 

+ D'5 P d3 T 41Gt N 12 C 
, y . , 

Clearing 

F3 Logic 

0 0 I' 0 

1 1 

0' 1 0' 

1 0 I' I' 

\. , 

(H'ISx)' excludes sign positions 

Clear 
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F 4 LogicF 

,,. __ ...JA ... 1 ___ , 

0 

0 

0 

0 

F 5 Logic 

1 0' 

1 

1 0' 

...... _-_y,. ___ 1 

F4 

v 

V 

Clearing 

0 

0 

> 
l' 

0 

The F5 flip-flop is, for the l1PNW", "TYW", and "PTW" com
mands, in its zero-set state at the beginning of 13 and remains so (un
touched by octal, binary, or B. C. D. shifts from I1B" to "FII) before 
conversion. During binary-to-te1etype conversion, F5 niq.y be set to 1 
dependent on the character. Therefore, the following Veitch diagram. 
as sumes that F5 is "Q" at the start of the conversion. 

Fl 
J.: 

0' 0' 0' I' 
-< 

0 1 l' 

~ 

I' l' 0' 

l' I' 0' Ii 

, J 
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1£5 = F'4F'3F'2NSH1Q- F'4F'3F'2NSS'X C 

~~------------~y--------------~ 
(HilS x) I Exchldes signs 

Clearing 
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SYSTEM CHECKOUT PROCEDURES 

GENERAL 

Many procedures can be devised for checking or troubleshooting 
a cOrrlputing systerrl. But selecting the appropriate procedure can save 
rrluch tirrle in diagnosing a rrlalfunction and isolating it to the faulty COrrl
ponent. 

The procedures given in this section, when used wherever pos-
sible inconjunction with test routines, will enable detection and isola-
tion of rrlost systerrl rrlalfunctions relatively quickly and easily. Pro
cedures for correcting the rrlalfunctions, if not presented in this section, 
are given in the COrrlputer Service Manual and Input-Output Service Manual. 

COMPUTER 

Careful anaysis of the indications of trouble will save tirrle in 
isolating a cOrrlputer rrlalfunction, particularly when rrlore than one unit 
or function is affected. At tirrles an error in the prograrrl or routines 
rrlay be causing the difficulty, though the cOrrlputer rrlay appear to be at 
fault. In addition to thorough analysis of the indications of trouble, the 
proper troubleshooting sequence rrlay also save considerable tirrle. 
Generally, however, the first steps will include checking the voltage 
levels and the controls, and running appropriate test routines. 

Procedures for checking the voltage levels are given in the COrrl
puter Service Manual, for initially testing operation of the controls and 
running test routines in this and section ,respectively, of this rrlanual. 
These procedures should at least isolate the rrlalfunction to a particular 
unit. 

If the rrlalfunction is in the cOrrlputer or circuit portions of the 
other units, rrlost rapid isolation can usually be achieved by using the 
systerrl tester. This equiprrlent enables flip-flop checks, static and 
dynarrlic checks of logic, set-reset control of flip-flops, and application 
of rrlarginal conditions to voltage levels and clock. 

Before rrlaking any circuit tests, however, the person perforrrling 
therrl should farrliliarize hirrlself with the circuit characteristic sand 
functions by studying the logic data-flow diagrarrls and accorrlpanying 
logic charts in this rrlanual, and the circuit scherrlatic and wire listings 
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in the System Reference Schematic s. For example, if the computer 
fails to execute a command, reference to the diagrams and charts 
mentioned will aid in isolating the difficulty by enabling testing of the 
circuitry used by that command. When making tests, the following 
precautions should be observed: 

CAUTION 

Boards containing transistors should never be pulled out 
while power is on. (Logic boards may be removed with 
power on.) Power to the computer should never be re- . 
moved except with the switch at the control con-
sole. Metal objects, such as a screwdriver, should 
never be used on boards or wiring while power is on. 
The computer should never be moved while the 
memory disk is rotating; allow at least 15 minutes 
from power turnoff for complete memory decelera-
tion before moving computer. 

The following paragraphs outline checkout and troubleshooting 
procedures on the computer, some using the system tester as indicated 
(a functional descriptidn of the system tester and procedures for operat
ing it are presented in the Test Equipment Service Manual) . 

. Power Turn-On Check 

1. Connect variac into outlet and adjust its output to 115 volts 
. as monitored on voltmeter. 

2. Connect computer power cable (attached to desk) to variac. 
3. Depress Power On-Off switch on control console to On posi

. tion and note the time elapsed until the Ready indicator lights (Ready 
indicator should light in 40 ± 10 seconds; Power indicator should light 
immediately upon depressing Power button). 

4. Recheck line voltage with voltmeter to reas sure that line 
voltage is 115 volts. 

Power Supply Checks 

The following procedures ascertain if power supply voltages are 
correct and tolerances are within percentage limits. 

1. Attach digital voltmeter and note power supply voltages are 
monitored at System Tester test points (see table following for normal 
power supply levels and Computer Service Manual for adjustment pro
cedures). 
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2. Check voltage percent levels at power supply voltmeter on 
rear of control console by turning voltmeter range switch to each of 
the positions and observing the reading at each position. Levels must 
read 100 ::I: 5 percent and the -100 voltage which should read within ::1:10 
percent; percent voltage levels may be adjusted at the appropriate 
potentiometer settings on the control panel network board as outlined 
below: 

Level 

-18 

-12 

-6 

+6 

+75 

-3 

1.75 

-3B 

+75R 

-100 

R 39 R 35 

°_181 -1~1 
~. 751-l0~1 
R 37 R 40 

Table 9. Power Supply Voltages 

Normal Power Supply And Ripple Values 

Tolerance 
Value Adjustable (plus/minus) 

-18 yes 2.5% 

-12 yes 2.5% 

-6 yes 2.5% 

+6 yes 2.5% 

+75 yes 2.5% 

-2.5 no 0.5V 

+.75 no 0.15V 

- 2.5 no 0.5V 

;.-35 no 10.OV 

-100 no 10.OV 

R 42 R 33 

lOLa 10HI 1 

Figure 36. Control Panel Network Board 

Ripple p-p 
(less than) 

90 mv 

60 mv 

90 mv 

30 mv 

400 mv 

3.5 V 

R 47 R 38 

1C)+75 1°_3 

10+50 10::1:6 

R 34 R 36 
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Location of Potentiometers On Control Panel Network Board 

Adjustment Voltage 

R 33 Line Trans 

R 34 -1-50 

R 35 -12 

R 36 :1:6 

R 37 +.75 

R 38 -3 

R 39 -18 

R 40 -100 

R 42 Line Trans 

R 47 +75 

Remarks 

. High Limit 

Adjusted before adjustment of R 47 

Adjust for mean value 

Adjustment dependent on voltage level 

Low Limit 

Adjusted after adjustment of R 34 

3. Check power supply ripple values with oscilloscope at System 
Tester test points, with the System Tester Mode switch in static posi
tion (see Normal Power Supply Table 8 for proper values). 

4. Adjust variac until system is supplied with 108 volts ac as 
monitored on voltmeter. 

5. Turn control pots on control panel network board (R33 and R42) 
'counterclockwise all the way (see figure 36 for location of pots). 

6. Depress Error Reset button on control console (Line Transient 
indicator on control console should extinguish). 

7. Slowly turn R42 pot adjustment clockwise until Line Transient 
indicator lights. 

8. Check voltmeter on rear of control console (reading should be 
:1:3 percent of values given above. 

9. Adjust variac up to 125 volts ac as monitored on voltmeter. 
10. Slowly turn R 33 pot adjustment clockwise until Lihe Transient 

indicator lights. 
11. Check voltmeter on rear of control console (reading should be 

:1:3 percent of values given in table 8. 
. 12. Readjust variac to 115 volts ac. 
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Static Computer Flip-Flop Check 

This procedure checks for faulty flip-flops and whether they will 
toggle individually. The procedure can be varied in troubleshooting to 
the extent that only those flip-flops associated with the suspected :mal
function, as indicated by the logic, need be individually one-and zero-set. 

1. If not done previously, check to see if voltage levels are correct. 
2. Connect Syste:m Tester and turn Marginal Test switch to Off 

position and Mode switch to Static position. 
3. If not already done, apply power to co:mputer at control console. 
4. Place One-8et-Zero-Set-Allswitch in One-Set position and observe 

if all neon indicators on Syste:m Tester light (if a neon does not light, as
suring that the neon isn't :malfunctioning, replace the flip-flop concerned 
and repeat this step; if the flip-flop is not at fault check the Set lines within 
the c o:mputer) . 

5. Depress the One-Shot Clock button and observe if all neonS re
:main lighted (if a neon extinguishes replace the flip-flop concerned and 
repeat this step). 

6. Place All. switch in Zero-Set position and observe if all neon 
indicators extinguish (if a neon re:mains lighted, replace the flip-flop con
cerned and repeat this step; if the flip-flop is not at fault check the set 
lines within the co:mputer). 

7. Depress the One-Shot Clock button and observe if any neons 
light (if a neon lights, replace the flip-flop concerned). 

8. Place Individual One-Set-Zero-Set switch to l-Preset position. 
9. Depress :microswitch of each flip-flop (ter:m) on Syste:m Tester, 

beginning with A42 and ending with Zch and observe if all flip-flops co:me 
true by noting if all neon indicators light (indicator should re:main lighted); 
if a neon extinguishes it indicates one of three possible conditions: 

a. The flip-flop has 0- set itself, indicating a faulty board. 
b. Another flip-flop has triggered the flip-flop indicated by the 
neon that extinguished, in which case, if (a) is eli:minated as the 
cause set all flip-flops to O-set state, then l-set the flip-flop con
cerned and again 1- set each flip-flop individually, :meanwhile ob
serving when the neon for the flip-flop concerned extinguishes. 
When this neon extinguishes check for the possibility of an i:mproper 
interconnection between the flip-flops concerned. 
c. The neon has burned out. 

(Procedures for re:moving circuit boards are given in the Co:mputer 
Service Manual). 
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10. After all neons remain lighted from performing St~ps ,B ,and,9, 
place Individual switch to O-Preset position. 

11. Depress microswitch of each flip-flop on System Tester, be
ginning with A42 and ending with Zch' and observe if alLflip-£1ops gofalse 
by noting if its neon idicator extinguishes (indicator should remain off); if 
a neon lights,it indicates one of three possible conditions: 

a. The flip-flop has I-set itself, indicating a faulty board. 
b. Another flip-flop has triggered the flip-flop that lighted, in 
which case, if (a) is eliminated as the cause set all flip-flops to 
I-set state, then O-set the flip-flop concerned and again 0- set each 
:Q.ip-flop individually, meanwhile observing when the neon for the 
flip-flop concerned lights. When this neon lightstcheck for the pos
sibility of an improper interconnection between the flip-flops con
cerned. 

(Procedures for removing circuit boards are given in the Computer 
Service Manual). 

12. Upon completion of Static Computer Flip-Flop Check, turn off 
power to computer at control console. 

One Shot of Logic Check 

This check can be used to detect and correct major wiring errors 
and broken wires. The procedure is: 

1. Insert specially wired logic board and attach meter. 
2. Zero-set all flip-flops with System tester and set up logical pro

position to be tested using System tester with S 1 in static position (observe 
if gate goes true as last term in proposition is set). 

3. Check if each term can cause output to go false if it is not as 
stated in proposition under test. 

4. After all of proposition has been checked, ohm out wiring be
tween gate and set inputs to the flip-flop. 
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Zero-set all 

Turn D 6 on, (true) J 0 is already off (false) 
Turn 12 on, D5D 4 are already off (false) 
Turn N1l on, gate should go true. 
Turn J 0 on, gate goes false. 

120-9 
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Tu,rI).Jo,off,.gate goes true. 
Turr..'P6off, gate goes false. 
TurIlD6 on, gate goes true. 
Turn r>son, gate goes false. 
TurnD.S off, gate goe s true. 
T\lrnD'4~n, gate goes false. 
TurnD4 off, gate goes true. 
Turn 12 off, gate goes false. 
Turn 1 2 .on,· gate goes true. 
Turn :l\Ti 1 off, gate goes false. 
TurnN lIon, gate goes true. 

Gate is now checked. 

Manual Input':Output (Console Keybocud and Visual Readout) Check 

Procedur~s for checking proper operation of the console keyboard 
and visual readout are givenlater in this section. 

Clock Signal Check 

CAUTION 

The computer should not be moved while the 
me!mory disk is rotating; allow at least 15 min
utes from power turno# for complete memory 
deceleration before moving computer. 

NOTE 

See figure 40, for location of computer connectors. 

To Check CiockTrack Preamplifier Signal 

1. Mon~to.r. preamplifier signal with oscilloscope at connector 
J525-l1 ofc:ofuputeror through monitor box plugged into J525 (amplitude 
should be 4. 5 ::1:,0,.5 volts peak-to-peak). 

2.lfnecessary, adjust at potentiometer on preamplifier plugged 
into connector!;> J439 and J539 of computer. 

To Check Computer_Clock Duty Cycle 

1. . Mea.~ure.,clock signal output with oscilloscope at J339-36 and 
339-37 (final Signal Should be as shown in figure 37 or from computer 
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manual; necessary adjustment should be made according to procedures 
in the Computer Service Manual). 

(1) ---...t--~ (1) 

-.Mt- (6) (3) 

~--(2) --... 

Figure 37. Clock Signal Waveform 

(1) 1. 75 ±.0.15 usec (measured at 100/0 point of wave shape) 

(2) 4.62 ±O. 5 usec (measured at 100/0 point of wave shape) 

(3) Rise Ti:me: less than 0.5 usec 

(4) Fall Time: less than 2 usec 

(5) Amplitude: 0 ±O. 5V to -6.5 ±O. 5V 

(6) Jitter: 0.5 usec 

Origin Pulse Check 

CAUTION 

The computer should never be moved while the 
memory disk is rotating; allow at least 15 min
utes from point of turnoff for complete memory 
deceleration before moving co:mputer. 

NOTE 

See figure 40 for location of connectors . 

. Tocheck origin pulse amplitude: 

T 
(4) (5) 

1. Monitor pulse with oscilloscope at connector J525-l0 of com
puter or through monitor box plugged into J525 (origin pulse occurs once 
every disk revolution; amplitude should be 4.5 ±O. 5 volts peak-to-peak). 

2. If necessary, adjust potentiometer on prea:mplifier board 
plugged into connectors J438 and J538 of computer. 
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To check origin pulse shape: 

1. With oscilloscope, check origin waveshape as monitore<i; at 
System Tester X flip-flop output (origin waveshape is available once 
every disk revol~tion; wave shape should be as shown in figure 38). 

2. If wave shape does not conform to standards given in figure 
below, memory should be returned to factory for adjustment. 

To check origin pulse for noise and crosstalk: 

Check for noise and crosstalk {incombination} on base line of 
origin track on oscilloscope (should be less than 500 millivolts). 

(2) 

(+) 
n.----:.., STROBE 

T 
I 00"/0 

~I----I 
(l) 100"/0 

-.i 
I 

~ TIME 
I I 

I 
I 

(3) 

J ·t L WAVE SHAPE 

I 

(1) Pulse Width at 10 percent of magnitude must be less than 12 
usec. 

(2) Amplitude, excluding strobe, 4.5 ::1:0.5 volts. 
(3) Pulse Width of Origin Wave shape: 6.37 usec ::1:0.65 usec (1 

clock time measured at top of waveshap~. 

Figure 38. Origin Puls"e and Waveshape 
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Sector Counter Signal Check 

This procedure checks proper counting of the Sector Counter. 

1. Connect System Tester. 
2. Place Static-Dynamic switch in Static position. 
3. Place One-Set-Zero-Set-All switch in 0- set position (check that 

all neon indicators are extinguished). 
4. Set up any sector configuration (except OOB or 77 B) on flip-flops 

S6 through So by depressing individual microswitches to achieve binary 
indication of desired sector. 

5. One-set GO and Tl flip-flops (respective indicators should light). 
6. Depress One-Shot Clock button (Ks and N9 indicators should light). 
7. Depress One-Shot Clock button (Nl indicator should light). 
B. Depress One-Shot Clock button six times (indicators S6 through 

SI should light and the preceding one extinguish in succession). 
9. Depress One-Shot Clock button (Nl indicator should extinguish 

and sector counter should advance one to next sector from that set up in 
step 4). 

Digit Counter Check 

This procedure checks correct counting of the Digit Counter. 

1. Connect System Tester. 
2. Place Static-Dynamic switch in Static position. 
3. Place One-Set-Zero-Set-All switch in 0- set position (check that 

all neon indicators are extinguished). 
4. Depress One-Shot Clock button 41 times; indicators should light 

as follows: Tl indicator lights on first depression of One-Shot Clock 
button; then digit (bit) counter indicators P6 through PI should show binary 
representation of the decimal quantity signifying the number of times the 
One-Shot Clock button has been depres sed through the 39th time; then T 40 
indicator lights on the 40th depression of the One-Shot Clock button; then 
both T4l indicators light on the 41st depression of the One-Shot Clock 
button. 

Memory Signal Check 

The following procedures enable checks of amplitude, pulsewidth, 
noise and crosstalk of all memory channels (additional procedures are 
given in the Computer Service Manual). 
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CAUTION 

The computer should never be moved while the 
memory disk is rotating, allow at least 15 min
utes from power turnoff for complete memory 
.deceleration before moving computer. 

NOTE 

See figure 40 for location of connectors. 

1. Set location counter to 0000. O. 
2. Fill all of channel 00 with the pattern +2514340-7407601. 
3. Connect test point at Do to ground at System Tester. 
4. Select readout location 0077 with Channel and Sector Selector 

switches on control console. 
5. Depress Command Readout button on control console. 
6. Observe amplitude with oscilloscope at Connector J550-1 of 

computer (amplitude excluding strobe should be 4.5 :±O. 5 volts average 
peak-to~peak). 

7. If necessary, adjust amplitude at read switch plugged into J342 
by adjusting the potentiometers (counting downward from the top beginning 
with 0). 

B. Check pulse width at 10 percent of its magnitude (width should 
be less than 12 microseconds). 

9. Disconnect ground from Do flip-flop and fill all of channel 00 
with -000000000000000. 

10. Reconnect Do to ground and select readout location 0077 as in 
Step 4. 

11. Observe noise and crosstalk (in combination) with oscilloscope 
(should be less than 500 millivolts). 

12. Disconnect ground from Do. 
13. Enter and verify Fast Memory Fill and One-Channel Zero 

routine with tape reader (see Test Routine section). 
14. Place Sense Switch D up. 
15. Depres s Start 1 button (memory will load with +2514340-7407601 

pattern; routine will halt automatically). 
16. Reconnect Do to ground. 
17. Select readout location 0177 with Channel and Sector Selector 

switches and depress Command Readout button. 
lB. Repeat steps 6 through B. 
19. Disconnect ground from Do and depress Start 2 button (com

puter is in a "copy from Y reader" state). 
20. Depress numbers 01 on console keyboard and channel 01 will 

be filled with zero in all sectors through 0177. 
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21. After routine halts, reconnect Do to ground and repeat step 11. 
22. Repeat steps 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 except as 

follows: 

When Testing 
Channel 

02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 

Select Readout 
Location 

0277 
0377 
0477 
0577 
0677 
0777 

And Depress 
Keyboard Numbers 

02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 

23. To test remaining channels repeat steps 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, and 21 except as follows: 

When 
Testing 

Channels 

10 
through 

17 

20 
through 

27 

30 
through 

37 

40 
through 

47 

50 
through 

57 

60 
through 

67 

272 

Observe 
Amplitude 

At 

J550-2 

J550-3 

J550-4 

J550-5 

J550-6 

J550-7 

Adjust 
Amplitude 

At 

J343 

J344 

J345 

J346 

J347 

J348 

Select 
Corresponding 

Readout 
Loc.ations 

1077, 11 7 7, etc 
through 

1777! 

2077, 2177, etc 
~hrough 

2777 

3077, 3177, etc 
through 

3777 

4077, 4177, etc 
through 

4777 

5077, 5177, etc 
through 

5777 

6077, 6177, etc 
through 

6777 

And Depress 
Corresponding 

Keyboard 
Numbers 

10 
through 

17 

20 
through 

27 

30 
through 

37 

40 
through 

47 

50 
through 

57 

60 
through 

67 
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Select And Depress 
When Observe Adjust Corresponding Corresponding 

Testing Amplitude Amplitude Readout Keyboard 
Channels At At Locations Numbers 

70 7077, 7177, etc 70 
through J550-8 J349 through through 

77 7777 77 

STROBE 

T 
(1 ) 100% 

f 
10% 100% 

~ (1) (1) 

-.....,--------.. ~ TIME 

(1) Pulse width of positive pulse and negative pulse measured in
dividually at 10 percent of its magnitude shall be less than: 

10 usec, for loops and registers 
12 usec, for main memory 

(2) Amplitude, excluding strobe: 

4. 5 :0. 5 V, main memory 
5.0 :1:0.5 V, loops and registers 

Figure 39. Strobe Wavesliape for Normal Pulse 
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Loop and Register Signal Check 

The following procedures enable. checks. of amplitude, puls-e width, 
noise and crosstalk of all loops and registers (additional proceduz:es are 
given in the Computer Service Manual) .. 

CAUTION 

The computer should never be moved while the 
memory disk is rotating; allow at least 15 min
utes from power turnoff for complete memory 
deceleration before moving computer. 

NOTE 

See figure 40 for location of connectors. 

1. Enter and verify Loop Load routine with tape reader, typewriter, 
or console keyboard. 

2. Depress Start 1 button and allow computer to operate until all 
luops and registers (except X register) are filled (when computer halts, 
location counter indicator should read 2525.0). 

3. Observe amplitude of loops L and V and registers A, B, R, and 
Z (C) with oscilloscope at connectors indicated below (amplitude excluding 
strobe should be 5 :1:0.5 volts peak-to-peak). 

Read Amplifier 
Register Connector and Adjustment 
or Loop Pin Number Location 

A J525-1 J529 
B J525-2 or J530 
R J525-3 through J531 
X J525-4 monitor J532 
Z (C) J525-5 box J533 
L2a* J525-6 plugged J534 
L2* J525-7 into J535 
V 23.* J525-8 J525 J536 
V2* J525-9 J537 

*L and V loops each contain two read heads which transmit signals 
to separate read amplifiers. 

4. If necessary, adjust amplitude at read amplifier board plugged 
into locations indicated in table in step 3. 
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5. Depress Command button followed by Enter button (this fills 
X register). 

6. Repeat steps 3 and 4 on X register. 
7. Zero A register by zero-setting A2 flip-flop with System Tester. 
8. Observe noise and crosstalk (in combination) with oscilloscope 

(should be less than 500 millivolts). 
9. If noise and crosstalk exceed 500 millivolts zero-set each re

gister or loop in turn to determine if it is being picked up from any of the 
other registers or loops; this is accomplished by observing on the oscil
loscope if there is a decrease in noise and crosstalk as the zero setting 
indicates need for head adjustment). 

10. Depress Start 1 button to refill registers and loops with pattern 
in Loop Load routine. 

11. Repeat steps 7 through 10 until all registers and loops have 
been checked for noise and crosstalk, except in step 7 zero-set a dif
ferent register or loop each time (X register is filled as in Step 5; step 
10 is not repeated after the last loop-and-register check has been made). 

12. Depress Start 1 button and allow all loops and registers to fill 
with pattern in Loop Load routine. 

13. Fill X register as in step 5. 
14. Check pulse width of each register and loop one at a time at 

10 percent of it.s magnitude (width should be less than 10 usec). 
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System Check Under Marginal Conditions 
Adjustments used to establish marginal test conditions of table 

are as follows: 

-18V 

-6V 

-12V 

+6V 

-12V 

+6V 

Static margin = R12 

Static margin = R14 

Static mar gin = R5 

Static mar gin = R 13 

Dynamic margin = RIO 

Dynamic margin = R40 

R12, R14, R5, R3, RIO, R40 located on marginal test board of 
System Tester. 

Clock jitter width = R4 on clock board No. 1 in computer. 

Checking the computer under marginal conditions with the System 
Tester enables the location of beginning malfunctions. Both static and 
dynamic marginal conditions can be established in varying degrees. In 
the static mode, the System Tester disables the computer clock and the 
clock pulse is then initiated at will by depre s sing the One -Shot Clock 
switch. The dynamic mode enables running routines under computer 
clock control, but also with varying marginal conditions. Procedures 
are as follows: 

1. Establish the marginal conditions desired by placing the Static
Dynamic Mode and Marginal Test switches on the SysteITl Tester to the 
appropriate position (see table 9 ). 

2. Establish the ITlarginal conditions necessary for the desired 
mode and degree of ITlarginal condition by adjusting the potentiometers 
as specified above. 

3. Make the operational check desired. 
4. To test computer under ITlost severe ITlarginal conditions: 

50B-T-6 

a. Place Static-DynaITlic switch in DynaITlic position. 
b. Place Marginal Test switch on position five. 
c. Enter and verify any test routine. 
d. Place Operation switch in Single Step or Continuous po
sition as desired. 
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N 
--l 
00 

\.11 
o 
00 
I 

1-3 
I 

'" 

Switch Setting 

Marginal 
Mode Test 

Sl S2 

Static OFF 

Static No. 1 

Static No. 2 

Static No. 3 

Static No. 4 

Static No. 5 

Dynamic OFF 

Dynamic No. 1 

Dynamic No. 2 

Dynamic No. 3 

Dynamic No. 4 

Dynamic No. 5 

Action 

Clock 
Voltage Change Jitter 

-6 +6 -12 -18 

None None None None None 

None None None Lowered by 10% None 

Lowered by 10% None None Lowered by 10% None 

Lowered by 10% None Raised by 10% Lowered by 10% None 

Lowered by 10% Raised by 10% Raised by 10% Lowered by 10% None 

Lowered by 10% Raised by 10% Raised by 10% Lowered bv 10% None 

None None None None None 

None Norie None Lowered by 10% None 

Lowered by 10% None None Lowered by 10% None 

Lowered by 10% None Jitter ::1:10% Lowered by 10% None 

Lowered by 10% Jitter ::1:10% Jitter ::1:10% Lowered by 100/« None 

Lowered by 10% Jitter ::1:10% Jitter ::1:10% Lowered by 100/« Jitter 
::1:0.5 
usec. 

Table 9. Marginal Test Conditions 



e. Start computer (if computer halts at any place in the 
-routine other than where so directed, the fault will most 
likely be a component or circuit failure caused by the mar
ginal operating condition). 
f. Remove power from computer and replace component or 
circuit board that failed. 
g. Rerun routine used in step c to assure satisfactory opera
tion under this marginal condition. 

CONTROL CONSOLE 

Normally the control console requires relatively little maintenance, 
consisting principally of replacing indicator neons and visual readout 
NIXIE tubes. All controls and indicators, however, should be checked 
periodically to detect incipient malfunctions if pos sible and ensure proper 
operation. Troubleshooting of control console malfunctions will usually 
involve the visual readout controls and NIXIE tube. 

Procedures for checking all controls and indicators are given on 
the following pages. If a real or beginning malfunction is detected dur
ing this preliminary checkout, it can be usually isolated by testing the 
connections and circuits involved. Detailed procedures for maintenance 
of the control console are presented in the Input-Output Service Manual. 

Controls and Indicators 

When power to the computer has been turned on, the neon indicators 
on the sloping portion of the control panel should initially display the 
follpwing characteristics. Any indication contrary to that given below 
should be noted as it will aid in locating a malfunction, if one exists. 

Neon 

ON 

READY 

FILL SOURCE 
KEYBOARD 

HIGH TEMP 

INTER-LOCK 

VERIFY ERROR 

SOB-T-6 

Condition 

should be a steady glow 

should be a steady glow 

should be a steady glow; if not, depress 
FILL SOURCE KEYBOARD button. 

should be off 

should be off 

should be off; if on, depress ERROR RESET 
button 
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Neon 

OVERFLOW ERROR 

OUTPUT ERROR 

COMPUTE 

Fill Modes Controls and Indicators 

Condition 

should be off; if on, depress ERROR RESET 
" 

button 

should be off; if on, depress ERROR RESET 
button 

should be off 

Checking the fill mode indic ator s achieve s two 0 bj ecti ve s : (l) a 
test on correct operation of the keys involved, and (2) verification of 
correct operation of the indicators. Procedures for checking the con
trols and indicators used in entering information in command and 
number fill modes and in setting the location counter are: 

Number Fill Mode. Depress "N" key; NUMBER neon should light. 
Depress "+,, key; "D" and "+,, neons to left of visual readout should 
light. Depress CLEAR key to extinguish "D" and "+,, neons, 

Depress "-" key; "D" and "-" neons to left of visual readout should 
light. 

Command Fill Mode. Depress "C" key; command neon should light. 

Depress "+,, neons to left of visual readout should light. Depress 
CLEAR key to extinguish "C" and "+,, neons. 

Depress "-" key; "c" and "-" neons to left of visual readout should 
light. Depress CLEAR key to extinguish "c" and "-" neons. 

Location Selection. Depress LOCATION key; LOCATION neon and 
"0" neon to left of visual readout should light. Depress CLEAR key; 
"0" neon should remain lighted. Select location 00001 by depressing 
corresponding number keys and ENTER; all LOCATION COUNTER neons 
should be off except HALF- WORn neon. 

Continue check as follows: select location 11110 and ENTER; only 
number "1" neons in both CHANNEL and SEC TOR sections of LOCATION 
COUNTER should light. Proceed with check by selecting locations 22220, 
33330, 44440, 55550, 66660, and 77770, noting LOCATION COUNTER 
display after each selection by counting (octally) the numbers repre
sented by the neons. For example, when location 55550 is selected, 
neonS 4 and 1 should be lighted in both positions of each of the channel 
and sector portions of the location counter indicator. 
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Visual Readout Nixie Tubes and Decimal Number Keys 

While the preceding Location Selection check will display tl;te num
bers entered on the visual readout, the NIXIE should be further tested. 
To conduct this further check, depress number 1 key at the keyboard 
15 times to £ill all 15 NIXIEs, observing that each in turn displays a 
complete configuration of the number entered. Depress Clear key to 
clear NIXIEs and enter number 2 in the same manner and making the same 
observation. Continue by displaying all numbers, including zero and 
decimal point, in this manner. A test on correct operation of the NIXIE 
under computer control is given in Section V; procedure for checking 
operation of the console keyboard is presented later in this section. 

Keyboard Fill Source Button and Indicator 

Proper functioning of the Keyboard Fill Source button and its in
dicator is best confirmed by checking them with the System tester. 
The procedure 1S: 

1. Turn "T d" flip-flop on System Tester on; Fill Source neon should 
extinguish. 

2. Depress Fill Source button; neon should relight. 

Error and Environment Indicators 

Because these indicators are the principal sources of information 
regarding proper operation, they should be tested frequently to assure 
correct operation. Tests on the Verify, Output, and Overflow Error 
indicators are performed with the System Tester. The procedure on 
each test is: 

Verify Error Indicator. 

1. Set "Ho" and "Jo " on System tester to true (I-set) states; Verify 
Error neon should flash. 

2. Set "Ho" and "Jo " to false (O-set). 

Output Error Indicator. 

1. Set "J13" to true (I-set); Output Error neon should flash. 
Overflow Error Indicator 

2. Set "J13" to false (O-set); "J " should be true and Overflow o 
neon should flash. 

3. Set "Jo " to false (O-set). 
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Interlock Indicator. 

1. Release both dool's on computer sufficiently to energize Inter
lock neon. 

2. Push in one of interlock switches on computer door (Interlock 
neon should remain flashing). 

3. Release interlock switch and push in other switch (Interlock 
neon should remain flashing). 

4. Close and latch both doors (Interlock neon should extinguish). 

Line Transient. 

1. Connect and Adjust Variac until system is supplied with 108 V 
ac as monitored on voltmeter (Line Transient neon should light). 

2. Depress Error Reset button (Line Transient neon should ex
tinguish momentarily). 

3. Adjust Variac to 115 V ac (Line Transient neon should extinguish). 
4. Adjust Variac until system is supplied with 125 V ac as monitored 

on voltmeter (Line Transient neon should light). 
5. Depress Error Reset button (Line Transient neon should ex

tinguish momentarily). 
6. Adjust Variac to 115 V ac (Line Transient neon should extinguish). 

Compute IndiCator and Start and Stop Buttons 

Proper operation of the Compute indicator can be determined by run
ning a known program already stored in memory or the following short 
routine: 

L 00000 ENTER 

C 

N 

+0000030 +0100040 ENTER 
+6000030 +3600030 ENTER 
+570000000000000 ENTER 
+0. ENTER 
+2. ENTER 

(LOOOOO) 
(LOOO 10) 
(L00020) 
(L00030) 
( L00040) 

Depress START 2 button; COMPUTE neon should light and FILL SOURCE 
neon should extinguish. (The LOCATION COUNTER will display a con
tinuous random lighting during the computation; all other neons should be 
extinguished except READY and ON. The visual readout will continuously 
display the changing addition as the computation proceeds.) Depress 
STOP button; computer will stop computing and COMPUTE neon will ex
tinguish and FILL SOURCE neon will light. (The LOCATION COUNTER 
neons will display the location the Computer halted when com,putation was 
stopped. ) 
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Start 1, Start 2, and Start 3 Buttons Proper functioning of these 
buttons can be verified by the following procedure (correct operation of 
the keyboard in the various fill modes should be determined first to 
ensure proper entry): 

1. Enter the following routine: 

Location 

0001. 0 
0002.0 
0003.0 

Commands 

+0000000 +0000000 
+0000000 +0000000 
+0000000 +0000000 

2. Place the Operation switch in Single-Command position. 
3. Depress Start 1 button (location counter should read 0001. 1). 
4. Depress Start 2 button (location counter should read 0002. 1). 
5. Depress Start 3 button (location counter should read 0003. 1). 

Octal, Decimal, and Command Readout Buttons 

The three readout buttons can be checked by the following procedure 
(the test can also serve as a check on proper functioning of the rotary 
switches by following the procedures outlined under comments); 

1. Enter the following information: 

Location Information 

0000.0 +2443360 -4700760 

2. Readout memory location 0000.0 with command button; visual 
readout should display +244336004700760 

3. Readout memory location 0000.0 with octal button; visual read
out should display +2443361160174 

4. Readout memory location 0000.0 with decimal button; visual 
readout should display +523789.0 

Comments 
Operation of the rotary switches can be checked by 

placing the information in other main memory locations and by transfer
ring it to the loops and registers with the appropriate commands after 
entry and prior to readout. The information can be copied into any loop 
location by executing the Copy to L Loop and Copy to V Loop instructions. 
Execution of a Clear and Add command places the information in the 
Accumulator and Command register; execution of a Clear and Add com
mand followed by the Exchange A and R instruction places it in the R 
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register; execution of a Clear and Add command followed by a Store A 
and Exchange A and X instruction places it in the X register. 

Single Command Switch 

Correct operation of the computer in Single Command operation 
can be ascertained with the following procedure: 

1. Enter the following information: 

Location 

0001. 0 
0002.0 
0003.0 

Commands 

+0000000 +0000000 
+0000000 +0000000 
+0000000 +0000000 

2. Place Operation switch in Single-Command position. 
3. Depress Start 1 button; location counter should read 0001. 1. 
4. Depress Start button; location counter should read 0002. O. 

Depress Start button; location counter should read 0002. 1. 
Depress Start button; location counter should read 0003. O. 

Depress Start button; location counter should read 0003. 1. 

Preset Stop Switch 

The Preset Stop switch can be tested with the following procedure: 

1. Enter the following routine: 

Location 

0001.0 
0010.0 
0020.0 

2. Depress Start 1 button. 

Commands 

+5700100 -0000000 
+5700201 -0000000 
+0000000 +5700010 

3. Set Channel and Sector Selector switches to 0010 and place 
Preset Stop switch in 1st position to stop the computer after executing 
the first command in a word; routine should halt and location counter 
should read 0020. 1. 

4. Place Preset Stop switch in Off position. 
5. Depress Start 1 button. 
6. Set Channel and Sector Selector switches to 0020 and place 

Preset Stop switch in 2nd position to stop the computer after executing 
the second command in a word; routine should halt and location counter 
should read 0001.0. 
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7. Place Preset Stop switch in Off position. 
8. Depress Start 1 button. 
9. Set Channel and Sector Selector switches to 0001 and place 

Preset Stop switch in 2nd position; computer should cont.inue operating. 
10. Set Channel and Sector Selector switches to 0020 and place 

Preset Stop switch in 1st position; computer should continue operating. 

Transfer Stop Switch 

Proper operation of the Transfer Stop switch can be determined 
by the following procedure: 

1. Enter the following routine: 

Location 

0001.0 
0002.0 

Commands 

+5700011 +5400020 
+5500021 +5600011 

2. Place Transfer Stop switch up (on). 
3. Depress Start 1 button; location counter should read 0001. 1. 
4. Depress Start button; location counter should read 0002. O. 
5. Depress Start button; location counter should read 0002. 1. 
6. Depress Start button; location counter should read 0001. 1. 

Sense Switches B, C, D 

Correct operation in both obeying and ignoring the settings of 
Sense Switches B, C, and D can be determined with the routine and 
procedures given below (the routine is changed as indicated according 
to the switch being tested; the procedures remain the same, however, 
except as stated): 

1. Enter one of the following routines, according to the switch 
being tested (memory locations are the same for each routine): 

Commands Commands Commands 
Location Switch B Switch C Switch D 

0001. 0 +5400051 +7700051 +5500051 +7700051 +5600051 +7700051 
0002.0 +7700000 +5400040 +7700000 +5500040 +7700000 +5600040 
0003.0 +7700040 +7700000 +7700040 +7700000 +7700040 +7700000 
0004.0 +5400010 +7700010 +5500010 +7700010 +5600010 +7700010 
0005.0 +7700000- +5400021 +7700000 +5500021 T7700000 +5600021 
0006.0 +7700021 -0000000 +7700021 -0000000 +7700021 -0000000 
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2. Place Sense Switch B (C or D) up (tests if sense switch transfer 
instruction is ignored). 

3. Place Operation switch in Continuous position. 
4. Depress Start 1 button (computer should halt). 
5. Read location counter and C register (readouts should be as 

follows): 

Location C Register 
Counter Switch B 

0005. 1 +54000511.7700051 

C Register 
Switch C 

+550005117700051 

C Register 
Switch D 

+560005117700051 

6. Depress Start button; when computer halts, read out location 
counter and C register (readouts should be as follows): 

Location 
Counter 

0002.1 

C Register 
Switch B 

+770002100000000 

C Register 
Switch C 

+770002100000000 

C Register 
Switch D 

+770002100000000 

7. Start button; when comp,uter halts, read out location counter 
and C register (readouts should be as follows): 

Location 
Counter 

0004.0 

C Register 
Switch B 

+770004017700000 

C Register 
Switch C 

+770004017700000 

C .Register 
Switch D 

+770004017700000 

8. Depress Start button; when.computer halts, read out location 
counter and C register (readouts should be as follows): 

Location C Register C Register C Register 
Counter Switch B Switch C Switch D 

0001.0 +540001017700010 +550001017700010 +560001017700010 

9. Place Sense Switch B (C or D) down (tests if sense switch 
transfer instruction is followed). 

10. Depress Start 1 button; routine should run continuously, after 
it has run for a couple of minutes, depress Stop button. 

11. Place Transfer Stop switch up (on). 
12. Depress Start 1 button; when computer halts, read out location 

counter and X register (readouts should be as follows): 

Location X Register 
Counter Switch B 

0005. 1 +000000000000010 

X Register 
Switch C 

+000000000000010 

13. Set location counter to 0002. 1. 

2B6 

X Register 
Switch D 

+000000000000010 
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14. Depress Start button; when computer halts, read out location 
counter and X register (readouts should be as follows): 

Location X Register 
Counter Switch B 

0004.0 +000000000000021 

X Register 
Switch C 

+000000000000021 

Typewriter-Actuated Control and Indicators 

X Register 
Switch D 

+000000000000021 

Most control operations carried on from the control console can 
also be conducted from the typewriter. The console indicators, however, 
provide the indication of the control activities performed from the type
writer and the internal computer operations. Proper operation of the 
typewriter as a control unit as well as correct indication by the console 
neons can be ascertained by rerforming the following check procedures: 

Turn Compute-Manual switch on punch control panel to Computer 
position, then depress Fill lever on typewriter; Fill Source neon on con
trol console should extinguish. 

Depress Letters key and L key on typewriter; Location neon on 
control console should light (the Location neon should remain lighted 
when the Figures key and numeral keys on the typewriter selecting a 
location are depressed). 

Depress Return key on typewriter (this sets the location counter); 
the Location Counter lights should remain lighted. 

Depress Letters key and C key on typewriter; Command neon on 
contr~l should light (the Command neon should remain lighted when the 
Figures number keys representing a pair of commands, and the Return 
keys are depres sed; the Location Counter neons should step up to show 
the next location). 

Depress the Letters key and N key; Number neon on control con-
sole should light (the Number neon should remain lighted when the Figures, 
plus, number keys representing a number, decimal point, and the Return 
keys on the typewriter are depressed; the Location Counter neons should 
step up to the next location when the decimal point and Return keys are 
depressed during mixed number input and when the Return key is depres
sed on integer or fraction input). 

If a routine is stored in the computer, set the Loc.ation Counter to 
the location at which the routine begins and depress the S key on the 
typewriter; the Compute neon on the control console should light and 
remain so until the computer stops or is halted. 
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To stop computation manually from the typewriter, depress the H 
key; the Compute neon on the control console should extinguish. 

INPUT-OUTPUT UNITS 

Typewriter 

When checking or troubleshooting the typewriter, proper function
ing of controls should be determined before attempting to locate the cause 
of incorrect operation, unless the area of malfunction is definitely es
tablished from a report of the difficulty. 

Proper functioning of the various typewriter controls can be read
ily checked by operating them and observing the corresponding action. 
All controls and their functions are given in thn Input-Output Service 
Manual; observing the performance of the functions will serve as a 
satisfactory preliminary check on operation of the controls and usually 
isolate the malfunction. More extensive checking, however, may be 
necessary on such malfunctions as weak impression, improper tab op
eration or carriage action, and main power faults. Weak impression 
may also be caused by weak drive output in the decoder and mechanical 
drive units, in which case all circuits and components associated with 
typing under computer control may require checking. Improper tab 
operation or carriage return may require checking the circuits carrying 
the signals from the computer, signal decoding, and the mechanical 
action involved in tab and carriage return operations. A routine to 
test typing with tab operation under computer control is given in the 
Test Routine Section. Main power faults will neces sitate testing of the 
power supply circuits for faulty connections and components. 

Incorrect entry and recording of information, or non-entry and 
non-recording, can usually be traced to malfunctions in the coder or 
decoder assemblies, respectively. The source of the trouble may, how
ever, also be located in the power assembly supplying mechanical drive 
to the coder and decoder or in the circuitry transmitting the signals to 
and from the computer. Procedures for isolating these malfunctions are 
given in the Input-Output Service Manual. 

Preliminary checking of the typewriter for correct entry of in
formation into the computer involves princip~lly a comparison of the 
characters recorded from the computer with those entered. This can 
.be accomplished by running the test routine given in Section Correct 
entry of numbers in command and number formats can also be verified 
by displaying the contents of a memory location into which this informa
tion has been entered from the typewriter. Proper input of alphanumeric 
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characters can be verified by entering the information and then record
ing it with the typewriter or punch under computer control, or by enter
ing information in a specific sequence and then reading it out in command 
format. A procedure for manually entering alphanumeric characters 
from the typewriter and reading them out in command for'mat on the 
visual readout is outlined below. A routine for testing alphanumeric 
input from the typewriter under computer control is given in Section 
Before checking for accuracy of input, proper operation of the type
writer in the various input modes should be confirmed by performing 
the steps outlined under Typewriter Actuated Indications and Control. 

Depress Fill key on typewriter, then the characters L 00100, 
followed by Carriage Return. 

Depres s the following keys in the sequence indicated: 

RYRYRYRY 
01234567 
89ZAMXLC 
NSHDFGKV 

Carriage Return 
Carriage Return 
Carriage Return 
Carriage Return 

Read out the following memory locations on the visual readout, 
using the Command readout button (the display should read as indicated): 

Location 

0010.0 
0011. 0 
0012.0 
0013.0 

Information Displayed 

-525252 1 0 525252 1 
+327460 1 0 520523 1 
-330421 1 1 
-605504 1 0 672377 0 

Initial checkout of the typewriter for correct recording of output 
consi~ts mainly of comparing the information transmitted from the 
tomputer with that typed or typewriter actiol1 performed. This is most 
easily accomplished with test routines .in which the output as it should 
be recorded is known. These test routines are given in the Test Routine 
Section. Correct output can also be checked by entering information in a 
specific memory location and then entering and executing one of the Type 
commands. These diagnostic checks are especially useful when the source 
of the malfunction is in the computer output circuitry rather than the 
typewriter. Malfunctions of incorrect decoding and recording by the 
typewriter are usually detected by the echo-checking circuits. These 
circuits verify the output with the s_ignals'sent from the computer. 
Any discrepancy causes the computer and typewriter to halt and the 
Output Error indicator on the control console to light. The character 
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recorded incorrectly can be determined by comparing its configuration 
with that displayed by the output register indicator on the punch. Out
put errors can be isolated by troubleshooting computer and typewriter 
circuits and components associated with this function. 

Console Keyboard and Visual Readout 

Console Keyboard 

Should prelimi.nary checkout of the various control console in
dicators and controls indicate a malfunction in the keyboard, the fault 
can be further isolated by the following procedure: 

1. Enter the following routine from the console keyboard (correct 
entry of each pair of commands can be verified by reading out the Accu
mulator before depressing the Enter button and the memory location 
into which it was placed after depressing the Enter button): 

Location 

0001.0 
0002.0 
0003.0 
0004.0 

Commands 

+3600050 +7700020 
+3600060 +7700030 
+3600070 +7700040 
+3600100 +7700010 

2. Enter the following numbers in Number Fill mode (correct 
keying of numbers can be verified by observing display on visual read
out before depre s sing Clear or Enter button): 

Location Numbers 

0005.0 +8192 Depress Clear button 
0006.0 -00048828125 Depress Enter button 
0007.0 +15722656250 Depress Enter button 
0010.0 -590864 Depress Enter button 

3. Depress Start 1 button. 
4. Read-out location 0002.0; display should be +00 00000 0 01 

00000 (in command format). 
5. Depress Start button. 
6. Read out location 0003. 0; di~play (in command format) should 

be - 00 02000 0 00 00000. 
7. Depress Start button. 
8. Read out location 0004.0, display (in command format) should 

be +12 04000 0 00 00000. 
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9. Depress Start button. 
10. Read out location 0001.0; display (in command format) should 

be 00 00000 1 10 10100. 
(The routine should repeat if the Start button continues to be de

pressed). 

Visual Readout 

If the control console checkout procedures indicate a malfunction 
in the visual readout, the fault can be further isolated by running the 
NIXIE Tube Test routine given in the Test Routine section. This test 
should define the tube assembly or its associated circuitry causing the 
difficulty. The exact source of the malfunction can then be determined 
by examining the circuit connections and components used by the mal
functioning tube assembly. Neon indicator faults can be readily traced 
by examining these circuits. If a fault within the computer appears to 
be the cause of the malfunction, it can be confirmed by entering known 
information into a specifiC memory location and then reading it out on 
both the visual readout and typewriter or punch. 

Photoelectric Paper Tape Reader 

Unless a malfunction in the paper tape reader is definitely known 
from an explanation of the trouble, it is often to advantage to first check 
the d-c voltages, then the controls and mechanical operation. Applica
tion of power to the reader upon turning on the Power On-Off circuit 
breaker and Motor switches can usually be checked simply by observing 
if the capstan rotates. 1£ the capstan is not rotating, the trouble can be 
isolated by checking for circuit continuity. If the capstan rotates, and 
d-c voltages are correct,the exciter lamps and the photodiode window on 
the reader head should be checked to determine that the lamps are not 
blackened or burned out and that the window is clean. Also check the 
AGe board signals and adjustments. Proper functioning of the remain
ing switches ~nd indicators can be determined with the following pro
cedures: 

Fill Button and Indicator 

Insert any program tape into reader and depress Fill button. If 
tape fails to pas s through reader head, check idler roller for extreme 
wear, switch and circuits for faulty connections and components, and 
insufficient pressure against capstan drum. The Fill indicator should 
light upon depressing the Fill button and extinguish when tape movement 
stops. 
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Verify Button and Indicator 

Enter any program tape through reader, then re-enter same tape 
but by depressing Verify instead of Fill button. If tape fails to pass 
through reader; check switch and circuits for faulty connections and 
components. The Verify indicator should light upon depressing the 
Verify button and extinguish when tape movement stops. 

Stop Switch 

Enter any program tape through reader; before tape reaches end 
depress Stop switch. If tape fails to halt, check switch and circuit 
connections and control components. 

Tape Advance Switch 

Insert endless program tape In reader and depress Fill switch. 
After a short length of tape has passed through the reader, depress 
Stop switch, then the Tape Advance switch. If the tape fails to start 
at any point other than the beginning of the tape and to stop at slit at 
starting point, check switch and circuits for faulty connections and com
ponents. 

Mechanical actions of the tape reader requIrIng checkout are 
usually indicated by faulty feeding' of tape past the reader head. Indica
tions include tape slippage on starting tape movement and exces sive 
tape movement after a stop has been initiated. Cause of excessive tape 
slippage on starting can be determined by checking the idler roller for 
excessive wear, the solenoid engaging the idler roller for malfunction, 
the tape pres sure spring for weaknes s, and the movement of the locking 
handle for faulty closing. If the tape only accelerates slowly, the drive 
belt between motor and capstan should be checked for slippage. Exces
sive tape movement after a stop has been given can be diagnosed by check
ing the solenoid engaging the idler roller for abnormal delay in action, 
and the brake for faulty braking action. 

Incorrect reading by the tape reader can best be confirmed and 
the cause isolated by running test routines. The routines testing opera
tion and correct reading of the tape reader are given in the Test Routine 
section. Correct reading may also be ascertained by entering a tape of 
known content, then displaying the contents of the memory locations into 
which the information was entered and comparing the readout with the 
information in the tape. If recording in memory is faulty, one work at 
a time may be entered and displayed in the accumulator. 
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Paper Tape Punch 

Most punch m.alfunctions are attributable to failures of m.echanical 
parts or wear to a degree requiring readjustm.ent. But unless these 
conditions are definitely known to be the cause of the m.alfunction, it is 
advisable to first check the controls and test-run a tape to note any im.
proper operation. 

Proper application of power to the punch upon turning on the Power 
On-Off circuit breaker and Motor switches can be readily ascertained. 
If the punch rem.ains inoperative, checking the power supply circuits will 
locate the fault. Proper functioning of the other switches and indicators 
can be determ.ined by following the procedures given below: 

Com.puter-Manual Punch Switch 

In Com.puter position, place inform.ation in m.em.ory, then attem.pt 
to punch it into a blank tape with any of the Punch instructions. To test 
Manual position, strike a key on the typewriter. Though failure of the 
punch to respond in either instance m.ay be caused by a m.alfunction 
elsewhere, the switch circuits should be tested before conducting other 
checkout or troubleshooting procedures. (See also Punch-External 
Switch below. ) 

Punch-External Switch 

Unless the system. includes a plotter or other external output de
vice, only the Punch position need be checked. This switch should be 
in the Punch position when the Com.puter-Manual Punch Switch is tested 
Because failure of the punch to operate m.ay be caused by m.alfunction 
in either switch, the Punch position should be tested sim.ultaneously 
with the two positions of the Com.puter-Manual Punch switch. 

Tape Advance Switch 

Place a section of blank tape in punch and depress Tape Advance 
button. If tape fails to advance, check connections and circuits asso
ciated with tape advance process. 

Output Register Indicator 

Because this indicator m.ust always display the correct code 
transm.itted from. the com.puter to an output unit, it should be checked 
frequently to assure correct functioning. To test the indicator, enter 
a program. which wilrtransm.it a series of the sam.echaracter to the 
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punch at a'time, the first series consisting of a character with ahole 
punched in only one channel, the second series of a character punching 
in only another channel, and continuing until a series has been punched 
in all channels. (This procedure may be l'epeated, if desired, with a 
program containing series of characters punching in combinations of 
channels.) Observe the output register indicator while the punch is 
recording, if further checking is necessary to determine correct out
put, visually inspect tape punched. If the indicator malfunctions, in
spect neons, connections, and circuits to output register. If further 
checking is necessary, use the System Tester to monitor the output 
register. 

- Tape punch mechanical malfunctions are usually due to misadjust
ment caused by usage and consequent wear and misalignment. Proce
dures for disassembly and adjustment are given in the Input-Output 
Service Manual. Indications of maladjustment include improper tape 
feeding, poor quality punching, and double punching. A test to confirm 
existence of double punching is given in the test routines. Incorrect 
punching, if not definitely known, can best be detected and the cause 
located by running the test routines presented in the Test Routine sec
tion. Malfunctions can be further isolated and the cause determined by 
checking circuits and components; procedures for accomplishing this 
are given in the Input-Output manual. 

TAPE PREPARATION PROCESS 

With Computer Off 

Determining correct operation of the typewriter and tape punch 
as a tape preparation system can be accomplished with the following 
procedure: 

1. Turn on power at desk circuit breaker switch, typewriter, 
and tape punch. 

2. Place blank tape in punch and turn Compute-Manual switch to 
Manual position. 

3. Depress each typewriter character and function key having a 
teletype code equivalent in Letters Shift and Figure Shift modes (any 
sequence of key depression is satisfactory but one should be selected 
that will permit easy comparison between character typed and punched). 

4. Visually inspect tape to determine if character configurations 
punched correspond to character typed and if configuration punched is 
legitimate code. 
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If the test above indicates a malfunction, the source can be iso
lated. by following the checkout and troubleshooting procedures for each 
unit and by checking the connections, circuits, and components asso
ciated with the tape preparation process. 

With Computer Operating 

Proper functioning of the typewriter and tape punch in tape pre
paration while the computer is operating can be determined with the 
following procedure (perform check with computer off as given above 
before testing with computer operating): 

1. Enter any routine that will operate in a loop and start computer. 
2. After computer has operated for a few seconds, depress Stop 

button. 
3. Turn Compute-Manual switch on tape punch to Manual position. 
4. Depress Start button on computer. 
5. Turn Power switch on punch to on. 
6. Depress Tape Advance button on punch and hold for a few seconds 

(computer operation should not be affected). 
·7. Depress following keys on typewriter in succession: FIGS 1 2 3 

4 5 6 7 B 9 0 - s $! & HALT' 0 + I : ; ?, • LINEFEED BLANK TAB 
RETURN (computer operation should not be affected). 

B. Depress Letters Shift key followed by keys listed in Step 7 
except FIGS (computer operation should not be affected). 

9. Turn Punch-External switch to Exte,rnal position. 
10. Depress typewriter keys as in Steps 7 and B (punch should not 

operate and computer operation should not be affected. 

If computer operation should be affected, check circuits from type
writer to computer for wrong or faulty connections and malfunctions. 
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TEST ROUTINES 

The test routines are a quick. effective means of determining 
proper operation of all or a part of a computing ·system. Frequently, 
it also can aid materially in locating a malfunction, particularly when 
the routine provides indication of the area of malfunction or records 
information which can be compared with known, correct results. 

Most test· routines check only a portion of a system. This is 
because (l)a routine testing operation of a system completely would 
require considerable time to run and (2) usually the unit at fault is known. 
Thus, while a few routines check the system extensively, the majority 
test one unit such as the memory or several units in combination such as 
the typewriter and tape punch. 

, 
Selecting the most appropriate routine to locate a malfunction re-

quires a complete understanding of the theory of operation of the system. 
For example, if the punch records the wrong character the error could 
be caused by faulty execution of the Punch Character command rather 
than the punch recording incorrectly. Consequently the Type Chal."acter, 
Type/Punch Character, and Punch Character test routines might locate 
the difficulty more quickly than the Input-Output and Memory Test routine. 

Interpreting a routine halt caused by a computer malfunction necessi
tates detailed knowledge of the system logic. When the logic is under
stood, the malfunction can usually be readily· isolated to a particular cir
cuit or component, particularly if the System tester is used in conjunc
tion with the test routine to check the flip-flops and gates involved in the 
halt. 

The te st routine s in thi.s section, together with those among the 
tests in Section IV, enable a relatively easy check of the entire system 
both in preventive maintenance and trouble shooting. Test tapes are 
available for all except the very short routines.· These, as well as the 
long routines if the tape reader, is inoperative, can be readily entered 
from the typewriter or console keyboard. Operating instructions are 
included with each routine. 
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COMMAND TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To check execution of all computer commands under marginal 
or normal operating conditions. (Operation as described in Steps 1 
through 5 below tests all commands except input-output and HTR, TMI, 
TPL, TOV, TSB, TSC, and TSD; operation as described in Steps 6 
through 8 tests the transfer commands mentioned. ) 

Operating Instructions 

1. If routine is to be run under marginal conditions, connect 
System Tester and set marginal test switch on System Tester to 
5; if routine is to be run under normal operating conditions, operate 
computer without System Tester connected. 

2. Enter and verify Command Test routine with tape reader. 
3. Place all Sense switches on Control Console in down position. 
4. Depress Start 1 button. (Visual readout will display on right 

side of readout the number of times the routine has run successfully 
(see comments following 8). 

5. After routine has run the desired number of times, depress 
Stop button. 

6. Set location counter to 2077. 0 
7. Depress Start button. (Routine should halt at location 2101. 1 

and display +0000000-0000510.) 
8. Continue as indicated below: 

Operation 

Depress Start button 

Depress Start button 

Depress Start button 
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Correct Result 

Routine halts at location 2103. 1 and displays 
+0000000-0000530 

Routine halts at location 2104.0 and displays 
+0000000-0000540 

Routine halts at location 2104.1 and displays 
+0000000-0000550 

5-2 
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Operation 

Depress Start button 

Depress Start button 

Place Sense Switch B up; 
depress Start button 

Keep Sense Switch B up; 
depress Start button 

Keep Sense Switch B up; 
depress Start button 

Place Sense Switches B 
and G up; depress Start 
button 

Keep Sense Switches B 
and C up; depress Start 
button 

Keep Sense Switches B 
and C up; depress Start 
button 

. Place Sense Switches B, 
C, and D up; dep:t-ess 
Start button 

Keep Sense Switches B, 
C, and D up; depress 
Start button 

Keep Sense Switches B, 
C, and D up; depress 
Sta rt button 
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Correct Result 

Routine halts at location 2105.0 and displays 
+0000000-0000560 

Routine halts at locatio.n 2102.0 and displays 
+0000000-0000520 

Routine halts at lOGation 2103. 1 and displays 
+0000000-0000530 

Routine halts at location 2104. 1 and displays 
+0000000-0000550 

Routine halts at location 2105:.0 and displays 
+0000000-0000560 

Routine halts at locati.on 2101. 1 and displays 
+0000000-0000510 

Routine halts at location 2103.1 and displays 
+0000000-0000530 

Routine halts at location 2105.0 and displays 
+0000000-0000560 

Routine halts at location 2102.0 and displays 
+0000000-0000520 

Routine halts at location 2103. 1 and displays 
+0000000-0000530 

Routine halts at location 2101. 1 and displays 
+0000000-0000510 
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COMMENTS 

If the routine halts, the location counter will be reset to the loca
tion from which th3 transfer command came. The command on which 
the malfunction occu:;'4red Will be found two locations prior to that indi
cated; this command can be displayed on the visual readout by selecting, 
the proper location with the rotary selector switches and depressing the 
command readout button. This routine can be used in its entirety or in 
two separate portions: Steps I, 2, 3., 6, 7, and S. 

The command test routine printout is shown on the subsequent 
pages. 
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Command Test Routine Printout 

LOOOOO +235j250+~~423° Loo600 +OO04220+0j05220 
1 • +0 000+ .. 0 ~) 1 • !68000620+~ 02100 2. +Oi05000+50000~1 2. ~OlO+ O~OOO 
~: !3 02100+OO0~O 0 ~: +350 2~0+0 0 230 03000+600'010 :600006 8!6 02100 
~: +O~10+5000061 ~: 0~2 05240 

+~ 0 100+0203000 ~0610+~ 02100 
Lool~') + 02°+Oi05020 

Looi& 
O~O 0+ O~OOO 

~00110+5 02100 !! 250t0 0 268 1 • + OO~OOO+O 030JO 1. 
+ ~l~g+J g 160 2. + ~0~0+0~050ag 2. :agoo~o+~ O~I()() ~: + 1 0+5 021 

~: ,4040+0 05040 ~J+ 03200 

~: +~000160+5 02100 ~: +6 2!0+0 O~~ + OO~OOO+O 0~O20 ~&~g&m LOO260 + ~orO+O 0 o~ 1· 
+60gijaOO 0~3oo ~ 2 0+5 021 L0100J 

I 0 04060+0" 05060 1 • +~1 20j ° 100 2. ~0230+5 02100 2. + ~oco 0011° 
~: + 40~OJO+O 3000 ~: +600 310+or53 0 

+ ° 0 0+0 000 !600105Oj 02100 

~: + 3012tO+5 0~160 
~: oo~oco 00110 

04100+0 05100 +600 320+O~053 0 
1· ~00300+5 02100 

LOll&O 
+50011C0+G 02100 

LOO300 + 00 000+0 03170 +150~"3~O+ 04340 
1 • + 60~IIO+O OSIIO 1 • +O3053~0+~1121 2. + 001~5 02100 2. +5~02ICO. 43~O 
~: 04 +0 05120 

~: +0 053'::0+ 00 1 I 1 
~0~+5 02100 +5 02HCEoo~00 

~: ' O~ +1 03COO ~: +~~04r 0 00 
~60 l&o+or~I~O + 04 0+0 0 0 

~~~:~g~~~ LOO460 + 004 !6 0 1 0 1· 004140 05140 LOI200 
1 0 !6oo0420+5~02Ioo 1 .. +50012,;0+5 02100 
2. ~OOO+l O~OOO 2 .. +0004 360+0 0~360 
~: + I~+O 0 I~ ~: ~t2!:"~ 0100 

+50004 0~&021 0 0440 0~400 

~: +15041 o1u ~O ~: !iiOOI26§ 0 100 +0004160+OiO~ I 0 4032,~0+ 04410 
7· !6000roo+5 0" 100 

L01360 
+O3051~ ~ I ~O 1 

LOO50'1 004 70+0 05 i 11 +5702100 004 20 
I • +50C0320+5lo21 I 1 • +03054 roy 1321 
2. +OOJ~ 10+2 03(100 2. ~7021 00+ OOaOOO 

~: +600 200+0305200 a: . 5OQO(l0+ ~ 4r 
~OO550+5102l00 +or43~1~ I 

~: O~O~0+2 O~OOO ~: !6 02100 4 0 
+~~210+C10 ,~iO 0541~~OOl ~~ 7. + "600+5 02tOO 1· +510210 403 
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Command Test Routine Printout (Cont) 

1.01400 +650j~00+000~400 L0220,) 

+6i04100+~ 1. +O~O 00+500 2) 1. +6 04 00+ 04600 
2. !6 02100+OOOi~10 2. +6 04 00+6.10600 

a: r3111 0::6000 41 ~: +~ 051 00 10 !3 02100 0~~20 +b 6 00- 1100 
~: 0~42~ 61 l: +000 -0000 21 

!6 0 100 i~gO +0000000-1161 11 
1· r34= I L02360 

-0000000-0000000 
L01500 + 021' 3 40 -0000000-0000000 

1. !6 0344~1~21 1. -OOOOO~O-OOooOOO 
2. +5{02100 35~0 2. -0000000-0000000 

a: +o,034~5001~ 1 ~: -0000000-0000000 
+5 021 +0003 60 -0000000-0000000 

~: +O3034~01561 l: -0000000-0000000 
+5~021 Oj~O -0000000-0000000 

LOI6~O +0 03460+~OO 1 L024~ -0000000-0000000 
+~ 021 0+ 6o~600 -0000000-0000000 

1. + JO§ggo+ooO ~OO 1. -0000000-0000000 
2. +0 0 0+5001 31 2. -0000000-0000000 

a: +57021OO+OOOjl'O ~: -ooOQO().')-OQOOOOO 
103610+500 51 -ooooooo-oooooo~ 

~: !3 02JOO+OOO~120 ~: -0000000-0000000 
... O~620+500 °11 -0000000-0000000 

L011'& !6~0 I OOI()OO~~ 0 L02560 
-0000000-0000000 

036~OO II -0000000-0000000 
I • +57021 03 40 1. -0000000-0000000 
2. +O~O3640+5001~1 2. -0000000-0000000 

~: !3 02100+00)3 50 ~: -OOOOOOO-OOOOOO~ 

036~500J ~1 -0000000-0000000 
5· +5!021 +OOO~!f0 2: -0000000-0000000 
b. +0 03660+~ 1 -0000000-0001000 
7· +5702100 3 0 1· -0000000-0000000 

L02000 +O1036~20 1 L02600 -oooooo~-ooooooo , . +5 021 2040 1. -0000000-0000000 
2. +OIC20~0+6002040 2. -OOOOOOCI-OOOOOOO 

~: +36020 0+6J0216() ~: -0000000-0000000 
··0000000- 00000 -0000000-0000000 

~: +0000000-0000010 ~: -0000000-0000000 
+OOOoooo-oooo~~o -0000000-0000000 

7. +DeOoaOO-OOCO 0 L021~ -OOoooo~-ooooooo 
L021 00 +1~02240+60022 0 -0000000-0000000 

1 • ~~ 00000+60022 0 1 • -0000000-0000000 
2. +0002250+42021 51 2. -0000000-0000000 

~: +40~OOI0+4100010 ~: -0000000-0000000 
+420214i+nOOOOO -0000000-0000000 

2: +~OCY),),)+ 00000 ~: -0000000 .. 0000000 
+ 02300+ 504000 -0000000-0000000 

7· +65041OC>-c-6504200 1· -0000000-0000000 
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Command Test Routine Printout (Cont) 

L.03000 
J. 
2. 

~: 
2: 

L.031 &0 
1 • 
2. 

J: 
~: 

L.03Jo 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 
7· L03300 
1. 
20 

~: 
~: 

L034.&0 
I • 
2. 

~: 
~: 

L03560 
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1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 
7· 

+0012250+6561651 
+0000000-000 000 
+6010000+3610000 
+0000000+5710000 
+0000010+0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
.. OOOOOOO-OOOO:JO~ 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-OOOOOOO-OOOO~OO 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
... 0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
+00 1 0170-0000000 
+0000000-1161000 
-5263431+0370170 
+2420000-0000000 
+0000000-0000 120 
-OOOOOOO~OOOOOOO 
-OOOOOO:J-OOOOOOO 
·~OOOOOOO-ooOOOOO 
-OOOOJOO-OOOOOOO 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-OOOOOOO-OJOOOOO 
-0000000-0000000 
·-0000000-0000000 
-OOOOOOO-OOOOO~O 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
+1235210-n25010 
+4502640+ 2~761 
+1563241+ 321761 
+65711130-5146210 
+1524301-3136351 
+3514340+5321721 
+6~01050-1503~50 
+6324511+6417510 
+12352~0-1325010 
+4502640+1'j 2Ii-}61 
+156~241+o321 61 
+6574130-5146 10 ill, 24361~736351 + 14340+ 321 ]21 

OB 050- "03450 
+6324511 ~ 17510 

L03600 
I. 
2. 

~: ,. 
o. 

L037&o 
I. 
2. 

~: 
~: 
7· Lo4000 
10 
2. 

~: 
~: 

L04160 
1. 
2. 

~: 
G: 

L04260 
1 " 
2. 

~: 
~: 

L043~ 
I • 
20 

~: 
~: 
7· 

-3l34650+3464310 
;lj.~2711 aaij'152031 
+456~540+6654450 
+ 1 2~ 211 -ii211 21 
+15 571+ 1151 
+ 5 51\+ 51 
+62 ~260- ~6620 
+151157' +1 J57751 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000=0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000 ... 0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000 ... 0000000 
-OOOOOOo .. O~OOOOO 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-OOOOOO()-OOOOOOO 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-OOOOOO( )-0000000 
""0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-ooooocc )-ooOOOO'J 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-OOOOOO( )-0000000 
-oooooo~ ) ... OOOOOOJ 
-ooooooo~ooooooo 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-ooOOOO'J-OoooooO 
-ooOOOOO-OOOOOOC) 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
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Command Test Routine Printout (Cont) 

L04400 -000,)000 .. 0000000 L05200 40000000-06:! 42~ 
I. -0000000-000000:> 1 0 40000000-06142 
2. -OOOOOOO-OOOOOOJ 2. +0000000-0614240 

~: -0000000-0000000 ~: +0000000-0614231 
-0000000-0000'J00 4001 02C0+,2~()65a1 

~: -OOOOOOO-OOOOO:JJ ~: 40000000-0 142 1 
-OOOOO:l:l-O::>:J:lO:JJ 40000000-0614241 

L045&; 
-0000000-0::>00000 L053~O +OOOJ44o-Qa)OOOO 
-0000000-0000000 -1<)0 12~0+0~'; ~~ 1 1. -CXJIJOOOO-OOOOOOO 1. +0000 ,-0·' ~ 

2. -OOJOOOO-OOOOOOJ 2. ~5M-5 0 

~: -0000000-0000000 ~: a -0000000 
-ooooooO-OOOJooo +0000000-0001°70 

~: -0000000-0000000 ~: -H.1012ci60+65616$1 
-0000000-000000:> +0000 0-000 000 

L046& 
-0000000-000000.J 7. +OOOCOOO-OOf) 1000 
-0000000-0000000 L051~OO 40012250+65')765' 

1 • -ooooaOO-OOOOOOJ 1 • +4tf-oOOOO-OJl )0000 
2. -OOOOooO-ooooOOJ 2. +ooocqoo-oo: )9.860 

~: -0000000-000000·) ~: +5 125651 +37,~() 0 
-OOO:JOOO-OOOOO'JJ +ooooooo,~oo~o 

~: -0000000-000000) ~: -ooo:)ooo-oc},) 0 
-OOJOOOO-OOOOOO:J -ooooooo-oonoO'1O 

1· -OOOOOOO-OOOOOOQ 1· + 10221~40+o3 074220 
L04-700 -ooOOOoo-OooooOJ 

1 • -OOOOOOO-OOOOOO'J 
2. -0000000-0000000 L207~ +302 n j 00+4 ~OOO()O 

~: -0000000-0000000 1.210 +352D "100+3 .~ll00 
... 0000000-000000:> 1 • +512' ;~OO+52,~ 1210 

~: -ooOOOoo-ooOoooJ 2. +0021 ~ 20+01 ;~11~0 
-OOOOOOO-OO!)OCXJJ ~: +53211 ;~20+54,~' 2 0 

7· -ooooooO-OOOOOO~) +~52 y 2ho-I-56:~ n 250 
L05000 +OOl225O+6~61651 5· + 12°770-0000000 

1. +0024521+~ ~ ~30 
2. -OO~2~~0+ 50 51 L21'lOO +oocaoco-o~)OOOO 

a: +5125 1+312 00;) 1. -OOCOOOo-ooooooo 
+0000000-0000141 2. +100COOO-0(x~0 

~: +66lx,6471-431lO100 3. + oocooo-ooooooo 
-00 000+m!1»:l 

+~621300+TI.~I011 1· -~565J+ ~ 2~0?~ L21200 
L051 00 + ::>000- 741 I • + 621310+1721020 

1 • :6243261 +40000<):) 2. +3q2 n 320+ fl~ 1 03 , 
2. 000000-1161611 '1. +362D~l~0+ 210Lm 

~: +OOOOO11-532n411 4. +j621~) oO+fl~fi041 
+2321130-5 n 23~!~ 1 5· + 62i]50+- .:1050 

~: +OOOJOlJ -5321 ~71 
L21~OO +OOOOOOO-O~)QiIO +OOOOOOO~OOOOOOJ ., 

7· +ooooooO·OOO04L~O 1 • +0000000"'00,)) 20 
2. +0000000-0000 0 

a: +0000000 ... 00.)0 ~o 
+oooOOOO-01()05~O 

5· +0000000-000°5°0 
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TRANSFER COMMANDS TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To test correct operation of computer in following arid ignoring 
all transfer commands. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Enter and verify Transfer Commands Test routine with tape 
reader. 

2. Place Operation switch in Continuous position. 
3. Place Sense Switch B up and Sense Switches C and D down. 
4. Depress Start 3 button (first routine loop stops automatically; 

loop can be repeated by again depressing Start 3 button - see Comments). 
5. Place Sense Switches B, C, and D down. 
6. Depress Start button (second routine loop routine runs continu

ously for a period of. time, then automatically enters third routine loop; 
third loop runs continuously for a period of time, then halts automatically 
- see Comments). 

7. Place Sense Switches B, C, and D up. 
8. Depress Start button (fourth routine loop runs continuously for 

a period of time, then automatically enters fifth routine loop; after 
routine has run in fifth loop for a short while,halt computer by depressing 
Stop button - see Comments). 

Comments 

First routine loop tests the HTR command; computer should halt at 
location 0003.0 and display seven decimal points on visual readout; error 
in operation is indicated by display on visual readout of +0000000-0000040 
or any operating sequence other than as specified. 

Second routine loop tests TRA command; visual readout display 
should continuously change, starting at +400000-0000000 and counting 
down to +0010000-0000000; error is indicated by any operating sequence 
other than as specified or any of the halts and displays as given below: 

304 

Halt at Location 

0011. 1 
0015.1 
0020.0 
0023.0 

Display 

+0000000-0000141 
+0000000-0000151 
+0000000-0000200 
+0000000-0000230 
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Third Routine Loop Tests The Following: 

Transfer on TSB, TSC, TSD with sense switches in down position. 
Transfer on TMI with a negative number in the accumulator. 
Transfer ignored on TPL with a negative number in the accumulator 
Transfer ignored on TOV. 
Transfer to Trapping Mode on a negative command. 

Visual readout display should continuously change, starting at 
-40000000-0000000 and counting down to -0010000-0000000; after display
ing last number computer should halt at location 0041.0; error is indicated 
by any operating sequence other than as specified or any of the halts and 
displays as given below: 

Halt at Location 

0027.1 

0031.0 

0032.1 

0036.1 

0035.1 

0035.0 

0026.1 

Display 

+0001000+7700271 

+0001000+7700310 

+0001000+7700321 

+0001000+7700361 

+0001000+7700351 

+0001000+7700350 

+0000000-0000261 

Si gnlfi canc e 

Ignoring TSB command instead 
of executing it 

Ignoring TSC command instead 
of executing it 

Ignoring TSD command instead 
of executing it 

Ignoring TMI command instead 
of executing it 

Executing TPL command instead 
of ignoring it 

Executing TOV command instead 
of ignoring it 

Ignoring negative sign of command 
instead of entering Trapping 
Mode 

Fourth Routine Loop Tests The Following: 

1ator 

Ignoring TSB, TSC, TSD with sense switches in up position. 
Ignoring TMI and TZE with a positive, non-zero number inaccumu-

Transfer on TPL with a positive, non-zero number in accumulator. 
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Visual readout display should continuously change, starting at 
-0000000-0000000 and counting to +7770000-0000000; after displaying 
last number, computer should automatically enter fifth routine loop; 
error is indicated by any operating sequence other than as specified 
or any of the halts and displays as given below: 

Halt at Location Display Significance 

0041. 0 +0001000+7700410 

0041. 1 +0001000+7700411 

0042.0 +0001000+7700420 

0043.0 +0001000+7700430 

0045.0 +0001000+7700450 

0045.1 +0001000+7700451 

Executing TSB command instead 
of ignoring it 

Executing TSG command instead 
of ignoring it 

Executing TSD command instead 
of ignoring it . 

Executing TMI command instead 
of ignoring it 

Executing TZE command instead 
of ignoring it 

Ignoring TPL command instead 
of executing it 

Fifth Routine Loop Tests The Following: 

Transfer on TOV when overflow occurs. 
Transfer on T ZE with a zero in the accumulator. 

Overflow error indicator on control console shpu1d flash on and off; 
visual readout should display a positive zero; error is indicated by any 
operating sequence other than as specified or any of the halts and displays 
as given below: 

Halt at Location 

0051. 0 

0053.1 
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Display 

+0001000+7700510 

+0001000+7700531 

Significance 

Ignoring TOV command instead 
of executing it 

Ignoring T ZE command instead 
of executing it 
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Transfer Co:rrunands Test Routine Printout 

LOOOOO +'~O'000t-42°OOl' L 005 00 +0100650+01 00650 
1 • +0 00600+50000 0 1 • +5300521+150 1000 
2. +3 0001 0+5 loo01 0 2. +5looool +6001 040 

~: +1400 1 00+3 00611 ~: + 3 01040+5000500 
+ 100030+3600620 +1501000+5100001 

~: +1700030+7700030 ? -0000000-0000000 
+0001000+5700271 o. -0000000-0000000 

7· +0001000+]700000 7· -0000000-0000000 
Lool00 +0000650+6001010 L00600 +0000000-0000261 

1 • +0001010+5·700130 1 • +6314630-6317000 
2. +t6oo720+77oo111 2. +0000000';'0000040 

~: + 501000+0100640 ~: +00 1 0000-0000000 
+4200151+3601010 +0000000-0000060 

5· +0001000+5700171 ~. +4000000-0000000 
o. +36oo730+77oo1~1 b. -0000000-0000000 
7. +7700151+O~006~0 7· -0000000-0000000 

LOO200 +j700211+~ 007 0 L00100 -0000000-0000000 
1- +7700200+ 001010 1 • -0000000-0000000 
2. +5OOO270+3r,0036O 2. +0000000-0000111 

~: +5700110+3,00750 ~: +0000000-0000151 
+7700230+0000000 +0000000-0000200 

5· -0000000-0000000 ~: +0000000-0000230 
o. +0200650-3600600 +0000000-0000000 
7· +57oo2bO+S400310 1· -0000000-0000000 

L00300 +1501000+5700001 
1 • +5~00321+1?01000 

'2. +~700001+:~OO340 

~: +1~010oo+57oo001 
+3001000+0100630 

~ +5300000+5200000 -/>. 
o. +5000401+5100261 
7. +1501 000+j70000 1 

Loo4oo +7100371+7700410 
1 • +5~ooOOO+550oo00 
2. +"; 000000+0100630 

~: +:300471+5100000 
+·:-'00 I 030+3601030 

c.~ . +":OOOOOO+t:"j200410 '. ,,,. 
+1501000+5700001 '.', "'. 

7· -0000000+0000760 
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GENERAL MACHINE TEST ROUTINE I 

PURPOSE 

To test for proper execution of miscellaneous commands in RECOMP 
II instruction repertoire, particularly the logic commands •. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. 
reader. 

2. 
3. 

minutes, 
4. 

console. 

Enter and verify General Machine Test Routine 1 with tape 

Prepare ty"pewriter for operation. 
Depress Start 3 button (computer should operate about ten 
then halt at location 0004.0 - see Comments). 
When last display is observed, depress Stop button on control 

COMMENTS 

Following numbers should be displayed in order as computer 
executes program: 

+2525250+2525250 
-0025250-0025250 
+0000000-0000000 
+0000000-0001650 
+2525250+2525250 
+2525250+2525240 
+2525250+2525200 
etc, losing one bit at a time and ending at 
+0000000-0000000 

Error is indicated by typeout of first location of the test which 
failed or any operating sequence other than as specified. 

The General Machine Test Routine I Printout is shown on the 
subsequent pages. 
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General Machine Test Routine I Printout 

LOOOOO +1503110+3~03100 Loo600 +4000000+6402100 
1 • +O~O~l'0+5 00031 1. +0011600+0302100 
2. .0 0 ~70JOOO 2. +50006 ~o-3000000 

~: +5100040+ 100031 ~: +00006 g:g 1 001~0 
+00021 004000 +600061 3001 0 

~: +0004000+6004010 ~: ~ 00610+4000000 
+4000000+O~040 10 00150+6000610 

1· +4000000+ ~ 04010 
L00160 

+6504000+6404000 
Lool00 +5000 110- 000000 +0000610+0100160 

1. +0000050+0 1 00 ~O 1. +6000610+0300110 
2. +6000050+4200 1 2. +51006 0+5701000 

~: +4200011+0300160 ~: +0000010-0000010 
+5100050+5100200 +0017~OO-OOOOooO 

~: +0000010-0000010 ~: +0011 OO+0302r)() 
+0004111-0000000 +0000 1 00-0000 00 

1· -0000000-0000000 1· +6512000-0000000 
L00200 +OO02~6OO4000 L01000 +40000oo+6602loo 

1 • +0004 +1~010 1 • +0071600+0~00 2. +15oo~~0+0 04010 2. +500 ~0-3 00 

~: :aOOO 1-~ 000 ~: +00010 0+010"~0 
000000+ 6040 I 0 +6001010+0~ 1 0 

~: +0000210+0100310 ~: +5101010+4 000 
+6000210+420022. +0001150+6001010 

L00360 
+4200241+O~00~20 1· +6104000+6604000 
+5100210+5 00 00 LOlloo +0001070+0101160 

1 • +00000 1 0-00000 1 0 1. +60010 0+03011 0 
2. +0004 ~OOOOOOO 2. +51010 0+57012~ 
~: -00000 -0000000 ~: +00000 1 0-00000 1 0 

-0000000-0000000 +0100000-0000000 

~: -0000000-0000000 ~: +0077700+0302100 
-0000000-0000000 +0000100-0000 00 

L00460 
-001771'-007]~1 1· +6112000-0000000 
+33~o0+600ij 0 L01200 +~002700+3504000 

1 • +000 00+0100550 1. + 004000+0~100 
2. +4200401+03005~ 2. :a001230-3 000 

~: £400+00027 ~: ~OOOOO+O~O + 300370+6004000 +5 1250-3 0 

~: 4000+4204011 ~: +0001210+0101300 
+4204010+0304011 +6001210+0301~'0 

7. +5000500-3000000 1· +5101210+5101 00 
LOO500 ~604010+0000460 LOI300 +0000020-0000000 

1 • 2004~0+0100550 1. +3004770-0000000 
2. +60004 0+4200500 2. -0000000-0000000 

~: +4200451+O3~60 ~: -0000000-0000000 
+5100450+5700 00 -0000000-0000000 

~: +0000010-0000010 
~: -0000000-0000000 

+4204 770-0000000 -0000000-0000000 
7· +3300370+6004770 1· -0000000-0000000 
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General Machine Test Routine I Printout (Cont) 

• L01400 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 

LOI560 
1. 
2. 

~: 
~: 

LOI6~ 
1. 
2. 

~: 
~: 

LOI760 
1. 
2. 

~: 
~: 
7· 

L02000 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 

L02160 

310 

1. 
2. 

~: 
~: 
7· 

+3002100+4300000 
~3OOO00+O302100 
+5001430-3000000 
+4300000+0302110 
+SOO 1 450-30CX>000 
+0004000+3604000 
+0001510+0301520 
+6001510+5201400 
+OOOI5?0+5101650 
+7100000-0000000 
+<) 00000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
... 0000000 ... 0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
+1511700+6004000 
+030 660+5001621 
- 3000000+3604000 
+0001 610T0301100 
+600 1610+4000000 
+5201600+5102000 
+0000000-000 1650 
+1100000-0000000 
+0 1 00000-0000000 
-OOOOOO'J-ooooooo 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
+0002010+3302100 
+3302100+0302100 
+5002030-3000000 
+3302100+5002041 
- 3000000+0002100 
+0302110+6002100 
+520200Em°2200 
+1111111+ 711111 
+1100000- 0000 
+0100000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 

L02200 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 
1· 

L02300 
1. 
2. 

~: 
~: 
1. 

L02400 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 
1· 

L025 00 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
g: 
1· 

L02600 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
5· 
b. 
1· 

L02100 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
5· 
b. 
7· 

+OOOt!700+3302420 
+6004000+0002700 
+4000010+4100010 
+0304000+5002241 
- 3000000+3604000 
+0002400+0302430 
+60024CXW)202211 
+0002410+0002400 
+0002220+0102440 
+6002220+6002340 
+0302450+5202500 
+0002420+4000000 
+4000010+4100010 
+6002420+5702200 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
+1100000-0000000 
+7700000-0000000 
+7711771+7771770 
+0 100000-0000000 
+0000010-0000010 
+4000540-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
·-0000000-0000000 
+3OO2700+4~ooooo 
+3504000+4t00010 
~50000o+4300000 
+0304010+01 02650 
+5002550-3000000 
+43OO00J+0304000 
+40000)0+4000010 
+5 (X>2600-3(x>og;~o 
+O')02510+0102bt)0 
~O)251 <>+'~202561 
+*):)0010+4202051 
+4100010+0302610 
+51025OO+17000~0 
+0000000-0000001 
+0000000-0000010 
+3504000+4000470 
+2525250+2525250 
+2525250+2525250 
+2525250+2525250 
+2525250+2525250 
+2525250+2525250 
+2525250+2525250 
+2525250+2525250 
+2525250+2525250 
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General Machine Test Routine I Printout (Cant) 

50B-T-6 

+4000030+0103720 
+42~()ij1+OOO3730 
+570 200+7200060 
+1200140+7200040 
~oooooo..oooOOOO 

+510~200+000j040 +0 0 740+420 04, 
!5~g ~~ 10~ 
+5703200+72001~0 
+1200040+0003041 
~0000oo-.o,03760 
+4203151+4000000 
+4000000+1213361 
+7703160-0000000 
+770~'60-0000000 
+ 50 ~70+0103610 
+420 21+0003770 
+4000 20+4, 00010 
+4203250+3303600 
+4100Q5Q+ijOOOOOO 
+ 7200040+5oo~261 
+5103230+000 770 
+4 00010+420 ~11 +4100170+420 10 
+1202221+721r 00 
~OOOOO0+')10 11 
+60032' 0+540 021 
+0003~it'0 430 +6003 0+570 111 11677 0+770 000 
+ 677600+770 021 

0010 ... 0000010 
+0077071-0071071 
+0000010-0000000 
+0000000-0000010 
+6OO416~O~111 
~7161 0+ 0 060 
+ 604200+ 70 000 

77610+5177610 
+0071011-0011071 
+6~100+0011620 
+6004110+0077630 
+6004120+00776&0 
+6004130+0077650 
+6004.1 ijO+OO11660 
+6004150+0077670 
+6004100+5103171 

L03600 
1. 
2. 

~: 
~: 

L037M 
1. 
2. 

~: 
~: 
1· 

L13000 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 

L13165 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 
7· 

L13200 
1. 
2. 

~: 
~: 
7· 

+00000O 1+1117771 
+0000000-0000601 
+6004100+00 620 
+6004110+00 630 
+600412CHOO 6lio 
+6004130+00 650 
+6oo41lio+oo 660 
+6004150+00 610 
+0000000-001 600 
+0000000-000 410 
+0000000-0013000 
-031°250-5302420 
+0060000-00000 1 0 
-0200221+0044540 
+0000000-0000261 
-0200221+0044540 

-0054'4~2oo0000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0050761-2054140 
-0120220-0000000 
-0054011-2000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-2164110+5547620 
-0163310-2000000 
-016&110+5~47620 
-0163370-2000000 
-0151300-2000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-°350650-2000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0050161-2017210 
-02~0660+501 000 
-0017300-2000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0032421+5547620 
-0034421-2000000 
-0153160-2000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
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General Machine Test Routine I Printout (Cont) 

L13300 
1. 
2. 

~: 
~: 

L13460 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 

L13560 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 
7· 

L13600 

+0000230-0360000 
-0000000-0000000 
+0002030-0360000 
-0000000-0000000 
+0004030-0360000 
-0000000-0000000 
+0006030-0360000 
-0000000-0000000 
+0020030-0360000 
-0000000-0000000 
+0022030-0360000 
-0000000-0000000 
+0024030-0360000 
-0000000-0000000 
+0026030-0360000 
-0000000-0000000 
+0040030-0360000 
-0000000-0000000 
+0042030-0360000 
-0000000-0000000 
+0045030-0360000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000000-0000000 
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G'ENERAL MACHINE TEST II 

Purpose 

To test for proper operation of all arithmetical commands. 

Operating Instructions 

Explanations of the arithmetic routines located in the memory 
are discussed in the following table. 

Sense 
Switch 

B 
B 
C 
C 

Location 

00000 
00010 
00020 
through 
00070 
00200 

00320 

00340 

508-T-6 

GENERAL MACHINE TEST II 

Remarks 

Up; display. 
Down; type. 
Up; leapfrog. 
Down; New constants after running 12 tests. 

Remarks 

Beginning of type -out linkage. 
Initializing: depress START 1. 
Type -out linkage. 

Pseudo-random constants generator: 
Constants are generated by routine in location 
0034-0045, and modified and stored by location 
0012-0031, given proper format to prevent over
flow, i. e., constants used in square root tests 
are pos itive. 
If SENSE switch "BII is down, constants will be 
typed out. (LOO 331 is exit.) 
Constants generator: constants are stored as 
follows: 
Fixed point, for tests other than square root (test 8), 
L7770and 7771 (i. e. two constants). 

312a 



00460 
through 
00570 
and 
00740 
through 
00760 
00600 
through 
00730 
01000 
through 
01070 

01100 
through 
01170 

01200 
through 
01270 
01300 
through 
01370 
01400 
through 
01470 
01500 
through 
01570 
01600 

01610 
through 
01760 

3l2b 

Floating point, except square root: L7772 and 
7773 (mantissa and exponent, first constant); 
L7774 and 7775 (mantissa and exponent, second 
constant). 
Square root, always positive. Fixed point, L7654; 
floating point, L 7655 and 7656. 
Types out constants in command format and 
initializes the alphanumeric type-out loop for 
labeling constants. 

BCD labels used to identify tests in error type -out 
or display. 

Test 1: Note that tests are "leapfrogged" through 
the memory, so that this test will subsequently be 
located at location 02000, 03000, 04000, etc, to 
74000, afterwhich it will be returned to 01000. 
Test 2: Als 0 note that in all fixed point te sts the 
accumulator should contain a + or - ·zero immediately 
before the command II +5077000. II If not, the pro
gram jumps to 77030 and types or displays the 
error. 
Test 3 

Test 4 

Test 5 

Test 6 

Instruction beginning at L76520 will cause a jump 
to Test 7, which begins at sector 00 of the next 
channel. 
Contains labels to be typed out in alpha for the 
constants generator routine. 
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02000 
through 
02070 
02100 
through 
02170 
02200 
through 
02270 

02300 
through 
02370 
02400 
through 
02470 
02500 
through 
02570 
02600 

76000 

508-T-6 

Test 7 

Test 8 

Test 9. Tests 9 through 12 are floating point tests. 
In these cases it is possible to obtain a "I" in bit 
position 1, instead of a zero, due to normalization 
of round-off. If this occurs, the program will test 
the mantissa; anything but a normalized 11111 will 
cause indication of a mantis sa error. If it is a 
normalized Ill, II the exponent will be tested. It 
should differ from the exponent of the first floating 
point constant by exactly 458 or 3710 as a result 
of denormalization and normalization. Different 
values will cause the indication of floating point 
exponent errors. 
Test 10 

Test 11 

Test 12 

Jump to L7600, which links to the constants 
generator when SENSE switch "C II is down and 
to the leapfrog loop when that switch is up. 
If "C II is up, jump to constants generator. If not, 
continue through leapfrog. 
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General Machine Test Routine II Printout 

lOOOOO +',66fl~~ loo6oo ~241571+OOOOOOO 
I • I. -t52425l'+0000000 2. lm00+64~ 2. +524~5 1+0000000 
a: !i 6r+4217651 ~: +524 5 1+0000000 

+ ~61 +524~571+OOOOOOO 

~: 7"66 I ~: ~24 571+0000000 +400 240+42 26 I 24 "65l' +0000000 
Loo,M 

+007 6 0+5 240 
lOO7M 

25 '+0000000 
+52515ll+OOOOOO0 

I • +60H7~ 00 40 
1. +50205 1+0000000 

2. 2. +5021571+0000000 
~: +60 10+0 00 ~: ~022511+OOOOOO0 

-t5i 15~~ 160 - 0011 0+12765~0 
~: +0 ffi~0+4 ~ ~: - 001 30+12~5 0 

:g 7 2 00 40 ~oo 70+57 330 
l00260 +33~ 4~~~~ lOl~ 

OOOO-O\.X)()OO 1 
+0017700+0117!10 1 • :t~~~~00340 I. +oa77~377 00 

2. 2. ~ 07700 
~: +3~ 4 ~O ~: +001~~Tf~~ 40+60 5 ° 
~: ~ ~61+O2~40 ~: +00 1 0000+00 1 0000 

0t6540+5~ ~40 +00006CXJ.t51770~ 
l00360 

+60 655~ 00 10 
lo"M 

+0000600+51770 0 
+02~5~ 0765~0 +027l6000+0 77l 

I • +00 ~ 0+60~5 0 I. ~ 0+6077 00 
2. n4 0+72 ~O 2. 610+57770 0 
~: + 200100+5101 0 ~: +0000610+57710 0 

+ ~~50..0 OO~O +0000610+57770 0 
~: +4 51+0076 0 ~: +0000610+5l770 0 +11166~76~ 0 +00006 u 0+5 770 0 

L00460 
+60 662 76600 

lO1260 
+0000610+51770 0 

+60~570+4300000 +0077700+ 1 711 0 
I • +41 250+0 176620 1. +6077760+2277M 0 
2. +60ll63O+6076600 2. +O577lOO+5077 0 

i: !68 650+5000450 i: +6 7l 00+0000620 
77630+5700451 +577 030-0000000 

~: +O271630+5700~11 ~: -t57770j'"0000000 -roo 61o-~001 30 +57770 o-oooooo~ 
Loos60 

+ 2 700- 001650 
L01360 

+57t70 0-0000000 
+12lttlO- 001670 +00 f! +1372110 1 • -~001710+1271720 1. +037 60+ ~37 70 

2. - OOll30+12777jO 2. +507 000+ 077600 
i: - 001 1o-~0017 0 i: +oo006~0+57770~0 

+12777~0- 001730 +00006 0+57770 0 
~: +1271l50-rOOI7aO ~: +OOO06~0+57770~0 

-~oo 30+ 2765 0 +00006 0+57770 0 
7· - 001670+5700740 7. +0000630+5777030 
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General Machine Test Routine II Printout (Cont) 

LOI400 
1. 
2. 

i: 
~: 
7· LOI500 
1 • 
2. 

i: 
~: 

LOI660 
1. 
2. 

i: 
~: 

LOI7~ 
1. 
2. 

i: 
~: 
7. 

L02000 
1. 
2. 

i: 
"0 6. 
7· L021 00 
1 • 
2. 

i: 
~: 
7· 

314 

+0017700+1177710 
+2377710+0377100 
+5077000+6H76oo 
+0000640+5 7030 
+0000640+5 7030 
+0000640+51770

f
O 

+0000640+57770 0 
+0000640+57770 0 
+0077700+11777 0 
+2071110+6077710 
+3076670+0077760 
+2277710+0377770 
+5077000+6077600 
+0000650+5777030 
+0000650+5777030 
+0000650+5777030 
+5776520-0000000 
-0000171-7303021 
-OOOOloo-t54~021 
-ooo0040-6~61220 
-0000130+0332040 
-0000171-4332040 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000171-4154500 
-0000020+3206640 
-0000111+6°33151 
-ooOOO~o-OOOOOOO 
-0000171-4332111 
-ooooool+6b066~0 
-0000171-4055620 
-0000050+4304020 
+5177000+0000000 
+OOij700+1177710 
+21 10+60777 0 
+307 l10+00777lo 
+23777 t 0+0377170 
+50-'7000+6017600 
+oc~0660+5177030 
+0000600+5777030 
+0000 600,!? 777030 
+2576540+6011710 
+1311170+0376540 
+3376670+5077000 
+0077600+0000670 
+5777030+0000000 
+0000700+5777340 
+0000700+5777340 
+0000700+5777340 

L02200 , . 
2. 

~: 
~: 

L02360 
1. 
2. 

~: 
r: 

6: 
7· L02400 , . 
2. 

~: 
5· 
b. 

L025b5 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
r:: t· o. 

L026&>" 
1. 
2. 

~: 
~: 
1. 

L02700 
1 • 

~+H~= 
!686Z=3 
=~~ 40 +0000700+5 40 
+0000700+5 40 
+3411720+04 20 
+5077000+35~ 240 
+OOOO~ 1 0+5 0 
+.0000 la~ 440 
+0000 1 0 
+0000710+ 40 
+OOOO~1 0+5 7 40 
+0000 '0+5 77 40 
+3077 20+0 17 40 
+0577740+ m20 
+5077000+3 20 
+0000720+5 140 
+0000720+2 71 40 
+0000720+5 7 40 
+0000120+5 7 40 
+OO0072~~ I 40 
~4t~~~8!o~ lJ6g 
+5~77000+3577gio 
!gggg~Ig:~~tI4g +00007 0+5 7 40 
+00001 0+5 7 40 
+00007 0+5 71 40 
+5776000-0000000 
-0000171+6033020 
-0000000-0000000 
-0000111-°755420 
-0000000-0000000 
+'1 ~ 1401 0+2446550 
+6272240+606~~60 

~1~Jr~~~~12g 
+0072420-72631 0 

2. +1116021+11~130 
3.. +1422561-4132710 
ij +20~0760-54ij~660 

~: !~~ 1 g~~:K~~ 3~1g 
7. +ij6G6341+3331530 
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General Machine Test Routine II Printout (Cont) 

50B-T-6 

+15 600§~OOI00 
+00 70+ i ~40 
~ l6 3 6618 
+03 66 0+42 61 I 

~~ ~~~ 0 

+0076070+011 450 
+60l6070+33 6720 

~~bf~g:g~ ~ 
+OO~6130+01 6450 
+60 613().o. 33 6120 
+50 6170+5 6 30 
+0071570+5 62110 
~760~0+03 6660 
..... 2760 0+00 61~0 
+03 6 0+42 61 0 

:ri~~l~ ~ 
W.~~~a !~g 
+oom~0+33 l5gg +ow 6 O+Of 6510 
+60 6 0+00 6010 
+33 4 0+41 0 
+60 16ljO+ObI6010 
+33 65CXHO 1 !6Ji.0 
+Of 6510+60 640 
+~6 76~1+54 410 + 7003 1 +57 2000 
co 0 67 0+127 6 u 
... 01~~50+121'l~~1 
+57&J 21 ... 0000000 
+4276 01+5776401 
+0000 100 ... 0000 U 00 
+0077000-0000000 
+0070000-0000000 
+0007000 ... 0000000 
+5000531-0000000 
+15H600+3311540 
+01 Tl~6~40 +67 5 121 +552~311- 3~11 
-0000000 ... 0000020 
+5547170+1644760 
+0050040-5327741 
+0000000+7777711 
+0000000-5321141 
+3105231-oo2Ji.020 
+0000000-0000371 
+0000 1 00 ... 0000000 
+0074000-0074000 
+7777771+7777770 
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TYPE CHARACTER AND PUN,CH!TYPE CHARACTER 
TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To check proper operation of typewriter and punch under computer 
control with Type Character, and Punch arid. Type Character commands. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Fill and verify Fill Memory with Random Numbers routine. 
2. Set location counter to 7757.0 and depress Start button and 

allow routine entered in Step I to run until it stops. 
3. Fill and verify Type Character and Punch! Type Character Test 

routine. 
4. Place Sense Switch B up. 
5. Prepare typewriter for operation and depress Letters Shift 

key on typewriter. 
6. Turn Computer-Manual switch on punch control panel to 

Computer position. 
7. Depress Start 1 button (unless there is a malfunction, the 

computer halts automatically after the typewriter has typed and performed 
all functions from code 00 through 37 B' with 16 operations of each 
character in Letters Shift mode). 

B. Depress Figures Shift key on typewriter .. 
9. Depress Start 1 button (unless there is a malfunction, the 

computer halts automatically after the typewriter has typed and performed 
all functions from code 00 through 37 B' with 16 operations of each code, 
in Figures Shift mode). , 

10. Prepare punch for operation. 
11. Place Sense Switch Cup. 
12. Depress Start 2 button (unless there is a malfunction, the com

puter halts after the typewriter and punch have recorded all characters 
and functions from. code 00 through 37 B' with 16 operations of each code). 

13. Rem.ove punched tape from punch and visually che.ck to confirm 
that all codes have been punched correctly and in proper sequence. 

Comments 

To cause the typewriter to continue typing, place Sense Switch B 
down; to cause the typewriter and punch to continue typing and punching, 
place Sense Switch C down. 

The octal character of each character is displayed on the visual 
readout as the character is typed and punched. 
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Type Character and Punch/Type Character Test Routine 

LOO010 +5110440-0000000 Ll0500 +60 l001~11 0560 
2. +511OS 10-00'100'):) 1 • +001043 010200 

2. +6010210+6010220 

~: 
+6010230+6010240 

LlOOOO +1200000+1200000 +6010250+6010260 
1 • + 1200000+ 7200000 ~: +601 021~ 110600 
2. + 1200000+7200000 +0010400+ 210310 

~: +7200000+1200000 1· +4210~66+~1IOOO0 
+7200000+1200000 L 10600 +0010 + 210410 

~. +1200000+1200000 1 • +4210411+57 10200 
o. +7200000+7200000 2. +0010000+0310650 

Ll01~ +7200000:6200000 ~: 
+5010640+5710000 

+1200100 010310 "C" UP 
+7700010-0000000 

1 • +0010000+60100 0 
TO HALT 6: +7200400+7200400 

2. +6010020+6010030 +5510200+5300000 

~: +6010040+601 0050 7· +0010200+0310720 
+6010060+6010070 L 10100 +5010710+5710200 

5· +0110400+6010360 1 • ",,"~00020-00oo000 
b. +301000J+5410J 0 "B" UP 2. +"1 00400+7600400 
7· +5l10620-oooo000 TO HALT 

L 10200 + 7 00000+ 7600000 
1 • +7600000+7600000 
2. +7600000+7600000 

~: +7600000+7600000 
+7600000+7600000 

~. T" " L 77570 f6J.. (0IJ0./.6677700 + 000000+7000000 
o. +7s00000+7qooOOO L 77600 ~54 7764Q./.5 577670 
7· +7000000+7600000 1. ~72OOOOOfOO77610 

L10300 ~200100+OO10410 2. to17772Qf4277610 
1 • 010200+6010210 3. ~3677610~S777610 
2. +6010220+6010230 4. ';'7600000,I0077640 

~: +6010240+6010250 5. to1777'2.0t4m640 
+6010260+6010270 6. ';'3677640.;.5777640 

6: +0110400+6010410 7. "'400000{oo77670 
+ 3610200+5710660 L77700 to177720f4277670 

7· +7200010+7200010 1. ~367767of5777670 
LI0400 +00000 1 0-00000 1 0 2. ,t000001000000000 

1 • +7600010+7600010 
2. +7200000+7200000 

~: + 76000~600OO0 
+001042 . 010000 

~. +6010010+6010020 
o. +6010030+6010040 
7· +6010050+6010060 
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Fill Memory With Random Numbers Test Routine Printout 

tH~&g 
I. 
2. 

~: 
~: 

L77765 
I • 
2. 

~: 

+6477600+667f!OO 
+O077710+11.~ 00 +4100010+60 10 
+4 300000+60 10 
+0077620+0177670 
+6077620+3677620 
+OOW620+0377130 
+50 . 740+5777600 
+00 00-0000010 
-525252 1-5252521 
-5260110-0664160 
+2525250-0000000 
+4300000+6077560 
+7777600-0000000 

START: L 77570 



.. TYPE CHARACTER, TYPE/PUNCH!' CHARACTER, AND PUNCH 
:;CHARACTER CONSECUTIVELY, TEST ROUTINE 
.: . 

• ' t. 

Purpose 

To check operat~on of .. the typewriter and punch under computer 
control wi~h Type Character, Type and Punch Character, and Punch 

,Character commands. 

'" 

,gper~ting Instructions. 

1. Fill and verify the Type Character, Type and Punch Character, 
and Punch Character Consecutively Test routine. 

2. Prepare typewriter for operation and depress Letters Shift 
key on typewriter. 

3. Place Sense Switches Band C up (causes typing only). 
4. Set location counter to 7757. O. 
5. Depress Start button (unless there is a malfunction, the routine 

will continue to run uhtil stopped manually; the routine should be allowed 
to run at least one minu,te). 

6. Prepare punch for operation. 
7. Set location counter to 7760. O. 
8. Place Sense Switch B down (causes typing and punching). 
9. Depress Start button (unless there is a malfunction, the routine 

will run until stopped manually; the routine should be allowed to run at 
least one minute). 

10. Remove punched tape from punch and visually inspect to deter
mine if punched correctly (see Comments below). 

, 11. Place Sense Switches B up and C down (causes punching only). 
12. -Set location counter to 7760. O. 
13. Depress Start button (unless there is a malfunction, the routine 

';;~ill run until stopped manually; the routin~ should be allowed to run at 
',: l!ea st one minute). 

" :'..' . 
7 ' 14. Remove punched tape from punch and visually inspect to deter-. . 
'~ine if punched correctly (see Comments below). 

Comments 

On type only, the typewriter should record the following: ' 

~ " . 

EA SIU 
DRJNFCKTZLWHYPQOBG. / ;EA SIU 
DRJNFCKTZLWHYPQOBG. / ;EA SIU 
etc. 

J' 
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On punch and type, the same will be recorded as on type only 
(the binary configurations in the tape corresponding to the octal numbers 
00, 01, 02, etc. through 36, except 33 and 37 which are not punched). 

On punch only, the same will be recorded by the punch as on punch 
and type. 

Type, Punch/Type, Punch Characters Consecutively 
Test Routine Printout 

L 77570 +6477600+6677700 
L 77600 +5477640+5577670 

1- +7200000+0077610 
2. +0177720+4277610 
3. +3677610+5777610 
4. +7600000+0077640 
5. +0177720+4277640 
6. +3677640+5777640 
7. +7400000+0077670 

L 77700 +0177720+4277670 
1- +3677670+5777670 
2. +000001000000000 

TAB TEST AND TYPE WORD WITH TAB TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

"I". 

To check the tab operation of the typewriter under computer control 
with the Type Word command. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Prepare typewriter for operation and set Tab Over- ride switch 
on typewriter to permit tabulating. 

2. Set tabs on typewriter to cause three tab operations, the first 
of 30 to 40 spaces from the left-hand margin and the remaining two any 
place before the right-hand margin and carriage return. 

3. Enter and verify Tab Test and Type Word with Tab Test routine. 
4. Depress Start 3 button. 
5. After typewriter has completed approximately 12 operations of 

three tabs and a carriage return each, depress Stop button on computer. 
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6. Set tabs on typewriter to cause three tabulations across the 
page, each sufficiently long to contain one computer word in command 
format (16 characters). 

7. Depress Start 2 button. 
8. After several minutes of operations, depress Stop button. 

Comments 

In Step 7 typewriter records whatever is' in memory, beginning 
with channel 00, in three columns across the page, then performs a 
carriage return and repeats the procedure, each time from different 
memory locations. 

Tab Test And Type Word With Tab Test Routine Printout 

LOC. 1100: START TAB TEST 

LOC. 12000: START TYPE \~RD 
WITH TAJ. 

LOO020 
3· 

LI1000 
1 • 
2. 
3· 

+5712000-0000000 
+51' 1000-0000000 

+1200330+1500100 
+1200100+ 200 1 00 
+7200310+ 200100 
+5111000- . 0 

ALPHA DUMP TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

L12000 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 

L12160 
1 • 
2. 

+1200330+1200000 + 200100+1200010 
+ 200100+1200020 
+1200310+7200100 
+0012000+0112110 
+4212001+0012010 
+0112110+4212011 
+0012020+0112110 
+4212021+5712120 
+0000000-0000030 
+3612020+5112000 

To check operation of the tape punch by recording the contents of 
specified locations in memory in alphanumeric format under computer 
control. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Enter and verify Alpha Dump Test routine. 
2. Set location counter to 5000. O. 
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3. Enter following command from control console keyboard: 

+0000000+0050000 or +OOXXXXO+OOYYYYO 
where X = beginning location from which dump is to be made 

Y = location (plus I) at which dump is to end 
(X and Y locations can be 0000 to 5000 S and 5042S to 7756S)' 

4. Turn Compute-Manual switch on punch to Manual position. 
5. Depress Tape Advance button on punch until at least IS inches 

of leader have been punched. 
6. Typewriter punch the follOwing: 

L 00000 Carriage Return 
F 

7. Turn Compute-Manual switch to Compute position. 
S. Check to make certain location counter is s.et at 5001. O. 
9. If display is desired, place Sense Switch C up (see Comments 

below). 
10. Depress Start button (routine runs until it halts automatically). 
11. Depress Tape Advance button to run off at least 12 inches of 

leader and remove tape from punch. 
12. Near end of punched·information, cut out 15 sprocket holes with 

s mall knife. 
13. Glue ends of tape together, with three sprocket holes over 

lapping. 
14. Place tape in reader and depress Verify button on reader. 
15. Set location counter to 2000. O. 
16. Fill location 2000.0 with zeros from console keyboard. 
17. Re~run tape in Verify mode (Verification process should stop 

and Verify Error neon on control console should light when verification 
attempt fails at location 2000. O). 

Comments 

Console readout display indicates locatioon being dumped in first 
address portion of readout panel. 
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STAH.T 1.50010 Alpha Dump Test Routine 
L50100 

I\: 1.50000 FILL THE FOI.I.OWING: 

: OO~~~~O~·OOllllO 

~.: START DUl\1P AT I.OCATIO:\' 

1 ' E\:D DUl\1P I.OCATIO:-: PI.US 1 

SENSE SWITCH C: 

DOWN : NO DISP I.A 1 

LJOOOO +OOjoooo+OO)0410 
1. +0050000+4250100 

1 • 
2. 

~: 
5-
b. 

7· 
L50200 

1 • 
2. 

~: 
5· 
b. 

7· 
L50300 

1 • 
2. 

~: 2. +4100240+4250070 
~.. +64501oo+c:,SO?OO 
~ +5777000+0077tOO s. 
5 +03SOQ70+5050340 b. 
C': +55T7,'O)+57~'0330 7. 
7. +0050410+:;050320 L :-;01+00 

COMMAND MEMORY DUMP (PUNCH) TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

+0050J90+cO::;032J 
+40001 cO+5177l- 21 
+0150310+4277700 
+4277731+0as0320 
+41000!0+4277730 
+42777~1+4oo0050 
+4277720+427775 1 
+4000050+42777 10 
+7400000+4277741 
+74 OJ 000+00 77 c00 
+7400000+0150300 
+1400000+7400000 
+~277000+74000oo 
+5300200+7400000 
+5300010+7400000 
+7~00IOO+5750041 
+0000010-0000000 
+0000200-0000000 
+7~00900+775ogJO 
+3077600+5177000 
+7466000+74(0)00 
+7400000+7400000 
+7400000+7400)00 
+7400000+7400000 
+74ooo00+77~OOOO 

To check operation of punch by recording contents of memory on 
paper tape in command format under computer control. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Enter Command Memory Dump {Punch} Test routine. 
2. Set location counter to 7757. O. 
3. Depress Start button {routine will halt computer after three 

channels of information ha ve been punched}. 
4. Remove punched tape and verify through reader. 
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Command Memory Dump (Punch) Test Routine Printout 

ttt~~ 
1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 

L777bo 
1 • 
20 

~: 
~. 
u. 

L7777° 

+6477600+6677700 
+~400220+-!400260 + ~60+- 400260 
+ 400260+- 400260 
+ 400100+ 400160 
+ 400000+ 400 100 

+OOl~640+0iill7!OO +42 640+03 7 10 
+50 720+5 40 
+0000610-0 00 
+140300Ot-l4001JO 
+ 4ooooO-t- 400000 ;-t 400000+ 400000 
-1- 74000oO-t- 7400. JOO 
+ 7400000-1-7 40,00:] 
T74ooo0o.7~JOOJJ 
1-140024oT-777T~OJ 

ENTER NUMBERS THROUGH PHOTOREADER rEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To check proper entry of numbers with paper tape reader and 
correct type-out of the same numbers in both command and decimal 
formats. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Fill and verify Enter Numbers Through Photoreader Test 
routine. 

2. Fill and verify Type Word (Command and Decimal) Test 
routine. 

3. Depress Start button (typewriter should type out results as 
listed below). 
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Enter Numbers Through Photo-Reader Test Routine Printout 

TYPED RESULTS Of ~1ICH SHOULD BEi 

05 
20 
00020 
00000001 1: 666666 
1.:.6666666E 60 
.,..86 0 

OOOOt3 
33333333,,3 
ooaooooo~: 000000 
oooooooocoooooo 
ooooooooc 000000 
... oooooooc. 0000000 
ocoooooocoooooo 
00000009cooo006 
oooooo6ocoooooo 
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DOUBLE-PUNCHING TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To test operation of punch against double-punching with Punch 
Character and Punch and Type Character commands. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Enter Double-Punching Test routine from control consol~ 
keyboard: 

L 40000 Enter 
C +7400000+7400370 Enter 

+5740000+0000000 Enter 

2. Set location counter to 40000. 
3. Depress Start button. 
4. After routine has run approximately three minutes, depress 

Stop button. 
5. Inspect tape for double punches (see Comments below). 
6. Change routine as follows: 

L 40000 Enter 
C +7600000+7600370 Enter 

7. Depress Start button. 
8. After routine has run approximately three minutes, depress 

Stop button. 
9. Inspect tape for double punches (see Comments below). 

Co·mments 

With both the punch character and punch and type character commands, 
the punch should record a blank code (sprocket hole only) followed by a 
Letters Shift code (sprocket hole and five character code holes), then 
cohtinue to repeat this configuration (bhmk, Letters Shift, blank, Letters 
Shift, etc.). 

INPUT-OUTPUT AND MEMORY TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To (1) check operation of paper tape reader, tape punch, and type
writer, and (2) simultaneously check the memory for incorrect recording 
and reading and memory changing information. 

5-18 
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Operating Instructions 

1. Enter and verify Input-Output and Memory Test routine. 
2. Punch leader sufficiently long to loop back to and insert in 

photoreader (leave tape slack). 
3. Turn Compute-Manual switch on punch to Compute position. 
4. Set location counter to 2516. O. 
5. Depress Start button (routine runs until malfunction occurs or 

it has operated through entire memory). 

Comments 

Routine causes punching leader of first 17 words of routine; after 
these have been punched and typed, routine cause s reading and verifica
tion of one word at a time, each reading and verification being followed 
by typing and punching of another word. 

During the typing and punching of the first 17 words, the visual 
readout displays the location being recorded on the right side of the 
readout; when reading and verification commences, the visual readout 

.. displays the location just verified in the first half command portion of 
the readout. If the routine stops after reading a word and the Compute 
neon is extinguished, either (1) the reader has failed in verifying the 
information punched, or (2) the reader has malfunctioned by permitting 
too many locations to pass through the reader, or (3) the reader did not 
read the proper character. If the routine halts and the Compute neon 
remains lighted, the typewriter or tape punch malfunctioned. 

Input-Output and Memory Test Routine Printout 

LOOO10 
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Type Word: Cornm.and and Deci:mal Routine Printout 

L77570 
L77600 

1 • 
2. 

~: 
~: 
7· 

L77700 
1 • 
2. 

+64n600+6677700 
+7200330+1260000 
+ 7200 1 00+ 126000 1 
~oo~~~oolgg 
+42tt601jll0 
+0177700+42 611 
+0377110+50 n20 
+5777000- 6000 
+0000000-0000010 
+7200100+1260201 
+7777600-0000000 
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MEMORY TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To check accuracy of writing and reading processes by writing 
various patterns in each sector and verifying the readout from each. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Enter and verify Memory Test routine. 
2. Place Sense Switch B up (causes typewriter to print Memory 

OK. if routine runs successfully). 
3. Depress Start 1 button (unless there is a malfunction, routine 

will halt automatically). 

Comments 

Malfunction causes computer to stop after displaying number of 
faulty location on console visual readout. 

LOOOOO 
c+3600620+7700101 
+0000600+6000620 
+0000620+4200030 
+6077170+0100610 
+6000620+0300630 
+5100020+0000620 
+0300610+4200070 
+0300170+5000101 
-0000000+0000620 
+0~00610+6000620 
+~bo0070+')200061 
+ijlo0500+ooo0620 
+6400200+6600300 
+5777600-0000000 
+2525250-0000000 
+0000170-0000000 
+6701000+0077600 
+670 1000+0077600 
+6701000+0077600 
+0000620+0100610 
+6000620+0300640 
+,)000400+5700 140 
+0777600+0077600 
+0000100-0000000 
-5263431+0370 170 
-5263431f0370170 
-5263431+0370 170 
-5263431+0370 170 
-5263431+0370 170 
-5263431+0370 170 

508-T-6 

Memory Test Routine Printout 

-5263431+0370170 
-')263431+O~70170 
+0400400+6060500 
+3677630+5777620 
+3077750+3501000 
+0001000+0301010 
+5077650+77776')0 
+5277600+7777600 
+0077620+0177140 
+4277621+0077630 
+0177740+6077630 
+0377170+3677630 
+5177620+54006?1 
+7200370+5700600 
+0000020-0000020 
+2514340-7407601 
+2514340-7407601 
+0077560+0377570 
+0000170-0000000 
+0001000-0000000 
+0006000-0000000 
+0100170-0000000 
+0006000-0000000 
+3677630+77001 30 
+7200340+7200010 
+7200340+7200300 
+7200120+7200250 
+7200040+7200300 
+72001]0+7200330 
+72003~0+7200100 
+5700130-0000000 
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NIXIE TUBE TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To~heck accuracy of readout of the Nixie tubes under computer 
control with the Display command. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Set location counter to 7757. O. 
2. Enter and verify Nixie Tube Test routine. 
3. Place Transfer Stop switch up. 
4. Set location counter to 7757. O. 
5. Depress Start button once (all Nixie tubes should display 

numeral 0). 
6. Depress Start button twice (all Nixie tubes should display 

numeral 1). 
7. Repeat Step 6 to display, in order, each numeral through 9. 
B. Depress Start button six times (all decimal point indicators 

should light). 
9. Place Transfer Stop switch down. 

10. Depress Stop button once after routine has run approximately 
one minute. 

Comments 

Permitting routine to run continously checks whether continuous 
operation will cause an indicator to malfunction after warm-up. 
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Nixie Tube Test Routine Printout 

L 7757.0 
7760.0 
7761. 0 
7762.0 
7763.0 
7764.0 

READ TAPE TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

+6477600+0000000 
+4100500+6077650 
+6077660+3677651 
+0077650+0177640 
+5377600+5777601 
+0421040+0421040 

To determ.ine correct reading of tape under computer control with 
the RDZ command. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Prepare a tape as follows: 

a. C+7654321+7654321 Carriage Return 
-6543211+7351240 Carriage Return 

b. 12 sprocket holes (for sufficient memory access time) 
c. N +8192. 
d. 12 sprocket holes (for suffiecient memory access time) 
e. L 00011 Carriage Return 
f. S 
g. 12 sprocket holes (for sufficient tape leader to allow 
proper starting and stopping of reader) 
h. FABCDEFGH Carriage Return 
i. IJKLMNOPQ Carriage Return 
j. 12 sprocket holes (for sufficient memory access time) 
k. L 00 III Carriage Return 
1. S 

2. Enter the program given in the routine printout via the tape 
reader, typewriter, or console keyboard. 

3. Splice tape prepared in (I) above to form a continuous loop 
sufficiently long to easily fit around reader head; place loop to read start 
of tape first. 

4. Place Operation switch in Continuous position. 
5. Depress Start 1 button (first length of tape should feed, then 

stop and immediately resume). 
6. If tape runs through successfully several times, depress Halt 

button. 
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Comments 

Computer should not halt nor display during test; if either occurs, 
the information read improperly can be determined by comparing the 
contents of memory locations 0050, 0051, 0052, 0060, and 0061 with the 
information on the tape. 

Read Tape Test Routine Printout 

LOoolO +7~00500+0000500 
2 • +0 00 1 70+ 5000040 
3.. + 3 00500+ 7~00040 
ij +0000510+0 00200 
5.. +5000061+3 00510 
6 +7~00061+0000520 
7. +0 00210+5000110 

LOOIOO +3 00520+7700110 
I. + 7300600+0000600 
2. +0300220+5000 I 40 
3.. + 3600600+ 7~00 1 40 
ij +0000610+0 00230 
5.. +5000161+3 00610 
6 +7700010+5700010 
7. +7654321+7654321 

L00200 -6543211+7351240 
I. +0000000-01 00000 
2. -1113441-0556520 
3. '-3 33710+6146130 

COMPUTER-CONTROLLED TYPEWRITER INPUT TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To check proper operation of typewriter on computer-controlled 
input with the RDY command. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Enter the program given in the routine printout via the 
tape reader or control console. 

2. Place Operation switch in Continuous position. 
3. Depress Start 1 button (compute indicator should flash on and 

off). 
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4. Depress the following keys on the typewriter: 

a. C+7654321+7654321 Carriage Return 
b. - 6543211+7351240 Carriage Return 
c. N+B192. 
d. LOOO 11 Carriage Return 
e. S (Compute indicator should flash on and off; if visual 
readout displays anything, typew,riter has entered informa
tion improperly and should be checked.) 

5. After Compute indicator extinguished and if no display was 
obtained, depress the following keys on the typewriter: 

a. FABCDEFGH Carriage Return 
b. IJKLMNOPQ Carriage Return 
c. LOOl11 Carriage Return 
d. S (Compute indicator should flash on and off; if visual 
readout displays anything, typewriter has entered improperly 
and should be checked.) 

Computer-Controlled Typewriter Input Test Routine Printout 

00010 
00020 
000)0 
00040 
00050 
00060 
00070 
00100 
00110 

+7100500+0000500 
+0)00170+5000040 
+)600500+7700041 
+0000510+0)00200 
+5000061+)600510 
+7700061+0000520 
+0)00210+5000110 
+)600520+U00110 
+7100600+0000600 

00120 
001)0 
00140 
00150 
00160 
00170 
00200 
00210 
00220 
002)0 

+0300220+5000140 
+)600600+1~00140 
+0000610+0300230 
+5000161+3600610 
+7700010+5700010 
+7654)21+7654321 
-6543211+7)51240 
+0000000-010QOoo 
-171)441-0556520 
-31))710+61461)0 

COMPUTER-CONTROLLED TYPEWRITER ALPHANUMERIC 
INPUT TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To check accuracy of input of alphanumeric information from 
typewriter under computer control with the RDY command. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Enter the routine given in the routine printout with the tape 
reader or from the control console. 

2. Depress Start 1 button (routine should halt immediately). 
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3. Depress following typewriter keys (DO NOT DEPRESS TYPE
WRITER FILL SWITCH): 

Carriage Return Carriage Return Carriage 
Return Letter Shift THIS (pause) 

Space IS space RECO (pause: Place Sense 
Switch B up) 

MP Period Carriage Return Blank Blank Blank 
Blank (After depressing the last Blank the 
computer should immediately begin typing the 
message entered: THIS IS RECOMP. and 
then Carriage Return). 

4. Depress Halt button on control console. 

Computer-Controlled Typewriter Alphanumeric Input Test Routine 

L03060 +6 403100+4100500 L',0200 +7200000+4277]10 
7· +W600-0000000 1 • +7200000+007"6000 

L031 00 + 77600+6020000 2. + 7200000+015 300 
1 • + ++600+0177630 ~: +7200000+7200000 
2. +60 600+5777600 +4277600+7200000 
3· +OJOQ) 00-00000 10 5· +)~ ! OJQOO+ 7200000 

8. +30 77000+7200000 
LJOOOO +0020000-0000000 7· +j4770 00+57)0330 

1 • +Q950oo0+425 0 1 00 '-50300 +0000010-0000000 
2. +6450100+66~0200 1 • +0000200-0000000 

~: +5777900-0000000 2. -1737040+1400000 
+5777000-0000000 ~: +0077G00+4250340 

6: +5777t;00-OOOJ000 +0020150+5050360 
+5777600-0000000 5· +5777600-0000000 

7· +5777600-0000000 .~ +7750010-00aooo~ ~ . 
L50 100 +0020000+G050g20 

1 • +4000160+~177 21 
2. +0150310+ 277700 

~: +4277731+0050320 
+41000!o+h277730 

5· +42777 0 1+4000050 
0. +l~277720+42777~ I 
7· +4000050+42777 1 
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PUNCH WORD TEST ROUTINE 

PURPOSE 

To test operation of punch under computer control with PNW 
command in command and binary-command and binary-coded-decima1 
formats. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Enter the following routine with tape reader, typewriter, or 
console keyboard: 

Location 

0001. 0 
0002.0 
0003.0 
0004.0 
0005.0 

2. Prepare punch for operation. 

Commands 

+7200330+1400030 
+1400041+5700010 
+7654321+7654321 
-0022150.,.2547000 
+4234671-7400000 

3. Place Operation switch in continuous position. 
4. Depress Start 1 button (see Comments). 
5. After routine has run desired number of times,- depress stop 

button. 
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Comments 

The following tape should be punched each time the routine runs; 

Start of Tape ••• •••••• •••• ••• •• • • •••• • ••••••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •••• ••• • ••••• . ... ... ... .. ... ... ::: 

PUNCH AND TYPE WORD TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To test operation of typewriter and punch under computer control 
with PTW command in command and binary-coded-decimal formats. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Enter the following routine with the tape reader, typewriter, or 
console keyboard: 

Location 

0001. 0 
0002.0 
0003.'0 
0004.0 
0005.0 
0006.0 

Commands 

+7200370+7200100 
+7200330+1600040 
+1600051+5700010 
+7654321+7654321 
-0022150-2547000 
+4234021-4760000 

2. Prepare typewriter and punch for operation. 
3. Place Operation switch in Continuous position. 
4. Depress Start 1 button (see Comments): 
5. After routine has run desired number of times depress Stop 

button. 

Comments 

The following information should be typ ed each time the routine 
runs: 

+7654321+7654321-0123456789.0 
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The following tape should be punched each time the routine runs: 

Start of Tape ••• ••••• •• ••• •• ••• • • •• •• •• • •• ••• • •• ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••• • ••••••• ••• ••• •••••• •••• ••• •• 

TRAPPING MODE TEST ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To test correct operation of the TrappiJ;lg Mode from various 
memory locations. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Enter the following routine with the tape reader. typewriter. 
or console keyboard: 

Location 

0000.0 

0001. 0 
0002.0 
Any other 

Command.s 

+7700000-0000000 
The above command in loca
tion 0000.0 must always· 
accompany either of the com
mands below entered from 
any other location 
+0000000-0000000 
-0000000+0000000 
The commands at 0001. 0 or 
0002.0 

2. Place Operation switch in Continuous position. 
3. Depress Start I button (computer should halt and location counter 

should read 0000.0). 
4. Depress Start 2 button (computer should halt and location counter 

should read 0000.0). 
5. If any other location is selected. set location counter to location 

in which it is desired to place the pair of commands at 0001. 0 or 0002,0 
and enter the pair chosen. 

6. Set location counter to location chosen in Step 5. 
7. Depress Start button to start routine at location chosen in Step 5. 

(computer should halt and location counter should read 0000.0). 
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LOOP LOAD ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To fill L and V loops and A, B, C, and R registers with pattern in 
memory locations 0003.0 through 0013.0 of this routine for checking loops 
and registers for amplitude, crosstalk and noise, and pulse width. 

Operating Instructions 

1. Enter and verify Loop Load routine with tape reader, typewriter, 
or console keyboard. 

2. Depress Start 1 button (computer halts automatically). 

Loop Load Routine Printout 

LOC010' ·+6400030+6600030 
' .. '2 •. +3000030+5700030 
. "'3. "+7725250-0005250 
"", 'ij. +7725250-0005250 
. '5. '+7725250-0005250 

6. +7725250-0005250 
7. +7725250-0005250 

L00100 +7725250-0005250 
1 •. +7725250-0005250 
2. +7725250-0005250 
3. +7725250-0005250 

FAST MEMORY FILL AND ONE CHANNEL ZERO ROUTINE 

Purpose 

To fill main memory with pattern in memory locations 0040.0 
through 0047.0 of this routine and load any channel selected (except 00) 
with all zeros for checking memory for amplitude, crosstalk and noise, 
and pulse width. 

Operating Instructions 

See instructions for checking main memory in Section IV. 
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Fast Memory Fill and One-Channel Zero Routine Printout 

LOOOOO {o56000~oi-1'700Jt 0 Loo60o +5241 571+0000000 
10 +5700~b)~0')O ~D 1 0 +52425~I+OOooOoo 
2. +1V666~0+4100;20 2~ +~24~5 1+0000000 

a: +42 101+4100500 ~: + 24 5 1 +0000000 
+]' 6&6~ 0+3jOO:?20 +J24~~'+OOOOOOO 

~: +lU °70.+0 OOflOO ~: +524 ) 1..0000000 
+4200 J 0 1: +O~002 i 0 +5247571+0000000 

LOO160 +42oot6n+g OQFOO 7·· +5250~)1' +0000000 
+0000 i !~O-t- co 000 0 Loolo0 +52~' 5 1+0000000 

i " +0000 i 00+0 1 00 ~ 50 1 .) +50 0571+0000000 
20 +4200101+00001100 2<) +502 ~ ~T+OOOOOOO 

~: +57001 70+0000)00 ~: + a22~) B+OoooOOO 
~·ooooooa ... (Y.) ')Q 00:) -~oot7 0+12+6520 

~: +0000000",000:),) r 0 ~: .• 00t:730+12 65 0 
+0000 W q·0+6oooc)Ol +120J]10",~o0330 

lOO260 
-1-0300 160+500020~ 10 -~OOOO(X)O~~ OOJO 1 
+5~100+&7oootO LOIOJQ +6157741+7556460 

, 0 +0 000= OOfOOO 
20 +0000000~00(A1031 

30 +5711030+0077700 
lL +IW720+2317120 TO ZE~O A CHANNELz 

~: +0 1 100+gobJooo 
+6 ~Ot- 6 L!-OO 

70 +5111 ~OOOO000 DEPRESS START 20 STRIKE TWO KEYBOARD 
LOO300 +OO1167~~60176~o CHARACTERS OF8 THE CHANNEL DESIRED TO 

1 0 +670 1 ooO+Oi 71q60 BE ZEROED" (FRQ\1, CHANNEL 9100 AND UP.) 
20 +66116w O+Ol71§50 
~: ,,~ooO(K)o+ool1"! 0 

+ 77761 O."OCOO 00 0 TO LOAO MEMORY \.JITI1 PATTERN: 

g: + 7176oo+0~77660 
+0000 D 00 , .. 0(00)00 DEPRESS START 1 AND ivlEMORY '.,JILL LOAD 

10 +670n oOO+Ou 77660 WITH PATTE~N FOUND IN LOCATIONS 00400 
Loo400 +25 ~ ).f-3Q.Q= 140160 1 THRU 00470. 

i 0 +25~ 43~·0""'7407(A)' 
20 +25Y 4340.=0 1401601 

~: +25~4340~t407601 
+25~434o,," 401601 

~: +25n434o-1401901 
+25~4340=1401bOl 

10 +25~ 4340'~1401601 
Loo500 + n 5&17~ o·~ foo 16~O 

1 • "'3 .. 190+ 2717 0 
20 -3001l30+E21771° 
~: -rOOU 4o ... ~OOi7 0 

+ 2HI 0·· 00 1730 

~: +1? 50''''30017~ 
eo ~OO n 10+ ~ 2~1 7· - OO~ 6 0+57 40 
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Code 

EO 
E 1-3 
E 20 
E 30 
E 40 

APPENDIX I. DEFINITION OF LOGIC TERMS 

FUNCTIONAL COMPONENT' LIS TING 

Nam.e 

Add-Subtract Indicator Flip-Flop 
Input Sequence Counter 

E pl-p5 '&; E'pl-p5 
E tl-t5 & E'tl-t5 

"Number FilP' State Flip-Flop 
"Number FilP' State Flip-Flop 
"NuIrlber Fill" State Flip-Flop 
"Punch" Echo Signals 
"Type" Echo Signals 

FO 
F 1 
F 2 
F3 
F4 
F5 
F cl, c2 

GO 
G 1, 2 
G 3-10 
G 11, 12 

HO 
H 1-4 
Hc 

I 1 
I 2,3 
I 4 
I 5 

,.10 
J 1-6 
J 7-12 
J13 

KO 
K 1-5 
Ka 
Kf 
Kg 
K'p5 
Kq 
Ks 

340 

Fill Order Counter' Flip-Flop 
Input-Output Register 
Input-Output Register 
Input-Output Register 
Input-Output Register 
Input-Output Register 
1!orIrlat Control Flip-Flop 

Half-Word Indication Flip-Flop 
Location Counter Logic 
Location Counter Logic 
Location Counter Logic 

Transfer of Control-Verify Input Flip-Flop 
Readout Control 
"Stop COIrlpute" Button 

State Fl~p-Flop 
State Flip-Flop 
State Flip-Flop 
Input Buffer Fill Flip-Flop 

Overflow and Error Flip-Flop 
Sector AgreeIrlent Signals for Readout 
Channel Set Signals for Readout 
Output Error Flip-Flop 

Loop Read Flip-Flop 
Input Channel Switches 1 through 5 
COIrlputation Carry Flip-Flop 
Keyboard Fill Button 
Order Counter Carry Flip-Flop 
Photoreader Input Channels 1 thru 5 
COIrlputation Cycle Counter Carry Flip-Flop 
Sector Counter Carry Flip-Flop 
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FUNCTIONAL COMPONENT LISTING (CONT) 

Code 

L 1-2 
L 2a 
L 41 
Lb 
L pI 
Lp2 
L r4 

L rB 

Lw 

M 0-2 
M 3-5 
M 6-10 
Md 
Mr 
M ra 
M rb 
M rc 
M rd 
M re 
M rf 
M rg 
M rh 
M rO-r63 

Ms 
M wI 
Mw2 

NO 
N I 
N2 
N4 
N5 
N6 
N7 
NB 
N Ba 
N9 
NIl 
N 12 
Nb 

50B-T-6 

Name 

L-Memory Loop 
L- Loop 44lV ord Read Flip-Flop 
L-Memory Loop 
Fill 11 Location" Button 
Loop-Memory Selection Flip-Flop 
L- V Loop Selection Flip-Flop 
L-Loop Read Amplifier Output from 4-word Read 

Head 
L-Loop Read Amplifier Output from B-word Read 

Head 
L-Loop Write Amplifier Input 

Ope ration- Type Flip-Flops 
Operation- Type Flip-Flops 
Operation- Type Flip-Flops 
Display Selection Switch Setting for Memory 
Memory Read Flip-Flop 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Amplifier Outputs from Channels 0 to 

63 respectively 
Memory Sync Flip-Flop 
Main Memory Write Flip-Flop 
Main Memory Write Flip-Flop 

Fill Decimal Number Flip-Flop 
Sector Counter Timing Flip-Flop 
Operation Code Timing Flip-Flop 
Location Counter Timing Flip-Flop 
Channel Register Timing Flip-Flop 
Output Timing Flip-Flop 
PS Order Flip-Flop 
Readout Control 
Readout Timing Flip-Flop 
Sector Counter Timing Flip-Flop 
State Change Flip-Flop 
State Change Flip-Flop 
Fill "Numbers l1 Button 
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FUNCTIONAL COMPONENT LISTING (CONT) 

Code 

00 
o 1 
Of 

PO 
P 1-6 
P d3 
Pm 
P rna 

00 
Q 1-6 

R 1-2 
R 40 
R 41 
R 42 
R 43 
Rb 
R c1-c4 
Rd 
Rgm 
R gp 
Rsm 
R sp 
Rr 
Rw 

S 
SO 
S 1-6 
S 7 
S B 
Sl1 
S c 
Sp 

S sB 
S sC 
S sD 
Sx 
S ul-3 
SO 
SO' 

;342 

Name 

Fill Orders Flip-Flop 
Fill Orders Flip-Flop 
Octal Setting of Format Switch 

Legitimate Code Flip-Flop 
Digit Counter 
Delay Flip-Flop 
Delay Flip-Flop 
Delay Flip-Flop 

Computation Cycle Counter 
Computation Cycle Counter 

R-Register 
R-Register 
R-Register 
R-Register 
R-Register 
Readout Activation Button 
Readout Timing Flip-Flops 
Display Selection Switch Setting for R-Register 
Mechanical Tape Reader On Button 
Photoelectric Tape Reader On Button 
Mechanical Tape Reader Off Button 
Photoelectric Reader Off Button 
R-:Register Read Amplifier Output 
R-Register Write Amplifier Inputs 

Sum Flip-Flop 
Memory Read Sector Selection Flip-Flop 
Sector Counter 
Loop Read Sector Selection Flip-Flop 
Loop Write Sector Selection Flip-Flop 
Memory Write Sector Selection Flip-Flop 
"Start Compute" Button 
Preset Stop Switch On 
Sense Switch for TSB Command 
Sense Switch for TSC Command 
Sense Switch for TSD Command 
Readout Timing Flip-Flop 
Set-up Buttons 1-3 
"Single Order" Positions of Operation Switch 
"Cent-inuous" Position of Operation. Switch 
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FUNCTIONAL COMPONENT LISTING (CONT) 

Code 

TO 
T 1 
T2 
T 40 
T 41, 41a 
Td 
Tg 
T s 
Tp 
T t 
Tx 
TPP 
TPPk 
TPPp 
TPP rm 
TPP rp 
TPP t 
TPP S 

U 1-2 
U 41 

V 1-2 
V 2a 
V 41 
Vgm 
V gp 
V r4 

V rB 

Vw 

W 0-63 

XO 
X 1,2 
X9 
XlO 
X 20 
X 40 
X 41 
X or 

SOB-T-6 

Name 

Tape Reader On Flip-Flop 
Sync Bit Time Flip-Flop 
~east significant bit time flip-flop 
Most significant bit time flip-flop 
Sign Bit Time Flip-Flops 
Initial Time Delay and Error Reset Button 
Typewriter .Qn..Button 
Typewriter Off Button 
nPunch" Echo Timing Pulse 
flType" Echo Timing Pulse 
Readout Timing Flip-Flop 
Tape Punch Pulse Flip-Flop 
Tape Punch Pulse for Keyboard 
Tape Punch Pulse for Punch 
Tape Punch Pulse for Mechanical Reader 
Tape Punch Pulse for Photoelectric Reader 
Tape Punch Pulse for Typewriter 
Input Sampling Signal = (TPP) Ps 

Computation Word Time Flip-Flops 
Last Divide Word Time Flip-Flop 

V -Memory Loop 
V -loop 4-word Read Flip-Flop 
V -Memory Loop 
Mechanical Tape Reader "Verifyll Button 
Photoelectric Reader "Verify" Button 
V -Loop Read Amplifier Output from 4-word Read 

Head 
V -Loop Read Amplifier Output from B-word Read 

Head 
V -Loop Write Amplifier Input 

Memory Write Amplifiers 

Origin Flip-Flop 
X-Register 
Punch Flip-Flop 
Type Flip-Flop 
Blinker Flip-Flop 
X-Register 
X-Register 
Origin Pulse Amplifier 
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Code 

Xd 
Xr 
Xw 

Y 0-12 

Z 1,2 
Z 41 
Z ch 
Zd 

Zr 
Zw 

FUNCTIONAL COMPONENT LISTING (CONT) 

NaIne 

X-Register Display Selection Switch Sj3tting 
X-Register Read AInplifier Output 
X-Register Write Amplifier Input 

flPreset Stop" Bit AgreeInent Signals 

Order Register 
Order Register 
Input Zeroing-Keyboard Stop Flip-Flop 
Display Selection Switch Setting for Instruction 

Register 
Z-Register Read Amplifier Output 
Z-Register Write Amplifier Input 

L>EFINITION OF FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS 

AO lnhibit FlU Flip.-Flop: 

(a) Us ed .in deciInal fill to prevent decimal point iroIn being interpreted 
as an ENTER code following a plus or Ininus sign: * 

l1i l- F 4 F 3 F 2' F 11 NO AOI P d3 T41fl 

(b) Prevents an ENTER code after a decimal point from tUl"Iling on 
IS a sec'ond time. IS is.first turned on by a decimal point code, and 
places the number in the X-·register for storage in memory. It is the 
habit of programers to hit the ENTER button at the end of a fill proc
ess. The ENTER button would ordinarily turn on IS a second time if 
not prevented by AO. Turning oriIS a second time would put random 
information into the X-register instead of the number to be filled. 

*Decimal point. normally ENTERS in decimal fill but will ohly enter if 
NO is true (fill decimal number flip-f1ep). Aplus or minus sign turns 
on AO. AO prevents II from turning on. Therefore AO prevents the 
deciInal point code froIn entering information into the Inemory when 
the decimal point code follows a plus or minus sign. 
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A 
1, 2, 3, 39,40, 41 

These six flip-flops form the two ends of the accumulator register; 
the remaining 35 bits of information which constitute a word are stored 
on the memory disk. With appropriate timing this register shifts 
from the high-numbered to low-numbered end. Information is entered 
into the accumulator register via A4I and the output is taken from Al 
This register is used to hold intermediate and final results of all • 
arithmetic operations. 

A42 Logical Function of Flip-Flops and Registers 

A flip-flop used as an auxiliary to the A-register and utilized for 
certain operations as follows: 
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During 'left-shift operation it is added to the A-register: 

1a4Z = A1 M4 D Z' T 41a' C I 
During floating mUltiply while adding exponents, A2 recirculates 

to A42:' 

During square root operation it copies the sum flip-flop: 

Stores sign bit in decimal fill: 

11a4Z = F3' F1 NO Po E Z' E~ 
Store address; sets N7 to select first or second address to be 

stored; A 42, RIGHT, .second address; A 42' LEFT, first address. 
copies Go inform.ation froIn Z-re.gister: 

I 1 a 4Z = Zl 1Z 14' N9 C 

Determines decimal command readout. 

A Delay Flip-Flop (AlphanulJ.'1.eric Input) 
n 

Used. In alphanumeric fill for read- Y (typewriter) and read- Z (photo
reader) instructions: 

Allows alphanumeric input I to B five-bit characters from key
board: 

I 1an = M7 D6 D3' D1 Lp1 cl 
A is also one-set by an F code frqm typewriter or 

tape l~ader when alphanumeric fill is desired from this source: 

11 an = F 5' F 4 F 3 F Z' F 1 C t cl 
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At Delay Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is one-set for alphanumeric fill. After B characters 
have been struck, it remains one-set while the format is changed to 
command fill in order to enter the information (the alphanumeric 
flip-flop, An' is zero-set to receive the enter code). This flip-flop 
then functions to reset the input' format to alphanumeric. 

B 1, 2, 40, 41 

These four flip-flops form the two ends of the B-register while the 
remaining 37 bits of information which constitute a word are stored 
on the memory disk. With appropriate timing this register shifts 
one bit at a time from the high-numbered end to the low-numbered 
end. Information is entered. into this register via B4l and the output 
is taken from Bl. This register is used to hold the operand and/or 
intermediate results of arithmetic operations. 

This flip-flop is used in division to hold the sign of the quotient. It 
is used as an extension of the B- register during floating":multiply, 
floating-division, 'and square root. 

B Photoreader Clutch-Brake Flip-Flop 
c 

This flip-flop is used to energize and de-energize the solenoid on 
the photoreader; hence the use of this flip-flop is to engage the 
clutch or apply the brake to the tape in the photoreader. 

(;1 - C 6 Ghannel Register Flip-Flops 

This register consists of a series of flip-flops. Its purpose i~ to 
indicate which one of the 64 channels in memory to read from or 
write .into. 

C. Clock Jitter Flip_Flop 
J 

This flip-flop is used to delay the clock pulse by as much as 25 percent 
of the clock pulse width during marginal testing. The effect of this 
flip-flop is to provide an uneven clock pulse rate for the marginal 
testing. 
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C Input Counter Reset Flip-Flop 
r 

This flip-flop is used to set the H- counter toa count of 0001 and the 
E-counter to a count of 100 during input and output operation. 

C Code Conversion Time Flip-Flop 
t 

Because the typewriter and photoreader accept standard teletype 
code, it is necessary to convert the teletype code to the binary rep
resentation which is used internally in this machine. This flip-flop 
provides the one-bit timing for the necessary conversion. 

D Memory Read Gating Flip-Flop o 
This flip-flop is used to gate a command pair from memory into the 
Z-register. DO is one-set if SO' is true at T4l. DO remains on for 
one complete word time (bit times 1 through 41) after which T4l re
sets it to zero. 

D - D Operational Code Register 
1 6 

This register consists of a series of flip-flops Dl - D 6• Its purpose 
is to hold the command that is to be executed. By means of the binary 
configuration in this register, gates are set up in the computer to 
allow the operation desired. 

D Loop Gating Flip-Flop 
10 

D 10 allows the command pair read from the loop into Ko to be gated 
into the Z-register as required. DO is one-set for a loop address 
if 57' indicates that the desired word win appear under one of the 
read heads during the next word time. D 10 remains on for one com
plete word time (bit times 1-41) at which time T4l resets it to zero. 

D Memory Write Gating Flip-Flop 
11 

This flip-flop is used to gate information into the memory write flip
flops. From there it enters the memory write amplifiers and is 
written into memory. Dll comes on only when sector agreement has 
occurred and stays on for one word time after which T 40 resets it to 
zero. 
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E Add-Subtract Indicator Flip-Flop o 
This flip-flop is used to establish whether absolute addition or ab
solute subtraction is required when addition or subtraction is to be 
performed; that is, whether to add or subtract the two quantities 
algebraically. 

E Input Sequence Counter 
1-3 

This counter counts the number of times the Po flip-flop is one-set, 
hence this counter counts the number of legitimate characters being 
entered. 

E Number Fill State Flip-Flop 
20 

During number fill it becomes necessary to multiply the contents of 
the R-register by ten. This flip-flop provides the necessary timing 
to accomplish this multiplication. 

E Number Fill State Flip-Flop 
30 

This flip-flop provides the timing logic for adding the contents of the 
F-register to the contents of the R-register during number fill. This 
flip-flop also provides the timing for clearing the F-register. 

E Number' Fill State Flip-Flop 
40 

This flip-flop provides the timing logic for multiplying the contents 
of the B-register by ten during number fill. This flip-flop also in
cludes the timing for copying the contents of the R-register into the 
A-register. Another function of this flip-flop is to reset:the E
counter to 01,0. 

F Fill Order Counter Flip-Flop 
o 

This flip-flop is used to establish the' input format to r~ceive a loca
tion and set the location counter. 

F 1 - F 5 Input-Output Register 

, The,se five flip-flops constitute the input-output register. 

'(a) During input mode three sources provide information: type-
writer, photoreader ,and ,keyboard. The first two devices 
generate a teletype or Baudot code (see figure ) which is accepted 
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by the input register flip-flops FI' F Z' F 3, F4' F S ' They are set 
in accordance with the Baudot code sent to. them, At a certain bit 
time later the state of theRe flip-flops is changed by the following 
equations to effect a translation to a corresponding binary code used 
internally in the computer. 

Ilfz =FS' FZ' cr+ F41 FZ' FI ctcllofz = FZFI'Cf+ FsF3FZCtC+F4Fl~tCI 

h f3 = F S I F 4~ f+ F 41 F S F Zl F II C t C II Of 3 = F Slf Z Cf+F·S f F 41 F II C t ci 

""'
1 .... f4_=_F....:;..S_F...;;;3~1 F-..;;,ZI_F....:I~C....:f~+_F_S_'_F_4_' F_1·_' C_ .. ~-l 1of 4 = F 4 F Z <\ C 

+ F 'F 'F 'F C :C S 4 3 Z t 

IfS = F 41F 31F I Cf+ F 41F 3F ZCt C 

+ FS '.F 4F 3'F I'Ct C 

OfS = F 4F 3'F I Cf+ F 4F 3F ZCf 

+ F 4'F 3F Z'F I'Ct C 

+ F SF 31F ZF1'CtC 

The translation process from Baudot to binary is accomplished by 
specifically turning on or off F flip-flops as required for the transla
tion with a con£igu~ation of the F flip-flops initially set by the tele
type code input in combInation with Ct (code conversion-time flip
flop) (figure ), In terms of the computer time base the Y flip-flops 
are first set by the incoming information in Baudot code, 

The F flip-flops are again set in a translation process to a binary con
figuration corresponding to the particular Baudot character (for in
ternallogic of the computer which functions by use of the binary code), 

F el' FeZ (ormat control flip .. flop 

The four possible combinations of these two flip-flops is used to 
determine the format of the information to be output. 
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G Half-Word Indicator Flip-Flop o 
This flip-flop is used to specify the first or second command depend
ing on whether it is zero-set or one-set, respectively. When referring 
to a location which contains data (in contrast to a. command), a zero 
is used to indicate the data is in command format and a one is used to 
indicate the data is in BCD format and occupies the location specified 
plus the following sector (two successive words). 

G l - G 12 Location Counter 

The location counter must contain the desired memory location to 
read from or write into. G 7 - G 12 determines the memory channel; 
G 1 - G 6 determines the sector. 

HO Transfer of Control-Verify Input Flip-Flop 

During the verify mode of operation this flip-flop is initially set to 
zero and then a comparison is made between the information pre
viously recorded in memory and the information currently being read 
by the photoreader. Disagreement results in setting this flip-flop 
which activates the verify error light. This flip-flop is also used to 
reset the location counter (Kg and Go) when a transfer of control is 
indicated. 

H Readout C antrol Flip-Flop 
1-4 

This four-flip-flop counter counts the number of characters shifted 
through the output register by counting the times the NS flip-flop is 
one-set (which is once per character). 

II Computer State Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is utilized for timing. During the time II is true, the 
desired command pair is located and transferred from the memory 
to the Z-register. Since a full word was taken from memory, this 
function is not necessary for the second command in a pair. 

12 Computer State Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is utilized for timing. During the time 12 is true, the 
word information referred to by the addres s of the command is located· 
and transferred from memory to the B-register. 
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13 Computer State Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is utilized for timing. During the time 13 is true, the 
operation designated by the command is executed. Also at this time 
the location counter is augmented to its succeeding value unless a 
transfer-of-control command is encountered. 

14 Computer State Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is utilized for timing. 14 becomes true if the computer 
encounters a stop command or error. Therefore, 14 is known as the 
noncompute flip-flop. During 14 input-output operations such as 
computer fill, verify, or readout may be performed. 

15 Computer State Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is utilized for timing. When a word has been filled into 
the accumulator and the ENTER button is depressed, 15 becomes true 
and allows Al through A41 to be copied into Xl through X41' and then 
the word enters the memory. 

During floating square root, 15 becomes true if the exponent does not 
have to be denormalized. If 15 does not become true, then the expo
nent needs denormalizing. 

J 0 Overflow Error Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is one-set when a number exceeding the capacity of the 
machine is called for; that is, when an attempt is made to enter too 
large a number or -when the results of an arithmetic operation exceed 
absolute one. This flip-flop activates the overflow error light. 

J 13 Output Error Flip-Flop 

During output operations the computer directs a signal to the output 
device which in turn transmits to the computer a signal signifying the 
character being output. If the two signals are not identical, this 
flip-flop is set to activate the output error light. 

KO Loop Read Flip -Flop 

This flip-flop copies bit by bit the information being gated from the 
loop memory and acts as a buffer between the loop memory and the 
register to which the information is being transferred. 
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K Computation Carry Flip-Flop 
a 

This flip-flop is used in the logic to determine whether a carry or 
borrow arithmetic condition has been made in addition and subtraction. 

K Carry Flip-Flop for Location Counter 
g 

This flip-flop comes on at blttlme 2 and stCLYS on until a 
zero is shifted into' Gl during N4 timing. This is done to 
provide the one input to the counter, counting it up to the 
next location. 

K Carry Flip-Flop for Computation Cycle Counter 
q 

This flip-flop injeCts the "one" which makes the Q-counter a one-input 
adder. It serves also to inject the zero to the Q-counter the first word 
time following the execution of a command or arithmetic operation. 

K Carry Flip-Flop for Sector Counter 
s 

This flip-flop comes on at bit tim,e l and stays on until a zero 

is shifte~iJ:l!c??l. d':l:~~~g N L~i~~ng.~. This is done to provide 
the one input to the sector counter. 

L L-Loop Memory Flip-Flops 
I, 2,41 ' 

These flip-flops are used to delay the information by three bit times 
in the recirculation path to compensate for the difference in spacing 
between the write head and the two read heads. L2 acts as a buffer 
between the memory ~nd the KO flip-flop. 

L L-Loop 4-Word Read Flip-Flop 
2a 

This flip-flop is used as a buffer between the four-word read head 
and the KO flip-flop. 

L pI Loop-Memory' Selection Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop selects whether the information will be gated out of the 
main memory or from one of the high-speed loops. 

L "" L - V -Loop Selection Flip-Flop 
p' . 

If the high- speed loop memory is indicated, this flip-flop is used to 
determine whether the L-loop or V -loop is indicated. 
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M Operatlon-Type Flip~Flop o 
This flip-flop is used to specify the 00,01,02, and 03 code com....; 
m.ands. It is used to decrease the num.ber of inputs to rrand fT gates 
in the logic. 

M Operation-Type Flip-Flop 
1 

This flip-flop is used to specify the com.m.and codes 10 through 17 
inclusive. 

M Operation-Type Flip-Flop 
2 

This flip-flop is used to specify the com.m.and codes 20 through 27 
inclusive. 

M Operation-Type Flip-Flop 
3 

This flip-flop is used to specify the com.m.and codes 30 through 37 
inclusive. 

M4 Operation-Type Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is used to specify the com.m.and codes 40 through 47 
inclusive. 

M5 Operation-Type Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is used to specify the com.m.and codes 50 through 57 
inclusive. 

M Operation-Type Flip-Flop 
6 

This flip-flop is used to specify the com.m.and codes 60 through 67. 

M Operation-Type Flip-Flop 
7 

This flip-flop is used to specify the com.m.and codes 70 through 77. 

M Operation-Type Flip-Flop 
B 

This flip-flop is used to specify the com.m.and codes 04, 06, 44, and 
46. 
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M9 Operation-Type Flip-Flop 

This' flip-flop is used to specify the command codes 05 and 07. 

M 10 Operation .. Type Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop identifies the operation of adding or subtracting the 
exponents and storing the resultant exponent in the X-register during 
floating multiplication and div.ision. This operation takes place in 
two word times. 

M Memory Read Flip-Flop 
r 

This flip-flop is us ed to copy the information being gated from main 
memory. It acts as a buffer between the main memory and the 
register to which the information is being directed. 

Mw1 Main Memory Write Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is used to write a binary 110 11 in main memory when it 
is zero-set. 

M Main Memory Write Flip-Flop 
w2 

This flip-flop is used to write a binary 111" in main memory when it 
is zero- set. 

NO Fill Decimal Number Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop establishes the input format so that the computer will 
accept a decimal integer and transform it to a four-place binary 
equivalent. 

N 1 Sector Counter Timing Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop comes on at bit times 3 or 23 and stays on through bit 
times 8 or 28 respectively, depending on the half-word indicated. 
During this time it allows the sector counter to shift and augment one 
count. It is also a timing gate interval for N5 and sector selector 
flip-flops. 
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N2 Operation Code Timing Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop comes on at bit times 14 or 34 and stays on through 
bit times 19 or 39 respectively, depending on the half-word indicated. 
During these times it allows the operational code register to receive 
new information from the order register and to shift out the old. 

N4 Location Counter Timing Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop comes on at bit times 3 or 23 and stays on through bit 
times 14 or 34 respectively depending on the half-word indicated. 
During these times it allows shifting and recirculating of the location 
counter. 

N5 Channel Register Timing Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop comes on at bit times 7 or 27 and stays on through bit 
times 14 or 34 respectively, depending on the half-word indicated. 
During this time it allows the channel register to receive new infor
mation from the location counter and to shift out the old. It is also 
a gate for the operation code timing flip-flop N 2. 

N6 Output Timing Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop. comes on at bit times 3 or 23 and stays on through bit 
times 7 or 27 respectively, depending on the half-word indicated. 
During these times it allows shifting of the input and output register 
(Fl - F 5)· 

N Partial Substitution Order Flip-Flop 
7 

This flip-flop is used for the three one-word store commands, STO 
(store word), STA (store address), and SAX (store contents of the 
accumulator and exchange contents of the A- and X-registers). The 
use of this flip-flop is to provide the timing necessary to gate the in
formation from A2 to B 1 from which it is gated into memory. 

NS Readout Control Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop provides conversion timing in the output register to 
convert from the internal representation of the computer to the tele
type code. In turn, this flip-flop provides the input to the H-counter; 
that is, the H-counter counts the number of times theNS flip-flop is 
one-set. 
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NSa Readout Timing Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is similar to NS except that it is used in BCD format 
output. (In BCD, the sign is legitimate only if it is minus. Plus 
signs are not punched or typed. The plus sign is used to generate a 
figs shift code. ) 

N9 Sector Counte.r Timing Flip-Flop (Intermedi~te Timing Flip-Flop) 

This flip-flop is turned on at bit times 2 or 22 depending on which half 
of the word is indicated. It is used as a timing gate interval for Nl, 
N4, and N6 timing flip-flops. 

NIl State Change Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is used to terminate the 12' command interpretation 
state. The logic one-sets this flip-flop when the necessary inter
pretation of the command to be executed has been completed. This 
flip-flop becomes one-set during the last bit time of a word time. 
The following word time}it zero-sets both itself and the 12 flip-flop 
which terminates the command interpretation state. 

N 2 State Change Flip-Flop 
. 1 

This flip-flop is used to terminate the 13' command execution state. 
During the last bit time of the last word time in the execution of an 
arithmetic operation or command, this flip-flop is one- set. The 
following bit time, as with NIl' it zero-sets both itself and the 13 flip
flop simultaneously which terminates the command execution state. 

o Fill Orders (Command Fill) Flip-Flop 
o 

This flip-flop is used in conjunction with logic to establish the com
mand format-type of input; that is, the first character which is entered 
is treated as the sign which is a binary bit, the next six characters 
are converted to octal, the next character is treated as the half-word 
indicator and fills as a binary bit, the next character is treated as the 
sign of the second command and enters as a binary bit, the next six 
characters are filled as octal information, and finally the last char
acter is the half-word indicator of the second command filling the 
last binary bit. 
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01 Fill Orders Flip-Flop 

When this flip-flop is one-set, the input inforrn.ation accepted by the 
corn.puter is an octal character. When this flip-flop is zero-set, the 
corn.puter accepts only binary inforrn.ation. 

Po Legitirn.ate Code Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is set for one word tirn.e if the character being input is 
a legitirn.ate character for the forrn.at selected. 

P 1 - P 6 Young Digit Counter 

This counter is used to count the nurn.ber of binary bits in each word. 
This counter identifies each of the 41 bits within a given word and 
furnishes appropriate signals for ti':ning control. 

P d3 Delay Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop provides a delay for deterrn.ining whether the character 
being input is legitirn.ate. During output operation this flip-flop in
dicates terrn.ination of the corn.rn.and and clears the F (output) register. 

P Delay Flip-Flop 
rn. 

This flip-flop is used to reset the Q-counter to zero during input
output operation, other than alphanurn.eric. 

P Delay Flip-Flop 
rn.a 

Operation of this flip-flop is sirn.ilar to that of Prn.. except this flip
flop is used during alphanurn.eric input-output. 

Q Corn.putation Cycle Counter Flip-Flop o 
This flip-flop is used during floating addition and subtraction to deter
rn.ine the sign of the exponent and whether or not the exponent is zero. 

Q l - Q 6 Corn.putation Cy<;le Counter Flip-Flop 

These six flip-flops constitute a one-input adder which counts the 
word tirn.es during the execution of corn.rn.ands in order that the opera
tion being perforrn.ed will be terrn.inated at the proper tirn.e. 
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R l , 2,40,41,42,43 R-Register Flip-Flops 

These flip-flops form the two ends of the R-register while the re
mainder of the register is contained on the memory disk. R42 and 
R43 are not normal}y part of this register, but act to extend the 
register under special conditions. 

R 1 4 Readout Timing Flip-Flops 
c -c 

Rc lis used to initiate a readout. Rc2 is used in timing the shifting 
of information from the R-register and the B-register.· Rc3 is used 
in shifting the information into the nixies. Rc4 is used to clear the 
previous display in the nixies. 

S Sum-Difference Flip-Flop 

During addition and subtraction, this flip-flop creates the sum or 
difference. 

So Memory Read Sector Selection Flip .. Flop 

This flip-flop is one-set, if during sector co:mparison, sector agree
ment is not reached. At the end of each word, T4l zero-sets SO. 
Therefore, if the next word provides us with sector agreement, So 
remains zero-set. This provides DO or KO with the necessary terms to 
start gating information fro:m :me:mory. 

S 1 - S 6 Sector Counter 

This counter is used to count the riu:mber' of word sectors of which 
there are 64 per revolution, always indicating the sector address of 
the next word to pas s under a given read head. Such a. counter is 
someti:mes called a one-input adder. 

S7 - S8 Loop Read Sector Selection Flip-Flop 

These two flip-flops are used to deter:mine whether the 4-word or 
8-word read head is to be used for reading fro:m the loops. The con
figuration of these flip-flops is dependent upon the sector comparison. 

S 11 Memory Write Se.ctor Selection Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is one-set, if during sector co:mparison, sector agree
:ment is not reached. At the end of each word T 41 zero- sets S 11. 
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Therefore, if the next word provides sector agreement, S 11 remains 
zero-set, indicating that the desired sector is the next to appear 
under the write head. 

S Readout Timing Flip-Flop 
x 

This flip-flop is used to determine whether to shift a binary bit (when 
it is one-set) or whether to shift an octal character (when it is zero
set) during output operation. 

TO Tape Reader "On" Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is used to indicate to the computer that the photoelectric 
tape reader is turned on. 

T 1, 2,40,41, 4la Digit Time Flip-Flop 

These flip-flops are used throughout the computer logic as a timing 
reference. The digit counter could be used, but to save on logic 
terms the T flip-flops were used. They provide a term to represent 
the beginning (T l ) and a term to represent the end (T4l) of each word. 

T Readout Timing Flip-Flop 
x 

During the time this flip-flop is one-set, information is shifted into 
the F (output) register. When this flip-flop is false during output, 
information is copied into the nixies. 

TPP Tape Punch Pulse Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is used to indicate to the computer that either the punch 
or typewriter is in the proces s of punching or typing. 

U l' U 2' U 41 Computation Cycle 'rime Flip-Flops 

During the execution of commands certain word times appear in 
numerous logic gates. Ul and U2 represent the first and second 
word times, respectively, of the execution of commands because of 
the importance of these word times. U4l is used to represent the 
last word time during the execution of a command. 

V 1, 2~ 2a~ 41 V -Loop Flip-Flops 

Identical to the L-flip-flops of the same number 
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Xo Origin Flip -Flop 

This flip-flop is used to initialize the Young digit counter and the 
sector counter. It also provides us with a reference point on the 
memory disk. 1 Xo = XOr 

Xl - X 41 Register 

This register'has several uses. First, it is used as a buffer register 
for information coming from an input device. Second, it is used for 
the exponent portion of a floating-point number when the number is 
coming from memory. 

X9 Punch Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is for initializing. When the punch coding solenoids 
have copied the output register (Fl - FS) X9 becomes true. This 
activates the punch clutch magnet and initializes the mechanics of 
punching. 

X 10 Type Flip-Flop 

This flip-flop is for initializing. When the typewriter coding solenoids 
have copied the output register (F 1 - FS) X 10 becomes true. This 
activates the typewriter clutch magnet and initializes the mechanics 
of typing. 

X 20 Blinker Flip -Flop 

This flip-flop is used to blink the error-trouble indicator lights. 

XOr Origin Pulse Amplifier 

Xor is the amplifier used to amplify the origin pulse from the memOry 
disk, and supply a signal to the origin flip-flop XO. 

Z 1 - Z 41 Order Register 

This register is comprised of 41 bit positions, 38 of which are con
tained on the me:mory disk. The other 3 are held in flip~floprs Z I' 
Z2' and Z41. A r,ead and write head is used as a recirculating 
register. Its purpose is to excerpt from memory the selected com
mand word. 
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Z Input Zeroing-Keyboard Stop Flip-Flop 
ch 

This flip-flop is used to zero the F output register after each char
acter is entered. This flip-flop is one-set by the E-counter in order 
to accomplish this purpose. 
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~PPENDIX II. LOGIC EQUATIONS 

liNDEX FOR RECOMP U LOGICAL IEOUATIONS .... 

Code Name Page 

AO Inhibit Fill Flip-Flop 477 
A 1-3 A Register 400-3 
A 39 A Register 403 
A 40 A Register 404 
A 41 A Register 405-8 
A 42 A Register 409 
A"tl A Register Display Selection Switch Setting 
An Dela y Flip-Flops 456 
Ar A Register Read Power Amplifier Output 403 
At Dela y Flip-Flops 457 
Aw A Register W rite Amplifier Input 403 

B 1-2 B Register 410 
B 40 B Register 411 
B 41 B Register 412-4 
B 42. B Register 415-6 
B c Photoreader Clutch-Brake Flip-Flop 478 
B r B Register Read Power Amplifier Output 410 
Bw B Register W rite Amplifier Input 411 

C 1 Channel Register 371 
C 2, 3,4 Channel Register 372-3 
C 5,6 Channel Register 373-4 
Cb Fill Commands Button 
C f Command Setting of Format Switch 
C j Clock Jitter Flip-Flop 496 
Cr Input Counter Reset Flip-Flop 477 
C t Code Conversion Time Flip-Flop 479 

DO Memory Read Gating Flip-Flop 390 
D 1,2 0I>eration Code Register 375-6 
D 3,4,5 Operation Code Register 377 -8 
D6 Operation Code Register 378 
D 10 Loop G.ating Flip-Flop 391 
Dll Memory Write Gating Flip-Flop 391 
Df Decimal Setting of FormClt Switch 
Dr Reader Delay Flip-Flop 44-8 
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Index for RECOMP II Logical Equations (Cont) 

Code 

EO 
E 1-3 
E 20 
E 30 
E 40 
E pl-p5 and 
E'pl-p5 
E tl-t5 and 
E'tl-t5 

FO 
F 1 
F 2 
F 3 
F4 
F 5 
F c1. c2 

GO 
G 1.2 
G 3-10 
G 11, 12 

HO 
H 1-4 
Hc 

I 1 
I 2,3 
I 4 
I 5 

J 0 
J 1-6 
J 7-12 
J13 

KO 
K 1-5 
Ka 
Kf 

364 

Name 

Add-Subtract Indicator Flip-Flop 
Input Sequence Counter 
"Number Fill" State Flip-Flop 
"Number Fill" State Flip-Flop 
"Number Fill" State Flip-Flop 

"Punch" Echo Signals 

"Type" Echo Signals 

Fill Order Counter Flip-Flop 
In.put-Output Register 
Input-Output Register 
Input-Output Register 
Input-Output Register 
Input-Output Register 
Format Control Flip-Flop 

Half- Word Indication Flip-Flop 
Location Counter Logic 
Location Counter Logic 
Location Counter Logic 

Transfer of Control ... Verify Input Flip-Flop 
Readout Control 
STOP COMPUTE Button 

State Flip-Flop 
State Flip-Flop 
State Flip-Flop 
Input Buffer Fill Flip-Flop 

Overflow and Error Flip-Flop 
Sector Agreement Signals for Readout 
Channel Set Signals for Readout 
Output Error Flip-Flop 

Loop Read Flip-Flop 
Input Channel Switches 1 through 5 
Computation Carry Flip-Flop 
KEYBOARD FILL button 

Page 

444-5 
474-5 
476 
476 
476 

460 
462-3 
464-5 
466-7 
468-9 
470-1' 
472 

451 
385 
385-6 
386-7 

446 
452 

436 
437 
438 
457 

447 

449-0 

435 

443 
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Code 

Kg 
K pl-p5 
Kq 
Ks 

L 1-2 
L 2a 
L 41 
Lb 
L pI 
L p2 
L r4 

L r8 

Lw 

M 0-2 
M 3-5 
M 6-10 
Md 
Mr 
M ra 
M rb 
M rc 
M rd 
M re 
M rf 
M rg 
M rh 
M rO-r63 

Ms 
M wI 
Mw2 

NO 
N 1 
N2 
N4 
N5 
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Index for RECOMP II Logical Equations (Cont) 

Name 

Order Counter Carry Flip-Flop 
Photoreader Input Channels 1 through 5 
Computation Cycle Counter Carry Flip-Flop 
Sector Counter Carry Flip-Flop 

L Memory Loop 
LLoop 4-Word Read Flip-Flop 
L Memory Loop 
Fill "Location" Button 
Loop-Memory Selection Flip-Flop 
L- V Loop Selection Flip-Flop 
L Loop Read Amplifier Output from 4-Word 
Read Head 
L Loop Read Amplifier Output from 8-Word 
Read Head 
L Loop Write Amplifier Input 

Operation Type Flip.,.Flops 
Operation Type Flip-Flops 
Operation Type Flip-Flops 
Display Selection Switch Setting for Memory 
Memor'y Read Flip- Flop 
Memory Read Powe r Amplifier 
Memory Read Powe r Amplifier 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Pbwer Amplifier 
Memory Read Power Amplifier 
Memory Read Amplifier Outputs from Channels 
0-63 Respectively 
Memory Sync Flip- Flop 
Main Memory Write Flip-Flop 
Main Memory Write Flip-Flop 

Fill Decimal Number Flip-Flop 
Sector Counter Timing Flip-Flop 
Operation Code Timing Flip-Flop 
Location Counter Timing Flip-Flop 
Channel Register Timing Flip-Flop 

Page 

387 

383 
370 

428 
428 
429-0 

431 
431 
429 

429 

429 

395-6 
396 -7 
398-9 

496-7 
492 
492 
493 
493 

~ 494 
494 
495 
495 

496 
479 
480 

458 
370 
379 
388 
374 
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Index for RECOMP II Logical Equations (Cont) 

Code Name Page 

N6 Output Timing Flip-Flop 392 
N7 PS Orde r Flip-Flop 451 
N8 Readout Control" 453 
N 8a " Readout Timing Flip-Flop 455 
N9 Sector Counter Timing Flip-Flop 370 
Nll State Change Flip-Flop 439 
N 12 State Change Flip-Flop 440-1 
Nb Fill NUMBERS Button 

00 Fill Orders Flip-Flop 459 
o 1 Fill Orders Flip-Flop 459 
Of Octal Setting of Format Switch 

PO Legitimate Code Flip-Flop 461 
P 1-6 Digit Counter 366-7 
P d3 De1a y Flip-Flop 456 
Pm Delay Flip-Flop 456 
Pma Delay Flip-Flop 457 

QO Computation Cycle Counter 384 
Q 1-6 Computation Cycle Counter 380 -3 

.R 1-2 R Register 417 -8 
R 40 R Register 419 
R 41 R Register 420-2 
R 42 R Register 424 
R 43 R Register 424 
Rb Readout Activation Button 
R cl-c4 Readout Timing Flip-Flops 453-4 
Rd Display Selection Switch Setting for R Register 
Rgm Mechanical Tape Reader ON Button 
R gp Photoelectric Tape Read~r ON Button 
Rsm Mechanical Tape Reader OFF Button 
R sp Photoelectric Reader OFF Button 
Rr R Register Read Amplifier Output 419 
Rw R Register Write Amplifier Inputs 419 

S Sum Flip-Flop 442 
S 0 Memory Read Sector"Selection Flip-Flop 389 
S 1-6 Sector Counter 368-9 
S 7 Loop Read Sector Selection Flip-Flop 389 
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Code 

S 8 
S11 
S c 
Sp 
S sA 
S sB 
S sC 
S sO 
Sx 
S ul-3 
SO 
SO' 

T 0 
T 1 
T 2 
T 40 
T41, 41a 
T d 
T g 
T s 
Tp 
T t 
Tx 
TPP 
TPP k 
TPP P 
TPP r:m 
TPP rp 
TPP t 
TPP 5 
U -12 
U 41 

V 1-2 
V 2a 
V 41 
V g:m 
V gp 
V r4 
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Index for RECOMP II Logical Equations (Cant) 

Na:me 

Loop Write Sector Selection Flip-Flop 
Me:mory Write Sector Selection Flip-Flop 
START COMPUTE Button 
Preset Stop Switch ON 
Sense Switch for SPA Co:m:mand 
Sense Switch for SPB Co:m:mand 
Sense Switch for SPC Co:m:mand 
Sense Switch for SPD Co:m:mand 

. Readout Ti:ming Flip-Flop 
Setup Buttons 1- 3 
"single Order" Position of Operation Switch 
"Continuous" Position of Operation Switch 

Tape Reader ON Flip-Flop 
Sync Bit Ti:me Flip-Flop 
LS Bit Ti:me Flip-Flop 
MS Bit Ti:me Flip-Flop 
Sign Bit Ti:me Flip-Flops 
Initial Ti:me Delay and Error Reset Button 
Typewriter ON Button 
Typewriter OFF Button 
"Punch" Echo Ti:ming Pulse 
"Type" Echo Ti:ming Pulse 
Readout Ti:ming Flip-Flop 
Tape Punch Pulse Flip-Flop 
Tape Punch rulse for Keyboard 
Tape Punch Pulse for Punch 
Tape Punch Pulse for Mechanical Reader 
Tape Punch Pulse for Photoelectric Reader 
Tape Punc~ Pulse for Typewriter 
Input Sa:mpling Signal = (TPP)P5 
Co:mputation Word Ti:me Flip-Flop 
Last Divide Word Ti:me Flip-Flop 

V Me:mory Loop 
V Loop 4-Word Read Flip-Flop 
V Me:mory Loop 
Mechanical Tape Reader VERIFY Button 
Photoelectric Reader VERIFY Button 
Y Loop Read A:mplifier Output fro:m 4-Word 
Read Head 

Page 

390 
390 

455 

478 
393 
393 
393 
393 

454 
455 

394 
394 

432 
432 
433-4 

432 
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Index for RECOMP II Logical Equations (Cont) 

Code Name Page 

V rS V Loop Read Amplifier Output from S-Word 432 
Read Head 

Vw V Loop Write Amplifier Input 432 

W 0-63 Memory Write Amplifiers 4S1-491 

XO Origin Flip-Flop 366 
X 1,2 X Register 425 

X9 Punch Flip-Flop 392 
X 10 Type Flip-Flop 392 
X 20 Blinker Flip-Flop 456 

X 40 X Register 425 

X 41 X Register 426-S 
X or Origin Pulse Amplifier 366 

Xd X Register Display Selection Switch Setting 
Xr X Register Read Amplifier Output 425 

Xw X Register Write Amplifier Input 425 

y 0-12 "Preset Stop" Bit Agreement Signals 

Z 1, 2 Order Register 379 
Z 41 Order Register 3S0 
Z ch Input Zeroing-Keyboard Stop Flip-Flop 473 
Z d Display Selection Switch Setting for 

Instruction Register 
Z r Z Register Read .l_mplifier Output 379 
Z w Z Register Write Amplifier Input 379 
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RE,COMP U LOGlI'C EQUATIONS 

ORIGIN FLIP-FLOPS 

X OJL OR' G.IN PU L SE AM PL IF\ER 

YOUNG DIGIT COUNTER 

P, 
• • I 

I P I == P S" P, X 0 

• 
OPt - Ps P, 

• 
opz. = PI 

366 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4-f. 3 -/0' 

4-f.I-I'I 
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YOUNG DIGIT COUNTER (Cont) 

, 
p+ IP1- = P3 '1\0 

I 

o P4 = Pa 

+ 'X o 

oPs = p+ 
I 

+Xo 

!?08-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.'S--IS 

2'3-3+ 

2'3 -3+ 

25"9 -/9 

367 



SECTOR COUNTER 

• 
oS I = S2 N I 

+ Xo 

152..= 5,3 N, 

368 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

202.-18 

202.-11 

40 3-.3+ 

2.0+-18 

2.0+ -I" 
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SECTOR COUNTER (Cont) 

Sf I S4 = Ss N I 

I 

OS4=SsN, 

+Xo 

+ Xo 

• 
, 5, = S I Ks Nt 

I 

+ 5, Ks N, 

• • 
aS' = 5, Ks N I 

+S,KsNa 

.50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+O5"~/8 

ao, -3+ 

2.0' - 34 

2.0a -/8 

+08'-/8 

2.2.2.-12. 

418-'2. 

+18 -12. 

420-1 ~ 

369 



SECTOR COUNTER (Cant) 

.sECTOR COUNTER TIMING FLIP.,.FLOPS 

N, ,h, = N, 

N, 

370 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.. 10 - f 41 

i:.IO-I& 

~II- If 

4-10-18 

2.09 -/ S 

208-/9 
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CHANNEL REGISTER 

C, 

SOB-T-6 

,e,= C2,NS-

+ J, Ret Da' 
• t I 

+ Me U, R+I X 41 IS" T, 
•• t' 

+ Ms U, R.H )(41 T2 Is 

I 

oC,= C2. N S 

+Rb 1+ 

+Me T1-1 

t I 

... Me VI C, T4-o 

+ Me U,' C~ TiO 

• • + Me V, Qoq. T4-o 

• 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.0'-/2. 

20' -/2 

103-Cf 

104 - " 

+0(,-3+ 

405'-2.1 

405-2.1 

+0'-2..+ 

371 



CHANNEL REGISTER (Cent) 

Cz I C ,=C 3 N S-

, 
+ J e ReID! 

+ A2, Me V,' 

.,. Mo 
• 

oC,= C3NS-

1" R b I+ 

+ Me T+I 

• 
o c3 = C4 N5' 

.... Rb 1+ 

372 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+J S -/l 

4-1 S' - 12. 

415'-10 

4'(,-1 • 

2.'7-/6 

2./' -34 

2/'-34 

2~1-3"" 

2.'7-'8 
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CHANNEL REGISTER (Cont) 

I C4= C5" N S-

J R Ds' + to el w 

• 
+ Me U. T. 

. . , 
+ Me Q2 X, T, V. 

I I. 

+ M e q2, X IT, U • 

... Me T4' 

,c~=C,Ns 

+ J,. Ref D; 

50B-T ... 6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

.... '7-18 

4-71-10 

2.11-3i-

2.11- a+ 

313 



CHANNEL REGISTE~ (Cont, 

Ie, = G, I, Ns-

+Z,IaNs 

CHANNEL REGISTER TIMING FLIP-FLOPS 

Ns 
f • , , • 

\ Y\S" = Do D,o DII Rei I3 N. PS' 

374 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.,'" -10 

/1L -18 

50B-T-6 



OPERATION CODE REGISTER 

D, , d I =.Da N 2 

• 
+ No C)t. 

• • +Ms U. C, r+, 

+ M 10 

+ Is-I!T41 
I 

T 841 12, If T..,<> 
• od, =D2 N z 

+ Rei 

... N'2 

+ Mq M+ 
+ M, DCa' 

508 ... T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

21+-3+ 

2.14-31-

2.15'- 21 

2.14-1'1 

2.I!)-21 

Cf II -:l.Cf-

+ 13- 3+ 

+12-.34 

412,-34-

+13-3+ 

+11- 3 '+ 

375 



OPERATION CODE REGISTER (Cant) 

376 

I d2 = D3 N 2-

.... Rei , 
+ 134 2. 14 I2. '+0 

od, = n; N 2. 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+18-3+ 

418-3+ 

5'9 -2.S 

4·' 1';' 31-

415"-21 

411-34 

508-T-6 



OPERATION CODE REGISTER (Cant) 

D3 I d3 ::: ])4 N 2-

, 
+ M3 D2 

, 
+ J o 12 1+ T40 , 
+ '!4-2. 1+ r,. 
+ U2. N+M~ 

+ MI T 4101 
• 

od a = D+ N 2. 

+ 14 
+ Mao O~ U~ T ... 
-4a M,. O~ 

Di ,d4 = Ds N2 

+ R Cl 

+ e.2. 1.'1 T 40 

a d4 = lJ: N 2. 

• 
+ Rei 

I 

M3 r+ 

50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2./1-/8 

2./3-/8 

2.11- 2.+ 

').0'-2f 
2.12.-2.+ 

10' -34 

2.12.- 034 

2. J 2. - ~"t 
~I~ -14-

113 - 10 

2. 11-18 

2.11-1'1 

177-'0 

4-1'1-18 

47'1-/8 

377 



OPERATION CODE REGISTER (Cent) 

, 
Ids == ]b N 2 .B+z. 

4- 1+ 

, d, = 2z. N 2 
I 

+ 8 42. I. I,. T fO 
• 

o d, = Z 2 N z. 

+ N '2 
+ Is T41Q. 

378 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4-1~-3+ 

415"-34 

415"-ltt 

415-1'1 

415-16 

508-T-6 



CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

OPERATION CODE TIMING FLIP-FLOPS 

ORDER REGISTER 

z, 

:::1 - ""7 
CI~' - z::.., 

+ "5 6 4 '1.. 

1~2. = ZJt 

454-2.iJ. 

+,9-'54 

4 E. S -31-

2.1Q-11 

."..,&. -18 

533 

ZJL} 
l~ 

"l CHANNEL ReAD POWER AMPLIFIER OUTPUTS 

CH"NNEL WRITE'" AMPLIFIER INPUTS 

508-T-6 379 



ORDER REGISTER (Cant) 

:2. 41 

, , 
"'Z, I, 

COMPUT ATION CYCLE COUNTER 

, 
q, 1tt.,=Q2 N J Ma 

+ Me X+l T, 
I 

• I 

o t I =Q2 N I Me 

+ Is T41 

+ Me T, 

380 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2..30-12. 

2. 30-'8 

230 -/2. 

2.31-12. 

2.31-/2. 

i/2. - J 2 

4-12- 12 

+13- 12. 

fl2.-IO 

4-13-/2. 

508-T-6 



COMPUTATION CYCLE COUNTER (Cont) 

G2, 
I 

.<i.2=Q3 N,M s 
t 

+ q, Me T+o 

+ X ... , Me U,' T, 

• I 

oC{.2.= 93 N, Me 

+ Is T4 ·1 

• 
I Cf..3= Q4 N , Ms 

• • 
ott~= 9+ N, Me 

+ V, T41 

0-M,o T+l) * 

S08-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

-+'1 - /0 

+18-2.1 

418-2.1 

418-'0 

42.0 -/8 

" 5"-2. S' 

,'5"'-2.5' 

2.12.-10 

2.'3-12 

2.13-12. 

381 



COMPUTATION CYCLE COUNTER (Cont) 

• 
I i+ = Qr N, Ms 

• • + Me Mo Is v, Til 

• • + Me U. C, T41 

NOTE: * Gates In Parentheses Are Redundant 

I 

+ Me "2 Ra u~ 
of- Me Va R~ Qs T40 

382 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

~os-~s 

~O+-IO 

SIS"-2.S' 

S-I 5'-2. S' 

SII-18 

2./4-10 

2.1+-2.1-

10'- .a 

SOB-T-6 



COMPUTATION CYCLE COUNTER (Cont) 

• • 
1\' = q, Ktt 13 PI11 N, 

• I 

+ q, Kq" 13 Pm N, 

• t 

0'1., = Q, Kt N I 

+Q, Kt Na 

, . . 
tkq. = T, Mtt M ... M 10 

.,.. T, M; Mq' 

S08-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

112-25" 

112-25 

2.12-1, 

2.72- 12. 

2:12-34-

~'2.-34 

2.'1,-," 

451-2.1 

383 



COMPUTATION CYCLE COUNTER (Cent) 

, . . 
Qo Ito = Q, r,I+D3 N , 

• •• +Q, 2, I+D3N, 

+D3 T. 

+ R9P 1+ 

+ Vgp 1+ 

T M7 Dz 

I 

o to = 14 T41o.. 
I I 

+ R41 D'3 T, T2 

+ ( Rg M -+ Tg) I+ 

384 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

IS7-2.5" 

151- 2.S-

2.51- 10 

2.51-2.1. 

2.51-2.1 

2.58 -, 8 

508-T-6 



ORDER COUNT ER LOGIC 

191- = G 5 N4-

S08-T-b 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

'(,3-18 

25"9-10 

IStf-J8 

213-18 

+1?» -18 

~72-'8 

+12.-18 

211-18 

411-18 

385 



ORDER COUNTER LOGIC (Cont) 

I 

09, = G, N 1-

G, ,~, = Ge N 4 

• o g, = Ge N4 

I ~ 8 = Gq N.,. 
• 

098 = Gq N 4 

• 
o 9 10 = Gil N + 

386 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.10-18 

+10- 16 

2~4f-IS 

45a-18 

4-~2.- 18 

25'1-18 

4S-'-IS 

2.5"4--18 

508-T-6 



ORDER COUNTER LOGIC (Cont) 

I , , 

1912. = G, Kg Fo U, N4- TPP 
, 

+ G, K 9 ,U I N 4-

+:21 U2. N4-

+ AI Fo N + 
I I I + Gf ", Fo lA, N4 S"'b 

I , I 

0912. = G, K9 Fa V, N ... 

+G1 Kg U, N ... 

• + A, Fa N4-

+ 14- (SUI ... S \1, .;. S u! ) 

DII I, T, 

, . 
-t- M2 J o Ho I~ 14 T. 

-t- (T: D II liT I ) 
t 

o kg:' G, N ~ 

+ T~I 0. 

S08-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

52.0-18 

420 -2. 7 

420-2.1 

41 q - 10 

,521 -18 

, IB-q 

2.1'1-2.7 

2.1'1-10 

2.2..0-18 

2.5"8 -34t 

387 



ORDER COUNTER LOGIC (Cont) 

Nt I r\+ = Ho • 
1+ Ua Nq 

• • + 13 M 8 Mtt U, T 2-

+ Fs Fo r. T, 
• 

+M2HoIt I 4 T '2. 

+1. N1 Fa • 

+ 14 (5"" + S~2. .... Su.?) 

+ M, Mq Tl 

388 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

5'I8-2.f 

5"1'-/6 

4fCI -;l7 

~'6-Z.5 

+11-2.7 

+1' -18 

4" -'0 

508-T-6 



SECTOR SELECTION FLIP-FLOPS 

• •• +2, S, I, 1+ N. 

+12, RCIT, 

oso=T4f.' 

57 ,57 5 ' '. = O:D, 0 M 3 N I p+ P, 

+I+ I' 
2-

+ D, Ds I2 T+o -

.0 5 7 - T4-lo.. -

50B-T-6 

, 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

111-2.5" 

"8 -2 S 

111-2.5 

"8-2.S-

2.11-10 

2.18-1'1 

111-18 

11' -1 

2.13-/0 

2.1J-2..+ 

2..13-1'1 

389 



SECTOR SELECTION FLIP-FLOPS (Cont) 

, I pi 
59 ,sa - So D,o M 3 N I 2 

0 58 - 5, T+I 

-t I, D,o T+I 

~ N 12. 

5 .. IS" = So N, 

+ S~ PI. Ps P4 
-+ J o 

OS" - T41 

MEMORY READ GATING FLIP-FLOPS 

... , 
Do I do = So Lpi I, It T4' 

I I , 

+D3 So L pi 12 T~H 
f I I T ... D. So L PI I2 .,.\ 
I I 

+ So L PI H 0 I, T+I 
I , t t 

or D, D+ So Lp, 12. Tor. 

390 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

Ill-if 

+"-/2. 

4"-., 
4-"-IQ 

50'-2.5" 

5"01.-2.5' 

iO~- " 
2.0S--1'I 

5"'J-2~ 

S13- 2.S" 

5"14--2.S" 

5""14- 2.5 

5"I3-cr 

4'4-18 

SOB-T-6 



LOOP GATING FLIP-FLOPS 

, ". +57 Lp,D,oI 3 D4 T41 

+ 13 Mt D;T, 
od JO = D 10 T41 

MEMORY WRITE GATING FLIP-FLOPS 

I , 

+ S /I M, D~ T40 

I 

+ DII M" D 3 T40 

+M3 U2 T40 

S-08-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

50.3-1 a 

504- -/8 

505-/8 

505-Q 

40i-2~ 

+03 -/ B 

115- 18 

2.12-24 

2.11-2.1 

"7-27 

2.17-12. 

211- 12 

391 



OUTPUT TIMING FLIP-FLOPS 

PUNCH FLIP-FLOPS 

t • 

IX" = M,D 3 X IO qs(TPP) T41 

o Xq :: (1 ppp) 

TYPE FLIP-FLOPS 

. ( , 
IX\O=M1D2D,Qs TPP)T41 

o X 10 = (T P P t ) 

+Td 

392 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

105"-'1 

508-T-6 



DIGIT TIME FLIP-FLOPS 

T, 

50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4~7-J" 

4-1S-/8 

478- 1'1-

2,.S--/S 

,"~/' 

393 

r 



COMPUTATION CYCLE TIME FLIP-FLOPS 

• V. I U, = I3 
• • + Me Ut C. T+ltl 

+ Mo Ul T41o.. 

• • +Mq Mt M2, U2. T41 o... 

+ Mq B42 Q, T41ll.. 

• ou.=I 3 UI IsT1-I4. 

U, 
, • I 

I U. 2. = r 3 U, T 41 Is N 12. At 

o l.lz. = Ua. T+l 

. , 
f t.l41 =. Mz. D, q, G+ QI T4fo. 

;- M2, D. q, Q4 Q I T+lo... 

394 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.12.-" 

2.13-2.1 

2.13-27 

113-2.5" 

,13-2.; 

272.-2.4 

5"08-' 

40'1-16 

50B-T-6 



OPERATION TYPE FLIP-FLOPS 

Mo 
t' t, 

+ M 8 U, C, T41 o.. Is M~ 

I I • 

N" M. 1m. = Jo Df. Ds D4 ], I2 

+ M. o D2 U2. T4-I()" 

OVVlI = N,z. 

+Td 

,. M. 8+2 T410-

+ N-7 141 Q.. 

50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

15"1-/8 

IS-I -1 

45'2- 12. 

"7-18 

2.'7-2., 

2.'7-/2. 

2'7 -12 

2.'1-10 

2 c.) -'8 

395 



OPERATION TYPE FLIP-FLOPS (Cont) 

T " , , 
1m2 = Vo D, D5Dq. 12 If N" 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+ Fs- F+ Fl F2 A~ No Pd3 Tfl4. 

• + Mlo D2 Ul T4-I4. 4S"S"-2. 7 

+15 I3 T+liL 

Om2,=Td 

.... U~I T+,G.. 

I , 

MJ I n13 = .JO D" Ds D+Ia Nil 5"/3-18 

+ ReI I2 Nil +/J-IO 

O~3 = NIl 2./3-3+ 

+Td 2.1~-34 

396 S08-T-6 



OPERATION TYPE FLIP-FLOPS (Cont) 

M+ 
f • I 

I m ... = J O D, Ds- D+ I2. N II 
, I 

+Ds D+D3 I2 Nil J O' 

+ Mo Me Va T41 

+ M q 842. Q, T1-1 

o h14 = N 12- . . 

+ M4 D2. D3 T4f 

-t Td 

• +Me Mo G5 U2 Til 

+ Me M~ U,' C,' T41 

+Mq U2 T41 

+ rs T4t 

,Ms 

o ~ s = N 12. 

50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

12.0-q 

12./-q 

22.0-2.4-

21'1-24-

2. 2. 2. - 3+ 

2. '-2. -27 

2.22-31-

IIq-/8 

12.2.-1 

a 2.2. -10 

2.2.2.-27 

2.10-'4f 

214 -'0 

391. 



.oPERATION TYPE FLIP-FLOPS (Cont) 

M1 

Me 

398 

I 

I WI, = J o D~DS"D4I2 N" 
I I I I 

+ J o Db Db' D+-D, I, 
I • 

+])5" Tx T 41 o.. N 12. 

i-- J 1"! 1+' 
o Yn7 '= N 12-

+ 14 

+(TBS) J,3' 

+ TPP~ • X 10 

oms= MoV, Til-I 

+ Is T41 

Nil 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

J" - ~ 
,'9- '0 
+'7-34 

15"4 -q 

1S"4-/S 

2.5'3-24-
2.5"1-" 

25"5"-31-

2.5"+-3+ 

254--34-

25,5'-.3+ 

5'14--18 

414-/2. 

414- I, 

508-T-6 



OPERATION TYPE FLIP-FLOPS (Cont) 

M,o 

508-T ... 6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

51 e - 18 

+18-10 

+15"-/2, 

+15"-/2. 

412.-1'1 

45'1- 2.4 

45"1 -10 

399 



A REGISTER 

A, 

, , 
+ A 2. N 0 Po E I T, 

+ R 2 M. o 

+ F. E 30 

Oal (Next Page) 

400 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4-02.-2.1 

+02.-2.7 

502.-2.5" 

+02.-12. 

+02 -12. 

50B-T-6 



A REGISTER (Cent) 

I , , 

o tt, = A 2. 13 E30 

+ A' I ' · 2. 3 M2. M 10 . ,. 
+ A2. Ml E30 U41 . , 
+ A3 D. U+1 

t 

;. R2, D. U+I 

-+ No Po T+I ~~ 
• 

4- F, E30 

..,. I z T4-1 

, 
.,. R 2. M.o 

.. U4-1 T+. 

+ M, T ... , 

50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2()2..-2.7 

202-2.4-

2.0,-2.1 

202 -10 

102.-2S" 

102.-2.5" 

2.03-3~ 

203-31-

2.02-3+ 

202..-3+ 

2.0S--,a 

401 



A REGISTEF. (Cont) 

A2, 

I 

+ R42. M, D2. Uti T+I 

+ A3 U+1 

+ R I E 20 14 

t I 

+ A3 I~ M2. 

402 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4-11-2.1 

411 -, 8 

411-/2 

411-2.1 

4-J1-12. 

2.r8-21 

2.18-2.1 

2.18-/8 

2..4-!2 

2.18-1'2. 

2.16-12 

SOB-T-6 



CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

A REGISTER (Cont) 

l eL3 = AJt.. 
t 

04.3 = AA 

AA-} 
A;" 

A CHANNEL READ POWER. AMPLIFIER OUTPUTS 

I ca. w 
:: A 3"J A CH~NNEl WRITE AMPLIFIER INPUTS 

= A3i' 

A31 I c1.31 = A411 M, 
I 

.12.'-3+ 

T A+o U, 22.'-3+ 

-+- A40 T, 202.(..-18 

• I 

+ S M I VI T, 12 'I""" i 

, , 
o a. a 1 = A -+0 M, 22..5-3+ 

t 

+ A 40 V, 2.2..5"-34 

I 

+ A +0 T, 2;2.5'-18 

t ,. 

+ 5 M I U, T, 2.2.5'-2.4 

508 .. T-6 403 



A REGISTER (Cont) 

, t I 

1 ().. 4-0 = A 4' MoM I U 41 

+A+I M, Ua 

+ M I 1) 2. U, T +f 

-+Kt/-M. V, • 

t 

-+ A 4 1 D, U+1 

• • 
.... A'41 D. U41 

+ S' D, U41 , 
+A4' M,. D3 V, 

404 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4/tf - 2+ 

+14f ... 12, 

4"-12. 

420-12 

42.0-24-

42.0-/2 

42..1-12. 

421-/2 

22.0-27 

2. 2.0-10 

22.0-/2 

2. 2.0 - '2. 

2.'2.'-'2. 

.a2.1-12 

J 2.3 -. 8 

SOB-T-6 



A REGISTER (Cant) 

'508-T-6 

• • 
I lAo 41 ,= A I I3 Po 

+ 8, No D,~ 

• 
+ 5 No J o U~ TI 

+ S· MoJo. U, T, 

• • • 
+S Mz Tx U+I T, 

... R41 U41 T, 

+ R4 , nil U41 

• I 

+B, M3 D2. Dj 

+ R. M3 D3 D. 

+ A t M3 D 2. D " 

+ArM4D~U, 
l 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
, LOCATION 

2. 1 7-2. 7 

'11-2.S 

2.18-2.7 

111-2.5" 

2..16-2.7 

,1-1-/2 

~17-2.5' 

2.11-2.1 

2.7'-2.7 

2.78-24-

27G -2.7 

405 



A REGISTER (Cont) 

1 a 41 (Cont) 

, " , , 
+ Aa M4- D, U, T, T40 T 410-

+ U .... , Tx 
... M,D3 u. X, 

+ F ' P t 
I No 0 T, 

+ R4~ t+o T4-I; 

+ A +2. E 40 T41o.. 

-+ A ... 2. M1. T XU: 1.).4'\ 

+ A , M ... D3 U, 

+ A4-2. M 10 

+A • I I , I I I 
I MoM I M 2. M 3 M 4- M 10 Po 

Oa41 (Next Page) 

406 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

118-/8 

118-2.5" 

178- z.s-

2.77-2.t 

2.141-/2. 

2.71-16 

111 -Ie 

508-T-6 



A REGISTER (Cont) 

• • +8, Mo D. 
, . 

+ Mz. E 20 U 41 T, 

. , . 
+ R42. D. U~I 

, . 
-+ B, M~D.D3 

+ R: M3 D3 D. 
I 

+ A, M 3 D2. 

• . + M4 D. T •. 

, I" 

-t Aa M40 DI UI T~I4. 
, ., 

+ A4 , M4D, VI T4'4.. 
Oa41 (Cont Next Page) 

50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

41 '/-/2. 

41'-'l.1 

416-2.7 

411-'2. 

418-' 2. 

411- 2.7. 

5'11-25' 

411-'l-1 

4-11-27 

4-18-/2. 

&"77-2.5" 

57B-2~' 

401 



A REGISTER (Cont) 

Oa41 (Cont) 

.... A;M4- D;D2 D .. 

F t I , 

+ I No Po T, 

I 

-+ A 42. E40 T41 o.. 

+ M; U. X,' 

+ Mo U, T, 

+ M, D~ T, 
I 

+ A+2. M 10 

+AtM'M·'M'M·' 'M' 0' 1. 0 I· 2. 3 M+ 10 r 0 

40B 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

411-2.+ 

+11-12 

41' - 2.1 

47 '--J 1 

416-2.4 

416-2.7 

4"11-12 

41tf-31-

5"11-/8 

4-17-2.+ 

41S-2.4 

50B-T-6 



A REGISTER (Cont) 

A42 
I I 

, 4.42. =' A," f'-14 D2. T 4/4. 

, I 

+ Fa F, No Po E, E, 

I 

+ Z 1 12. 14 Nq 

') + A2 M 10 

+S M2 

• 
+FC2. D+ I .. 

, Q I 

o 4.42. = A J M .. D 2-

+ M+T.,4.. . , . 
+F3 F, Nil Po E2, EJ 

, 
+ HD 12. T, 

t 

+ A z M,o 
+ S' M 2. 

S08-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

l5"e-2.~ 

ISS -IS 

ISS -2.~ 

2.58-/2-

256- 12 

25"8 -10 

+5"8-/2 

45"$-31-

5"5"8-16 

45"8-1-2. 

"i 58- 34 

458-18 

409 



B REGISTER 

B, 
. . , 

, b, = B~ M ,O N,Eso 

+ E 2..0 

+ XL H,o 

-+A2. N, 

• I • I • 

obi = B, M'G N, C2.0 E 30 

+E 30 14 T~(o.. 
, 

+ "2- M,o 

I 
+ A2, N, 

I b2 =B", 

o b2, = B A' 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

17 B- 'f 

2'8- " 

'-'8-'. 
218-3+ 

, 11-1 

211-12 

2.77-12. 

2.18-18 

5'30 

B eH"N~EL READ POWER ~MPLIFIER OUTPUTS 

410 S08-T-6 



B REGISTER (Cant) 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

, bw : B+o} 
• B eH~NNEL ·WR'TE AMPLIFIER' INPUTS 

o.bw= B40 

840 I b 40 :: 841 Mo' M~ 2.2.+-2.7 

+ S Mo D, 2.2.5'-27 

I I I 

+8+,D 3 D2 D, 22.4-27 

I r 

.... B41 M"D2. D, 22.5'-27 

+ 8+1 M ~ D, 22.'-27 

, I 

+ B41 M3 D3 D2, 2 2.Go - 2. 7 

2.27-27 

. , . 
... S Mo D, 

• I , , 

+ 8 41 D3 D2 D. 2.2.1-21 

..... B+ I MoD l D " 12.5'-18 

2.2.8 -21 

2.2.8-27 

S08-T-6 411 



B REGISTER (Cont) 

-+ S E40 

+ AI Ad I1 Rei 

+ X, Xd I~ ReI 

+ R, Rd 12 RCI 

+ t, ~d 12, Rei 

t 

. + F, Rea T)( 
1b 41 (Cont Next Page) 

412 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
L.oCATION 

''''-2.5' 

2.'0-24-

2,,-2.1 

2.,,1-12. 

SOB-T-6 



B REGISTER (Cont) 

~ 842 M,o 

+ 8+2 A+2 RC2 Ht} Tx 
I , 

+ B, Me q4 Mo 

t I • 

+N o Po E;E 2 P, 

t 

.... A I A d I2. R c. 
Ob41 (Cont Next Page) 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.,' -10 

~o- 2. 7 

+(.1";2.+ 

45"1-2.1 

413 



B REGISTER (Cant) 

Ob41 (Cant) 

414 

, , 
-t F, Rca Tx 

.... Me q4 T, 

-+ Me q4 T40 

I 

+ B4-2. M IO 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4-'0 -2 7 

44/- 12 

44/- J 2 

S"5C/-Z.S 

S5'1-25" 

+1.1-27 

+<'0-/2 

50B-T-6 



B REGISTER (Cpnt) 

I 

B4-2 I b 42. = A 4-0 M 2 M't U I T, 

b o 42 (Next Page) 

50B-T-6 

;- R ,I H 4- R e 2. N I ~ 

I , , 
+ 2.4-1 GoT, I 2. H 0 

+ 82. N 0 Po E 2 T +: 
+ 1+ Rei 

+ M, Mq q, Q3 Q2 q. T+I 

+ Mq q" Q4- q, T41 

+ HI D3 U, 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

.2.08-2..,.. 

110-18 

1I0-2.S' 

2./0-31-

110-2S" 

110-' 

~ ItJ-21-

415 



B REGISTER (Cont) 

• • 
o b 42. = 1+ R, Rc~ 

• + 82. No Po E, 

t 

+ 8, M 10 

+ Mq 842 T41 

I • 
+ N" 13 T401 

+ Nil 

+ M, U. 

416 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

S"10-2S" 

510-2.5 

412-18 

410-1, 

+(0-1'2.. 

412.- " 

+05-12 

S08-T-6 



R REGISTER 

r o 1 (Next Page) 

50B-T-6 

+ Mo T, 
+ R~ H, cA. 
-otR2, M, T1-lo.. 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2'''-31-
.2 73- 1'2.. 
2.70-2.1 

2.10-34 

170 -/8 

270-34 

2.10-2.7 

170-'1 

417 



R REGISTE·R (Cent) 

,. , I 

olL, = R, I3 Po 

+ Mo T4-0 

, 
... M I R 2. T +1 a.. 

-+D, Uq.I 

1- Fl; H, lA I 
. , 

..... Eo U+1 

+ U41 T41tl. 

• • I I I 

+ R2, MoM I M 2. M 10 13 
I • 

+ Ri No Po E 3 

+ E 4-0 T 4 I Cl. 

+ M 10 T+o 

• + Eo M 2 TxT, 

418 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+70-21 

470-.3+ 

+'-1- 2.7 

4 '0 - 3• 

"'a-If) 
4'1-34 

5'7' -.., 

+10·2.7 

410-10 

i10-2.4 

5"'3 I 

531 

S08-T-6 



R REGISTER (Cont) 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

R CH~NNE'L Rt:"D POWf:R AMPL.IFIE'R OVTPUTS 

Rw 
WRIT!: AMPUFIER INPUTS 

R4 0 0 
, 

I .h 40 -= R 41 E 30 U 4' 
I 

22.4f-IO 

+S ' I 
Ufl Ty.. M1 12.1-2.5" 

..... 5 E30 I+ 121-2S" 

+ R41 T X 22.'-34-

-+ R41 MOi 2.2'-3+ 

I , I 

OlL+O = R41 E30 U41 2:28-10 

, I I 

+S U41TXMq 12'-2.5' 

+ S' E30 14- 12(,-2.5" 

I 

+ R41 T)C. 228-18 

I 

+ R41 MC) 224f-/8 

SOB-T-6 419 



R REGISTER (Cont) 

, I I , 

+ R2 M, 8'42. U, T40·T41~ 

I 

+ A+. M I 8+2. T41 a. 

+ R42 M 2 U4-,' 

+ 8+2 Tx' U41 Mq' 

I , I 

.;. Ko L P J D, D 4- I 3 14 DIU I 

+AJ M3 D3 D, 

+ R, M 3 D2 U,' 

, I 

+ R I M4 D3 .D I 

lr41 (Cont Next Page) 

420 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

1'4-- , 

2.(,5-27 

1(.7-2~ 

1'1- 25 

2., 7 - 2..7 

50B-T-6 



R REGISTER (Cant) 

1 r 41 (Cant) 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

I • 

+ R, K4. M+]3 T414 "'''25 

+ R'; K .. MI,. D3 T41~ "'·-2.S 

+ R4-2 E40 2"-18 

f R,M 3 r+) 2·'+-27 

+ XI Mo qa 2.1.3-2.7 

+ X, Tx U41 14,0.. 2' 3 -2.7 

+ R, H, D] U. ~~3-.2." 

Or41 (Next Page) 

SOB-T-6 421 



R REGISTER (Cant) 

I , 

.... A2. M I D3 

+ M /0 

I 

+ A 1M3 D3 ]), 

+ R 11 M 3 D2. U " 

+ R I' M 4- D ~ D ~ 
or 41 (Cant Next Page) 

422 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

""'1-2.7 

5" 7- '1 

5(;,,-/5 

4"5'-2.7 

4(,,1-2.7 

50B-T-6 



RREGISTER (Cant) 

Or41 (Cant) 

+X;MoQ3 

-tA'M D' D 
I 4- 3])" 

+R,' K~M4 ])3 T1-Io.. 

, . 

+ 5 E2.0 Ii-

I 

+ XI Tx U4t1 T41~ 

+ R,' H, D3 LA I 

50B-T_6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

423 



R REGISTER (Cont) 

I t 

+M, Eo K~ T4-lo.. 

+T40 

424 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.. 7' -3+ 

2..7/-21 

111-'1 

11/-25" 

17J -25' 

2.11-21-

2.1/-2.7 

.... " -10 

41'-IQ 

50B-T-6 



X REGISTER 

x, ,XI - X2. 

, 
ox.2.: XJl 

X Jt } -
'A CHANNE'L READ 

X;' 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

417 - 11 

5"32 

POWER AMPLIFIER OUTPVTS 

, X w = X 40,] 
X CHANNEL WR\TE A.MPI.IFIER INPUTS 

o XW: X40 

X40 = X 4-1 M 10 
• 

I x 40 2.2.8-34-

+5 M 10 2. 2.8 -.3+ 

• t 
0)(.40 = X 41 M,O 2.2..1·34T 

+ S· M '0 2. 2. 1-31' 

50B-T-6 425 



X REGISTER (Cont) 

I 

X~H I X 41 = M)t L p1 M+ U, 

+ Ko Lpl M+ U, 
I , 

Me C4 Q+ T4-1 + X, 

+ X I 
I Me C4 G4- T+I 

+ Me Q2 Q+ T+I 

Q~ 
I , 

U, Ml.o + X, 

+ X, 
, , 

M /0 M4 MCf 

+ S M,o U2 T, 

+ AI I, ls-
I I I 

+ X, Me MCf IS" 

+ M4 V, Q2 

+G, MsU, N4 

+ Go M~ T, 

Ds I I 
5 

lX41 (Cont Next Page) 

426 

U,' 

, 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

Slfj-25 

520-25" 

42.1-2.4 

42. 2 -2. 4-

42.3~.24 

42.1-10 

42.3-10 

413-l.4 

414 - '0 

50B-T-6 



X REGISTER (Co,nt) 

lX41 (Cont) 

+ A, t1ID~ ~I 

T X, T ~ 

+ Ms T41 

of ')(. ,13' r; 
, I I 

o X41 = M}1. L PI M4 V, Q2. 

-+- K~ Lp1 M+ V, • 
Q2. 

I 

Q+ 
G • Me C+ T+I + XI 
• 

+ X, Me C+ Q+ T+I 

+ Ms Q,' G+ T+I 

Q; u' I 

+ X' M '0 I I 

• I 

M~ +X M" M 10 , I 

+ M to VI 

+ A: I, If 
I • I I; I 

... Xl Me Mif VI 
OX41 (Con.t Next Page) 

SOB-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4 \'2. - 2..4 

414- 34 

4' q - 3q 

410-~1-

12.1- 2.5" 

12.0-2.5 

12.1-2.5' 

12. 0 - 2.5" 

2.2.2.-24-

2.2.1-2.4 

/2.2.-2.5" 

22.2,-16 

2.2.,1-10 

12.2.-2.5' 

427 



X REGISTER (Cont) 

I 

+ G, N 4- U, MS' 

+ Ms- Go'Tz 

+ X I D I I , E s 

+ A ~M, 1>3 U, 
I + X, T x. 

I -+ Ms ~, N4 Pa, 

+X'l'I' , 3 5" 

L MEMOR Y LOOP 

L, l.l, = L2 

• O'/', = L 2 

I ,e 2. = Lit-a 

428 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.21-2.7 

2.2..1-21 

:l..1.3-/0 

,1 1.1- 2..7 

~2.1-'8 

,2..1>-' 

2./S-I'I 

5"35 

S3S 

S08-T-b 



L MEMOR Y LOOP (Cont) 
CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

L Cha'1.nel Read Power Amplifier Outputs From B-word 
Read Head 

L Channel Read Power Amplifier Outputs From 4-word 
Read Head 

llw = L4l J 
01w=L41' 

L Channel Write Amplifier Inputs 

IJ I I • 

I ~ +1 = M", M, D:\ D ~ D I T. 12.8-1 

+ AI M3 D3 D. Lp, Lp ; r.' '2.1-18 

a 2.8 -, 2. 

• + La Ma D I 2.2.8-12 

+ L, Dz 
• +L. D. Lpl ll1-'! 

2.2.'-/2. 

2.2.7-12. 

22.4-12 

0141 (Next Page) 

50B-T-6 429 



L MEMOR Y LOOP (Cont) 

430 

t ., 

+ 8 I M, D3 L P2. D,o 

• • + L,M 3 D. 

+ LI' D2. 

+ L.' D. L PI' 

, 
-+ L, D, L p 2. 

+ It. L. D3 D/o 

+ L " D~ L P2 

~ 1, 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

12.4-18 

,.2, 4- - 2.5'" 

12S"-2.!i 

12.5"-25 

2. 24- 34 

2.2.4- 12, 

2.2.5"-12. 

2..2+ -12 

SOB-T-6 



L MEMOR Y LOOP (Cont) 

Lpi ,1.. p., 
I I , • = Do DII 13 Rei T, 

+ (Vd+ Ld) I,. Rei 

O~PI • = G, I, Ns 
t • 

+2. I, Ns 

+ Md I, Rei 

L p2 ,Lp2. = G,N, Ps P~ I, 

-+ tiN I Ps-
I I I 

Pz I, 14-

+ Yd ref. 
O),P2:' G,l N, Ps I, 

I • I 

+2, N, PS'I, 14-

+ Ld 1+ 

50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

570-2.5' 

510-2.5" 

2.10-10 

2.10-12 

2.10-/2. 

tra-q 

,,2,-18 

212.-18 

5'12.-2.5" 

S'/a - 2. 5" 

+13 -, s 

431 



CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

V MEMOR Y LOOP 

VI 

V1. 

VAS} 
VAS' 

IV,=V2 

I 

oV, = V2.. 

,V2 = VJL6 

.0 Va :; VILI 
• 

I V 2.0. = V Jl4 

V CHANNEl.. RE'AD POWeR AMPLIFIER. OUTPurs 

F=ROM s- WORe READ HEAD 

\J A4 } t V CHANNEL RE'I\D PowER AMPLIFIER. OUTPUTS 

VA + FROM +-WORO RE"AD Hel\D 

413-" 

414-11 

5'37 

5'J7 

I V W =_ V 4-1, }. V CHANNEL WRITE' AMPLIFIER INPUTS 

OV w - Y41 

432 ::>08-T-6 



o 

V MEMOR Y LOOP (Cant) 

I , 

1 V +1 = M AM, D1. D. T, 

v o 41 (Next Page) 

SOB-T-6 

.. A, M, DJ D. L pi lp2. T,' 
t 

+ 8, M, D, Lp2 D'G 

... V, M~M~ 

+ V, 'M 3 D II 

+ VI M, D3 D~ 

+ V, D, L PII 

+ V, D'I Lp; 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

121-2.5' 

131-/6 

12.'1-2.5' 

a2.1-2.7 

12.6-25' 

2.2.'-12 

12.8-2.5 

433 



V MEMOR Y LOOP (Cont) 

434 

I D II + V, M3 

+y 'D I I . I LpJ 

• • + V. D. Lp2 

+ V,' D~ D,~ 

+ VI' D; Lpi 

+T. 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

130 -2S" 

131-~ 

,31-25" 

2.31-27 

508-T-6 



V .MEMOR Y LOOP (Contt 

• • 
t k 0 = L 2.4 L P 2 S 7 58 

I 5e' ... L2 Lpl 

. " + L1 Lp1 58 

, 'L 5 I 5 + "2.4 pa· , 8 

, . 
... V-a Lpa Sa 

508-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
. LOCATION 

435 



STATE F1.IP -FLOPS 

I, • t N 
,L,=2e.H Go 11.. 

+ No N I~ 

• • 
+ Fs F+ F?a F2, CAP cU No Art 

• I, Do T4-Itl. o t, = 

T I. D,o T4-IQ. 

+Du T40 

+ I, Fo T+I4-

+ To 

436 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+72.~'O 

1-12.-'2. 

5"7,-18 

570-,8 

5"12.-18 

2.12.-10 

2.1a- 2.7· 

2.13-.3+ 

~ 12 -,7 

2.13-34-

50B-T-6 



STATE FLIP-FLOPS (Cont) 

Iz. • •••• 
, L ~ = 2 e H Go M S'N 0 .. Nil . 

...... II Do T+.,Cl. 

+ I, l~ D 10 T414. 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

I .' I I • 

... F~ F .. F2, 14 Fo Go AV\ Pda 

oL1 = I2 Nil 

+ Td 
+ 12, Ho T41 

T l.a I .. N II 

+ Fs F4. FJ F2 No A~ Pd3T41 

oL.3=N,2. 

+ M 1 D I V2. T+I 

~ M2o' Ho II I,.. T+ 1) 

:f- Td 

... Jl~ 

20,-12. 

202-12. 

102.-18 

4-02. -~,. 

402.-3+ 

40Z-I'l 

437 



STATE FLIP-FLOPS (Cent) 

438 

I t 1- = M 7 D, u 2. T 41 

+ ~CH N,2. 

+ Jo I, Nil 

+ Td 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

404--12. 

404-12 

+05'-34 

102-' 

508-T-6 



CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

STATE CHANGE FLIP-FLOPS 

'N" t h. 1 = B4~ T~o 
, 

14- 4E.8- 12 

+Do T q.o 
"13 -10 

+ D,o T40 
413-12. 

+ S~ 
I 

D~ Ds- D, T+o S-73- 2S 

+ Sa' L PI D 41) 3 D, T +0 5"73 - ., 

t 
l' 511 D+ D3 D, T.,.o 573-25" 

. ., 
t D, D3 D2. T+o 413-24-

• + D, Ds D, 140 412.-2.1 

rD, D4- T+o 4-12.-2.. 

-t J o T+o I4' 4'8-/2. 

• + Mel Rei T+Q 4'3-2..1 

+ S I; D (. D, T 4-0 
-1-13-.2.7 

1- Ds D. D~ T4()D. 
574-'9 

on II = T~lO-
+13- 11 

508-T-6 439 



STATE CHANGE FLIP-FLOPS (Cont) 

• 
In 12·= Mo D. T ... o 

, I, 
+ Qo M4 D3 D, T4-0 

+ M4 D2 ·D, T 40\J)~ 
• t 

+ A. M s M Cf M 4-.D! U I T +0 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
., LOCATION 

215"-2.7 

2.15'-2.7 

115- 2.5 

414--10 

11 S--Cf 

111--18 

"S-2.5" 

S-7S"-2.S" 

/75"-/8 

• ,I • 

.... A+2 M+ Me Mc:t D3 V, T+o 5"75'-18 

+ (H 0 M4- T4-oJ 

+ Ms U, T+o 
tn12 '(C~nt Next Page) 

440 

414-2.7 

174-2.1 

SOB-T-b 



STATE CHANGE FLIP-FLOPS {Cont) 

+ M,. D3 Q+ T40 

+ T40 SS~ Ms- D~ DI D~ 

. . I,' 
... T 4-0 S5 b M s D 2 D. DJ . . , 
+ M, Da D2 D, T+a 

508-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+71--27 

S-1S -1 

5"1+ -1! 

11+-1 

11+-2.5' 

114-1.5" 

':!15-1'I 

441 



SUM FLIP-FLOPS 

s , s =A I 8, R, KG. 
I 

+ A, 8, K~ 

+ A I R: • K ... 
• + A, • B.R,K ... 

.... A,' S: K,. 
I R' K1.. + A, . I 

o 5 - A • B I K~ - , , 
• ~ A, R " K~ 
• + A, B, R.KtL 

... A, a:Ko. 

.... A, R: K .... 

---1\ .. I B. R,K;' 

442 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+12. -2.7 

412.-2.7 

+13 - 2.1 

413-2.1 

41+-2.1 

414-2.7 

214-2.7 

2.14-27 

2,12;-21 

2,12.-2.1 

2.Ia-2.1 

2,.1)-27 

508-T-6 



COMPJ1TATION CARRY FLIP-FLOPS 

K .. · .kG.= Eo AI BI R, 
• I 

M+ T4' 

• • • . t 

+£0 A, Sf R, M ... T+. 

.... R4J D, U+. T, 

+M~ 
I 

T, UI 

oko.= • • • • Eo A, 8 1 M+ T, 

• + ~C) AI R: M~ 
E; B,' t 

+ At M"1-

E; , • + AI R. M .. 

Eo • T R. M .. D. T, 

E~ R: • + M+ D, T. 

+ T 4' 

R: ' . ... Eo M4 Dl T, 
• T' -+ E~' R, M .. D, I 

50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

512.-/8 

5"/2-1 

+/1-2.7 

4-"-2. 7 

. 1/1-2.~ 

11+-2.5 

113-2.S' 

U 4-2.5' 

112.-2.S"" 

/11-2.5' 

2./2-1 q 

113-ZS- . 

11'l-~:J 

443 



ADD-SUBTRACT INDICATOR FLIP-FLOPS 

• e 0 = K~ MoT 1-14. 

e o 0 (Next Page) 

444 

+ A.' K 0. M z V.' T 41 ().. 

+ QoM1M+T+o 
... U4-1 

I 
of Qo M 9 M 0 T+a 

+ Mq M ~ U2. T4 ,4. 

-t K~ M.o T1-Id. 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

IS5-2S' 

15"'-2.5" 

2.~5-11 

2.55'-2.4-

508-T-6 



ADD-SUBTRACT INDICATOR FLIP-FLOPS (Cant) 

t • 
o eO '::: A+, 841 Mo D2, V I T, 

t 

+ A+, 84-1 
I 

1"10 D2 U, T, 

+ A~, B ... , Mo D2, 
I I 

4A~1 8 41 Mo D2 

+ M2 U, 

+ AI Ko.. Mz. T41 o.. 

t 

+ R41 M4 D 3 T, 

+ Go M4 D3 D, T+o 

+ Xii 
, 

R41 M,o D2. VI T, 

• 
4- X41 R +, M 10 D ~ V I r, 

+ X+I R4t M lo D~ U, T, 
, • D~ .... Xii R41 M,o U, T, 

t F" 

50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

155".-/8 

55'5'-'1 

5'5'-'1 

IS'S -'/ 

i-S"' -/8 

4S'S--z'+ 

5"5"-2S" 

S"s,-zs-

5"55'-/8 

15"' .. 'I 

15"7 - 'I 

/5"6-1 

2.51-," 

445 



CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

TRANSFER OF CONTROL- VERIFY INPUT FLIP-FLOPS 

446 

• + A Itl M S' U, D / T, 

+(Jo Ms D2. D. T/) 
+ Vgrrt I4 

-+ Ml D, T2 

-+ Ms D3 V, 

+ Vgp I4 

oho=A,M4T, • 

I • I • I 

+ A I M 5 D 3 ·n 2. D I T,T +1 tL 

+- J o' To" 14-

+ I~ I~ 
J • 

+ Rei 0 

55"7-18 

fiS"7 - 2.5" 

+58-2.7 

45"S-/2.. 

4!;-5"-/2 

2..$"7-12. 

157- /8 

2.5"7-18 

l~i.- ~+ 

2.5"2-18 

50B-T-6 



ERROR FLIP-FLOPS 

, j 0 = D I Eo K ll. M 0 U I T+ I 

+K' TIT .. 4. M ~ U I X +1 

+ Ko. D. U41 T+l 

• + X2 ~2. Ho 
• 

12. T41 

I 

+ X, l, H 0 12-

+ Rb To 

+ M2 E 30 U. F 3 
• 

+ J'3 
+ E40 T 41 S 

oj 0': Td 
t • 

+ Dc. DS' D4 D3 D2 D. I, 

50B-T-6 

T+o 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

SI8-,/ 

S/(. -2.5" 

S"/7-2.S' 

+17-2.4 

4-18 - Ii 

4-l4- /0 
4-17-/~ 

S18-11:J 

447 



READER DELAY FLIP-FLOPS 

DIt 
• " I I I 

,dA = Fs F+ F ~ F2 Fo A 0 Pt'M I, 
I I • 

.. Fs F3 F2. F, A 0 Pm I, 
• I • 

.... Fs F. F ~ Fa F, p~ I, 
• + Ma N 12. 

... (R$YY\ + Rsp) Tpp 5 

.. N .. J o 

, 
+ E 3E'2 E I PMlL 

r 

At Pel, 

odA = . ( R 9 M -t Tg ) 

't V,WI 

+ .N'1 

+ R,p 

.... V9P 

.... Kg It 
, 

+ To 

448 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION ' 

173- /.8 

/72.-18 

17/-18 

2..11-34-

21/-34-

,-,+-18 

172-1 

"73- 3+ 

4-73-31-

4-72.-3 ~ 

4·7/- 3 i-

47/-3+ 

+12~3i-

410-/1 

SOB-T-6 



OUTPUT ERROR FLIP-FLOPS 

I 

Iju= F, Etl Tt. 

+ F,' K. KTt 

, 
... Fa KlK- Tt 

I 

• FJ E tl Tt 

- . 
... F. E PI Tp 

+ FI ' E PI Tp 

t 

+F! Ep3 Tp 
lj 13 (Cont Next Page) 

50B-T .. 6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

-2..~/- 2.7 

2.5""S"-27 

25""5'-12. 

25"3-2.7 

?-S"2.-/2. 

449 



OUTPUT 'ERROR FLIP-FLOPS (Cent) 

Ij13 (Cent) 

+ F l E P! Tp 
I 

+F4 Ep+Tp 

• + F4 Ep4 1p 

+ • Fs Ep 5" Tp 
• + F, £ P5" T p 

• : Td OJ, ~ 

l' SUI 

450 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2. S" 2. - 12. 

25"2-27 

25"2- 21 

25"1-'2-

2S-.·" 

2.~t-I't 

25"3-11 

50B-T-h 



HALF-WORD INDICATOR FLIP-FLOPS 

I I 

'90 = Go 14 NIl-
I I 

+ l, Ho 14 U2. Nq 

I 

t 'Z, HoI 4- U2. T, 

+ Go M, 1+ 

• ;- G. Fo N+ 

+ I4 (SUI -t SU2. -+ Sua) 

PS ORDER FLIP-FLOPS 

N, • , n 1 = A42 12 N 1\ D" D 3 

A • D ' , P3'·· r +2 M + 3 P" P ~ P I 

+ Iz. N" D, n s 
, 1-I). ""at D4 1), D. 
on, = N, T41 

+P4 P3 PI M .... 

50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.1(,,-2.7 

114 -1 

2.15"-'0 

il5 -/2. 

'f s- If 

2./S"-I2. 

2.1' -12.. 

120-/8 

218-2,4-

• 2. '3" 2S 
2.18-10 

451 



READOUT CONTROL 

H. 

452 

• • ,hi = H, RC4 Na 

+ R I H' H; , 
C4 I H3 

o hi = HI N e 

+ ul 
• CA. A o' 

• Jh2,= H2o HI Ns 

oh2 = H2o HI Nt 

+ V, C~ A ~ 

I 

, h 3 = H 3 H· 2 H I N 8 

o h!= H; H2o HI Ns 
• t 

+ UI C)t. Ao 

I n4= H; H3 H2. H, Ns 

oh 4 = H+ H! \4, \4, Na 

+ U, C~ A~ 
+ N,2. 

Fo To 
, 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

"'''-10 
5"10- , 

411-12. 

ill -/ Z 

,'18-10 

2713 -/2 

2. 78 -/Z 

2.05' -2." 

IO~-2!i 

S-11-·1 

~II- 2.5" 

508-T-6 



READOUT CONTROL (Cont) 

Ne 
• , I 

,ne: Ml·DsTx T4-1 NI2 

-I,. (T P p)t R c?> T 4-0 

ohs=Ne 

READOUT TIMING 

Rei 

50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

410-/0 

4-11-16 

511.-/8 

+15'-16 

2,/.4-12. 

2.14 -/2 

453 



READOUT TIMING (Cont) 

T~ 

454 

• 
I }t.C·3 = M 3 T)(. T+\ N 12-

-t-(TPP) Pm To' 1+ Fs 

o )&. e 3 = (T P p)' R c: 3 T40 

I )t. C.4 = R CI 

+ T ~ C; A o' If P d 3 F s 

, t x·= M 3 D 2. D,' Q, T +1 d 

+ M1 D~ U, T+lo.. 

+ D~ P d3 T4-1£l 

, Jo' 
-+ n: Ds D+ D3 12 Nil 

... IS" I 3 T +1 0.. 

• t = M2, Tv T+1o.. ox'" 

+ N 12. 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

10J -2..1:1-

10.3 -2.5" 

205-10 

/I S -I S 

zal-18 

SSl- f 

+S"3 -2. 7 

+5"3-1 z. 

50B-T-6 



READOUT TIMING (Cont) 

, t 

I had = M 2. D5' Tx. T41 N 12 

o neD.. = N aa. 

I t 

Sx ,sx = 1-13 H2. H I N 9 F C2 Fel 

+ 12. 
, I 

Ns o Sx = H2. H, 

+ M2, 

T APE PUNCH PULSE FLIP-FLOPS 

TPP 
I 

,tpp = (T P P p ) X J 0 

• , I I 

+ To Q 0 p S' P 4 P ~ P, P, 
.... (Su+TPP) 1+ p; P~ 
... """t x; r.,: 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

174 - , 

2.1'-/1 

11/-1 

211-/1 

201 -, 2. 

2.01-12. 

4-5'7- 12;. 

S-S-t, - i8 
457- ,2. 

ot pp = (TPPI\.W\)' (TPPI< )'(TPPt)(TPPp) [5": Su.; Su; S~] (TPPILP)'~ 
IS-'-IS/ 

50B-T-6 455 



DELAY FLIP-FLOPS 

Pm ( )JI • I" I Pm = TPP 13 An Ps p ... P?t 

oPm= Pd3 

+ JUt 

+ Ct 

Pd ?> , P d 3 = (T P p)' To' PM T 4-0 

+ Ct 

+ (TPP)' Pt'IlQ.. T40 

o Pd3 -= Pd3 T40 

X 2.0 , xao = 
I 

Xao Xo 

o X,o = X 2.0 Xo 

, 
An ,a.,1'1 = M, D, D3 D, Lp1 

, , 
+ Fs F+ F3 F2 F, Ct 

+ At IS" 
, , 

o a.. n ::: M 1 T () 
, 

... £3 E;E:AtPo T4-1 

+ Td 

456 

• P2 P, 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

5"'4--16 

4" -I" 
~,'- -J+ 

+"'-~i-

i-/S-2..4 

4,tf-I'l 

+IS-~+ 

2./'1-18 

2.5(. -IS 

aSS""-1 t3 

5"77-q 

s"7i -q 

+1+-12. 

2.7S-18 

171-/8 

'-'. ·/7 

50B-T-6 



DELAY .FLIP-FLOPS (Cont) 

OPWla. = Pd3 

i-F'F'FtF .. ·F'A I Qo 5 4 ~ ... , ~ 

INPUT BUFFER FILL FLIP-FLOPS 

I , 

+ M)l L p1 Me D" T2 

+ K'I' L PI Ms D, T2. 

508-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+55-18 

$S2.-' 
4G~-IO 

577-18 

474--3+ 

S"('~-18 

F72.-2.S 

572..-2.5"' 

57/-2..5" 

2.7/-10 

457 



FILL DECIMAL NUMBER FLIP-FLOPS 

• I • 

+ F 5" F4 F3 F2. F, To P wa 

+ C b 

I • 

;. Fr; F4- F3 F2 F, Pm 

.... Ii-' 

+ M3 
IFf 

+ F5' 4- F" F2. F, P"", 

458 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4'(, -2.4 

+17 - 3+ 

508-T-6 



FILL ORDERS FLIP-FLOPS 

0 0 " = L b 

+ Fs F4' Fi ' F2 Pm To F,' 

... N J,. 

, 
+ F S F+F3 Fl ' Pm 

+ I 1-' 

+ M3 

+ At Is 

, I' 

,0 I ::' No Po E 3 0, F+ 

+ 0,' N; Po £2 F~ 

+ An Po O. • 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4-, 1- 34-

~7'-2S 

47£-10 

2.7'-2.+ 

459 



FILL ORDER COUNTER FLIP-FLOP 

Fo " , 
I of 0 = F s F ~ F'3 F 2 F I Ct 

+ M, 1+ A~ I , 

+ Lb C)1 M3 1+ T, 
.... E;M.N,l 
+ MS' N 12 lC.H 

• Fa P,.., (j f.o - F5 F4 

-to Nb 

+ I~ N,~ 
• + M 3 N 12. 

+ (S UI + 5 \1.2. 't S u..~ ') 
-+ Cb 

460 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

1S'2- -18 

'~4-2.+ 

/5"2.-1 
LEI"/ D 

~S'I-IO 

"'5,-'-7 

45"2.-3+ 

+5"3-J4-

45"3 -!4f-

4-5 ~- /1 

45"2.-31-

S08-T-6 



LEGITIMATE CODE FLIP-FLOP 

• 
Po , Po = Fo Fs F+ Pd3 

, 
+00 Fs- F4- Pd3 

I 

+ 0 0 Fs F3 F2 Pdi 

+ No Fs F4' Pd3 T414 

+ No Fs F 3' Pdl 

... Pd3 F/ F; FsN o 

+ At. Pd~· PW\O-

• 
oPo = No Po T4-lo.. 

• 
+ Po E 2. T+ltl. 

508-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.70-21-

" '1-2.~ 

17() -2.S" 

"'-25' 
2.,,'-2.+ 

170-2.~ 

2.71-/2 

+70-/2-

4-70-/2 

461 



INPUT -OUTPUT REGISTER 

F, ,.f, = K, 1+ (TPP)Ps: 

+ Fs F; F; Ct 

A ' I P T' + I No 0 " I> , 

+ Fz £30 

+ B, Sx T)( 
I 

N'1' 

F~ 
i • + Sx Tx N 12. 

~ F2 N, 
, 

;- D5" Sx Ne Hj ' 

+ • F4 F2 Ns n; 
+ SUI I ... 

+ Sal I. 

Ofl (Next Page) 

46Z 

CIRCUIT BOARD" 
LOCATION 

i-08-/2. 

S"08-JS 

1-08-3+ 

-5"D1- 2. S-

408 -2.1 

401-27 

406-10 

+01-18 

50B-T-6 



INPUT-OUTPUT REGISTER (Cont) 

S08-T-6 

• O.f, = F3 Fa Ct 

+ F~ F. F~ Ct 

... A,' N~ 0,1 Po T.' 
I 

... Fa 0, 

I 

+ a, Sx Tx 

F6t.' S t + Go ~ T)(. 

+ N 12. 

.,. D~ Pd~ T41 

+ F3 F; Nsf).. 

+ F .. Nao.. 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.07-2.7 

2.07-2..7 

208 -/Z 

aoS -I Z. 

2.08 -10 

208-34 

208 -2.7 

20-7 - I 'I 

2.08- 2.1 

208-J" 

463 



INPUT-OUTPUT REGISTER (Cent) 

F2. ,f2. = K2 14 (TPP)Ps-
I 

+ Fs 
t 

Fa Ct 

I , 

+ F ~ Fz. F, Ct 

+ Fa 0, 

• + F! E 30 M, 
, 

+ Fa Eao Tx 
, 

N'2 

+ F3 N, 

.... Sc Ii-
, . 

+ F4 F:, 
, , 

F2 Ne Di H, 

+ Fa' F' D' , N 8 5 F, I 

F' F~ F " 
, 

+ Na Ds t 

S; t , t , 

+ F4 F3 F, Ne Ds 

+ 1+ (SUI + SU2 + SU3) 

+ Nell- Ai-2. Sx F, 
f o 2 (Next Page) 

464 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

"f" 3 -12. 

+03-2.7 

'4-03'-2.7 

4-0 of-3+ 

40+-2.7 

+"4--2..7 

4-0+·- .34-

+O! - 12. 

502.. -/8 

S"04--2.S' 

5"0,-18 

50+-'1 

00+-2.S" 

401--2.,4-

SOB-T-6 



INPUT-OUTPUT REGISTE'R (Cont) 

1- F 4 F. Ct, 

+ Fs F3 Flo Ct 

t 

+ F3 0, 

• + F5 E 30 

+ F ~' Tx 

+ F~ Nb 

+ N 1.2. 

50B-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

204 -2. 7 

2.04- - 34 

2.01--12 

2..03-11 

2.0s".-/2. 

,0(. -10 

2.0S"-2.1 

20&'-21 

2,0' -2. 7 

2.0$'-/2. 

2.0"-2.1 

465 



INPUT ... OUTPUT REGISTER (Cont) 

I of 3 : K 3 1+ (TPP) Ps 

+ Sc 1+ 
I 

;. Fs- F.,. C't 

• t' I 

+ F 4 F a F 2. N B D s- H, 

+ F4 N, 

f o 3 (Next Page) 

466 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.IO-f~ 

2.IO-J2. 

108-2.5" 

2../1-/, 

I()S -IS 

2.10-2.7 

108-" 

2.10-2..7 

107-18 

211-2..7 

211-12. 

SOB-T-6 



INPUT -OUTPUT REGISTER (Cant) 

S08-T-6 

. , , 
... Fs F ... F, Ct 

TA,' A I nO. 

-+'F~ E 30 No 

I A' M ' f B, 42 Tx 2. 

+ Ma Ns 

+ D S" Po' P d 3 T 40 

• "·82. Ml T)C-. 

+ F~ An 0, 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

401-2..7 

+1" -/'1 

50S - 25"" 

4,,,-3+ 

4/0-2.7 

4/0-27 

401-10 

467 



INPUT-OUTPUT REGISTE.R (Cont) 

, , 
+ F 6" F 3 F2 F, Ct 

+ F; F~ F,' Ct 

+ F5 N, 

-t F3 Fd F,' Ne n; 
+ Fs- 0 , AN 
of- Nt4.. A 42. S)l F, 

Of4 (Next Page) 

468 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

2.01-/2. 

I07-ZS' 

201-12.. 

I01-1..S" 

508-'1'-6 



INPUT-OUTPUT REGISTER (Cant) 

50B-T-b 

o-t4 = F+ F2 Ct 

+ E 30 

-t M~ Ns 

;- Ds P; Pd3 T+o 

• ~. Ds Pd3 T4 , 

+ NJ2. 

4- F~t FI' N 8ll. 

... F~ 0, 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+07-11 

401-.3+ 

4-07- 3+ 

40'7 - 12. 

408-1'1 

40'-.12-

40' -18 

401-2.4 

469 



INPUT-OUTPUT R~GISTER(Cont) 

OfS (Next Page) 

470 

I , 

of F4 F.~ F, Ct 

of- F4' F! Fe. Ct 

... Fs' F4 F~r=.' Ct 

+ 1! IN, 

~ F' F' , . + 3 F2 Ne H, 

-t ,F2. F,' N e F4' 

• ~ F, F, Na 

..,. F .... Fa N9 

+ F ~ F 3' Fl· N s Sx· 

-fA, 0, 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+2.3-/2. 

42.3-2.7 

S"2.3 - '1 

52.3-2.5" 

42~-2.7 

SOB-T-6 



INPUT -OUTPUT REGIST ER (Co~L.) 

F ' • + 5 F3 Fe F, Ct 

+ "l.,' N, 

+ N 12. 

, 
+ r:CH I, 

I 

't DE Pd 3 Ttlt 

+ A: O. ·A H 

S08-T-6 

ctR r.UIT BOARD 
LOCAT.ION 

S21-i 

+2.2.-34-

42'-2..7 

42..1 - 2. 7 

5",2.-18 

471 



FORMAT CONTROL FLIP-FLOP 

Fe. ,fe. = Of 

,of.- • =A42 T~ D: 
-tC ' f 
+ No Rc~ , ' 

.... 14 R c.2. ,l! I 
FC2, 

, 
,fe2: A42 Tx ]1' 

+ 9i 1+ 

of- Cf 14 

ofet = A 1t2- Ty. Dt' 

"'D f I ... 

47l 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+0,3 - 11 

+04 -10 

40i - '" 
405-/0 

402.-,0 

+S', -'/0 

+,,'-'Jf-

+5'" - J+ 

.f..,S-' - 12-

4-5"' - I 2. 

50B-T-6 



INPUT ZEROING-KEYBOARD STOP FLIP-FlOP 

• 
LCH • ZCH = No Po T41 

+ Po E~ T41 

+ M! I.,. 

+ Td 1+ 

+ (50 + H ~ ) I ~ T 41 

+ E3 Ye Y, '<0 I~ UI T2 '(2-

+ t15" 5 s O-

02CH ::. J,~ 

+ ~C.H II ~ 
I 

T+I 

SOB-T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

211-10 

2.12.-/2 

211-3+ 

2.11-34 

212-12 

111-/8 

21+ - 18 

2.0 q-I q 

~'o -10 

473 



INPUT SEQUENCE COUNTER 

E, let = E' , Po T+IQ.. 
I 

T Cit 
+AoPJ3F~FJ 

oe, = E, Po T41lt 

of No E 3 t, 

+ Fo E' 3 T.o 

+ Z 2. N'l An U2 

I , 

+ Sp Y,2. Y11 Y/o Yti A", 1+ T~I 

;- 1. ~ A h U2. N I p~ P3' 

474 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4-to1-ID 

i-l, q - I 'I 

4'8 -2.4 

2'9-10 

2.''1-12 

2(,'1-/2 

2."'-2.+ 

4-15"-27 

4/S"-2.7 

S-/7-18 

50B-T-6 



INPUT SEQUENCE COUNTER (Cant) 

• • 
+ Fo E; T4i) E, Rei 

+ E2. Y1 Yia Ys Y4 Ya T, I~ 

+ JG. J~ J4 I, ReI T, 

~ e'b = E 3 E 2 E, Po T41 

50B-T-6 

+NoEa E, 

+ I, ReI T41 

+ C~ I~ T,' 

CIR CUlT BOARD 
LOCATION 

1I'1-2.S" 

12.'-/8 

122-18 

114-18 

4-2.2.. -/0 

42.2.-12. 

42.2.-/2 

475 



"NUMBER FILL" STATE FLIP-FLOPS 

E30 I e30 = E2.o T41Cl No 

+ M2 E2.o 
t 

U4-1 T4-0 

o e 30 = 1+ E'3o T4-lo... 

+ M 2. T. 

+ QI. Q+Q, 1414. 

E40 ,e+o = E 30 No T4-14. 

Oe40= E 4-0 T4-ltl. 

476 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4-' '_-12 

2..5"li-2.7 

2.5" - 27 

2.5"'1 - I 2. 

2. 5'"4f - 12.. 

2..5Q -2.+ 

2 S' - I () 

2.~S"-IC 

50B-T-6 



INPUT COUNTER RESET FLIP-FLOPS 

INHIBIT FILL FLIP-FLOP 

I I 

1 a.. 0 = N 0 F 5 F 4- F 3 F 2. F I P d -; T, 

1" F 5" F 4 F'~ F 2. N 0 P d 3 T, 

508 .. T-6 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

45"4 -34-

45"+-12. 

45'S -/1 

1(,/-/ g 

IbD -18 

2.Coo-IO 

2."0 - J q 

;2.58-1 <i 

477 



TAPE READER "ON" FLIP~FLOPS 

Ito = (-R 9 rn + Tg) 1+ 

-+ Vgn, I4 
, 

+ M, D3 1+ 

+ Rg P 14-

+ Vgp I4 

F F41 F' F' C + 5 F3 2... t 

1 

+ 14-

+ Td 
+ (R sm+ Rsp) 

PHOTOREADER CLUTCH-BRAKE FLIP-FLOPS 

Be J be -:.To • Qo Dh. 

() be = To 
, 

, 
... qA 

.... DJL 

478 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

+2..il- I () 

2.2.1 -11 

2.'2.1-34 

2.2.,1 -3+ 

508-T-6 



CODE CONVERSION TIME FLIP-FLOP 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

, Ct =. (TPP)' To Pm P, P3 Ps P; P,' 

OCt =: Ct 

II 3 -18 

2./3-11 

MAIN MEMOR Y WRITE FLIP-FLOPS 

MWI = Az. M3 T41 
I 

I nlWI a2' -/0 

I' 

.,. 8 2 M, D3 T+I 2.2.7-2.4-

• I 

.. L2. M, D2 D, T+I 12' -1 

• .,. '1 2 M, D2 D. T41 12. 7-1 

I 

... X2 I. T+I 2.2.7-10 

• + DII 2.2.7-1'1 

I 

om wl=A 2 M3 D .. 2.24~ I D 

• I 

+ 82. M, . .D3 D" 22.'-2.4 

t t 

+ L2 M, D2 Dr DII 12.4- -1 

+ V~ M, D2 D. DIt 12.5' -1 
, 

I, DII ... X2 2:2.S--ID 

+ D" T+I 2.2.7-18 

SOB-T-6 479 



MAIN MEMORY WRITE FLIP-FLOPS (Cant) 

• • 

+ V, M, D2 D. 

+ X~ I. 

+ T41 

I 

o m W2 = A 2 M 3 D" T +1 . , 
+ B 2 M" D 3 D.. T41 

4BO 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

230 - 3+ 

2.30-10 

2aO-3~ 

J2.S -IS 

tacr- 18 

231- 2.1-

SOB-T-6 



MEMORY WRITE AMPLIFIERS 

" 

OW \ = ( 
.. 

o W2. = ( 

1\ ) Mw/ 

.. ) Mw,' 

,W S = ( c ,. C: c ~ C 3 C ~ C I) M waf 

oW 5 = ( /1 ) M WI' 

508-T-6 481 



MEMORY WRITE AMPLIFIERS (Cont) 

" ) M w,' 

OW, = ( 
.. 

" 

II 

( I I t I) , 
I VI 10 =:. C,- C S" C 4 C 3 O2 C I· M w 2. 

/I 

oW fl ::: ( 
.1 

482 508-T-6 



MEMORY WRITE AMPLIFIERS (Cont) 

S08-T-6 

, W 12. = ( c " c ~ C 4 C 3 C; C,' ) M w 2' 

OW I2.==( " )Mw,' 

I W 13 - (C,' Cs' C4 C3 C; C.) MW2' 

OW'3 == ( II ) M w: 

I W" = (C~ Cs- Ct ' C; C~ C,t) M w~ 

oW 1(. = ( .. ) M WI' 

IW'1==(C~ C!)C~C~C; C,) M W2' 

ow. 1 '::.( " ) M w; 

483 



MEMORY WRITE AMPLIFIERS (Cont) 

484 

.Wtq =( C,', Cs C~ C~ C a C,) Mw~ 

O,W,q =( " ) M,w: 

,W" =( era' Cs C;C 3 C~ C,) Mw~ 
oW 2..1 = ( .. ) M w,t 

fW2.~= (C,' C S C4' C3 C2,C,) Mw: 
o W2.3 ': (" ) M WI' 

508-T-6 



MEMORY WRITE AMPLIFIERS (ContJ 

(e ' "')' l w 2. 4 = , esc i- C" C 2. C, M wa 

( II )' 
oWa+::' Mw. 

tWas:' (C~ Cs- C+ C;C: CJ M ~~ 
II 

) Mw: 

" 

( " ). oW2S :: M W, 

508-T.,;6 485 



MEMOR Y WRIT E AMPLIFIERS (Cont) 

I W31 = ( C,' Cs C+ C 3 C, C') MW2.1 

oW 31 = ( " ) M w: 

) Mw ,' 

,W3~ =(C,C;C+tc;C2C,')Mw~ 

o W 34 =- ( II ) M w.' 

• W?~ =( C, C; C; C~ Cl CJ M w~ 

oW3S" ~ ( II ) Mw,' 

486 SOB-T-6 



MEMORY WRITE ·AMPLIFIERS (Cant) 

SOB-T-6 

o W3b ::: ( 
II 

) Mw,' 

, W31 = ( c, C; C~ C~ C~ C,) M w; 
l\ 

) Mw: 

t W 38 =-(C, C; C; C ~ C2. CIt) M w~ 

o W38 ': ( II ) Mwt
4 

I W3i =( C" C; C; C3 C.2 C,J Mw~ 
o W3't = ( " ) M WI' 

I W4' :. (C" C; C4 C; Ca' ell Mw: 
o W41 ::: ( .. ) M WI' 



MEMORY WRITE AMPLIFIERS (Cont) 

: 488 

o W1-2. =( - .. 

I 'N1-3 = (C, C; C+ C; Ca C.) Mw; 
oW+'3 = ( " )M W•

I 

,W41- = (C~ C; C4 C3 c~1 e,l) Mw~ 
oW 44 = ( II ) MW.II 

,Wi-, = '(C, C; C4 C3 O2 C.') M w; 
oW+l ~ ( I') Mw: 
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MEMOR Y WRITE AMPLIFIERS (Cont) 

508-T-6 

OW4'1 = ( ) Mw; 

oW 50 =( II 

\ \45' -= ( c" Cs C; C; cae,) M w~ 
o W~, = (' n )Mw: 

I VI $" a :: ( C (" C!> C4 ' C 3 C ~ C,') M w 2,' 

OWS~=( II )Mw: 
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MEMORY WRITE AMPLIFIERS (Cont) 

, W 5"+ = ( C (. C 5 C ~ C 3 C 2. .C .') M w: 
.. 

) Mw/ 

I W S- 5" == ( c" C 5' C: C 3 C ~ C .) M w 2-

" ) Mw.' 

oW!"' = ( 
II 

o W S 1 = ( II 

) Mw.' 

" ) M w.~ 
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MEMORY WRITE AMPLIFIERS (Cant) 

I Wei = (C" c S' c, + C 3 C ,I C,) M wal 

It ) Mw ,· 

oW"l. = ( fl 
) M w,' 

II 
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MEMORY READ POWER AMPLIFIERS 

,m}Lo.= [cc;.C2,' C;)MlLO +(C 3' C2' C,)MIL1 -+(C 3'C,C,·)M A 2. 

+(C~ C2 ·C,)MA3 + (C~C2.' C,')MA.4 +(C 3 C; C,) MILS" 

.fo( C, CzC " )"M.Il4 + (C 3 C ~ C,) MA.l J M; 

+(CJ' Cz C/)M JL ;""(C 3 C; C,')M)L~ +(C3C~C,)MJL; 

+{ Cl C2. C:)M)L~ + ( CJ C';t C,) M/\.; + M 5J 

,WlAb = fCc; c~ CI') MIL8 +(C'3"C~' C,) MA.i ... (c3' C2. C,')MIt.IO 

+(c; C2 C.) MAil + (C 3 C~' C:)M)LI2. +(C3 C~· C,) MAI5 

... (C3 Cz C,') MIL 14 + (c 3 Cz C.) MAIS' ] M s' 

oWlJLb= [( c; c; e,') M)L;' + ( c 3' c; c,) M/1.~ +( c; C 2. c;) MAI~ 

+ (Cl·Cl. C,)MAU•· + (c3c; C:}MJ1.I~+(C3 C; C,) M/t.,; 

+.(C,3 C, C,')MJU~ + (ej C2 C,)MJu; + Ms1 
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MEMORY READ POWER AMPLIFIERS (Cant) 

MA.C 

,t'\I\)tC = [(C; C~ C,t) MA,(. + (c; C~ C,) MAil + (C~ Cz. C,') MillS 

+(C; ClC,) Mll1Cf + (C 3 C~ C,·) MAl.O -t (C 3 _C~ CJM)l.2.1 

+( C 3 Cz e,l) MJL~' + (C 3 C, C.) MIL2-! ] M: 

'0 mA.C :: [(C; C~ C,' )M)lI~ +(c; c.~ C-) MAo,,' + (C~ Cz. C,I)MJ\.I~ 

M)Ld 

(C • c C) I (c C· ') • (c c i C) M • ~ .. 3 a I MAli + l 2. C, MALo + 3 2... .11.2.1 

+(c,) Ca C:)MAa~ + (e3 Ct C,)MIL2.; + ~s] 

I ~",d :I: [( C; Cz.' C:) MA1.4 + (c~ ell c.J M/l.15 + (c; c~ C;) MA 2.r. 

+(C; Cl. c,)MJl.2.1 +(C,. c~ C,')M)L1Q +(C 3 C;C)MJl.2.Cf 

+ (Cs C2, C;) MJl30 + (C 3 Cz. c,') MJ\.~I] M; 

o m)l.d = [( c~,C~ c:) M)t.z~ (C3t C2' e l) M,,"~~ + (C_~I Cz C:)MA~' 

+(c; C,C,)MJt.?'~ +-(c 3 c; C;)MIL'2~ +(C 3 C-;C.)Mh2.'f 

.... (e 3 Ca e,') M_ll.a~ +(C 3 Cl c) MJl3;-+ Ms] 
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MEMOR Y READ POWER AMPLIFIERS (Cant) ! 

MAe 

I mJl.e'= [( C 3' C 2,' C.')MA32. +( c; el' C.) MJZ.33 of- (C: C2 C",') MA,3+ 

+(C;C2 C,)M/l3S +(C 3 C;C,')M)l.34 +(C3C~ C.)MJt37 

+(C 3 C2, C,')MJL38 + (C3 Cz. C,) M)t3ct,J Ms' 
I 

o rY\.Jle = [(C 3' C; C/)M)L3?' + (C 3' C~' C,)MIl3; + (C; Cz C,')MIL~ 

+(C; C2, C,)MJL3; ~ (e 3 C~ C,')MA.J: +(C3 C~ C,)MJl.3,' 

+ (c 3 C2, C.,')M/l.3~ + (C 3 Cz. C.J Mill; .:,. M 5 ] 

MJlf 

I t'VlJl.-f = [(C~ C~ c,')MA.+O +(C~C2' C,)MlL41 +(C~'C1. C,')M)l41 

+ (C;,C2, c,)M'JL4-3+(C 3 c; C,')MJl++ +(C3C;C,)M)l.~s 

... (Cl CaC,') MJt.4-' . + (c 3 C,C,')MJL+1 J M; 

o ~A'" : I (c; c~ C,') MJl.+~ + (c!' C;C,}MA4: + (c; C2.C,t)MJr.4~ 

+(c,~ C2 c,) M,A.+~ of. (C,3 c;c,') MJL+4' '+ (C3 C; C,) MAi; 

... (c l , Ca C,') MA+~ + (c 3 CZ C~)MIL4; -+ MsJ 
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MEMORY READ POWER AMPLIFIERS (Cant) 

[ r.' I , ) /. I '\ (. ') 
1"'A.9= ~C~C2.C, MJ\. ... 8+~C3CLC.)MA~+ C3 C2 CI _ M)LSO 

+(C1'C2. C,)Mh.n +(C 3 C~ C:)MJt.5"~ +(CjC;C,)MJ\.$"] 

+(Cj CaC,·)MIL!i .... ... (e3 c~ C,) MAss] M; 
OmJl9 = [(el' c; C,')MJl4~ + (c; C;C,) MJl4-~ +(C; C2 C,') MAS; 

+ (C;. C2 c,) MAS,' + (C 3 C2,' c;') MILS~ +(C3 C~ C.)M)Ls~ 

-} (C l Cz. CI') M/Ls~ +( C3 C2 c.) MILS; + M s] 

,Ml\h = [(c~ c~ C:)M)u~G. +(c; c~ C,)M/LS1+ (c~ C2 C.')MIlS"s 

+ (c; c~ C,)MJls"1 +( c~ c~ C:)MJl"o + (C 3 c~ C,)Mju" 

+(C3 C? C,')M,4.h2. + (C 3 C2 C,)MJt4!] M~' 
o"'Ah'" [(c; c; C,')M"s: -*( C; c~ C,) MJI<,' + (c~ C. C,')MAS~ 

+( C; Cz C,)Mjl!i; + (c! c~ c,' )MJl'~ + (C3 C; C,}MJl,; 
~ ,. 

+( c3 C2. C;) MIL G.; + (C 3 C2 CJM)l'; +M s] 
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MEMORY SYNCHRONIZATION FLIP-FLOP 

CLOCK JITTER FLIP-FLOP 

Cj 
• 

I Cj = C j 

o Cj = C j 

MEMOR Y READ FLIP-FLOP 

496 

" . + C, Cs- C+ MIL" 

+ C,: Cs C+ MAc 

+ C, CS' Ct MAd 

+ C" C; C~ M~e 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 

4-5"8-11 

4-5"' - If 

42.1-1'1 

22.0 - " 

1S"3 -2.~ 

15'"3-2.5 

/5"2.-.2.5 

15"2.-25" 

2.5"2 - 24 
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MEMORY READ FLIP-FLOP (Cant) 

•• I 

+ C,. Cs C ... MJ1.o 

50B-T-b 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
LOCATION 
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APPENDIX III. CIRCUIT BOARD CHARTS 

COMPUTER CONNECTOR SIGNAL CHART 

The computer connector signal chart represents each cable re
ceptacle, plug receptacle, and terminal board located in the computer 
assembly, excluding the signal circuit board receptacles and the power 
circuit board receptacles in the power supply assembly. The signal 
found at each pin of these receptacles is identified. (See figure • ) 

Each square represents a pin or a jack on the receptacle, and 
the letter designation or the combination letter and number designation 
within individual squares represents the signal or voltage found at that 
pin or jack. These designations are those used for the computer logic 
equations, or are defined in the computer wire list. 

CIRCUIT BOARD CONNECTOR SIGNAL CHARTS 

Six circuit board connector signal charts are required to repre
sent each plug-in circuit board receptacle mounted on the two side cast
ings of the computer assembly. Again, the signal charts also identify 
each signal foUnd at each pin or jack of these receptacles, with individ
ual squares representing individual pins or jacks. Each connector 
signal chart illustrates one complete row of 40 connectors. There are 
six such rows of connectors, three on each side casting; thus, there 
are six charts. (See figures 41 through 47. ) 

Two of the rows of connectors on each side casting are made up 
of double-receptacle connectors, and one is made up of single-receptacle 
connectors. Therefore, there are actually five rows of receptacles on 
each side: number designations 101-140 through 501-540 (side No.1) 
and 141-180 through 541-580 (side No.2). Thus, a 3-digit number 
specifies exactly one receptacle. For examp1e,reeeptacle 129 specifies 
the top receptacle in the twenty-ninth position of side No. 1. 

The layout of each signal chart is discussed in the following para
graphs. 
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100-200 SERIES-SIDE NO.1 

This chart is arranged to facilitate signal checking of the logic 
network boards plugged into receptacles 102 and 202 through 131 and 
231. All the pins on the particular board are represented by one hori
zontal row of squares. The pin numbers for each logic network board 
a're printed at the top of the chart and grouped into individual gates on 
the boards. The output pin numbers are raised above the input pin 
numbers for each gate. The number at the top of each gate grouping 
indicates the number of diodes used in that gate. 

The second part of this chart illustrates the signals found at each 
pin of the eight write switches plugged into side No. 1. 

300 SERIES-SIDE NO. 1 

This chart is arranged to facilitate signal checking of the flip
flop boards plugged into side No. 1. As for all other signal charts, one 
horizontal row of squares represents all the pins on a particular circuit 
board. The pin numbers along the top of the chart are' grouped into four 
sets of input-output signals (four flip-flops on a board) and one set of 
voltages. Also the signal found at each pin of the write amplifier cir
cuit boards and the clock power amplifier boards is shown. 

400 -500 SERIES-SIDE NO. 1 

This chart is arranged similarly to the 100-200 series chart for 
side No. 1. This arrangement facilitates signal checking of the logic 
network boards plugged into 402 and 502 through 424 and 524. Also, 
the signals found at each pin of 3 computer network boards and the 11 
nonmain memory read amplifier boards are illustrated. 

100-200 SERIES-SIDE NO. 2 

This chart is arranged similarly to the 100-200 series chart for 
side No. 1. This arrangement facilitates signal checking of the logic 
network boards plugged into 151 and 251 through 179 and 279. Also, the 
signals found at each pin of the other thr~ecomputer network boards 
are illustrated. 

300 SERIES-SIDE NO. 2 

This chart is arranged similarly to the 300 series chart for side 
No. 1. This arrangement facilitates signal checking ,of the flip-flop 
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boards plugged into s..ide No. 2:. Also, the signals found at each pin of 
the eight r-ea-o switching circuit boards are illustrated. 

400 -500 SERIES-SIDE NO. 2 

This c,hart is arranged similarly to the 100-200 series chart for 
,ide No. 1. This arrangement facilitates signal checking of the logic 
network boards p1ugged'into 452 and 552 through 479 and 579 (except 
that receptacles 462 and 562 comprise a spare connector). 
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9 7 

18 9 

I 14 2 15 :3 16 4 17 5 6 19 7 20 8 21 

(101 THROUGH 140) - r-( 201 THROUGH 240) 100-200 PLUG SERIES SIDE ~I 
.-- -
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Figure 42. Circuit Board Connector Signal Chart No. 1 
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Figure 43. Circuit Board Connector Signal Chart No.2 
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(501 THROUGH 540) 500 -- r-- 400 (401 THROUGH 440) 400-500 PLUG SERIES 
. ,--- SIDE·I - -

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2324 25 1 2 3 4 15 16 7 8 

RCI-184A 

Figure 44. Circuit Board Connector Signal Chart No. 3 
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